ABOUT, OURSELVES.
BY THE EDITOR.

OT often does it occur that we
consider it necessary to burden our
readers with what may be termed
" domestic
affairs affecting the
organisation and policy of this Journal, but
there are occasions when such matters may
be of sufficient importance to provide the
excuse for taking our readers into our
confidence and sharing with them the'
satisfaction which we feel ourselves at any
event constituting a milestone on the road
of progress and prosperity of the Journal.
For the benefit of those of our readers who
have riot had a long association with us,
it is not out of place to make reference to "the
fact that The Wireless World is now
completing its fifteenth volume, having
been in existence for well over ten
years, or more than seven years before
broadcasting was thought of in this

country.
The first announcement which we wish to
make to our readers is one concerning a
change of proprietorship and control
of,
the Journal.
The Wireless World
hitherto published by the Wireless Press,
Ltd., has been taken .over by Messrs.
Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., the proprietors of a
number of highly successful specialised
publications, including Experimental Wireless,
The Autocar, The 1 fotor Cycle and The
Amateur Photographs
This change carries
with it the guarantee of an entirely independent policy unhampered by any association with commercial or other wireless
interests.
With the further object of
ensuring that nothing shall interfere with
".

this desirable freedom of action, the proprietors have obtained the consent of the
Radio Society of Great Britain to transfer
the obligations of Official Organ of the
Society from The Wireless 'World to our
sister journal, Experimental Wireless.
Our second announcement relates- to the
future style and character of The Wireless
World Commencing with the next issue,
to be dated February iith, the outward
appearance will be entirely altered and
modernised, the size of the page will be
increased considerably, with a consequent
addition to the space available for matter.
This, together with additional pages, will
em.. `)ie us to introduce several new features
and to extend the scope of the Journal to
appeal to a wider circle of readers whilst
sacrificing nothing of the character of the
magazine in so far as it appeals to present
readers.
In short, The Wireless World will in
future be a bigger, a better, and we
hope an indispensable journal to all wireless amateurs, with whom we trust we
may include a very large number of professional wireless workers who are amateurs

at heart.
Next week, therefore, you should look for
The Wireless World in a new cover, but at
the old price, and although there will be a
minimum of zoo,000 copies issued, make
sure of your copy by placing an order with
your newsagent at once. We mean to
introduce The Wireless :=World to every
wireless amateur, and we hope you, our
present readers, will help us to do so.
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CRYSTAL,

-VALVE
DETECTOR
UNIT.
This unit may be
attached to any
low frequency amplifier and to a
high frequency amplifier if desired.
It is a particularly
simple unit, being
easily made and
operated.

By R. H. Coox.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

SEVERAL requests have been received
from readers for an article giving
details of a crystal or valve detector
panel to- match the instruments
described by the author in The Wireless
World and Radio Review of April i3th,
May 28th and August .13th, 1924. The
following description of a suitable unit has
therefore been prepared.
A study. of the two -circuit amplifier
(April 3oth, 1924) and the two -valve highfrequency amplifier (August 13th, 1924) will
show the reader that they were not designed
as instruments for a unit system, as the
order in which the- battery and telephone
terminals are placed is riot the same.
But
this slight drawback does not prevent one
from making up an efficient and useful
receiver with the addition of the panel to be
described.
A scale drawing of the panel is given in
Fig. 2. It will be seen that the height of

this is 9 ins., to match the other panels, and
the width is 6 ins. These dimensions make
the panel of a size that will give a compact
instrument without overcrowding the components.
On the left-hand side is a row of terminals
to match those on the right of the H.F.
R

PHONES

INPUT

LT.

LT.

+

+

H.T.

H.T.

+

Fig.

1.

The theoretical connections of the panel.
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A view of the back of the
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Details of the panel. A, drill 3/19" dia,
B, drill 5/32" dia. ; C, drill 5/32" and countersink
for No. 4 B.A. screws ; D, drill s" dia.
;
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panel.

panel ; this allows short connecting wires to
be used if desired: On the right of the
instrument is another row of. terminals to
match those on the left, and one for the
output (telephones) and battery terminals.
As may be seen from the photograph and
figures, a valve holder,. filament resistance,
grid condenser -and leak, a two pole changeover switch and a crystal detector are
mounted on the panel. There are also two
terminals for -the wires to the reaction coil.
When no reaction is required, these terminals
must, of course, be short-circuited.
The theoretical diagram of Fig. z shows
quite clearly the connections of the apparatus,
and the circuit when a valve or crystal is
employed as the detector.
The instrument is easily constructed.
First true the panel to the dimensions given
in the figure. This is a standard size, and
so can be bought already trued. if the panel
has not been rubbed down this should be
done, using medium carborundum cloth.
Next mark out and drill the panel, using
the drawing of Fig. 2. It is advisable to
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mark the position of holes with a scriber and
not a lead pencil. When the lines and drilling
centres are marked with a scriber very
accurate work can be done.
-Finally assemble and then wire the
receiver. The layout is so simple that no

Fig.

3.

MinnßoARY 4, 1925

clearance between them is clearly shown by
the photograph of the back of- the panel.
When the wires are arranged in this manner
there is very little póssibility of them
accidentally making contact with one
another, and the ample spacing tends to

The wiring diagram.

difficulty should be experienced in assembling.
or wiring. The wiring diagram of Fig. 3
shows the connections. All the wires are
carefully soldered after having first been
bent to the required shape.
The neat
arrangement of the wires and the ample

high efficiency. When soldering wires to
the grid leak be careful not to have the iron
too hot, or the leak may be spoiled.
The method of connecting the unit to the
components mentioned above will be quite
clear from the marking of the terminals
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aA view of the set. On the left es the vai cable condenser tuning the closed cm cuit coil
The neat. knob, which es smaller, controls the coupling of the aerial and secondary
There are
coils, while the third knob is for adjusting the reaction coupling.
two filament resistances, and the telephones are connected to the terminals on the
right of the set.

Eilimmimummitimminimminwimmiumminumwminiumuntimummunnimmia.

AN AMATEUR SHORT WAVE SET..
A description of the receiver employing a " Low -loss " Tuner
used by Mr. Gerald Marcuse, G 2 NM, "for the reception of

American and Australian Amateurs.

I
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N the last day of my visit to the
amateurs in Canada a shòrt 'hile
ago, I happened to express
wise
that I should like to take H. set

back on the boat and listen to the amateurs
on my way home. That well-known amateur
C 2 BN, Mr. Miller, of Montreal, said he
would make me one. Someone produced
the condensers, valve holders, a transformerb
and the other accessories, and another :found
a cabinet, and very soon the set was completed and roughly calibrated on C 2 BN's
aerial.
The set is shown in the accompanying
photographs, and the connections are given

in Fig. I. From the diagram of connections
it will be seen that the set has a valve detector
and one stage of low frequency amplification.
The àerial has a coil L1 connected to it,
consisting of a few turns of thick wire

tied together, and to an ebonite spindle.
A knob is attached to the spindle in order
that the 'coupling with the closed circuit
coil may be adjusted. The large coil,
marked Le, is wound basket -weave fashion
with fit. 16 D.C.C. wire, and has a tap
which consists of a clip soldered to the wire.
This coil is tuned with a variable condenser
C1, and is connected to the grid -filament of
the detector through the usual grid con-
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denser and leak. A V.24 valve is employed
as the detector. The reaction coil is mounted
in the same way as the aerial coil, and consists
of a few turns of medium gauge wire tied
together. It may be seen in the photograph
between the V.24 valve and the secondary
coil.

.

It should be noticed that the components
are well spaced. The tuning condenser is
well away from the coils, and there is a
space of two or three inches between the
secondary coil and the reaction and aerial
coils., A remarkable feature of the set is
the ease with which it oscillates over the
whole range -5o to 275 metres-with. only
one tapping, and with no dead spots such
as one frequently meets with.
There is nothing remarkable in the
low frequency amplifier, which has the

A view showing the arrangement of the set.
coil, closed circuit coil and reaction coil.

Fige d. _Gonnections öf the receiver. L1 is the loosely
coupled ,:'. al coil ; Lo, the reaction coil ; L3, the
tapped secondary coil ; Cl, the tuning condenser
RC2 the grid' leak and condenser ; C3, the by-pass
condenser, and T the intervalve transformer.

Looking from right to left we have the tuning condenser, aeria
'l'hen the detector valve and the transformer and valve for the
L.P. stage.

usual intervalve transformer, shunted by
a small fixed condenser.
Unfortunately the ship coming home was
very full, and I dici not have an opportunity
of using the set on the ship's aerial. A

temporary aerial was rigged up, but I was
very much bothered by interference from
the ship's motors. The set has been in
almost constant use since my return from
Canada and receives signals from all countries
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IDEAL
RECEIVERS
®III.

CONSTRUCTING THE COMBINED

`.

CRYSTAL RECEIVER AND WAVEMETER
In the last number the author discussed\ the design of the instrument and
described the construction of the coil. The remaining constructional details
are given below, together with instructions for operating. The particularly
neat arrangement of the instrument is shown by the photograph.
(Continued from page 568, January 26th issue.)
.A
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THIE PANEL.

HE ebonite panel should be filed
to ro ins. by 8 ins. by in., and
have the components mounted on
it as indicated in Figs. 4 and 6.
Mount the Clin sockets and plugs first, then
the fixed condenser, and then the remainder
of the components, putting the coil on last.
Details of the connection strips are given in

JAï\'iEs
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Fig. 5. The buzzer shunt consists of a number of turns of Eureka wire wound on a piece
of ebonite rod about r in. long -by .I in.

diameter. The correct number of turns are
found by experiment, as explained below.
CONSTRUCTION..

-

The components are mounted on a panel
of ebonite measuring ro ins. by 8 ins. by * in.
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Good quality ebonite should .be employed as
leakage between the sockets connected to
the coil may materially lower the efficiency.
The arrangement of the parts may be seen
from the photograph, the lay-out of the panel
given in Fig. l and the wiring diagram of
Fig. 6. It will be seen that on the left of
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capacity 0.002 microfarads and the shunt
for the buzzer are also mounted on the under
side of the panel. A connection strip with
three terminals (A1, A2 and E) is secured to
the back edge of the panel, and another strip
with two terminals for - the telephones is
secured to the front edge of the panel.
A,7

A2.E,TERMINAL STRIP

43/16
2 Va

2 %z

t74
3 /8
CRYSTAL

A.T.C.

v

óa

13/4

BUZZE

44

1

CLIX PLUGS
AND SOCKETS

I/4'

TELEPHONE TERMINAL

oII

STRIP

4. Scale drawing of the top of the instrument showing the position of the parts. On the left we have
the buzzer, the Clin; sockets and plugs connected to tTte basket-weave coil, and the socket for a loading coil ;
on the right the crystal detector, the variable condenser, and the " receive-transmit " switch.

Fig.

the panel is the 'tapped coil, the coil socket
and the buzzer. On the right of the panel is
the detector, tuning condenser, switch and
buzzer battery. A telephone condenser of

Fig. 5. Details of the pieces of ebonite which carry
the terminals for the aerial and earth connections, and
for the telephones. Y=Drill 5/32 -in. dia. T Tapped
No. 6 B.A. x 5/16 -in. and let into edge as shown.

The materials required are as follows :
Ebonite panel, io ins. by 8 ins. by 4 in.
z Ebonite strip, 3 ins. by r in. by s in.
I Ebonite strip, 2 ins. by z in. by â in.
Variable condenser, capacity o0005
microfarad (Sterling square law type).
i Fixed condenser, capacity 0.002 micro farad.
z Coil socket.
High note buzzer (such as the Ericsson).
6 Clix sockets.
2 Clix plugs.
Crystal detector.
I Switch, two -pole, two -position.
Battery (two dry cells).
5 Terminals.
Reel of No. 18 D.C.C. copper wire.
Small quantity of resistance wire (No.
26 or 28 Eureka wire).
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Connecting wire (bare tinned No. i8
copper).
i Containing case to suit.
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this particular case of three-ply wood and
ordinary deal, finished off with a coat of
stain.

WIRING.

USING THE INSTRUMENT.

The wiring connections are given in
Fig. 6, where the coil, connection strips,
buzzer and switch, are shown to the side of
the panel for clearness. The wiring is
particularly easy and straightforward. Connecting tags are used when possible, and
No. i8 tinned copper wire is employed. It
will be found easier to solder the taps from
the coil to the Clix sockets if the coil is
unmounted and held a short distance from

To receive the short wavelength broadcast
transmissions, connect the aerial to Al and
the earth to E, and short circuit the contacts
of the loading coil socket. With the switch
in the " receive " position, put the wavelength
plug in the socket connected to the end of the
coil, and the detector plug in the socket
connected, say, to turn 58. Roughly set the
detector and tune in a signal. Then carefully set the detector, and find by experiment

o

o

TO START OF
WINDING

CRYSTAL
TO

TH

45

TURN

--._

TO 51sTURN

l
BUZZER
TO

O
O

CLIX
PLUGS

D.

TO 58-a'TURN
BUZZER

BATTERY

002

TOe5'22TURN
TO 130eTURN

TRAN SMIT
PHONES<

RECEIVE

Fig.

6.

The wiring diagram.

The connection strips, loading coil socket, buzzer and tapped coil, are shown
removed from the panel for clearness,

the panel. The tappings can be straightened the best position for the detector plug. The
coil and condenser will tune a normal aerial
when the coil is put back in position.
between 25o and 50o metres without setting
the condenser in the series position below
THE INSTRUMENT CASE.
To tune in
A drawing of the box employed is given in about o.000z microfarad.
Fig. 7. It is of simple construction, and in signals of longer wavelengths, such as 5 XX
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if a small coil of about 5 turns of insulated
wire is connected by flexible leads to the
terminals Al E, and this coil held near the
circuit to be excited. This inducing coil

,

remove the short-circuiting plug from the
loading coil socket and insert a plug-in type
coil. For 5 XX a No. ioo or 150 coil may
be employed. Connect the condenser in
parallel by joining Ai and E with
a wire, and connecting the aerial to
A2 and the earth to E.
High resistance telephones should,
of course, be employed with a crystal
receiver, and the best aerial and
earth that can be made.
When the instrument is to be used
as a wavemeter, short-circuit terminals Al and E, and put the switch
in the " transmit " position. The
telephones and detector are then
disconnected from the coil, and the
buzzer and battery are connected
across the coil. Sparking at the
contacts of the buzzer may be
reduced by adjusting the resistance
Fig. 7. A sketch of the box of the instrument, which
of the shunt. It is a good plan,
is of simple construction.
therefore, to find by experiment the
best value for- the shunt. A usual
shunt resistance is 20 ohms, corresponding should be made quite rigid by binding with
with a length of 15 ft. of No. 28 Eureka wire tape or string, and the connections wound
Instead of exciting the circuit to be tested quite tight into a flexible lead in order that
by holding the wavemeter near the circuit, its electrical constants shall not change
it is easier and productive of better results with use.
,

THE GREENLAND RADIO STATIONS.
EFORE very long it is expected

that Greenland will have in opera-

entirely new system of
Plans for such a
scheme had been made prior to the war,
but during the world conflict these had to be
laid aside. ,At the conclusion of hostilities,
however, plans were revised and the preparatory work resumed, with the result that
during the Danish royal visit to Greenland
in 1921, wireless connection was first established between the King's ship on the West
Coast of Greenland and the International
Telegraph Service.
The stations now nearing completion are
situated at Julianchaab, Godthaab, and
Godhavn, on the West Coast, and at
Angmagssalik on the East Coast of Greenland. The contract has been in the hands
of the Danish Radio Company.
The Julianchaab station, constructed on
the Poulsen-Arc system and employing a
tion an

wireless stations.

power of 5 kilowatts, has an aerial of the
umbrella frame type suspended from a mast
some 25o feet high, surrounded by six smaller
This station has been designed
masts.
specially to communicate with the Faroe
Islands, a distance of more than 1,30o miles.
Of a smaller type are the stations at Godthaab
and Godhavn, which will cater only for local
kilowatt.
traffic and will use a power of
The East Coast station at Angmagssalik,
erected at the special request of the Danish Icelandic Committee, is primarily intended
to transmit meteorological reports for the
benefit of fishermen and should prove of
great value in providing warnings of
approaching storms.
The greatest obstacles in the construction
of the stations have been their isolated
situation and the difficulties of transport
over the vast distances involved, in addition
to the fact that work of this kind is impossible
O. L. V.
during the winter.
-
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BRITISH AND AMERICAN RECEIVERS.
The author of this article is in a position
to discuss the relative merits of British
and American components in ari
authoritative manner, as he has spent
a good deal of time in the States It
appear that while British sets are
superior in many respects, the British
manufacturer does not produce so many
useful devices for the amateur and
home constructor.
By N. P. VINCER -MINTER.
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'Nrestricting thethe fact that

the regulations
holder of a broadcast
licence to the use of British-made sets
and components came to an end with
the new year, it is not out of place to consider
briefly what effect this is likely to have on
British sets and components.
It will undoubtedly lead to a ,large influx
of foreign manufactured goods, and as by
far the largest amount is likely to come from
America, it would be well for us to consider
in what respect, if at all, American sets and
components are superior to those manufactured in the United Kingdom.
It may be said definitely, in the first place,
that taken as a whole, British sets and components are superior to those manufactured
in the U.S.A., both in quality of workmanship
and in quality of reproduction. Nobody
who has listened to the reproduction of music
and speech on both a high-class American
and a high-class British set would be the
least doubtful which to purchase ; in fact,
it may be said that even a moderately good
quality British set is to be preferred, from
the musician's point of view, to the very
best that America produces.
This is not so much due to the fact
that American manufacturers are lacking in
skill in the design of good transformers, etc.,
as to the mentality of the American people.
Anybody who is intimately acquainted with
modern American music, or has had the
opportunity of comparing the performances
of average quality orchestras to be met with
in theatres and restaurants in the two
countries will readily understand the true
reason why the quality of reproduction in
British sets is so greatly superior to that in
view of

-

-

The Bestone 5 -valve receiver with built-in loud
speaker and battery cornea?tment

those which emanate from the U.S.A.
Indeed, the performance of an orchestra
which would be considered but mediocre in
England is usually termed " highbrow " on
the other- side of the water. The same may
be said of wireless sets and loud speakers,
particularly the latter. Turning to the other
side of the question, however, it must be
admitted that from the point of view of
selectivity, sensitivity; ease of control and
variety not to mention artistic appearance
-the palm must be awarded to the Americans. This is also explicable by means of the
mentality and environment of the- American
people. The average American possesses a
strong trait in his character for going one
better than his neighbour, and in the matter
of wireless, this exhibits itself in the form of
logging the largest possible number of
stations. It must be remembered that even
here in England, the first question that the
prospective buyer of a valve set usually asks
is whether the set is capable of receiving
all the B.B.C. stations and some continental,
thus indicating a desire not only to be able
to receive all the transmissions from his own
country but some from foreign countries
also. Owing to geographical size, this desire
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is fairly easily met in the case of the English-

SHORT WAVE SETS.

man ; but the American who also exhibits
the same desire, only in a more pronounced
form, must possess a far more sensitive and
selective set to fulfil this purpose. When one
considers the vast size of the United States,
where often a man may be living surrounded
on every side for a thousand miles by his
own country, the very bad atmospheric
conditions, especially "in the southern states,
and the large number of stations operating
on a comparatively narrow band of wavelengths, it is not to be wondered at
that the Americans are far ahead of this
country in producing sets in great variety
of really selective and sensitive " DX "
capabilities.
From the point of view of artistic appearance also, American -made sets show a marked
superiority over those made in this country.
In this respect we are not referring to the
hundred guinea type of cabinet set, whose
artistry cannot, of course, be denied, but to
the ordinary type of good quality set which
sells at prices ranging from vzo to £q.o or
thereabouts.
The typical American type of set, where
the valves are mounted behind the panel in
a rather elongated form of cabinet, presents
a far more pleasing appearance than do the
sloping panel type or even the upright. type
where valves are behind the panel: The
American set, with its false bottom enabling
the whole of the " works " to be withdrawn
and stood independently on the table, is
also far better from the point of view of ease
and efficiency in wiring. It is gratifying to
note that some British manufacturers have
already realised this point. One has only
to glance through the advertisement pages
of any of the American radio journals to
note the large number of really efficient and
attractive -looking sets at not unreasonable
prices, to be acutely aware of how much
greater is the range of choice accorded to
American purchasers. Although, of course,
some of the claims made in these advertisements are typically American, it must be
admitted that on the whole the sets are
highly efficient.
The cabinet work of the average American
set, particularly the low priced ones, is
usually much better than that which is to
be found in English sets. The cabinets are
usually robust, and the general finish
superior.

There is undoubtedly a very great need on
the British market for efficient sets for low
wavelengths from fifty up to about two
hundred metres. The Americans are very
much to the fore in this respect, and there
are a great number of really efficient low
loss sets to be had for this very interesting
band of wavelengths. British manufacturers,
on the other hand, are very much behind the
times in this -respect ; the general idea which
appears to exist among them is that the use
of the ordinary standard design of set
employing plug-in coils is all that is necessary.
It would be all to the good, therefore, if
some of the more progressive manufacturers
in this country broke away from conventional
design and evolved somethmg that was not
merely somebody else's set " dished up "
another form
-

COMPONENTS.

Turning to the question of components,
the general quality, with one or two glaring
exceptions, is, as we have mentioned
previously, superior to American made components, but the same cannot be said from
the point of view of variety and ingenuity.
With regard to valves, we have nothing to
fear from the Americans. British -made
valves are on the whole far better than any
foreign manufactured valves, more especially
those valves designed specially for low
frequency amplification. British valves are
more efficient technically, are longer lived,
and are, comparatively speaking, to be had
in a far greater range of characteristics than
those in America. Another important factor
is that they are infinitely cheaper, which
fact, of course, must not be taken to indicate
that they should not be cheaper than they
are. There is, however, a great opportunity
for an enterprising British manufacturer to
produce a good " soft " valve for rectification
purposes, for there is undoubtedly a big
demand for them, especially among single
valve users who have to rely -Upon Dutch
manufacturers for this product. In America
some quite remarkable results have been
achieved on single valve sets with soft
valves requiring an anode voltage of about
20 volts.

Turning to low frequency transformers,
the British -made article again exhibits a
very marked superiority. Indeed, the performances of some of the cheaper variety
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of American transformers would bring a
blush to the cheeks of even the most hardened

junk manufacturer in this country.
Loud speakers are another instance in
which we lead and others follow, or at -least
attempt to do so. There are, of course, one
or two makes of high-class British loud
speakers to be obtained in Ameuca, but
these cannot be classed as of American
design. The quality of reproduction in the
average American loud speaker is very
raucous. Any foreign visitor walking through
a high-class radio store in New Yolk during
broadcasting hours has no need to be informed
of this fact in fact, the particular make of
loud speaker, which is usually designated as
the last word in tonal purity in America,
would scarcely find a place in the average
" middlebrow " household m England The
inferiority of the American loud speaker is
especially marked in the cheaper In ands,
and for five dollars it is possible to purchase
an instrument whose performances are, as
its makers truthfully assert, unparalleled
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truthfully be said to compare favourably with
a high-class American article. The first
point which strikes one on examination of an
American condenser of first class quality is
its extremely robust construction. It is un-

;

The Radcola Super -Heterodyne Receiver.

GADGETS.

Having said this, however, it must be
admitted that the American " radio -fan "
has a far larger range of components and
useful " gadgets " at his service than is the
case with the English amateur, apart from
the fact that there are many indispensable
components in which America holds first

doubtedly a real " engineer's job," and is not
reminiscent of a " made-in -Germany " toy,
an aspersion which cannot altogether be
withheld from a great many high-class
English condensers. One can insert one of
these condensers into a ket with a definite
feeling of assurance that after many months'
or even years' usage the plates will
not touch nor in any way get out
of alignment. The Americans also
produce some most excellent variable condensers having a geared
movement enabling very fine tuning
to be obtained. These gears are not
merely stamped out and roughly
assembled but are very precisely
machined. From actual experience
it can be said that the presence of
this gearing does not in any way
reduce the electrical efficiency of the
condenser ; in fact these condensers
are electrically as well as mechanicThis receiver has four valves, including one stage of high frequency amplification. The loud speaker is built in, and.
ally sound. The variable grid leak,
there is room for the batteries. One knob tuning is employed
another small but important comto tune the aerial and H.F. circuits.
ponent, is another item which has been
brought to a great pitch of efficiency
place from the point of view of quality. By and reliability in America, the usual design
far the most important of these is variable being of the " fixed -variable " type, in which
condensers. So far as we are aware, there a number of fixed grid leaks of definite value
is not a single variable condenser on the are placed in series with each other by means
home market at the present time which can of a rotary switch. The variable portion of
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the leak is, of course, in series with this, and
as it has Only a range of ? megolun, very fine
adjustment of grid potential can be obtained,
as it requires very many turns of the " knob "
to cover the ; megohm range.
Another component which has been greatly
neglected in this country is the variocoupler.
This extremely useful and neat component
is in almost universal use on the other side
of the water, and it would be an excellent
thing if it were possible for the British
public to obtain these. in greater variety.
We are fairly well supplied with variometers,
but even here there is much room for improvement in the design of low loss formers.
One particular component for which there
is a very great need in this country is a low
loss tuner unit for short waves of from
5o metres upwards. In America it is possible
to obtain these units in great
variety of design, the usual design
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are at last paying some attention, is that of
ebonite, it now being possible to obtain good
quality ebonite in standard sizes. In America,
however, it has been possible for the past
three years to obtain good quality ebonite or
bakehte, either matt or polished, each piece
of ebonite being enclosed in a sealed envelope,
thus obviating any possibility of the panel
being scratched whilst in the possession of
the dealer.
The question of cabinets also might
receive attention, the average cabinet sold
to amateurs usually being constructed very
flimsily of three-ply wood and French nails,
and polished either in a very inferior manner
or merely stained
It is possible in New ork and other
American cities to go into any reputable
radio store and ask for a complete set of
2.

consisting of a skeleton-wound aerial,
secondary and reaction coil, mounted
very efficiently, with a marked
absence of metal spindles and such
like absorbers of energy On these
very high frequencies. It is greatly
to bè regretted that these cannot
be obtained in this country. Complete Reinartz tuning units for incorporating into sets are also greatly
the vogue among American manufacturers. Complete L.F. amplifying A four -valve receive? by the Michigan Radio Corporation.
This set has one stage of high frequency, detector, and two
units mounted on a rigid framework stages
of low frequency
The set is equipped
for incorporating into multivalve with a self-contained loudamplification.
speaker, and there is ample room
cabinet sets are also to be had.
for the batteries.
With the exception of the transformer, it may be said that the design of parts to construct the set described in such
and such a radio journal, and in return one
them is excellent.
The variety of reasonably priced lead-in will be handed an attractive cardboard
tubes and earthing switches to be obtained box containing the complete set of parts
on the other side is greatly in excess of those according to the author's specifications, the
obtainable in this country. With the ex- parts being arranged in boxes in a similar
ception of a; few highly priced ones, these manner to sets of Meccano parts. Many
components seem quite 'unheard of in this manufacturers also make up boxes of parts
country, the usual article supplied by the to construct sets according to their own
local dealer being a flimsy article with nuts design, the box containing blueprints and full
of quite inadequate size arid ebonite tubing instructions, in addition to the complete set
of parts.
of doubtful quality.
Attractive accumulator cases are further
Aerial masts are a further instance in
which we are sadly deficient. It should be items which might well be introduced into
possible to obtain jointed masts for aerial this country, the usual practice over here
erection at reasonable prices, but this is being either to hide this article under the
table out of sight or to place a rather dirty
certainly not the case at present.
A very important point, to which it is and unsightly -looking crate next to an
gratifying to note that British manufacturers otherwise neat outfit. American accumula.
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tor manufacturers usually supply attractive
mahogany boxes for their accumulators, these
boxes being fitted with terminals, of course
When it is desired to remove the accumulator
for charging, the box is opened and the
accumulator is removed in an inner crate

complete with carrying handle. High tension
batteries are similarly housed.
Many components obtainable at almost
every radio store in America are quite
unknown here. Among these are " vario transformers," which are complete units
consisting of an efficient H.F. transformer
with variable coupling between primary and
secondary, and with a variable condenser
incorporated into the unit. Complete neutro dyne transformers to cover a specific band
of wavelengths and oscillator coupling units
and intermediate frequency amplifiers for
incorporating rn " super -bets ." are further
instances of this nature.
Another small. but ingenious eomponent
to be obtained over there is what is known as
the " plug -adaptor " When one possesses- a
set using plugs and jacks for 'phone connections, it often happens that one desires
to try another pair of telephones or loud
speaker, and a difficulty arises owing to the
fact that the extra pair of telephones are not
fitted with a plug. Ín America it is possible
to purchase plugs whose " handle " consists
of a small flat platform on which are mounted
two or more pairs of terminals, thus allowing
telephones not provided with jacks to be
connected. Other plugs may be obtained
containing spring clips into which the tags
-of the telephone may be quickly inserted.
There are a large number of very ingenious
and necessary little components such as the
foregoing which 'may be obtained at almost
any radio dealers in America, but which are
quite unobtainable over here. Taken on the
whole, it is mostly in the matter of these
small but extremely ingenious and well
made " gadgets " in which the American
manufacturer excels. Of course it may be
argued that the British amateur is capable
of constructing most of these " gadgets "
himself, many of them being far more
ingenious than the American -manufactured
article, but that is not the point ; the British
amateur is also quite capable of constructing
a set equal in efficiency' to the best manufactured set on the market, but this cannot
be taken as an argument for offering no
complete sets for sale in this country.
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It therefore behoves our home manufacturers, if they do not desire to unduly
" feel the .draught " caused by the possible
advent of an avalanche of American components, to set, their house in order in this
respect. That they are capable of producing
as good and even better sets arid components
than the American is undoubted, but it
possibly needs an impetus such as the opening
of the British market to American goods, in
order to rouse them from their lethargy.
It is earnestly to be hoped that we shall
not have a flood of foreign junk components
dumped on the home market, as American
and Continental junk is on the whole far
more " trashy " in design and manufacture
than anything the British junk manufacturer
has evolved, even in his most inspired
moments.
.

.

LOOK FOR THE NEW
COVER NEXT WEEK

Roilpf0e*EVIi
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This is an illustration of the new cover design
for the next issue of the Wireless World.
In our Editorial of this week we refer to the
changes which are to be incorporated in this
new series of the Journal.
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This'section is devoted to the publication of ideas submitted by readers
and includes many devices which the experimenter will welcome.

Coil Holder with Slow Motion "Adjust-

ment.

lN

the accompanying diagram a method

is given for constructing a two-coil holder.
Coil holders are somewhat expensive and
by following the design given a considerable saving in cost may be .effected.

For critical adjustment a double movement
is provided, and it will be seen that
one holder can be rotated whilst the other
is operated through Meccano gearing.

The reader -will. find that this coil holder
is both simple and inexpensive to make up
and with it most -critical adjustment can be

obtained.

T. C.

Mounting Grid Leaks.
fT is not always realised that crystal cups

are suitable in size for clamping on to
the ends of grid leak resistances. Crystal
cups are obtainable with a centre hole
in the base which provides for mounting
on the underside of the panel, and with
screws which normally clamp the crystal
in position.
The method of using a pair of crystal cups
is shown below, and it will be seen that a

TO L.T

CRYSTAL CUP

(

A home -constructed two -coil hokler.

The angle pieces are made up from No. i6
gauge brass, while the rods are Meccano
spindles. The base is a piece of in. or
e in. hard wood, as is also the block which
carries the pivotted holder. The pivot is
a length of 4 B.A. studding screwed tightly
into the wood block, and allowing the
ebonite holder to rotate fairly stiffly. If
desired, a handle can be attached to the
rotating holder to eliminate hand capacity.
Flexible leads are taken to four terminals
to pick up connection with the remainder
of the receiving circuit.
-

}

GRID LEAK

»ID
.

CRYSTAL CUP

TO GRID'

li

Using crystal cups fo ntaling contact with a
grid leak

screw has been inserted into the end of the
lower one to carry a tag to which a soldered
connection can be made.
G. N.

FEnnu3Rr
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Terminating the Aerial.
AN adjustable method of aerial termina-

tion is much to be preferred to the
usual arrangement in which a portion of the
wire is bent back and twisted either round
the down lead or the aerial itself With
the end of the aerial made off by twisting
it is not an easy matter to regulate the
tension so that the aerial hangs reasonably

taut.

A

B
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handle may be secured on to the end face
of the wooden cylinder.
The ratchet adjustment is set so that the
handle can only be rotated in one direction
and as a result the wire passing from the reel
on to the former cannot run slack.
The wooden cylinder should be made
to a suitable size to meet general requirements, and the formers may consist of
cardboard or ebonite tribe. A set of
cylinders of various sizes should be constructed, and if sketched out the job can be
passed to a wood turner who will make
them up quite cheaply.

A

c

To Save Your Valves.
A FLASH. lamp bulb let into the instrument panel in no way detracts from
the appearance of the set, and- may save
pounds by preventing filament burnouts.
-

4dlustable aez2al teinaznat2on.

The diagram shows an easily constructed
aerial adjustor. It rs made up from a
piece of ebonite (C) drilled with four holes
through which the aerial wire (B) passes.
H. A. T.

Winding Single Layer Coils.
FLOW is shown a simple device for
constructing single layer tuning coils.
Thè arrangement will be seen to consist of a
ratchet screwdriver clamped to the bench
by means of two blocks of wood and carrying
n wooden cylinder on _its stem. A suitable
A flash lamp connected in the high tension battery
lead will prevent the valve filaments from being
destroyed by accidenttel contact with the plate socket.

A coil Winder making use of a ratchet action
screwdriver.

The bulb is mounted on the panel
and is connected in the positive lead from
the H.T. battery. Accidental misconnection
will only result in the destruction of the bulb,
which can be replaced for a few pence.
A section of the instrument panel is
shown, and the bulb A may be either screwed
into the ebonite or a suitable holder C
fitted. B is a piece of brass spring which
makes reliable connection with the centre
lamp contact, whilst D is the H.T. lead to
L. W. A.
the receiving apparatus.
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STABLE H.F. AMPLIFICATION WITH
SELECTIVITY.
The author describes a circuit for high-frequency amplification which is easily
handled and remarkably effective. As will be seen, an uncommon circuit is
employed
aIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIqlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltl1111fl11111
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SOMERSET IIURRAY
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HE following notes were suggested fed to the anode, more or less took control
by an article in The Wireless World of the tuning. By that I mean that' when
and Radio Review for September reaction was applied to the tuned circuit D
rgth, 19z3, by W. James, on and the set tuned to a strong carrier wave,
" Short Wave H.F. Amplification." Though it would oscillate when detuned in the direcno claim is made for novelty or originality, tion of the optimum a of A. It would
it is hoped they may interest experimenters. perhaps have been more stable if the choke
They are an attempt to apply the electrostatic method of coupling, without the
attendant disadvantages introduced by selfoscillation and instability where tuned
circuits are used. No real advantage other
than selectivity is gained when employed
only as a one -stage high frequency amplifier.
THE PRINCIPLE

OF,

THE CIRCUIT.

The series circuit suggested in Fig. 5 of
the. before -mentioned article is repeated
as Fig. r.

Fig. 2.

A modification of Fsg 1.

used had been of resistance wire, but this
was not tried. The 'actual choke used was
180 turns of 3o D.S.C. wound on a 3 in.
ebonite foriner. However, it showed that
the choke played too important a part in
the tuning for results to he really satisfactory.
The next-- step .was to tune the circuit
BC by a parallel condenser across B and
the circuit when redrawn is shown in Fig. z.
In the actual test circuit, C was oOOoo5,eF
maximum and I) 0.0005 fiF maximum.
The same choke .was -Used. When C was
very small,. i.e., 0.000015 or so, a tendency to
self -oscillate was noticed, and at the same
time variations in C called for variations in
D, if the wavelength was to be kept constant ;
but above a certain value, "signal strength
and tuning remained constant over a
considerable range of variation in C.
A receiver was constructed embodying
this principle for two stages __of H.F. amplification. While instability was noticed if
;

Fig.

1.

The principle of the circuit.

In this, BC is the series resonant circuit.
is suggested that the condenser C should
'be of small capacity, i.e., below 0.0001 pF.
In practice it was found that the amplification obtained varied considerably with the
value of the condenser C, even over quite a
small range of wavelengths. Furthermore,
the choke A through which the H.T. was

It
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C was again made very small, for values selectivity with more amplification, reaction
above 0.00004 µF the set could be made may be employed on the tuned grid circuit
perfectly stable.
and a larger value of C inserted. This set
works quite satisfactorily both as regards
ANALYSIS OF THE CIRCUIT.
FnsR.UAJiY 4, 1925

.

When examined closely the circuit is
seen to be very similar to Fig. 6 in Mr.
James' article, shown here as Fig. 3.
Actually the only difference is the employment of an auto-coupled transformer
T3 in place of T1T2, as shown in Fig. 4.
Incidentally this accounts for the variations
in tuning when C is small.
However, C may also be considered as an
electrostatic coupling condenser between
the H.F. potentials across AF' and the tuned
grid circuit. In fact before the value of
C is decreased so much that it seriously
affects tuning conditions a loose-coupling
effect is noticed selectivity is increased to
such an extent. that, quite apart from any distortion which may or may not be introduced
;

Figs.

3

and 4.

In Fig.

3

a tuned transformer is

employed, and in Fig. 4 a tuned auto -transformer.

selectivity and stability. The great advantage is that it enables the valves to be used
with a considerable normal negative grid
.

.0-oo

H.T,+

o
H.T+

!

O
O
O

,___:__.

MeLT -

Fig.

5.

The final eirouit used by the author.

by reaction, the set acquires a very low
pitch ; this disappears when C is made
larger, and the increased purity is accompanied by atmospherics. To obtain

voltage without introducing external damping to counteract self -oscillation. The circuit employed by the writer is shown in
Fig. 5.

RUSSIAN AMATEUR HEARD.
.

Sooner or 'later the amateurs of Russia were
bound to make themselves heard in Western
Europe and this has apparently been accomplished
for the first time by a transmitter in Novgorod.
His call sign, R- 1FL, was _picked up at 9.20

p.m. (G.M.T.) on January 19th by Mr. Marcus
F. J. Samuel, of St. John's Wood, London.
R-1 FL was calling CQ on about 110 metres
with an A.C. note and was heard at R 5 on a two valve receiver

L
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MATTER AND RADIATION.
The Presidential Address delivered before the Radio Society of
Great Britain. ou January 21st, 1925.

i
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THERE are three

societies in
London which specially deal with
radiation : the Radio Society is
the Röntgen Society is
one,
another, and the Optical Society is a third.
They deal with radiation from different
points of view, but they are all primarily
concerned with
waves in the
-ether. Optics is

an

ancient

science
which
speaks -for itself
it treats of the
special kind of
radiation which
affects the eye
and photographic.
plates. Ina sense
the whole gigantic subject of specanalysis
trum
belongs to it ;
;

but
that

i

By SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R S.

11111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MMEMEN-

spectrum looks like nothing but confusionas the stars do on a clear wintry night -innumerable and hopelessly unintelligible and
confusing. But in both regions law and order
reign and have been apprehended by the
human mind Depend upon it that the
Universe is intelligible-ultimately intelligible
'

-however coinplicated
and

//f'%'/''

v

/11'

rh

probably
he. sasociety

of its own

certainly

:

it

has
disciples and eminent workers of
its own who em
ploy marvellously perfect inand
struments
attain results of
surpassing accuracy. The obtaining of ex-

hopeless it sometimes appears.
The subject of
spectrum analysis has a past
of considerable
magnitude, going
back to no less
a person than
Sir IsaacNewton.
The
Rontgen
Society, and the
Radio Society,
are new corners,
and take up their
subject as developed chiefly
through the years

which

have

elapsed of the
present century.
They have taken
hold of facts
discovered at the
end of the Nine:?Yl,/
teenth Century,
.11ll///lllllll/
lh/lllnlNi,ilín/rlllií//,ll
and have applied
them to húman
.Sir Oliver Lodge, P.R.S., the President of
life in a rapid
tremely well
the Radio Society of Great Britain.
and astonishing
defined and cornway. They both
pl teat ecl line
spectra, and the deciphering of their message, deal with ether pulses, but of how different
-strike me as among the most remarkable size One deals with the biggest waves -which
.and beautiful óf the activities of man in the humanity has generated and used, waves
physical realm. To the- uninitiated eye a exceeding but comparable in size to the

,,'

!

r

Ell
other.
the
All
at
we
can
do,
present,
big for
is to throw the atoms of matter into the
confused and irregular agitation that we call
heat ; or in some other way get them to
clash together (as they do in chemical
combination), and trust to the properties of
the atoms themselves to emit waves of
suitable size-as a bell does when it is
struck by a hammer. The generation of
light is still a sort of blindfold method ;
you make a body hot and await the result.
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aerials which have excited and emitted
them. The other deals with ether pulses
of excessive minuteness, smaller even than
the atoms of matter, the smallest waves
which have ever been detected and employed.
Everyone knows, however, that the properties of ether are so simple and fundamental
that all waves, of whatever size-whether
radio waves, or luminous waves, or X -rays -all travel at exactly the same pace , and
their laws of transmission are fairly well
known. To detect the smallest waves,
phosphorescent material or photographic
plates must be used to detect the intermediate waves, the physiological instrument
called an " eye," suffices , to detect the
largest waves, a rectifier has to be used,
either a crystal or a vacuum valve, and
then, by aid of that remarkable invention
the telephone, they make appeal to the
human ear.
It may be said (with some appearance of
paradox) that we know less about how the
luminous waves are detected than about
either of the others That which goes on
in the retina of the eye we are very much
accustomed to, but no complete or satisfactory theory has yet been evolved; and
the subject of colour vision is still a theme
of controversy. Moreover, though we know
how to generate radio waves and X-rays,
we do not yet know how to produce light ;
nor, save for the eye, have we any satis-.
factory measuring instrument for it. We
produce X-rays by suddenly stopping
electrons, flinging them at high speed against
a target. We produce radio waves by
setting up electromagnetic oscillations, using
the two fundamental properties of the ether,
elasticity and momentum-which Clerk
Maxwell proved to us were electric and
magnetic respectively. The electric properties of the ether give us the necessary
recoil, or elastic recovery from the strained
condition that we call electric charge ;
and the magnetic properties of the- ether
give us the necessary momentum or impetus
which enables the discharged current to rush
past the position of equilibrium and pile a
charge up in the opposite direction-just
like the momentum of a pendulum bob or the
wire of a musical instrument.
But if we seek to generate light waves,
neither of these methods suffices ; the waves
are too small for the one operation, and too
-

Atomic Construction.
I only remind
All this is well known
you of it. But the discovery of the electron
and of the structure of the atom is beginning
to throw some light even on this process..
We know now (or think we know) that an
atom is a. kind of solar system of electrons,
in which they are revolving round a nucleus
in a certain number of selected stable
orbits ; and we have reason to think that
they only radiate when they drop from one
orbit to another. The nature of the orbits,
and the laws of electron motion in the atom,
have now been elucidated, chiefly by the
genius of Prof. Bohr, of Copenhagen, whose
theory has been confirmed to a surprising
extent and in astonishing detail by elaborate
spectrum analysis ; that is, by exact and
metrical analysis of the radiation emitted.
By means of that radiation the electrons
in different kinds of atoms have been counted;
the province of chemistry has been invaded
by physics ; and our views as to the constitution of matter have been immensely
enlarged and in some respects revolutionised.
In speaking on matter and radiation one
cannot but refer, however briefly, to these
great developments of twentieth century
physics. But the Radio Society, as such,
is not concerned with small waves, nor with
what goes on in the interior of atoms, except
that it utilises the electrons which are thrown
off by heated matter to confer rectifying
power upon a valve.
Apart from that, a radio engineer deals
mainly, not with individual electrons, but
with the crowd of loose electrons which
exist in a metal ; his phenomena and his
instruments are of a visible and tangible size.
When he throws electrons into oscillation
they do not quiver individually like a bell ;
they surge like a great crowd, rushing along
and propelling themselves against an elastic
barrier, the insulating ether. The elasticity
of the ether throws them back again, when
;
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they have reached the end of their journey,
along a conductor, and they surge to and fro
for a time like a panic-stricken crowd. It is
not panic' but magnetism that keeps them
moving. Their momentum is due to the
inertia of the ether, in the shape of the
magnetic field which surrounds them. SO
they rush in a current through their position
of equilibrium, and pile themselves up at
the other end of the conductor, to be thrown
back again by electric elasticity once
more. Oscillations are always due to the
interaction or combination of elasticity and
inertia.
We in this Society deal, therefore, with
events on a large scale, involving enormous
numbers ; just as we do in machinery when
we deal, not with atoms, but with millions
and billions of atoms.' The number of atoms
in a piston -rod or a fly -wheel must be
reckoned -in trillions or quactríllídfis ; the
number of electrons which are surging in a
wireless aerial is of the saine order. When
we drive machinery we do not attend to
what the atoms are _doing or how they are
constituted, and when we send out radio
waves we need not know exactly what the
electrons are doing. We do not even know
exactly why they are loose in a metal
whether they are wandering about in it like
a sort --of gaseous atmosphere quite detached
from the atoms, or whether they are quickly
passed from hand to hand, as it were, like
fire buckets. For all practical purposes they
are loose, but no final judgment has been
pronounced as to the reason of this practical
looseness. There are many partial theories
Of- metallic conduction ; very ingenious, but
outside our scope to -day. We know that
even in a metal the loose electrons are not
quite free of the atoms, because they jostle
them ; they make the atoms shake as they
rush by, so that .a wire conveying a current
can get red hot. Their energy, therefore, in
an ordinary conductor is soon dissipated
rubbed down into- heat.
But this kind of frictional dissipation does
not seem essential. If a metal is cooled
down to near absolute zero, so that its atoms
are still and quiet-frozen, as it were, into
position-the electrons are not frozen--not at
all ; they are as mobile as before. Bût now
they no longer jostle the atoms their paths
seem clear and open. So that a current
started in such a metal does not lose energy,
is not rubbed down into heat, but continues
;

;
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by its own magnetic momentum for hours
or days, or even a week.
All this is very instructive for those whose
business it is to study atonic processes and
realise what electric conduction is really like,
but for practical purposes it is not necessary
to understand or contemplate' all that.
Sufficient knowledge about conduction for
practical purposes is embodied in the law
of Ohm, the simple law which- says that
current is -proportional to the force which
law quite analogous to 'Newton's
propels it
second law of motion. In fact; electricity
obeys many of the laws of matter, and we
see good reason for that now, because we
have learnt that matter is electrically
composed.
Production of Radiation.
But how do we generate radiation, and
what is radiation ? Radiation is purely an
etherial phenomenon , it is a pulsation or
vibration or quiver or tremor in the ether.
How can matter generate waves in the ether ?
A tuning fork can generate waves in airany musical instrument can --but not in
ether. There is no mechanical connection
between ether and matter. I have tried to
carry ether along by spinning a steel disc at
the utmost speed, and it won't go ; there is
no handle or grip. Mechanical motion and
ether are independent. There is no viscosity,
no friction. However dense the ether may
be-and I hold that it is enormously denseit has no viscosity, and in no way affects
locomotion. That is why it is so difficult to
experiment on and that is why things move
so freely. That is why the earth can spin
for ever, and why the planets can move
without propulsion and without loss. The
only link between matter and ether lies,
not in mechanics, but in electricity and
-

-a

-

;

magnetism.
An electric charge is an etheric thing
It is concentrated on an electron, that is, on
a constituent of an atom, but its field extends
into the ether without limit. Electric charge
is the connection between the two thingsthe matter nucleus and the ether field-and
thus we get elastic recoil.
When a charge moves' it develops magnetism ; lines of magnetic force surround its
path. They, too, are in the ether. Magnetism
is wholly etheric ; its lines do not end on
material nuclei-they do not end at all.
They are closed rings surrounding the paths
of electronic locomotion ; they are linked on
-

-
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to such paths, they confer momentum. There
lies the other connection.
But neither an electric charge nor yet a
magnetic field generates radiation. You must
have both, an electric and a magnetic field
superposed, at right angles to each other.

ordinary light ; and so, fortunately, does
something in the retina. of the eye. These
substances fling away electrons at a
characteristic speed when they feel luminous
tremors : and it is to that strange and at
present hardly accountable emission that
Then you get radiation, travelling with the vision is due ; but for this we should not
velocity of light, at right angles to both. be able to see: I doubt very much if the
This, when properly 'stated, is called electric tremors affect the nerves directly
Poynting's Theorem-an outcome of Clerk they stimulate something specially adapted
Maxwell's work;
to respond to the vibrations. It 'is as if
How do we get this combination, this electro- the eye contained three different substances,
magnetic combination? An electric charge each of which responds to its own particular
is all electric; a steady electric current is frequency its own particular length of
practically all magnetic. But if you suddenly wave ; thus giving us the means of detecting
change the speed of a moving charge, if you what -our mind interprets as three different
suddenly vary a current, if you suddenly move colours, red, green and violet of these
or stop an electron, or suddenly reverse its three -colour sensations it is known that all
motion, then an electromagnetic wave starts colour impressions are compounded.
out. Radiation is produced by changing the'
But what is it that stimulates the nerves
velocity of electrons --by accelerating or at all ? I believe that it is the electrons,
retarding them-and in no other way. This which are thrown off by the atoms with
theory we owe to Sir Joseph Larmor it is considerable violence. The energy with
developed in his beak " Aether and Matter" which the electron is thrown off depends on
(published in 1900). It is the foundation the substance, and on the kind of light which.
of our modern knowledge about radiation
can stimulate that substance ; it does not
In his theory centripetal acceleration, depend on the intensity of the light. No
with no change of speed, but only change of matter how feeble the light, the response is
direction, will do equally well-will equally the sane the only difference is that feeble
well generate radiation. That I venture to light can only stimulate a few atoms, a
doubt ; I think there must be change of strong light can stimulate a great number.
speed. Bohr's- theory of the atom certainly But an exceedingly feeble light makes some
suggests that, though without explanation. respond, and that is why the eye ,is so
I expect to see Larmor's theory modified tremendously sensitive. The nerves have
in that direction but at present what I say not got to appreciate the ether tremors
is unorthodox.
directly what the nerves feel is the shock
Meanwhile we know that there is a re- of the ejected electron, which strikes _them
ciprocal action ; a sudden jerk of an electron with a- speed of some thousand miles a
generates a wave ; that same wave can cause second.. This is the theory of vision which
a similar jerk in another electron. All is in process of being born, and which I feel
this is studied under the head photo- sure contains the clue that has to be worked
electricity I daresay there will he a society out by physicists and physiologists in
some day for the special study of that ; for I combination. The eye is like a receiving
anticipate it will prove of great importance.
instrument for detecting radio waves of
extremely short and definite wavelength :
Photo -Electricity.
Atoms when properly jostled not only it was the first wireless receiving instrument
emit radiation, they may emit electrons. employed by man ; nor by man only, but
Any metal, if clean, ejects electrons when by nearly all the animals. Vision is a
stimulated by the right kind of radiation, photoelectric phenomenon. I make that
rash statement, and say that the burden of
that is radiation of the right frequency
-and to each metal belongs a certain proof, and especially the burden of disproof,
characteristic frequency. Metals like gold rests upon future experimenters.
and silver do not lose substance when
Nor do animals alone possess this property.
not in the
exposed to light, any more than treasury Vegetation possesses it too
notes do they have to be exposed to X-rays form of an eye, for there are no nerves to be
before they respond. But light metals stimulated, any more than there are in a
like potassium and sodium respond to photographic plate : the result in their
-

-
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case is not vision but chemical action. The
stimulus of radiation, throwing out the
electrons from atoms of matter, causes
rearrangement among the molecules, chemical
rearrangement. In any of these photoelectric cases the formation of images may
result, that is to say the formation of
patterns which our mind can interpret us
images, just as it can interpret the scattered
spots made by a process block ; but the
formation of images is a secondary result,
not due to the radiation or the atoms directly,
but to external optical devices, such as lenses ;
which alter the distribution of the incident
radiation, concentrating it in some places,
and diminishing it in others, so as to give a
pattern of light and shade, a sort of line or
spot engraving-it may be of a temporary,
it may be of a permanent character. The
formation of the pattern belongs to optics ,
it is no part of the primary result.
Vegetation has no optical appliances, and
there is no pattern. But the green leaves of
trees and plants contain a substance which
responds chemically to light, and it is owing
to this primary chemical response that sap is
elaborated, vegetable tissue formed, and
trees can grow. The growth of vegetation
I believe to be a photoelectric phenomenon.
And this view is strengthened by the now
known fact that plants can be stimulated,
not only by radiation, but by the discharge
of electricity in their neighbourhood.
Electrical stimulus probably achieves directly
what ether waves achieve indirectly, that is.
to say, a rearrangement of the electronic
constituents of atoms.
I made many experiments at one time
(which have never been published) of the
photoelectric response 'of different kinds of
plants. Leaves of trees, if insulated and
connected to an electroscope, certainly
become charged, either with positive or
negative electricity as the case may be, when
submitted to ultra-violet light. That being
so, depend upon it that they have learnt, so
to speak, how to utilise sunshine in this way
and adapt it to their own purposes. The
growth of vegetation, like photography and
vision, is, I believe, a photoelectric
phenomenon.
'

Therrnionics
Thermionic emission is another branch of
the subject, one which we owe mainly to
Professor O. W. Richardson, though it was
begun by Frederick Guthrie long ago, and,
as everyone knows, it has been admirably
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applied by Professor Fleming and others in
the rectifying valves, which are now almost
domestic implements in many homes.
Thermionic emission, though analogous to
photoelectricity, is rather different ; it is not
so exact and economical and precise a
process. Heat is an irregular jostling the
atoms are thrown into vibration or clashed
together, and the result is that a hot body
not only radiates, but throws away electrons
too The electrons flung off from a hot
body do not seem to emerge with any
characteristic velocity, but with every kind
of velocity It is more like the emission of
atoms from the surface of a warm liquid,
or indeed from any liquid-the process
known as evaporation
There appears to be nothing electric about
ordinary evaporation , it :seems like a
Some molecules are
mechanical process
jostled and pitched out, while others enter
and take their place ; evaporation and condensation are always going on.. When the
atmosphere is thoroughly damp, evaporation
does not cease ; it is only balanced by equal
condensation. It is just like radiation -in
that respect. In a room of uniform temperature the objects hi it are in equilibrium,
not because they cease to radiate, but
because they receive as much as they emit.
Radiation is going on from every piece of
matter, until it is at absolute zero. An
evaporating liquid may emit more molecules
than it receives in that case it will be
losing weight. It may receive more than it
emits in that case it will be getting heavier..
But the interchange is continuous. So it is
The interchange between
in radiation.
matter and ether is always going on. Every
piece of matter is emitting waves and also
receiving them. If it emits more than it
receives it is getting cooler ; if it receives
more than it emits it is getting warmer.
Unless, indeed, it makes use of the received
radiation for chemical or other purposes, so
that the energy takes some form other than
that of heat.
Thermionic emission is a kind of electrical
evaporation. In your vacuum valve you
keep the filament hot in.order that electrons
may evaporate from it. Above it you keep
a positively charged anode, not hot at all,
which is ready to receive electrons, but not
to emit them. So the stream can only go
in one direction ; hence you get an action
like that of a valve. A valve is something
that lets a procession through one way, but
;

;

;
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not the other ; like a mouse -trap, or the valve
Hence, with such a valve, you
can rectify the oscillations stimulated by
received ether waves, accumulating all those
of one sign and rejecting those of opposite
sign. Some crystals are able to do this
without a vacuum, for reasons best known
to themselves ; and so you have crystal
rectifiers, which you can use as receivers in
the. process of converting the fearfully rapid
ether pulsations into the moderately rapid
vibrations which can be utilised by a telephone
and which affect the ear as a more or less
musical note.
of a pump.

Radio Telephony.
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sociated with the drum and its mechanical
mechanism is a marvellous instrument, the
inner ear, which analyses the movements
into its components and imparts the appropriate stimulus to the fibres of the auditory
nerve it analyses the acoustic vibrations,
as the eye analyses the optical vibrations
one is an air instrument, the other is an
ether instrument.
But whence comes the interpretation ?
How do we get back from this confusion of
movements (which in the intermediate
stage is nothing but movement), how do we
get back to the ideas of Shakespeare or
Beethoven ? Here we leave the ground of
physics and physiology we enter on the
domain of psychology, and, as far as I know,
we have no clear answer. All we can say
(or at any rate all I can say) is that if our
minds are superior to those of animals and
savages, if they are not hopelessly beneath
the scope of the mind which formed those
conceptions, then somehow or other our
mind is stimulated to receive some fraction
of them, and to realise something of their
creator's intention. We are, as it were,
mechanically, or it may be electrically
(which is the same thing), put into touch
with minds greater than, but in some respects
like our own. And thus it is that, on a
lower level, ordinary human speech and
intercourse is all conducted. Mind can
speak to mind, but (as some think)' only
through the intervention of mechanism.
That is a position that can be controverted
controversy upoi' which I do not now
enter. I only point out that the ordinary
process, to which we have grown accustomed,
contains much that is mysterious, much that
we hardly understand, very much that is
astonishing ; and I suggest that a direct
mental communication, without mechanical
intervention, may some day seem simpler,
easier, and more natural.
:

:

But, as all the members of this Society
know, Dr. Lee de Forest saw, a way to
improve Fleming's vacuum valve by introducing a regulator of traffic in the procession
of electrons, in the shape of a. grid ; that is
to say a sort of policeman who sometimes
stops the traffic and sometimes lets it
through. And by this means he enabled the
valve to do more than .rectify, to do more
than would suffice for dots and dashes of the
Morse code ; the grid enabled or compelled
the electrons to follow every fluctuation, to
give all the peculiarities appropriate to
different kinds of musical instruments, to
follow with precision the consonants and
vowels of human speech, and to reinforce or
magnify their strength.
It is a very simple device, one _that .seems
natural enough now just as the telephone
is a very simple invention. The marvel .to
me is, not so much that the electrons can
be controlled and made to follow all the
infinitely various modifications of speech and
music, but that an iron plate can do it.
All that the iron plate really does is tO
vibrate as it is compelled ; big, small, quick,
slow whatever the forces inflicted on it
are-it responds to them all. There are a
few it doesn't like it fails to discriminate
clearly between " f " and " s " ; but for Radiation Possibilities.
the most part it responds with precision.
Now let us go back to the connection
It does not attempt any analysis ; it imparts between radiation and matter, and to the
to the air all it gets and whether we are electric units of which matter is composed.
reciting, Shakespeare or reproducing the
Electric units are not all of one sign :
imaginations of Beethoven, they have to they are positive and negative. There are
exist for a time in the curious mechanical electrons and also protons. When they
inorganic unintelligent unconscious form of come near together they tend to neutralise
quivers in an iron plate and condensations each other's outside influence ; that is
and rarefactions in the air. No analysis is why ordinary matter is electrically neutral.
attempted till it reaches the ear : there in our A little friction will disturb and separate
head we have a receiving organ to which is them, but they will get together again as
imparted these same vibrations ; but as- soon as they can. Whenever they approach
:

:
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each other, falling together, they radiate,
for their speed is obviously changing. The
more violent the clash, the more vigorous
the radiation. Do they ever actually inextricably clash, and annihilate each other ?
It is not known that they ever do ; there
seems to be something that keeps them apart,
though they get very close together. Things
on the earth seem too staid and quiet
to allow -of an actual destructive clash,
or anything like mutual extermination
But the operation is conceivable, and as we
now know that some of the stars have a
temperature to be reckoned in millions of
degrees, strange and violent things may be
going on there. Perhaps some day they
will be Made to go in a laboratory, on a very
small scale.
We can at least contemplate the process
and ask what would happen if they did ,
the answer is clear enough. The two
opposite charges, ; would vanish in a puff
of radiation ; all that would persist of
them would be their energy ; there is no
destroying that. The energy would be
no longer localised in specks of matter,
but would be travelling across space with
the speed of light ; it would now wholly and
obviously belong to the ether, This process
it is to which astronomers make appeal for
the intense radiation from stars, and
especially the unimaginably intense radiation
in their interior, which distends them by its
pressure as a football bladder or a motor tyre is distended by the compressed air
inside. It is not compressed air in the
stars, it is compressed light ; the pressure
of light may become enormous, though
here we have the utmost difficulty to detect
it. Anyhow, some special process has to be
imagined to account for solar or stellar
radiation of this violence, enduring without
perceptible loss for millions and billions
of years.
But if the units of matter thus clash and
destroy each other, matter must be disappearing. There is conservation of energy,
there is no conservation of matter. What is
matter at one moment may become radiation
at another. :Dr. Jeans tells us that the sun
loses 4,000,000 tons of matter every second.
That is the rate at which is is radiating ether
waves-converting matter into ether energy
and radiating it away. The data are simple
enough, the arithmetic is easy, anyone can
check the calculation.' Four million tons a
second it is. Of it the earth receives the
.
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equivalent of about two and a-half hiindredweight a minute ; but the earth radiates
nearly as fast as it receives.: Fotir llion
tons a second sounds a lot, but it màkes no
perceptible difference to the sun. It, can go
on expending itself at that rate for millions
of centuries without any obvious change.
In time, of course, it must exhaust itself and
fade, but that time is not yet.
Much more might be said on that subject,
but not now. What I want to ask is,
is there any, reciprocity about this process ?
Matter cali turn into radiation. Can, radiation turn into matter ? I surmise that it
çan, but not under ordinary conditions.
guess that the waste radiation careering
through space from all the innumerable
suns and through innumerable millenniums
must have some result. I imagine them to be
generating matter in the far depths of space ;
which matter can then by gravitation .fall
together and reproduce or keep iii. maintenance the whole material cosmos.! I see
no ultimate dissipation of energy -in the
universe. -I see energy passing from matter
to ether and back again That process, in
simple form, we constantly experience
emission on the one hand, absoiption on the:
other. Energy is always passing from
matter to ether and back again. The energy
of matter is called kinetic ; the energy of
ether is called potential. All activity is the
result of interchange-transference and
transmutation of energy.
m

Ether Theory.

u

But now note that if an electron can for
any reason have its beknottedness untied
and be converted into ether, it must be
really composed of ether all the time. I have
no doubt that it is. An electron is peculiar
or modified ether, and so is a proton: But
electrons and protons together constitute an
atom of matter, and atoms of matter constitute the whole of what we see and handle,
the objects around us, and the planets and
the stars. Is matter, then, a peculiarity or,
modification of the ether ? That is' 'exactly
what I think is the truth. The Object of
physics in the long run will be to explain all
material phenomena, first in terms of
electricity and magnetism, and then those in
terms of ether. I look forward to the time
when we shall realise that the whole- of the
material universe, and all the phenomena
we are acquainted with, are ether in different
kinds of motion. Not locomotion, but
spinning motion, vortex motion ; the kind of
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motion elaborated by the genius of
Heimholte. Such a structure for the ether
began to be considered in an optical connection by McCullagh, of Dublin, was taken
up by G. F. FitzGerald, was elaborated by
Lord Kelvin, and also by Prof. W. M. Hicks,
Ultimately taking a form which has been
called " a vortex sponge"-an incompressible,
absolutely continuous medium, full of excessively fine-grained vorticity ; able to transmit transverse waves; and presumably able to
be modified here and there into the peculiar
configurations which we have not yet fully
learnt to understand, but which we have
named electrons and protons.
There is more to be said, though probably
I have now said enough, and have taken you
rather far from the daily exercise of wireless
signalling, about the recent developments of
which you know quite as much; and probably
more than I. But I should just like to say,
briefly, that there is reason to believe that
the ether is not only of enormous density,
but also is under a gigantic pressure,
Io33 dynes per square centimetre, and that
this it is which holds the electron together,
in spite of the self-repulsion of its electric
charge. Poincaré and Langevin, between
them, have shown that this theory will
account for the size of an electron and put .it
in equilibrium. And we know that its
electric field accounts for its apparent mass.
What we do not yet understand is the
remarkably greater extra mass of the proton.
Why should that be 1,840 times as heavy as
an electron ? What does this number,
1,840 or 1,845, mean ? Is- it really an exact
number ? I think it must be. I make a
guess that the electron is hollow, an ether
vacuum, its electric charge just compensating
the pressure and preventing collapse. That
guess can be justified if an ether vacuum is
allowed. What has become of the material
extracted ? I guess that it has been jammed
into the nucleus of the proton, and that somehow it is going to account for the strange
and at present empirical number 1,845.
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and observation.
Speculation is ,' comparatively useless until it can be made
definite, so. that it can be tested ; but if it
suggests experiment it is of high value.
Indeed, we cannot do without it unless we
are pursuing the regular course of orthodox
dynamics, which, as you know, in the hands
of Newton and his great disciples Carried
us very far, but which has now begun to
show signs, not of weakness, but of lacunæ,
gaps, or interstices, which it is our business
to fill up. A framework or scaffolding is
a nibst useful structure, but it does not
pretend to be the complete edifice. It does
not fill in the minuter details. In physics
we do- not deal only with. the gross and
tangible things which affect our senses ;
we seek to 'penetrate the. atoms, we f enquire
into the properties -of the connecting medium.
Matter is excessively porous, here a particle,
and there a particle, with great spaces
between ; it is not really the continuous
substance it appears. When we deal with
the infinitely small, dynamics begins to
fail us ; new and extraordinary entities
force themselves on our attention. Predicates
.have to be quantified in a new and unusual
sense, Matter resolves itself into discontinuities, and these are unintelligible
without a continuous ether smiting them.
There is any amount to say about the
ether, but not now. All we 'are concerned
with now is its power of transmitting waves.
That alone shows that it has metrical
properties. These waves are intimately
associated with matter we have recently
learnt how to produce and how to detect
them. Most of us leave the production to
others ; we only annoy people when we emit
them-they call it howling-but reception
is easy. You hang out a material wire,
containing lots of loose electrons, in the
ether of space, and straightway the waves
are collected and brought into the house.
Whether you detect them or not, there they
are. Like many other things amid which
we live, we might be ignorant of them. We
should know nothing about then had we
Conclusion.
I leave you in a region of speculation. not taken the trouble, to receive them,
There is no time to justify or elaborate these. to prepare means, and to listen in,, as an act
suggestions ; some are not ripe for elaboration, of faith.
others are. It is true that modern physics
Whether as generatOrs or as receivers,
contains a great_ deal of inevitable specula- it might be said- that the whole object of
tion, but it is not rash and random specula- this Society is-a better understanding, and
tion ; it is all of the nature of working a more efficient utilisation, of the recently
hypothesis based upon half -understood facts, discovered and fundamental connection beand it clamours to be tested by experiment tween Matter and Radiation.
;
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Stable Super -Heterodyne Receiver.
HERE are several advantages to

be derived by using a resistance coupled high -frequency amplifier
in a super -heterodyne receiver.
Suitable resistances are quite cheap, they are
easily connected in the circuit, and no difficulty is experienced in securing effective
amplification, provided a reasonably high
wavelength is employed. Perhaps the most

especially when the signals are
strengthened by employing reaction. The
higher notes are weakened, and the resulting
speech or music is low toned. -When anode
resistance couplings are employed, this type
of distortion does not occur, provided the
values of the resistances, grid condensers,
grid leaks and grid bias are correctly chosen.
It would therefore seem to be ideal to
employ a resistance -coupled amplifier, but it

more
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C
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Fig. 1. A super -heterodyne receiver having mixed high frequency couplings. L, L, are chokes, and 14' anode
resistances. C and R are coupling condensers and
resistances and Cl R, the grid condenser and leak of the
second detector.

important of the advantages, from the point
of view of telephony, however, is the fact that
such an amplifier does not distort the signals
when properly adjusted.
Distortion may, of course, be caused by
sharply tuned circuits. When timed circuits
are employed and the amplifier is adjusted
to a fairly high wavelength, such as io,000
metres, distortion due to the sharpness of the
tuned circuits is almost bound to be caused,

should be remembered that the amplification
obtained is not quite so high as when a
well-built transformer-coupled amplifier is
employed, and that a higher anode voltage
is required. The amplification can be brought
up to the desired level by adding another
valve, and the cost of the extra anode battery
is. practically negligible compared with the
expense of the valves themselves ; 'but there
is another serious drawback. A resistance-
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coupled amplifier is usually noisy ; that is,
there is a background of noise which is
usually of sufficient intensity to spoil moderately strong signals, and to render the
weaker signals unintelligible. The noise may
be reduced considerably, and some of the
advantages of this form of coupling retained
by employing mixed couplings, as indicated
in Fig. I, where two of the anode circuits
have resistance couplings. With this arrangement noises are not amplified to any
great extent, the circuit is stable, and usually
does not give trouble through self -oscillation.
Further, there are only the two circuits to
H.T+

HT.+
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amplification, and there is nothing to prevent
one from doing this with satisfactory results,
provided care is taken in choosing the
components employed, and in properly
arranging them in the circuit. It should be
remembered that the wavelength of the
H.F. portion of the circuit is considerably
higher than many are accustomed to deal
with. For instance, if the wavelength of the
H.F. amplifier is io,000 metres, the frequency
is 30,000 cycles, which compares with an
average frequency of about 750,000 cycles
for broadcasting, and the highest audible
frequency of about '7-ro,000 cycles.
H

T.+

H.t-

H.T.+

o
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A trcthsforrner coupled set with one stage 'reflexed.
G` = Ca
02 = 0.00025 ;
G' = 0.001 ;
0, = 2.0 ; C = 0.005 ;
;
0.001; T1
T4 high frequency trans0.005; 08 = 0.005; C9
formers ; and T; = low frequency transformer.

Fig. 2.'
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be adjusted to the same wavelength, namely

Ll and

This type of circuit does not appear to be
extensively employed, partly, I think, because
its advantages are not sufficiently well
appreciated. It is one which Í can recommend from experience with several superheterodyne receivers. Probably only those
who have tried to stabilise an amplifier with
three stages (four circuits) of tuned transformer or tuned anode amplification appreciate the difficulty in preventing howling and
in cutting out long wavelength interference.

Reflexing a Super -Heterodyne Receiver.
Many -of the commercial super-heterodyne
receivers have one or two stages of reflex

-

-

I have tried the circuit of Fig. 2, having
the values given in the caption, with satisfactory results. Only one stage is shown
reflexed, as usually distortion is produced
when a second valve is so connected. A
second stage, of course, may be usefully
employed to strengthen weak signals, but
when the signals are of good strength I prefer
to employ an additional valve of the power
type as an amplifier. If a valve having ample
emission and a low impedance is employed,
the quality and strength are usually very
much better than when a second valve of
the H.F. amplifier is reflexed. It is, of
course, advantageous to reflex the valves
when filament and anode' current hetve,to be
kept at as low a value as possible.
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KDKA, the well-known Pittsburg broadcasting
station, is raported to have been heard in the
Bismarck Archipelago, north of New Guinea, a
distance of over 9,000 miles

lt

The new broadcasting station at Moscow transmits
on a wavelength of 1,200 metres and employs a
power of one kilowatt.
*

*

x

x

Mr. R. L. Royle, of Palmers Green,, London,
effected two-way communication with. Australian
3BQ on January 20th,
*

*

A listener at Jesselton, North Borneo, claims to
have heard the chimes of Big Ben broadcast from
2 LO.

*

x

Major H. Lefroy, J.P., who was prominently
associated with Army wireless during the war, has
been appointed a director of Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd.
x

x

The Director -General of the German Railways,
Herr Oeser, states that wireless telephony apparatus
is to be installed on all express trains.

ENGLISH ANNOUNCE1V1ENTS F iOi\ PORTO
RICO.

That announcements from WKAQ, the San Juan
broadcasting station, Porto Rico, are made in
English as well as Spanish, has been discovered by
Mr. K. R. Crawshaw, a Halifax reader. Unless
reception is very clear, however, it is quite easy to
imagine that the whole announcement is in Spanish,
states Mr. Crawshaw, owing to the strong Spanish
accent. WKAQ, which operates on 360 metres,
was picked up by our correspondent on a three valve receiver (1-v--1).

MR. 'FLÉWELLING'S SHORT WAVE TESTS
Daily transmissions on 64 metres are being
carried out by Mr. E. T. Flewelling (9 XBG), of
circuit - fame, from his station at Chicago.
Music is transmitted from midnight until 12.30
a.m., followed by C.W. and telephony until 12.45
a.m. Mr. Gordon Ritchie, of Glasgow, states that
he received faint music from 9 XBG on
January 13th.
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HEARD IN ALL CONTINENTS
In having his signals picked up in South Africa,
Mr F L Hogg (2 SH), of Highgate, is now able to
claim that hiss transmissions have reached every

continent The South African amateur who
received 2 SH towards the end of last year is Mi.
L G Hughes, of Johannesburg, who describes the.
experience in an mterestmg letter. 2 SH was first
heard on 120 metres but has subsequently been well
received on 90
Accordmg to Mr Hughes, very few British
amateurs -,+an be heard m Johannesburg, whereas
little difficulty is encountered in picking up quite
a number of Americans. As in all tropical countries,
atmospherics are the bane of the wireless man in
South Africa, and Mr. Hughes states that he can
draw sparks 4 in to z in long when manipulating the
earth switch
At the time of the above transmission, Mr. Hogg
was employing a power of under 80 watts with
raw A C

MIDDAY RECEPTION OF U.S
Lewer (6 LJ), of West Hampstead,
states that he has recently been receiving signals
from many of the 1st District American amateurs
as late as mid -day ; he has also heard them as
early as 6.30. p.m.
Mr. S. K

SCANDINAVIAN TRANSATLANTIC TEST.
A morning test between American and Swedish
amateurs, organised by Radio-Bladet, and -under the
control of ;the -Ameilïcan- Relay Radio Leagíue, was
carried Out from 7 to 9 a.m. on. Sunday, February
1st. The Americans undertook the transmission
side of the test, whilst the Scandinavians endeavoured
to " log " as many Americans as possible in the time
at their disposal.
The checking arrangementsere in the hands of
the A.R.R.L. and we understand that two prizes
are being awarded, one to the American who was
most widely heard, and one to the Scandinavian
amateur who picked up the greatest number of
American stations. The result of the test has yet
to be announced.

AUSTRALIA WORKED DURING ECLIPSE.
During the recent solar eclipse some very fruitfu
experiments were carried out by Mr. E. J. Sirnmonds
(2 OD), of Gerrard's Cross, Bucks, in the course of
which he succeeded in communicating with
Australian 3 BQ and in picking up signals from
New Zealand, 4 AK. This, of course, was during
the afternoon, whereas the usual times for receiving

-

-
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Australian and New Zealand amateurs are the
early evening and early morning respectively.
From 2 p.m. onwards 2 OD sent out regular
signals at intervals of ten minutes, with a special
code word which was changed with each transmission. These transmissions were received by
Capt. Alison, of Eclinbi'ugh, who compiled an
interesting graphical record demonstrating that
signals steadily increased in volume until the
eclipse_ hadreached its maximum.
At 3.40 p.m. GBH (Mosul) was heard strongly,
and at 4.15 p.m., shortly after the eclipse had
reached a maximum, New Zealand 4 AK was
heard at a strong and steady strength, but although
communication was attempted, 2 OD received no
response. A call 'came, however, from A 3 BQ, and
contact was at once established, good signals being
exchanged. In the course of the conversation,
3 BQ mentioned that 45 minutes previously he had
been in touch with IT 6 ABK, tins also being' an
nauseal time for such a commncation. The New
Zealand station was agam heard by 2 OD at 4.50
p.m., working with GEM..
It is interesting to note that in all cases the
signals were unusually clear and steady.
Several other readers picked up Australian
stations during the eclipse.

TELEPHONY TESTS FROM SCHENECTADY.
Simultaneous morse transmission on 100 and
30 Metres is being carried óut every Saturday Sunday night by 2 XI, the General Electric
Company's station at Schenectady, states Mr. J.
Gordon Ritchie, of Glasgow. The times of these
transmissions are from .11 p.m. tó 3 a.m., and from
5 a.m. to 7 a.m. Reports; -which should he as full
as possible, are invited,: and 'illl be. acknowledged
by radio. We unclersttlnd =that on January 10th
several English amateurs' reports- were acknowledged in this manner, including those from 5 DN,
2 NM and 2 KF.
2 XL intends " going on the air " with telephony
on 100 metros early in the present. month, and
reports on this are specially desired'
.

.
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till midnight , on Wednesday, Friday and Sunday,
from 5 a m, to 7.30 aim
Repoits, which would be much appreciated,.
should be addressed to h' Lem oat, 2 Rue de
Bournard, Colombes, Seine
CI-IEAPER VALVES.
Our readers will welcome 'tire important announcement that the prices- of Marconi Osrarn
valves have undergone a further reduction. The
following is a` schedule of the new prices, which
cause into operation on February 2nd.

Present
List Price.

Type.
« R
"
" R5V "
" DER "
" DE3
DE4 "
" DE5 "
" DESB "

New List Price

12/6
12/6

..

«DE6"

-

« LS5 "

..
..

21/25/30/35/35/25/55/-

..
..

11/11/18/21/-

26/30/30/22/6
50/ -

..

.

Calls Heard.
Eastbourne, Sussex. (January Ist to loth.)
French 8 BE, 8 BN, 8 DP, 8 EU, 8 Eu,

8 FK, S FOE, 8 FZ,
GI, 8 GK, 8 RG, 8 RQ, 8 RZ 8 SG, 8 UU, 8 WIC, 8 WL, 8 ZB,
ZUE, 8 ZUT. American
I BHM, x MY, z AZY, z BGB,
CJX, 2 WX, 3 ADE, 3 BDO, 8 XB, NKF. Italian I AM,
r CF, x CXM, x EX. Dutch
o BU, o.IIR, o NL, o RE. Swedish :
SSIXX,.SMZU. Finnish : ON INA. Danish ry EM. Unknown :
3 CM, g CS, ,I AB, 3'VB.
(A. Roach.)
:

8

8
2

:

:

:

:

Felixstowe; Suffolk.

French

8 NC,

8-

:

8

S FP, 8 HE, 8 JBL,
XH, 8 XX, 8 Z\\'. Dutch :

CA, 8 CL, 8 COA, 8 CO, 8 CS,

RB,.8 RH,

8

RJ,

SSU, 8 TT,

8

8

o AD, o AZ; o CS, o MA, o,IIC, o QR, o RN, o\VP, o ZA. American.

r GB, r OZ, r TZ, z DY. Finnish : 3 DV.
Ar-Pentine.: DA 8. -(All below -aoo metres.)

:

Canadian : I AR.
(R. T. Frost.)

Lower Brdugtdon, Manchester.
French S.1B, 8 AE, 8 AAA, 8 13V, 8 CZ, 8 EM, 8 FIC, 8 GO,
GI, g OP, 8 GS, 8 SG, 8 SM, 8 SSV, 8 SSU, 8 UU, 8 XU, 8'ZZ.
Dutch o AD, o BA, o RE, o LA, o NL, o ZN. Swiss : SMXX,
Belgian : .ç SS. Danish : 7 ÿ\I, ry GQ. American : r AD, I AG,
I AX, r ANA, I ARE, r ARY, r AXZ, r BDT, r CA, r CM, r CEI,
r ERI, r HN, I SF, r V1'2. AG, z All', z BY, z Bilt, z CB, z\\L,
(W. Clough.)
3 CH, 3 CBR, 7 BDS, 8 TR.
:

8

:

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Wireless enthusiasts Who are also photographers
will learn with interest that by arrangement
with The Amateur Photographer, photographs of
general wireless interest may be submitted to the
editor of that journal with a view to their forming
cover illustrations for The 'Wireless World.
Photographs accepted for this purpose will be
paid for'at the rate of two guineas. Details of this
scheme, which also applies to photographs accepted
for the inside pages. of The Wireless World
at the Tate of half -a -guinea, will be found in
the current issue of The AnzateurjPhotographer.

Cathcart, Glasgow. (January 1st to r5th.)
British z CC, z DX, z HS, z. KZ, z KW, z NM, 2 NN, z OC,
FA., 6 FG,
z OD, z RB, 2 SZ, 5 LS, 5 MO, 5 NN, 5 TZ, 5 OK,
French 8 AAA, 8 BF, 8 13V, 8IDN,
6 GII, 6 LJ 6 NF,- 6 TD.
S EU,
S EM, S FC, S EJ, 8 G\',
8 CS, 8 DP, 8EN, 8 EU,
8 GN, 8 GK, 8 HS, 8 FISG, 8 i\IT, 8 i1IN, 8 NS, 8 RG, S 5DI, 8 SSU,
Dutch oBQ,
S SSV, 8 TIC, 8 VP, 8 VTI, s WAL, 8 WR, 8 \VU.
4 UC, 4. AX, P 2.
o NL, o LL, o RE, o REU, q ZN. Belgian
Swiss 9 AD, g BR, g LA. Italian r AM, I FC, r RE.
(A..T. Wilson.)
(o-v-o Reinartz, indoor aerial.)
:

d>

:

:

:

:

:

\Vhimple, Devon.
French 8 AAA, 8 AB, S AL, 8 AMZ, S AQ, 8 AVE, 8 BAP,
8 BF, 8 BO, SBP8 BRG, 8 CA, 8CIC,8CD1,8C:O,8 CPP, 8DKV,
,
S DI., 8 DY, 8 EM, 8 EN, 8 EV, 8 FC, 8 FG, 8 P'DIA, 8 FQ, 8
S GGA, 8 GH; 8 01, 8 GK, 8 GO, 8 GP, 8 ]'IS, 8 IISF, 8 HSM,
8 II, 8 J4', 8 LPR, 8 NB, S NS, 8 SPR, 8 SSC, 8 SSM, 8 SSU,
4 AX,
S SSV, 8 TM, 8 UU, 8 WAL, 8\l'K, 8 XR. Belgian
4 -RS, 4 SS, 4 YG` Dutch o AA, o GG, o KC, o LL, o IIS, o NF,
Swiss :
o RE, o RZ, o ZN. "Italian I AM. Swedish SDíZY.
y AA, g AB. Finnish : z NM, z NC. Danish
7 QF. British
s ASH, 2 DR, 2 FN, z IL, z JX, z IC\\r, z LH, z OD, z VQ z WV,
VV, 5 CS, 5 MO, 5 NN, 5 OM, S.QR, 5 SA, ; VQ, 6 LJ, &NF,
6 NH, 6 QB, 6 RM, 6 TO, 6T\I, 6 US. (o-r-o and o-v-r.)
(G. F. FitzHerhert.)
:

FÌ

FRENCH AMATEUR'S TESTS.
A regular transmitting schedule is being adhered
to by French YZ, of Colombes, Seine, who transmits
on 50 metres at the. following times (G.M.T,)
Daily, except Sunday, for thirty minutes, at 2.30
p.m., 4.30 p.m., 6.30 p:ui.' and 8.30 p.m. On
Tuesday, -Thursday and Saturday, from 4.30 p.m.,

:-

:

;

:

:

;

:
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AMONG THE
SOCIETIES.
The headquarters of the Kingston and District
Radio Society are now at Kingston Lodge, London
Road, and meetings are held egularly on Mondays
:at 8 p.m. On February 9th a Social Evemng is to
be held to which all wireless enthusiasts in the
district are invited.

positions for components m different circuits.
Mr Tracey raised an important point which is.
often forgotten In the construction of a valve'
set it is advisable fist to decide what type of
valve is to be used, and then to design the set to
suit the valve.

A forthcoming visit of Captain P. P. Eckersley is
announced by the Ilford and District Radio Society.
'The Chief Engineer of the B.B.C. will speak
at the Ilford Town Hall on March 26th; the meeting
being open to the public at popular prices. In
order to cope with

The Dublin \Wireless Club is conducting a series
of lectures specially for beginners.

*

n

the large attendance
which is expected it
is understood that
" IViarconiphone "
-loudspeakers will be

installed.

On January 22nd
íMr.

J. A. Partridge,

more familiarly

-known as "

2

On Thiusday, January 22nd, au interesting
loud speaker demonstration was given with a four.
valve receive) constructed by members of the
In Ortler to
club
iendei the wiring
easily visible the
weie
components
mounted on a board
The construction and
u-oikmg of the set
weie thus explained
so as to be understood by all members

1

Kb,"

gave an extremely
interesting lecture
before the Beckenham and District
Radio Society, taking es his subject

x

*

x

x

At the fourth
annual meeting of

the Kensington
Radio Society held
on January
var sous useful
ge,taons were
foiward with a

:

"Short Wave Trans-

15th,
bug -

put

view
mission and Recepto
making
the
tion." Various types
So piety's
monthly
.of aerial, their admeetings still more
vantages and disattractive
Several
advantages, were disD27.
F.
L.
Hogg
(2
SH),
of
Heghgate,
London,
photoof these were adopted
cussed in detail, after
been
in
"
den."
have
graphed
his
Signals
from
2
SH
arid. it is hoped that
-which the lecturer
heard in every continent..
as' a ,result, 'attenddealt with the best
ances will
grow.
circuits for pure reception. The Society is making arrangements to
hold an exhibition at an early date. A feature
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
of' the exhibition will be a competition for
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4th.
,

home constructors.*

-

*

.

*

The manufacture of condensers was treated in

an informative lecture given before the Tottenham
Wireless Society on January 16th, by Mr. Hayward,

of the Dubilicr Condenser Co. By means of a series
lantern slides the members were able to watch
-the processes of condenser manufacture from the
mica mines in India to the product as it leaves the
-factory.
On January 21st Mr. Tracey provided en instructive lecture on " Set Design and Lay-out,".
in which useful hints were given as to the best
-of

Institution of Electrical Engineers-Wireless Seifion. At 6 p.m.
(light refreshments at 5.3o p.m.). At the Institution, Savoy
Place, W.C.n. Lecture
" The Optimum Damping in the
Auditive Reception of Wireless Telegraph Signals. By Mr.
L. B. Turner, MA., and Mr. F. P. Best, MSc.
" Rejector
Radio Research Sgciety, Peckham. Discussion :
Circuits." Lecture " Wavemeters."
:

:

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5th.
Luton' Wireless Society. At 8 p.m. At the Hitchin Road Boys'
School. Lecture and Demonstration : " Fault Find'ng on Wireless Instruments." By Mr. C. S. Dunham.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6th.
Sheffield and District Wireless Society. At 7.3o p.m. At the
Department of Applied Science, St. George's Square. Ordinary
,pfeeting.
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READERS PROBLEMS
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Readers desiring to consult the " Wireless World "
Information Dept should male use of the coupon
to be found en the advert? sem ent pages.

METHODS 04 OBTAINING INCREASED
EFFICIENCY FROM CRYSTAL SETS.

A READER asks for a selective crystal circuit,
m which each half cycle öf the oscillatory
current m the tuner circuit can be made to energise
different pairs of telephones.
We illustrate below a oncnt suitable for accomplishing this. Two pairs of telephones are used, and
it will be found that, using this method, the signal
strength in each pair of telephones is equal to that
in the telephones of a conventional circuit, using
one pair only. A single pair -of telephones may -be
used if desired by connecting each individual earpiece in the position occupied by each pair of telephones in the diagram.

-z,

fftt'

lators of the single cell type or to connect the threè
cells of a 6 -volt accuunulator in parallel. Re also
wishes to know if this type of valve can he considered equally efficient to those valves requiring
4 to 6 volts to operate them.
It is usually found to be far better to employ a
separate 2 -volt cell to operate these valves rather
than to utilise the colas of a -6-volt unit connected
in parallel. The reason is that when cells of any
type are connected in parallel there is almost
sure to be a certain arnomut of inter -action set
up due chiefly to the varying potentials of the
mchviclùal cells of the unit. This is more noticeable
in the case of dry cells connected in parallel than
with secondary batteries. If the cells of a 6 -volt
accumulator are used separately care must be
taken that all are fully charged before an attempt
is made to connect them in parallel. Otherwise,
if one is fully charged and another is not, there will
be a current discharge from one to the other.
With regard to dull emitters of the 2 -volt class
it may be said that they are equal in every respect
to -their bright emitter prototypes for all ordinary
work. Provided that those 2 -volt valves, such as
the D.E.6; which are specially designed for the work,
are used, they give most excellent loud speaker
results.

'THE USE OF INDOOR AERIALS.
A special crystal receiver.

Another method is to employ two telephone
transformers with their input windings individually
connected in circuit with one crystal. The output
windings can now be connected in series with each
other and with a pair of telephones. When using
several pairs of telephones in conjunction with a
crystal set it will usually be found that better signal
strength will be obtained if each pair of telephones
is operated in conjunction with a separate crystal,
the various pairs of telephones and their associated
crystal all being connected in parallel across the
tuning inductance.
EFFICIENCY OF ACCUMULATOR CELLS
CONNECTED IN PARALLEL.

AREADER who is intending to abandon the
use of bright emitter valves in favour of dull
emitters of the 2 -volt type, has asked whether
it would be better to obtain large capacity accu m u.-

time to time we receive requests for
advice on the best type of indoor aerial to
employ from readers who, by reason of dwelling
in a flat or some similar cause, find themselves
unable to make use of the conventional type of
outdoor aerial.
The actual design of aerial Which can be used
depends, of course, en the space which is. available
for the erection of an indoor aerial. Probably the
most efficient indoor aerial which can be erected is
that consisting of two widely spaced parallel wires
stretched in the loft of a house and ruining the
entire length or breadth of the bundling. Usually
better results will lie obtainable by using two widely
spaced wires than if a greater number of wires with
closer spacing wore employed, but this is, of course,
a matter for individual experiment. Very often it
will be found that with an aerial of this type results
obtainable fall very little short of those experienced
with the conventional type of outdoor aerial. In
the case of many aerials which one sees erected a
few inches above a lead roof or running parallel
and in close proximity tö the gutter spouting,
FROM=
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better results could probably be obtained by the A FOUR-VALVE RECEIVER GIVING GOOD
use of an indoor aerial.
SELECTIVITY AND HIGH QUALITY
REPRON
In many houses, of course, aloft is non-existent,
DUCTION.
to
be
erected
and in these cases an aerial has
L1 have received a letter from a earrespondent
elsewhere. If possible it should be erected in an
living midway between three of the B.B.C.
upper room and be of as great a length as possible.
Usualty it will he found that a Iong single wire stations, asking for a wiring diagram of a selective
tretchecl the full length of a passage is more four -valve set which mil give, the utmost purity
effective than several short parallel wires stretched and which is stable and easily controlled: He wishes
across a single room, but here again -no hard and to use resistance coupling for the L F valves if
fast rule can be drawn. Turning to the question possible
In order to meet the regmrenient of good
of more or less " freak " aerials, such as the use of
the electric light mains, there is much scope foi selectivity, loose coupling it used, with a switch
experiment. The results obtained fiom the electric for changing over to chrect iouphug when iequned.
light mains vary 'so much in different houses that As no high frequency amplification is employed, the
set will not be unstable when using loose coupling.
one hesitates to go to the expense of purchasing
The first L F amplifier can be of the type having
one of the special adaptors sold for this purpose
when it may be quickly fosurcl quite useless Thu a high M value, such us the D.E.5 B The final
624
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GRID BATTERY

A four -valve receiver having a valve detector and i/eee stages of resistance -coupled low frequency amplificatiom_

type of aerial can, however, be easily tested out by
wrapping a piece of tinfoil round one of the electric
globes and attaching it to the aerial terminal of
the set. It is sometimes found that the use of the
electric bell wiring gives better results than are
obtainable from the lighting mains. Connection
may be macle to either of the contacts in the
ordinary electric bell push, and no fear of damage
to the bell system need be anticipated. It may be
found that good results are obtained from the
telephone system. In order to use this method
there is no need to tamper with the telephone
connections in any way, or otherwise to infringe
the regulations of the postal authorities. Provided
that the desk type of telephone is fitted all that
need be done is to place the telephone ou a metal
tea tray, the tray itself being connected by a wire
to the aerial terminal of the set.

valve should not in any case be of this type,- and if
very strong signals are expected to be delivered to
the grid of the second amplifier, this should also
be of a type similar to the final valve, but in cases
where weals signals are being received it may be
of the D.E.5 B. type. A common H.T. tapping
is given for the first and second amplifiers, but
separate grid bias is provided, so that if valves of
the D.E.5 B. and D.E.5 type are used in 'these
respective positions, both anode voltages will be
similar, but with, of coin-se, separate values of
grid bias. A switch is provided for cutting out the
last two valves when headphone reception is desired.
It is not recommended that the usual grid leads type
of resistance be used in the anode circuits. Wire
wound resistances, similar to those described on
page 379 of the December 17th issue of this journal
will be found to give very much better results.
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Problems of Selectivity in a Receiver, 301

High Power Station, The, 196
- Honte, 2L0 Finds a, 121
2LO, The, 11
Newer Snap Terminals, The, 381
Ne a s flow the Clubs, 34, 58, 91, 125,
ti sin the Stations

Re-

Coil, A, 558
Coil, Tapped, 230

New

-

-

446

" Pitch " Scale Applied ta Broadcasting
ceiving Apparatus, The, 399
Plato Current, Accumulators for, 475

,

A, 265

Nentrodyne, The American,
Ciei,uits Condenser for,

Coupling the, 90
The Quarts : A New Wavelength Standard,

Oseillograph, A Simple, 225
Other Lands Broadeasting in, 495
Our Correspondence Columns, 334
Future Policy, 1
Outdoor Demonstration Work, Design of Set
for, 595
Out -of -Doors, \Fireless, 431
Overhanging Aerials, 241
Overseas Communication, Stations for, 573

'

oeil l'i_i,sial I:r,.ri,'i.,n,
Recording Wireless Signais, 253
Rectification, Methods of Obtaining, 463
Rectified A.C. for H.T. Supply; 398
Rectifiers, Burnt -out Valves as, 341
Rectifying Cella, Eleetrolytic, 363
Red Herring, The, 107
Line Panels, " Leak -free," 56
Reducing Leakage and Stray Capacity in Valve
-

Receiver,

:

'

Monnaient, A Wireless, 438
3luise Receiver, Selective, 479
\luit Efficient Two -Valve Set, The, 141
Tilotoint's All -Range Portable, The, 439
Mounting Basket Coils, 985
C'ivstals, 606
foe Basket Coils, A, 251
---- H F Transformers, 27-9
Hones comb Coils, 13
liultilavei tncluetan-,ei, 460
lfultiplione Terminal Bushes, 590
Multi -Range Volt -ammeter, 187
Multevibiator Wavemeter, A Standard,
Hanle Tabs, Securing, 405
Neat Panel Switches, 150

a

-

Ont Valve Sockets, 386

Valve Caps, 342
Mists Hon' to Build and

-

of

the, 465
Super -heterodyne

and Socket Connoetors, 657
and Sm_ket Terminal, A Useful, 296
Plug-in Aerial Tuning Unit- A, 386

251

-

.No1,:ue,. 'l'üe, 10:i

:

Lise

--Speaker Receiver, A Selective, 176
-Reproduction, Good Quality, 247
Speaker Service in Crypt. 476
--- Streaker
Spr.ikers to Aid Train :Passengers, 458
--- Speaker,
The General Electric Company's,
615

--

--

Preventing, 625
-Oscillator
Trimble, .F., and
.

-

Safeguarding

the Aerial Halyard, 116
Safety Device,- An Aerial, 308
Switch, A High Tension, 512
Schools Radio Exhibition: Results of the Coin-.
pct it ion,

32.5

-Science
-, Wireless in, 209, 285
Museum, Wireless

at the, 425
of Listening, The, 242
Scrap Pieces of Crystal, Slaking Use of, 13
Seamark Regenerative Reactance, The, 420
Securing Name Tabs, 405
Selective Four-Valve Broadcast Receiver, 533, 5955
-.ond-Speaker Receiver, A, 170
Morse Receiver, 479
Three -Valve Circuit, A, 270
Selectivity in a Receiver, Problem of, 398
in a Three -Valve Set, 106
Self Constructor, The An Episode of Costa

-

:

\-loci

27

- - Starter,

-Oscillation, Testing for, 529
Short-'ireuiting, Coil Holder, A,

117

A Wireless_, 561

Semi -Finished Receiving Sets, 511

Sensitivity, Methods of Increasing Talre, 175
Series Parallel and Earthing Switch, 4511
Parallel Circuits, Plunger Switch for, 14
Set for Outdoor Demonstration Work. Design
--

-

-

of, 505

Shock Proof Valve ITnider, 280
Short Wavelengths, Reception on, 363
Ware Patent, An Improved, 557
Wave Permits, 309, 318
Sta -ve Radio Stations, List of United States,

-

569

Receiver, A, 93
Receiver, Building the, Si)
Reception, Notes on, 617
Stations to Listen for, 562
- - Ware Vario.Ampler, A, 207
Sitam Electrical Instruments, 297
Signalling by Sound and Wireless, Synchronous,
Wave
Wave
Wave
Wave

Signal Strengths,lletlied of Comparing lieceived, .170
" Silvertone " Commercial

Battery Tester, A.
-Simple
- Oscillograph, A, 221
Potentiometer,

Portable,

445

181

-

-Simultaneous
- Test Board,.Transmissions
149

-

A. 252

-

on a Single

-

A

321

Single Calve, Methods of Employing, 463
Valve Receiver, A Long Distance, 455
Valve Receiver, An Efficient, 506
Slow Motion, Coil Holder's with, 606
Motion Device, A. 405
Small Brass Ports, Tinning, 952
Snap'Terminal. The Newey, 381.
Social Side of the Radio Society, The, 144
Soft Tread Resistances, 513
Soldered Connections, A Substitute for, 81!
Soldering Flux, 615
-

-

---- Hint,

A -Useful, 236

Outfit, An Emergency, 297
So/titian. Crossword Puzzle, 88
Some Aspects of British Broadcasting
Controls file B.B.C., 257
Source of Filament Current for Dull Emitters,
:

142

Spade Tuning, Correct Method of 'Using, 209
Spain. Broadcasting in EA,T1, They Bari:elona.
:

Station,

621

SP18 and D1:11 Cosmos Valves ?Valves Tested),
153

Spring Contact foi Snitches and' "und, nset s, 647
" Squale Lais " Condenser, The 331
Lan', -Condenser. the Lamphigh, 57
Squaring`Ehönite Panels, -512Stability in:Dual Amplification Circuits, 483
Stable Three -Valve Circuit Employing Two 11 F.
Cirer its, 291
Valve and Crystal Circuit, A, 529
St anderiiisation, Progress in, 597
Standard 31nitivibrator Wavemeter, A, 359
Staying an -aerial liest, 572
Sterling Condenser, New Type, 589
" Non Pong " Valve Holder, The, 481
Valve Mulder, A, 558
Storage Battery, Evolution of the (Growth of
the Exilé Works), 159
Stranded Wires, Twisting Loops in. 119
Sturgeon, William (Centenary of the Invention
of the Electromagnet), 506
Substitute for Soldered C'onnections, A, 314
Sulphate: Removal from Accumulator Plates,
.

.

-

-

-

406
-

Summertime Wireless, 399
Superheterodyne Receiver, Building the, 163
Receiver, Harmonic, 415
Receiver, The (Editorial), 108
Receiver: The Ideal Set for Long Range
Reception with Selectivity, 100
Principles of the Harmonic
Receivers
Oscillator, 100
Supermnitiforrner, The, 514
Supple -Waded Variable Condenser, A, 614
Supply of Filament Current to " One -Volt
Valves, 364
" Sure -a -light " Dry Batteries, 265
Switch Arm, A Neat, 265
for Basket -Coil Tappings, A, 542
for Experimental Circuits; A Cheap, 280
;

--

Valve Set, 386
a Low Frequency Resistance -Coupled
-Lmplificr, 84
Arrangements for a Fini--Valve Set. 105, 300
Arrangements for Valves of Different Im-

Switching
-

pedances, 72
H.F. Valves, 572
Switzerland, Wireless Telephony in, 220
Symbols Used in Wireless Circuits, 101
Synchronous Signalling by Sound and Rir'C3ess,
-

538

Tag for Flexible

Wires, 590
'Talk on Tuning, A., 43
Tapped Plug-in Coil, 230
Tapping Coils. -295
Points, -Caking, 251, -171
Telephone Receiver Design, A Development in,
136
- Receivers, Connections of. 430
Tags, Improved. 230
Transformer Connections, 355
Transformer for H.R. and L.1t, Telephones.

---

A, 385

- Windings, Preserving, 105
Telephones on a Single Wire, Extending the, 117
with Comfort, Wearing, 156
Tension Device for Coil Winding, Wire, 342
Terminal, A Useful Plug and Socket, 296
Bushes, 3fultiphone, 590
'Connections fur Telephone Plugs, 386
Connections, Making Clean, 308
Terminals, Ebonite Cased, 101
for Experimental Coils, 543
est Board. A Simple, 252
Lamp for Filament Circuits, A, 473
Testing for Distortion, 407
-5555
for Self -Oscillation, 529
of Detectors, The, 347
'iests.on Refilamentcd Valves, 622
Therla Condenser, 559
Thermo-Electric Means, Production of Electric
Current by, 863
Three-Eleetrodo Valve, An Explanation of the

---

-

'.I

-

Properties of the,
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-Electrode Valve Detector, The, 449
-Valve Circuit, An Efficient, 142
Valve Circuit, A Selective, 270
-Valve Circuit Employing- 2 H.E. Circuits,

Stable, 299
V.ilve Portable Receiver ;252-2.000 Metre
Set), 433
-Valve Receiver, An Easily Tuned, 562
- -Valve Receiier 'Detector and Two Note
:Magnifiers with Tuned Reaction). 303
A

-

Abu-Zabal-Cairo Wireless Station,

575

Accumulator Terminals. Preventing Corrosion of,
474

5--- Charging at Home, 61, 65
----- for Plate Current, 475. 476

" Acme " Filament Rheostat, 615
A.C, Supply, Electrolytic Rectifier for Use on, 65
- Valve Sockets for Panel Mounting, 362

Adapter

-

-

--

for Interchanging

Tubular

and

Pintype

Valves, 185
for Connecting Valves in Parallel, Simple.
473

for " Ora B" Valves, 280
for Telephone Receivers Fitted with Plug
Connector, 356
Adding,an H.F. Stage, 31, 32, 33
Adjustable Coil Helder, 229
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ares, toutpaot

----- -Valve Receiver, An Easily Tuned, 219, 828
-Valve Set, A Reliable, 493
-Valve Set, Fault Tracing in a, 106
----Valve Set, Obtaining Reaction in a.. 71
5555 -Valve Set, Selectivity in a, 11)6
-Valve Voit Receiver, 587
Tinning Small Brass Parts, 252
Tone of a Loud -Speaker, Adjusting the, 207
'Coo -Mang Types of S' ulves. 209
Topicalities from Savoy Rill (Broadcast Brevi-

ties),

423, 453, 487, 599, 553, 581, 023, 653
15, 52, 89, 118, 161, 188, 331,
255, 283. 317. 3155, 377, 411, 447, 477, 51)7. 544.
576, 619, 615
'Grade, Items front the, 120. -413. 494. 515

Topics, ';;errent,

Training of the Radio Engineer, The. -Train Passengers, L und-Sponkets to Aid, 138
Transformer, An Intervalve A Design for Experimental Work, 101 Transformers for A.C. Mains, 332
Transmission Feat, 21 -metre, 481
Transmitting Coils, A Clip Connector for, 571
:

-

Notes, 125, 160, 261, 359, 419
Records. Aviateur, 228
')'rial Upon Trial Broadcast Test on Motor Ran.
:

650

Tropadyne Receiver, -A Six -Valve Superheterodyne Receiver, 520
Tubular Earth, The Geeophnne, 562
Tuner and Crystal Set, Two Circuit, 248
'tuning. A Talk on, 43
Fine, 169
Inductance, Etlteron, 136
of a. Four -Valve Set, 176
Unit, An Anode Reaction nod, 155
Twisting Loops in Stranded Wires, 119
2- ILF. Set, tionstruetiug an Efficient, 627
The New. 11
Two Circuit Tuner and Crystal Set, 218
Coil Holder, Staking a, 116
- Coil Holder. The Pets -Scott, 265
-Electrode Valve, Experimenting with a. 628
)''oui' -Electrode Valves. 625
H.F. Circuits, Difficulties of Tuning, 193
Range Crystal and Valve Receiver, 4
-Valve Power Amplifier, 181
-Valve Reflex Circuit, A Stable, 207
-Valve Reflex Receiver, 35

---

-Valve Set, A, 85
Set, ['impact. 213
-Valve ,Set, The Most Efficient, 141
-Way Conimunieation. Australia -England,

- -Valve
352

United States, Radio in the,

491

States Short Wave Radio Stations, List of,
562

Unit Receiver, Three -Valve, 567
Units, Constructing Sets from í'l'he " Poise
Blok " Equipment}, 305
Universal Detector Amplifier. A: An Instrument
for Testing Experimental 'tuners and MP.
Circuits, 373
Unusual 'lause of Lois Frequency " Howling,"

-

An, 494

Form
-UsefulJack,
Set
Box

of Indoor Aerial, A. 191
A, 156

Spanners, 184
Soldering Hint, A5, 236
'Valve Holder, A, 614
Values of Lamps Required fur Obtaining g.T,
Supply from D.C. Mains, 331
Valve and Crystal Circuit, A Stable, 529
Caps, Marking, '342
Characteristics, Determining, 463
Characteristics An Explanation of the
Properties of the Three -Electrode Valve,

---

of

-
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--
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Crystal Reflex Set, 335
Detector. The 'three -Electrode, 449
Distortion, Causes of, 299
Filaments in Series, '7onnecting, 627
Holder and Resistance A Combined,
Holder, A Useful, 614
Holder for Panel Mounting, A. 363
.Holder, Improving the, 84
Holder, Non-3licrophonic, 116
Holder of Low Capacity. .A, 47
Holder, Shook -proof, 280
Set Switch, 386

429

Sockets. L.C.. 312

-

Valve Sockets, Marking Out 386
Valves. .All .About, 67, 82 332 355
II-ow to Make, 393
of Different Impedance, Switching AM-ru:re
menta for, 72
Priee Reduction of, 432
Tested, 153, 958, 290
The Classification of. 108
Too lian_e Types of, 209
We Have Tested IB.T.H, B, and
519----- We Have Tested Louden Dull Emitters),
GM
Variable Coil Holder, A. 229
Condensers, Eliminating Hand Capacity
Effects in, .561
Condenser, Well -made, 297

--

-

.

.

,),

1

- Filament Resistance,

--

.

'

543

Grid Leale, .A, 307
Grid Leak, Another, 83
-rid Leak, A Reliable, 56
0
Grid Leak, Constructing A, 188
Resistance, E.M.C., 184
Resistances, A. New Method of Winding,
ario -'Coupler, A Short Wave, 297
Variunreter Design, A New, 341.
The Ediswon, 265
Tuning-, Obtaining Reaction with, 561
Windings, Internal, 460
Vernier Adjustment, A Combined. 571.
.Attachment, A Simple, 139
Condenser Adjustment, .1, 17.4
5555

223

.

-

Fitting

a Condenser, 47

Tuning Condenser, A., 465
'Vertical Condenser. Mounting a. 196
Vibration, Protecting Valves from, 251
V24 and TI. Type Valve Holder. 149, 185
Voltage Control, Filament, 0119
Volt-Ammeter, Multi -Range, 187
Voltmeters, Battery '.testing, 235

Wavelength Units The Construction

of a
'Buzzer Wavemeter, 387
Wavenieters, Absorption. 278
Wearing Telephones with Comfort, 156
Weatherproof Lead-in, A. 186
Webber Short Rave Coil, 559
Weeoralve, The, 67
-Weston Relay Hint, A, 278
What Oar Readers Say, 73
Who Controls the B.B.C., 141
Windforee Scale, Explanatory Table of Beaufort
:

-

----

286
W inding Coils, On, 29

Duela.teral Coils, 105,

6665

Variable Resistances, A New Method of;
with Fine Wire, 106
Wireless at the Paris Fair, 584
at tl'e Science Museum, 435
-- Beam_ in 'Practice, The, 231

-

--

-

-
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-

Beam, The, 178
Bill. The: An Independent Statement. of
Opinion, 120
Bill, The Fate of the. 532
Circuits, Symbols Used in, 104
Control, responsibility for, 37
Cross -Word -Puzzle. 26, 811
Engineer, The Work of a, 649

Experiments, 2119
in Arctic Exploration,
in Coal Mines. 607
in Schools, 209, 285

330

International, 3:33
in the Irish Free State. 371
Journal Defends a Libel Suit, 113
Lair, Landlords and, 161

League, The, 242
Monument, A, 436
e
Out -of -Doors, 431
Self -Starter, A, 564
Sets, Cabinet for, 156
Signals, Recording: A Description of a CuiI
for Autocratic Reception, 253
Summertime, 399
Telegraphy Bill, The, 272
Telegraphy, Commercial. 313
Telephony in Switzerland, 220
Wire Tension Device for Coil Winding, 342
Wiring Hint, A, 342
Wood as an Insulator, 36
Woocllia Lon' Frequency Transformer, 361
Working Drawing, Reading a, 47
Filaments from Electric Light Mains, 055
Work of a Wireless Engineer, The. 419
-

-

-
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-
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Set, Valve Crystal, 335, 336, 337 338, 339
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Rejecter Arrangement, Novel, 459
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Earth Connection, 341
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Tabs, Method of Securing, 405
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Inventor of the (Professor L. A, Hazeltine.), 645
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Piecisc Low-Fiegnen:y Transformer, 514
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Plate Current, Accumulators for, 475, 476
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3lneenln Fai Pails,

wusteehansen, 649
'MclIicllarl Audi Filament Recistnnce, The,
Reaction Units 390
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Message front the B.R.C., A, 556
" Micro " Amplifier, The, 381
Radio " Potentiometer, 296
Microscope Slide L-sed in the tonstructinn
Grid Leak. 571
" il.i[lget " Condenser, 513
}iini'oss Air Dielectric Condenser, 420
Mirror. Oseiilagrnph, 491
Morrow, Mr. G. Leslie 1GUV), 91
Morse Compass Card, 2-33
Receiver, Selective, 479. 480, 481
Mosul, Wireless Staff at 383
Motorists' All -Range Portable, 439, 440,

International Radio Conference in, 16I. 366
" Pelican " Commercial Portable, 445
Pete Scott Two-Coil Holder, 155, 265
Scott Variable Condenser, 297
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'73 96, 97, 93
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Broadcasting Station, 93
Johannesburg Station from Without, 577

Kathodaphene,
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Pent'ble Reees,i on View al- the Schools Radio
Societies' Exhibition, Two-Valve, 221

of Mr F H Haynes (311}71,

l4

How to Build and

Institute,

237

Society's Exhibition, Two -Valve
Portable Receiver on View at the, 221
Science Mosconi. Wireless at the, 423, 1261
Scrap Pieces of Crystal, Making Use of 13
Screening Boxes at a Cimmereial St,itmua, 303
Screws used as Contact Studs, 942
Seamark Regenerative Reatance, 420
Seettring a Home-made Tuning Coil to Plug and
Socket llnunt, 13
8
Seine, Wireless Experiments on the 317
Selective Four -Valve Receiver. 585, 586 587
Morse Receiver. 479, 480, 481
Self Constructor. The, 27, 28
Shart-Circuiting Coil Holder, 117
Starter. A Wireless, 564, 56.5 166
Series and Parallel Earthing Switch 419
Parallel Circuits, Plunger Suite]] fni 14
Slterrutt, Mr, }}-alter tin his Wit elves Den at
the Isle of Wight'', 1..59
Radio

'

Sbeel[Prlltifo'alve-Holder, 200'i;:

-

Short Wave Receiver, A, 23, 24, 25, 59, 60 61
tiavr }Work F,ílrctne Recc,vcr fur, 817,
bib, 619, .020

SremcnsBattery of .Large Capacity, 382
Signal Vail Elliploying Portable Wireless
paratus, 432

.Ap-

Silvertone Commercial Portable, 445
Simnïonds, Mr. E. J. (2011), Daylight Working

with Australia,

237

Spade Terminal, G.E.C., 590
Spark Apparatus, Early Marconi 426
Spoiling Plug Used as a Safety Gap, 308
b 1' lb Cosmos Valve, 153, 154
Spiing Mounting for Testing Crystals, 606
S ou,,se Law 'Condenser, Lampingh 57
htdndaril ilultivibrator Wavemeter, A, 309, 310,

--

411, 312, 313

tsplung the

Troubles

Mast IThe
" Listener-in "1, 51

of

Sterling &node Reaction -and Tuning Unit,
kntimierophenie Valve -Holder, 4E4

-

---

the
155

ondenser, Geared, 589
Double Condenser with Balancing Control,
(

589

Riratrie Co.'s Anti -Vibration Valve -Holder,
558

" lion Pong"' Valve -Holder, 484
tatokc-on-Trent
Society's
Annual
Wireless
Dinner, 268
Rtollery, Mr. F, L., Conducting Amateur Telephony Experiments, 588
Sturm Menace, The (Mr, C. Keith Murray's
Station, 60V), 353
Stranded Wires, Twisting Loops in, 149
Studio at ERRA, Pittsburg, 424

Stuttgart Station, The,

518

Supsrheterodyne Receiver, Harmonic,

415,

416,

417, 418

--- Receiver,
165. 166,

100, 110, 111, 112, 113. 163, 164,
167

Super -Stultifm-,uer. The, 514
Supple -Bladed Variable,.Condenser. French, 014
Supporting Speol for Paying Out .Fine Wire,
Method of, 406
Suspended Transmitter owned by Mr. E. M.

Glaser, 646
Switch Arm by the Athol Engineering Co., 265
Swithhoard at Hillmnrtnn Post (Mee High
Power Station, 318

-

Snitches, Neat Panel, 150
Switch for Basket Coil Tappings, 542
tor 'Experimental Circuits, Cheap, 260
or Condenser Spindle Spring Contact made
from a Safety Pin, 847
Snitching the Aei4ïil Tuning Condenser with
Valve Holder and Socket, 159

Symbols Used in Wireless Circuits, 104
Synchronous Signalling by Sound and Wireless,
î3S. 539. 510, 511

Tapped

Plug-in Coil, Constructional Details
of a, 230
Tal,pvig Loop, Method of Making a, 295,
-

--

Tapping Points, Making, 251
Points un Inductance Bindings, Elcthod of
Making, 474
Teaching Physical Geography by the Aid of
Wireless in Schools, 285, 286
Team that has never Lost a Game, A (Members
of the B.B.C. Rugby Football Club), 22
Telephone Receiver (New Type by H, Rosser &

---

Valves. How to Make, 294

Variable Coil Holder,

-

585

466, 467, 468

Valve Unit Receiver, 567
Tokio Broadcasting Station, Mast and Studio at
the, 93
Tone Controls, Receiver fitted With, 367, 368,
369,

370,

for Cutting Ebonite

Panels to

51

119

Units, C'onstrurtion of a Buzzer

Wavemeter, 367, 388
Wovemeter, The Buzzer, 120,

148

130, 131

D11 -Valve, 528

eatherproof Lead-in, A, 196
}Weather Reports, indicator Board for 1t.eeord11

íng, 286
Slobber Short }Gave Coil,

2013, 469

}Seeovalve, Mallard, 67

559

Wilding Cole Plug and Socket Connector, 590
Members and
Wimbledon Radio Society
Friends, 538, 350
Radio Society's Field Day 508
Winding Variable Resistances, New Method of,
:

122

The Ohl Home of, 121
The New, 610
Two-Cir'eait Tuner and Crystal Set, 218. 219, 220
--Coil Holder, Peto Scott. 155, 265
Coil Holder, Simple, 116
Valve Portable Receiver on Vicie at the
Schools Radia Society's Exhibition, 221
Valve Power Amplifier, 181, 162. 183
Valve Reflex Receives', 38, 59, 40, 41, 42
Valve Set, A, 05. 86, 87, 81
Valve Set, Compact, 243, 244, 245, 246

Wavelength;

iMesse-hi

Size, 166

Wavelength

Twisting Loops in Stranded Wires, 148
21,0, New Aerial at (Messrs. Selfridge's, Onford Street, W,), 11
The Hew B.B.C. Transmitting Station for,

--

229

}Fireless at the Science -Museum, 425, 420
Beam in Practice, The, 231, 232, 233
- Beam, The, 179. 199, 180
Call -bell Devices, 470, 471, 472
Circuits, Symbols 'Used in, 104
Compass on Board the s.s. " Homeric,"
Experiments on the Seine, 317
in C'oeT Mines, 607, 608, 609
in Hospital, 291
in Rotor 'Trial Capt, R. Twelvetrees ;dying
Demonstration with Portable Rndiola, 611
in Schools, 285, 286
in the Eclipse, 53
Self Starter, A, 561, 565, 566
Signals, Recording, 253
Staff at Mosul, Iraq, 383
Stands at the. Paris Fair, 584
Tension Device for Coil Winding,
Wiring Washer, " Gripsit," 314
Woodhull Intcrvalve Transformer, 362
W.O.B. at Newark, N.J., Aerial of, 89
World's Largest Condenser (Bubilier), 636

567

The Construction of a
Buzzer Wavemeter, 387, 388
Universpl Detector Amplifies-, A, 273, 274, 275,
U nits-

47

Volt-Annueter, liulti-ltan"e, 187, 188
V24 and R Valves, Combined Holder for,

Tuning Coil to Plug and Socket Mount, Securing a Home Stade, 13
Devices, Fine, 169, 170, 171, 172
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Tags, Improved, 230
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Sin -turn Low Loss Coil, 117
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Socket Connector, Pin and, 484
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Ú V199 Valve, 527

t'ISOle. Valve, 527
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OUR FUTURE POLICY.
By

THE EDITOR.

ITH this issue we present to our readers the first
of a new series of Tire 'Tireless' World. The
appearance of this number also marks an important event in the history of the Journal. Hitherto
published by The Wireless Press, Ltd., The Wireless
l Vorld has now been acquired by Iliffe and Sons Ltd.,
publishers of a number of important specialised journals,
including Experimental.Wireless, The Autacar, The
This
.Motor Cycle, The Antakeer Photographer, etc.
change of ownership insures that The Wireless IVarld
will be conducted under an editorial policy entirely
independent of any commercial or other wireless interests.
In view of the fact that the size and cover design
as well as the general appearance of the Journal has
undergone a change with this issue, it is well to remind
those who have not been familiar with The Wireless
World in the past that this is not a neiv, publication,
adding to the already large number of wireless periodicals
recently published, but, on the contrary. The Wireless
TT'arid has behind it the proud rec nd of fifteen volumes
dating back over ten years, and entitling it to the distinction of being the world's first wireless journal.
It has been our endeavour, as far as possible, to indicate our future policy by carrying into effect with the
present number changes which we consider will result in
a definite increase in the popularity of the Journal, whilst
the general character of The frircless TT''orld, so widely.,,
known in the past, will be retained.
The Wireless World has recorded developments in the
science of wireless almost since the first practical applications verc made possible. Every new step and every
fresh achievement has been chronicled accurately and with
due regard to a proper sense of proportion. This policy
of the past we believe to be even more desirable at the
present time, when discrimination between important and
unimportant developments is often rendered, more difficult
because the general public is led away by Journalistic
rr stunts;" when the importance of any device or invention
-

8

appear directly proportional to the publicity which
it receives. We believe that more than ever the need
exists for a wireless journal of a popular character where.
the utmost attention is paid not only to technical accuracy
but also to the honest presentation of new ]'.lases- of
development in such a manner that the reader may recognise the relative importance of every new contribution
to a science which has become of such universal interest.
in order that all aspects of wireless may be dealt
with, it is essential that expression should be given to
the points of view of a number of wireless workers who
can write on subjects with which they are intimately
associated. In this way a wide variety of interests can
be catered for, and, whilst certain articles may at first
he found a little beyond readers who have only recently
taken an interest in wireless, yet a little later on their
appeal will be just as great as it is to those who may
have had many years. of wireless experience.
Designs for: receivers and experimental apparatus for
home construction are to be a strong feature of our issues,
and here our first consideration will be to incorporate new ideas either in the circuits employed or in the
general design, whilst paying the utmost attention to
efficiency and accuracy in technical detail.
On the lighter side the are pleased to have the opportunity of re -introducing to our readers, by means of a
series of cartoons depicting the troubles of the listener -in,
a humorous artist whose work has afforded entertainment
for many readers of The Wireless World in past volunies.
Our primary object is to make The Wireless World
the indispensable Journal of every wireless amateur, but
to ensure being able. to carry otrt this aim we recognise
that w are largely dependent upon the goodwill -and
co-operation 'of our readers.
We therefore invite -our readers to write to us expressing
their views on the present number, -and we shall welcome
any tuggestions which are put forward with a view to
improving upon our pres©nt standard.
ina.y
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Talk on what is Expected of those
who hope to Succeed in the Pro.
fession of Wireless Engineering.
A

br

z
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By Dr. J. A.

e
m

a.,.....igitxss. æuâitr:k9nin,ià,,,,,,netàt&. ïiBT§#:n ang,
radio -engineering
has become an integral and important part of
elects ical engineering and of the electrical trades
geneially. One has only to notice on a journey by rail
01 tiara through the suburbs of London or any large
tow n the nunrijei of houses and gardens decorated with an
aerial, and to remember that at least a million persons
haie Post Office licences for broadcasting reception in
Gicat Butam, to realise that the radio business must
employ an immense amount of capita] and a large
Pjrl-IERE can be no question. -that

personality

Wireless Offers a Sig Field.
Not only is tlieie the business of making and supply complete iecen mg instruments or parts for constructing
them, but there is the corresponding work in constructing the appliances for, and working the broadcasting
stations
Then there is the immense field of marine
inter -communication, comprising all the construction of
the a ireless transmitting and receiving plant for ships
and the equipment of coast stations.
Lastly, there is the still greater work of the design and
equipment of long-distance stations calling for knowledge
and ability of a very high order. For all this work
there must be the supply of properly trained men. The
true
eless man, like the true poet, is unquestionably
boin and not made, but even wìthdut great genius, yet
with n ell-tiamed natural abilities, there is room in the
business of riireless for the right men.
Let no one, however, think it is an easy-going, gentlemanly orruelatinn which calls for no strenuous work.
Quite the contiaiy The skinniest problems are all worked
nut, and those that remain for solution are very difficult.
No one can its above the lower levels unless he has it in
him to make s itne new contribution to the subject by way
of invention nr discovery.
A TO

FLCMING, P.R.S.

That being the case, we may briefly mention the kind
of teaming which should be undertaken.
Assuming a good school education, up, say, to the level
of the London " Matric " examination, it is certainly
necessary to take a course of training in a technical college
or university. Radio work demands a very thorough
knowledge of physics and of some parts of chemistry,
and something more than an elementary knowledge of
mathematics if the student is to be able to read much of
the current literature and to follow diseussicins and papers
at the Wireless Societies' meetings. Also a general knowledge of telegraphy and telephony is essential. If the
student has the faculty of storing up in his memory information acquired in lectures and by reading, and :of
reproducing it readily in answers to examination questions, then it may be of advantage to take a degree in
engineering, say, the London B. Sc., or some equivalent at
another university. There are men, however, who have
not the knack of grappling with exams, and yet have very
useful personal qualities. 3n real life it is not so important to have ready-made information stored up in the
memory as to knoic where to go to get that information
at the right moment.
.

-

The Importance of Personality.
This brings me to notice the question of personal qualities in relation to engineering work. The great engineering firms and Government Departments long ago recognised that ability to answer questions in examinations is
after all a poor test of the possession of those qualities
which make for success in Iife. A young man may have
taken first-class honours in some degree examination and
yet be a lamentable failure when put into a workshop,
electrical testing room, factory, or commercial work.
Therefore, it is the custom now to subject candidates for
positions in such establishments to a viva voce personality
examination. The General .Post Office include this test
and award marks for it in their entrance examination for
positions as Assistant Engineer in the G.P.O., and other
large engineering companies do the same.
The qualities they desire to find in such candidates are
-
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Tiainmg of the Radio Engineer.the p isiesslon of a certain alertness of mind, energy,
peisexeiance, power of grappling with difficulties when
left alone, general virility, and a pleasing address. A
young engineer has in course of time to control labour.
'Organised labour at the present time requires special
knowledge, courtesy, sympathy, and yet firmness in dealing- with it, and a man without tact or with ill judgment
may create great difficulties in supervising or directing
workmen.

Keeping Fit.
Another matter of importance is bodily health and
strength. It is the greatest mistake for a youth to neglect
physical training, or to sacrifice health by neglect of
proper exercise, by ignorance of physiological laws and

-

help in subsequently acquiring any other Latin or Gothic.
language.
A .Wide Knowledge Goes a Long Way.

Then, again, there are many subsidiary accomplishments which are certainly very useful; such as a little
knowledge of surveying, practical photography, and skill
in drawing are all useful in nicking reports, also manual
dexterity in the use of tools, and, without doubt,
a little practical knowledge of " First Aid " work, and
What to do in accidents, bodily- injuries, or other risks
to life.
Above all, character is of basic importance. Strict
truthfulness,_ honesty, integrity, loyalty to the call- of
duty, and that valuable quality we call " playing the.
game," which is one of the chief advantages of a public

äbe

,

The new Radio Laboratory at University College, Gower Street, where Dr. Fleming is professor of Electrical Engineering.
The Laboratory has been entirely equipped under the direction of Dr. Fleming and provides for all kinds of wireless tests and
measurements to be made.

-

principles, or excess of any kind. A very necessary
acquisition is the power of clear and accurate descrip`tion. Science students are apt to be very deficient in
the power of expressing their thoughts well in writing.
A young engineer may have to make reports on work or
results of experiments, and his superiors will judge him
very much by his ability to write such reports in good
terse English, in well-chosen language, with all essential
information set out logically and cleatly arranged. This
requires practice, and does not come by nature.
The Value of a Foreign Language.
Furthermore, as a radio engineer will be very likely to
be sent to work in some distant country, a colloquial
knowledge of some foreign language will often be a
determining factor in selection for certain posts. A
young man who has a little knowledge of Spanish would.
find that of assistance in securing a post in South America.
The power to -speak a little French or German is a great
ro

school education, are possessions which in the long run
may take a young engineer farther than power to answer
examination questions or cramming up hook knowledge.
Employers wan-Linen on whom they can rely not to let
them down and who will not always make their own per sonal advantage the moving motive of their actions.
Engineering is a profession which, therefore, makes a
call for a many-sided training. Radio -engineering in
particular demands a very extensive knowledge of difficult

subjects.
In some things more may he learnt from men than
from hooks.. The moral is, join the Radio Society in
your district, and keep yourself in touch with what
is being done. Make it your aim to know something .of
everything in radio -work,- and everything of something,
but try to get away from beaten paths, and bear in mind]
that to make your mark you have to do something which
has n.ot been clone before, or to show the world how to do
something better' than has been previously attained.
a
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Home Receiver, tuning
to 5XX and the Local
Station.
A

By
E. H. HAYNES.

An easy lo operate set, tuned by means of a single knob, and giving a choke of two programmes. Simplicity of coasts action combined with good appearance has been the aim of the author.
This receiver is particularly suitable where
battery charging is a difficulty.

Design.
designing a receiver intended solely for broadcast
reception certain aims should he made.
(r) Easy Manipulation.-The inexperienced
listener cannot make simultaneous adjustments on two
dials, neither can he operate a set which relies for its
sensitiveness upon the critical control of self -oscillation.
The tuning adjustments must therefore he limited to the
manipulation of a single knob for the purpose of render mg reception at Maximum strength. In the set here
described the tuning is carried out entirely by rotating
one condenser dial.
(2) Low Battery Power and maximum signal strength
for the current consumed.-By making use of a dull
Emitter valve as an amplifier following a crystal detector
stronger signals are obtained for the battery current
consumed than by any other arrangement when the
receiver is connected to an average" outdoor aerial and
located at a distance not exceeding 25 miles from a broadcasting station of normal power, or zoo miles from the
long wave high power transmitter. A valve of the .o6
class is quite satisfactory for use as a low frequency
amplifier following a crystal detector, and can be operated
daily for many months from a small q, volt accumulator.
The high tension battery, which normally may consist of
45 or 6o volts, will, if of reliable manufacture and carefully looked after, give twelve months' service with this
N

receiver.

(,,) Provide a Choice of Two Programmes.-Now
that the ß.13.C. operates in addition to local stations a
high-powered set, and intend shortly to give a .service
frani two stations in London, the receiver is fitted with a
change -over switch to bring about the necessary alteration
in wavelength. On the 30o to Soo metre hand of wave
lengths the variable condenser is connected in series with
r2

-

the tuning coil, and to tune to 1,600 metres the condenser
connections are changed over so that it is joined across
the coil and at the same time some additional turns of
wire are included.
If the design is carefully followed the reader will
find when using iooft. of single wire as an aerial if
the switch is thrown for long wave reception after -tuning
in to a wavelength of about 37o metres that he will be
approximately in. tune with the i,600 metre transmission.
This does not imply that the receiver should only be connected to such an aerial, for it will be seen when making
up the set that allowance has been made for working on
large aerials by providing tapping points on the coils so
that the desired stations are tuned in with the variable
condenser in a mid -position.
(ç) Sensitive and Free from Distortion.-The crystal
as a detector is -not as sensitive as an oscillating valve,
but a good crystal can possess a remarkable degree of
sensitiveness unaccompanied .by the distortion which
results when using a valve in an oscillating condition.
As compared with a non-oscillating valve detector the
crystal probably gives better results without, of- course,
The single stage
the expenditure of battery current.
transformer coupled note magnifier cannot produce a
noticeable degree of distortion and yet renders the combined set exceedingly sensitive.
(5) Non-Interfering.-Valve detectors are invariably
designed to oscillate, and in the process of tuning as well
as when finally adjusted usually energise the aerial and
create interference. Although most receiving Sets on the
market are built in this way, the user of the set here
described may perhaps reap some satisfaction in the knowledge that his set can in no way interfere with other
people's reception.
In addition to the foregoing considerations the ques22
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Receiver.-

holes are, of course, subject to variation yet the setting
out should be symmetrical about the two cross lines indicating the centre. All points where holes are to he made
should be centre punched with the panel resting on a firm
flat surface.
Drilling.-The _horse twist drills used must have keen
Construction.
cutting edges to avoid the risk of breaking away- pieces
Components.-The accompanying table gives a list of of ebonite round the holes. The panel may be clamped
down flat on to the table Or held in the vice backed up
the palls needed.
The crystal set should be constructed first, neglecting with a piece of thick wood. Alternatively, two holes
may be ma.de, one at the top and one at the bottom of the
the amplifier and cabinet if the reader intends to make the
panel, so that it can he
When
the
himself.
latter
screwed down to the bench
cabinet is to be purchased
COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
for drilling the remainder.
ready-made it should be
1.
CRYSTAL
SET.
If the large holes for the
procured before a_ start is
in. high grade ebonite, 4* in. X 7s in., or squared up
resistance and condenser
made on the panels, so that
4+ in. X 7 in.
spindles are to he enlarged
the ebonite can be filed
Variable condense; ( J.B." pattern) 0.0005 infele.*
to size with -a rat-tail file,
accurately to fit.
4 -pole change -over switch (Utility). with lever and nickel
.plated finish.
cincles should be scribed on
Marking Out t h e
Crystal detector and reliable crystal.
the panels before the centre
Panels,-Each panel, be4 terminals. Those shown are " aol-pax " and nickel plated,
holes are put through.
fore truing up, -should be
6 in. of ebonite or good sí; awboord tube 2i-in. in outside
The large hole required
about 1151n. oversize all
diameter.
for the valve window may
Piece of planed mahogany, s in. thickness (Ho' hies, Ltd.),
round. One edge is trued
front which a piece 4ÿ in. x 6 in. can be made with the
be made with a carpenter's
up by filing, holding the.
grain parallel to the longer dimension.
brace and bit, using a Kin.
panel in a carpenter's vice
2 02. of No. 16 S.W.G. tinned copper wire or Iwo coils of
hole as a guide for the
with the edge just project"G
-imite."
centre and cutting from
1 length of " Sisloftex" tithing.
ing. If such a vice is not
l doz. tags.
both sides of the panel.
available, an
4a No. 24 double colt on covered wire.
When a brace is not availmetal parallel -jawed vice
4 oz. No. 2S double silk covered wire.
able for this job; a tin.
may he used with pieces of
or
countersunk
with
1 doz. No. 4 X 4 in. brass wood screws
hole 'IS put through at the
raised heeds.
wood clamped on to both
2ft. of resin-cored solder.
centre and six others on a
sides of the ebonite and
circumference of a sin.
with the grain vertical in
2. AMPLIFIER.
circle spaced one radius
order to eliminate vibrain. high grade ebonite panel 4g. en. X 7f in., or squared up
apart.
4
in.
in.
7
while
X
tion
filing.
in. ebnrtile panel, 1( in. X 4f in., for terminal strip, If in.
The slot for the changeWorking from the trued X 4z in.
over
switch is made by
up edge, which should he
Filament rheostat, 30 ohms, on china base (Grafton Electric
drilling a row of holes a
quite straight and at right
Co.) or Ashley type.
little smaller in diameter
1 "Atlhol" valve holder.
angles to the face, the exact
7 Reliable trifervalve transformer.
than the width required.
dimensions of the panel
S -Terminals.
joining them up with the
may be marked out. A
Mahogany base 4f in. X 6f in. x *in.
rat-tail, and finishing the
piece of paper lightly
.2 dos. togs.
sides straight with a small
pressed over the front of
Connecting -up wire.
2 ft. of resin -cored solder.
flat file.
the cabinet will pick up an
Valve window 11 in. over all diameter for f in. hole,
Rubbing Down t h e
impression which can be
nickeled or dull nickeled.
Panels.
When rubbing
transferred to the panel by
1 dar. No. 4 x f in. brass wood screws with eountersenk or
down, the panel should he
pricking through a.t the
raised heads.
attached to the bench by
Piece of pliable indiarabber about If in. X 2 in, x t in. or
corners.
Scratch
means of screws or three
e in.
should be ruled with a
Mahogany for cabinet, 07' a stan<teal cabinet can be
nails after snipping off
straight -edge.. After carepurchased (Pickett Bros.).
Using.
their heads.
fully filing down to the
mediuui grade carborundum
scratch lines, the edges may
cloth wrapped round a block of wood, a good matt surface
he finished by rubbing them on a piece of medium grade
may be obtained by rubbing with a circular movement,
carborundum cloth laici on a fiat surface.
The positions of .the holes must be accurately indicated
by scratch Wes, taking care that the screws for rittaching
the crystal detector and the change -over switch will- fall
on lines which are exactly parallel to the vertical edges.
ts
It is presumed that the reader will adopt the type of condenser and switch shown, but with the large variety of
crystal detectors obtainable the positions of the fixing
Two Range Crystal and Valve

iion of expense and probable limitations in skill of the
home instrument maker have not been overlooked, whilst
workmanlike finish
the complete outfit should possess
any
appearance
set
market.
in
on
the
ailing
rix

-

ordinary

.

-

.

lines

* Erratturt.-In the circuit diagram the condenser capacity
and should be amended to o' cos mid.

7

is

shown as

ooao

mid

Elsa:rte former

rvitiF

wo -den aping;;ing piece.
A
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Two Range Crystal and Valve

Receiver.-

=account must the wire be allowed to run slack and the
turns should be pushed up close together, keeping the
wire clean. Tightly twisted loops may be
made as shown in the wiring diagrarxi, so that
if necessary the coils may be reduced in size should the set be used
W
on a long; two -wire aerial. Make
;
sure that the direction of winding is
not reversed when starting on the
_second coil, or, in other words, if
the end of the first coil is joined to
ï
the -beginning of the second a continuous spool will be formed,

: Whilst

a to and fro motion exactly
parallel with the longer sides gives
a very pleasing effect. When a
-suitable surface is obtained the
rich black colour of the ebonite
may be restored by treatment with
a trace of oil.
Making the Tuning Coil. The
Wire may he wound upon either
an ebonite or cardboard former. If
cardboard is used it should .be
thoroughly dried in a warm oven,
.and while still hot liberally impregnated with shellac varnish ant]
again baked. If this is not done
the cardboard will be affected by
the humidity of the atmosphere
causing it to shrink and at the
same- time reducing the electrical
efficiency of the inductance.
-Care must be taken in sawing
an ebonite tube to size to avoid
splitting it. A line should he used
as a guide, and the ends may be
finally trued up by rubbing on
carborundum cloth.
Four pairs of Zin. holes should
be drilled for terminating the ends
of the windings or, .alternatively,
ribbon loops may be used.
Single -layer coils are usually
best wound by hand. On no

~i
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The end of the former is plugged
with a circular piece of wood brought
to size by chiselling or filing. Three
small screws hold the wood in place
and two other
screws will secure

-

it to the base
when assembling.
These two screws are
placed in their someConstructional details of
what inaccessible posithe panel and baseboard
for the c13 stal set.
tion by attaching them to the end of
the screwdriver with soft wax.
The Anti-Microphonic Valve Holder.-Dull emitter .
valves are well known to be microphonic, and often so
much so that when making tuning adjustments and other
movements near the set pronounced ringing noises are
heard in the telephones. By mounting the valve holder
on a piece of pliable indiarubber the microphonic properties are practically removed. Constructional details for
this simple device are shown.
Baseboards and Terminal Strip.-The wooden bases'
used to carry part of the apparatus are best made from
gin. mahogany, which may be purchased already planed
clean. Should the sides of the cabinet not be exactly
square, as is often the case, the baseboards may be made
a little narrower than the ebonite panels. The" ends must
be finished perfectly square, which can be accomplished
by filing so that the panels make a good right-angle fit.
The length of the amplifier baseboard may be finally
adjusted with the terminal strip in position so that panel
and terminal strip each fit flush.
Assembling and Wiring Up.-The apparatus should
be attached before joining the baseboards to the
panels.
No. r6 S.W.G. tinned copper or " Glazite " insulated
It
wire in three colours is used for connecting up.
should be straightened in lengths of about loft. bÿ'
securely attaching one end and pulling on the wire with
Behind the panel view of the -crystal receiver. The ;eiitis from
pliers nntst ;r un he felt to appreciably stretch. The
the coils are covered with insulating sleeving.
A
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W©llld.
Rear view

of the

Th

amplifier.
terminals
are
labelled with

e

'white enamel
lettering.

wire should be then snipped up into pieces of about aft.
and r_a.refully handled to avoid bending.
Tags must be fitted over all
points of connection to avoid overheating of components and to
facilitate the making of good
Only right-angle bends
joints.
are made in the wires, and jointing is best done using a small hot,
but not red-hot, iron, and resin cored solder. Alternatively, soft
tinman's solder may he used with
the merest trace of " Fiuxite."
The special " Ezi-Wiring '' inset
should render the work of connecting up quite simple.,

position of the condenser, one should introduce some additional turns on to the
coils by rewinding with
finer wire, but this will
only happen when
working on an exceedingly short aerial. On
the other hand, should
it be found that maxi- Mtcrophonic valve noises are avoided
holder on an
mum signal strength is by supporting the valve
indiarubber platform.
obtained when the condenser- is adjusted to less than 6° from zero the end
sections may be removed on one or both Of the ranges.
Again, this will only happen when the aerial dimensions
arc far. in excess of the rooft. authorised by the
Postmaster -General.
In bringing the amplifier into operation, connect the
terminals through with short pieces of wire and transfer
the telephones to the opposite terminals. With the valve
inserted and the filament resistance in the " off position, connect up the filament battery. Gently turn on the
filament current with the resistance and examine the valve
to see that the filament is glowing. When the H.T.
battery is connected to its terminals strong. signals should
be obtained from the outfit, providing the tuner is properly
adjusted.
The actual set shown here teas tested out on an average
aerial at a distance of nine miles from 2L0 and about
30 from 5XX (Chelmsford). The output was sufficient
to successfully operate an Amplion
loud-spemiker of the " Junior de
Luxe " pattern in a small room.
Although not intended as a loudspeaker set. it can be successfully so
.employed within these limits.
Telephone -receivers up to fout
pairs may be connected in series,
and strong signals should he obtainable from the nearest broadcasting
station.

Operation.
Good reception' should first ho
with the crystal set,
apart from the amplifier. The
signal strength obtainable will depend entirely upon the merits of
the crystal employed. Many of
the crystals on the market are
thoroughly reliable specimens of

obtained

synthetic galena. " He trite " is
one of the original crystals of this
type, and can be relied upon to
give satisfactory results.
A crystal
detector with a micrometer adjustment
simplifies the process of obtaining a
suitable contact.
The local. and the 1,600 metre station should be
received with the condenser somewhere near a central
setting. Should it be necessary to adjust to the 1$o°
II

Details for making up
the panels and base of
the amplifier. The baseboard must he adjusted
to length when the cabinet is available.
A
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Two grange Crystal and Valve Receiver.--

The Accessories.-A few words concerning the setting
up of a good aerial will not be out of place, for where
a crystal is used as a detector it is essential to pay careful attention to the construction of the aerial. It is
probably unnecessary to point out that the aerial wire
should be as high as possible, and particularly is it
important w here
surrounding objects
-

exist, such as trees
or tall buildings. It
should be the aim to
arrange the aerial
front views

of the
finished set. The upper
terminal on the left is
connected to the aerial.
Labelling is scarcely
required as the identity of the terminals is
obvious. The white
spot indicating the setting of the condenser
is a piece of knitting
needle driven tight

wire to he at least
higher than any adjoining
structures
which are likely
to
cause
screening.
a

The far end of the aerial may usually be supported by
light pole about J5ft. in height, whilst the leading -in

end can as a rule be secured to a chimney stack.
A short mast about loft. in height erected from
the roof usually improves reception, though it is better
not to attempt the setting up of a roof mast unless the
reader has some experience in roof work. The lead-in
should drop away from the :serial so as to be well clear

t)irnensional drawing of the cabinet. It can he
made up 'rom planed tio. mahogany, or purchased ready made.
A
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of walls, gutters, spoiitings, etc.., and should take a
short and direct path to the aerial terminal of the instrument. One hundred feet of single wire makes a good
aerial, whilst if the supporting mast is well stayed a twowire aerial may be constructed, using 5ft. lengths of
stiff bamboo as spreaders. The aerial wire should, for
preference, be enamelled and not too heavy. The earth
connection should he
as short as possible,
and make either reliable conneetion to
the water main or be
soldered to a sheet
into a hole and rubbed
down with the panel.
A scratch line will
serve equally well.
The valve window may
he replaced by a grating of seven holes. The
amplifier terminals are
linked across to the
crystal set with two
short pieces of straightenedNo.tó tinned wire.

of galvanised iron
buried in moist soil.
Of the valves
of the dull emitter
type consuming a
minimum of filament current might be mentioned the D.E.3, B.5,
A.R.o6, and the D.o6.
As these valves pass a
filament current of only 6o milliamperes and operate
on a filament voltage of 3 to 3.5, it will he -found
that quite a small accumulator will give many months'
service. Special accumulators have been introduced for
operating these valves, and mention might be made of
the D T.G. pattern, which is obtainable in a charged
condition and rendered active merely by the
addition of acid. Two of these cells will be
needed to give 4 volts. It is important that
the maker's instructions given -on the label
should be most carefully followed
A high-tension battery should be purchased, giving a maximum voltage of 4.5 to
6o, and it is not essential in this instance to
provide tappings for various voltages, when
using valves of the types mentioned above.
The reader is reminded that an accidental
short circuit to either the filament beating or
H.T. battery will in all probability ruin
it, and for this reason the leads used for
connecting up should be attached to the instrument terminals before the battery terminals.
There is no need to disconnect the batteries
when the instrument is out of use, but one
must always be quite sure that the filament
resistance is turned to the off position. The
aerial must never be left connected through
to the set, but should be earthed by means
of a suitable switch or disconnected from the
aerial terminal and joined to the earth lead.
23
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An' Important Article Discussing the Effects of Reaction on Weak and
Strong Signals.
By CAPTAIN N.

J.

ROUND, M.1.E.E.

(Chief of _Research Department of the Marconi Company).

ever 18w its resistance, behaves accomplexity of actions in a
This article discusses the most importcording to Ohm's law. That is, the
wireless telephone receiver,
ant subject of the effect of reaction.
ratio of current to voltage is the saine
even one of the simplest
that
with
reaction
a
The author shows
for all amplitudes. A circuit with
type, is very great, and the followan
aerial
valve reduces the resistance of
reaction behaves as one 'of lower relo zerr with weak signals. With strong
ing remarks may possibly initiate
signals, however, the resistance of the
sistance than it actually is, because
further research into the subject.
aerial tends to increase, and therefore
energy is triggered from the battery
Are aerial has certain constants :
means
of
the effect of reaction as a
by the incoming applied force. The
inductance (L), capacity (C), and reincreasing signal strength is reduced,
-triggered energy is proportional (for
sistance (R). At resonance, if a
one factor) to the average slope of
steady alternating E.M.F. is applied
the valve characteristic through the amplitude through
to it, R determines the, value of the current in the aerial.
which it is being swept. If .the amplitude increases, the
R. Away average slope will alter.
At resonance the current is determined by
This results in the actual current not being quite profrom resonance the current is determined by all three
portional to the applied force for all values of the latter.
constants, L, C, and R, and
One effect of this is. that if, during the time one signal is
being received another enters, the first signal immediately
i alters in strength
if a valve is oscillating and a
)z
L --VR2 + (27r12.1,
signal arrives, the strength of the oscillations alter: 2 70aC
However, the larger the valve, or the more valves in
parallel, or the more the plate voltage applied to the
n being the frequency of the current, and E the E.I.F.
valve, providing care is taken to choose the best point
A wireless telephone signal. consists of a carrier wave
and side waves representing the modulation. In broad- on the characteristics, the better is this constancy of R
cast work these side waves extend from 5o cycles to over large ranges, of amplitude.
A standard broadcasting receiving aerial tuned to 300
ro,000 cycles on either side of the carrier wave. Consequently, if we tune to the carrier wave, its- current value metres (frequency roe) has the following constants apin the receiving aerial is merely determined by R, whereas proximately
the strength of the side bands is determined by R, L,
R=2o ohms.
C=o.000zieF.
I,=125 mies.
and C.
(Of course, this is only a crude guess at the average.)
If a voltage of zoo volts is -applied over a range of
The Effects of Reaction.
from so' --- io,000 to io° io,000, the
frequencies
By applying reaction with a valve to a circuit containing R, we can effectively reduce the value of R to currents produced would be those in column r {Currerris
produced se/een Resistance is 20 ohms) of the table.
an extremely small value, but, unfortunately, owing to
the fact that the valve characteristic is not straight, this
reduction of R is not constant with amplitude.
Currant
Current
Current
Current
when
when
when
when
The. tendency to reaction or, in -other words, the negative
Frequency,
R'fiistal]Cr Resistance Resistance 7ìesisfancé
resistance applied to the circuit by the valve, may deis Zero.
is 20 Ohms. is 5 Ohms. is 1 Ohrir.
crease with the amplitude of signal ; it may increase (the
Turner trigger condition), or it may be kept constant over
6.6
6.6
6.3
4.0
10e+ 10,000
13.0
11.0
13.0
small ranges of amplitude, but it is extremely difficult
4.7
10,-1-: 5,000
31.0
33.0
17.0
4.9.
10e-1- 2,000
economically to keep it constant over any great range of
55.0
60.030.2
5.0
l(l'i 1,000
amplitude. The more usual and stable case -when one
80.0
130.0
19.8
5.0
500
I0'-}goes into oscillation smoothly by increasing the reaction
660.0
99.0
20.0
5.0
10g+ 100
coupling [not with. a click
When the tendency to
100.0
20.0
5.0
10,
660.0
99.0
20.0
5.0
reaction decreases with the amplitude .of signal; that is,
106- 100
80.0
130.0
19,8
5.0
100- 600
the effective R increases with amplitude, and in this case
55.0
66.0
79.2
5.0
10e- 1,000
a, valve that is weakly oscillating will
actually stop
31.0
33.0
17.0
4-9
10e- 2,000
oscillating if a signal of sufficient strength arrives.
33.0
13.0
11.0
4.7
10,- 5,000
6.6
6.6
6.3
4.0
The point involved here is rather intricate. An oscil108-10;000
latory circuit made of copper coils and a condenser,- how rjrHE
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Amplification by Reaction.if, however, by means of reaction we reduce the 20 ohms
successively- to 5 ohms, r ohm, and then to zero, the
.further results shown in the table will be obtained.
I have plotted all these results in the curves of Fig. T.
These curves will repay some consideration. The carrier
wave steadily increases with the -reduction in R this is

What, however, of the normal case when reaction is
applied only to that point which does not muffle signals
-no correction devices being applied?
Gain is immediately obtained over the no -reaction case,
because of the increase of the carrier wave, and this is
probably the more important gain. Then, depending
entirely on our telephones and amplifier circuit (obviously
high-toned circuits and telephones are more favourable for
this purpose), the magnification can be carried to the
point where muffling occurs.
Curve 5 ohms of Fig. z is one in which there is not
too much tilting of the curve for the ordinary receiver.
It would depend enormously on our initial strength
what total magnification this represented, but it could
be estimated in any particular
case if the voltage of the
signal was known and if the

-

;

of

enormous value in increasing the sensitiveness of our
detector, because of its square law of rectification.
The strength of signal from an-y side wave will increase
steadily up to the point where the bend of the rectifier is
effectively swept through by the carrier wave, due to' the
increase of the carrier wave alone. Of course, the bend
of the rectifier is never very clearly defined, Tf our transmitting station lie ever so
1s
wreak, as long as it -is conG
staid in wavelength we can
=.i.-3--I
'rr
,a
bring this carrier wave up. by
ridk
I1}}
micrometer adjustments of the
i
-r' ;
reaction, to a value -which will
1s
render the sensitiveness of
the detector system to the
iR
°
side waves (and to the
-mush) linear.
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But what of the resulting
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Note Magnifrcat ion.

The meaning of this is
that any magnification now required should be given at that
frequency where magnification can be obtained most
economically, i.e., by a L.F.
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curve of the rectifier was also
known.
As a rough guide, we can
say that equal signals will be
given at a range of t' 4 x V 4
tintes the distance at which no
reaction is used if we could
assure no attenuation of the
signals, but very ob iously a
good amateur sweating up
everything to the limit without
much regard to quality could
beat this easily.

The Effect of the Size of
the Aerial.

An interesting point arises
FREQUENCY CYCLES PER SECOND
here. Suppose our reaction is
sound produced front a teleapplied to the aerial. If we
phone station?
'Fig. 1.-The value of the current flowing in the circuit
over a range of frequencies when the circuit has resisincrease the capacity of the
All the. side waves should
tances of 20, 5, 1, and zero ohms.
aerial to double, our resistbe equally represented, but
ances are not increased (this one can prove experimentfrom any of the curves it can be seen that the low note
ally), but our I., value at some particular frequency is
frequencies have larger amplitudes than the higher note
what it was before; that is. 2r,2zL is 3 of the previous
frequencies. In the limiting case the amplitudes obtained
value, and consequently in the limiting case where R=O,
are z times the correct amplitude, where n is the differall side wave amplitudes are double the value in the previous limiting case.
ence of frequency front the carrier. The result would
Certainly, if we are using the voltage across our inbe to make speech and music very soft and low toned.
this has gone clown, but a ratio of transformaMr. T. L. Eckersley and Mr. P. W. Winans some ductance,
will
get
this up to the correct value again.
tion
time ago suggested passing the rectified currents through
Consequently, if we cover as large an area as -possible
a resistance and small choke coil and afterwards magniwith aerial wires arranged to keep R low by paralleling,
fying the voltage across the choke coil. It will be seen and put a suitable ratio transformer to the rectifier, proto
proportional
choke
is
that the voltage across the
viding we can bring our valve up to the reaction point,
n times the voltage across the resistance and
we can increase our range.
2anL
comis
still
small
choke up to a value of u. -where
Owing to the curvature of the valve characteristic, one
pared with the resistance. The result would be a com- cannot guarantee the law of increase of signals at the
same receiving place. That will depend on the valve
plete correction of the - error, but with as complete an
used, and definitely as the aerial capacity increases the
elimination of the square law of the detector as is desired.
reaction will have to be increased to get near the sensitive
Note magnifier transformers designed with insufficient point till we may arrive at a capacity where the damping
turns have a strong tendency to reduce the lower fre- of the aerial is too great for R to be reduced to zero by
the valve. This increase of aerial capacity is not of real
clueneies somewhat according to this law, and are thus
suitable for use on sets in which one desires to work very practical interest, as a very Iittle more note magnification
will replace any possible increase which could be brought
close to reaction, but they should be used only with the
about by the aerial.
rectifier, and not in the later nate magnifying stages.
-
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Amplification by .Reaction.An interesting case .is that of the tuned anode circuit

Constancy or the Carrier Wave.
And what about the constancy of the carrier wave of

with two valves.
Is it better to react on to the aerial with the first valve,
or to react on the tuned anode with the second valve?
In ultimate sensitiveness with dead weak signals, I
think there is little in it. 'l'he constants of an aerial are
about the same as those of the tuned anode circuit (the
aerial resistance having its equivalent in the damping of
the plate circuit of the first valve). In either case the
amount of possible magnification without serious distortion
is obviously the same.. In general in this case it seems
as though that circuit with the greater damping should
be reacted upon.
If signals are fairly strong, as the first valve magnifies
the signals, it would seem somewhat better to react on
the aerial with ,the first valve, as signals are weakest
here, and reaction likes weak signais. But if by chance
the circuit is a reflex one, then the first valve is riot a
good one to use for reaction purposes, because the large
modulation of the first valve characteristic by the note
signal varies its reaction capabilities.

stations?
This is the worst feature of all, for unless the carrier
is very constant we are almost -helpless.
I can guarantee that most of cur English stations are
as steady as it is at present economical to make them, but
are they constant during modulation? In other words,
does the act of modulation affect the carrier wave?
I have evidence that, even on the best of regulated
sets, there is some trace of wobbling of the carrier with
the modulating frequency, but it is intensely difficult to
prove this point.
Undoubtedly the above supplies an explanation of the
wonderful sensitiveness of the so-called " zero beat "
condition, but in that condition at its best the set is not
controlling its own oscillation, because" the carrier wave
just prevents it doing so; but if you go slightly out of
tune with the carrier, your receiver- will- now oscillate on
its own.
Depending on the strength of the carrier wave and the
strength of the reaction is the range of adjustment over
which the set will be controlled by the carrier wave.
This for maximum results should be reduced by adjustment to the narrowest practical range.

Reception with a Frame
that a frame aerial, although
it will get less indueed voltage than the aerial, will give
results not unfavourable compared
with the aerial.
Its R is less if made with the same
L and C value as the aerial. Less
reaction will be required than when
an aerial is used to bring it to the zero
R position. Weak signals will now be
in direct proportion to the applied
F.M.V., but because the valve is less
used owing to the smaller R, the tendency will be for the low value of resistance due to reaction to be maintained up to a bigger amplitude, thus
lessening the apparent final result in
comparison with an aerial.

It

is quite easy to see

The Effect of the Rectifier.
Further complications are added by
the rectifier.
A crystal applies varying damping
to the aerial, depending upon the
strength of signal.
A valve with a grid leak and condenser as rectifier not only applies
varying damping to the circuit,
but the very way it gives a note
signal tends to vary the reaction
effects if it is used as the reaction
-

valve.

Everything points to keeping weak
signals in the rectifier circuit only and
in using plenty of note magnification,
but strong jamming, of course, will
utterly ruin all the wonderful magnification, and can only be guarded
against by frame reception or loose
coupling to the aerial.
2

.

Searching should, of course, never be done in the
critical state except on. a small frame.

-

THE NEW 2L0.

-

-

IN a few days testing should begin
at the new London broadcasting
station which, as most of our readers
are aware, will occupy a position on
the roof of Messrs. Selfridge's in
Oxford Street, London, W.
The aerial, of the inverted >" L >'
type, is being supported by two i25ft.
lattice towers, one of which is seen in
the photograph. As the building itself
is some rooft. high, the tops of the
masts will be 225ft. above road level.
To most readers, probably, the interesting point in regard to the new
station will be its power of three kilowatts, which is twice. that at present
employed at London and the other
main stations.
It is anticipated that the range of
the station will be very greatly increased, but at the same time it is likely
that the presence of such a powerful
transmitter in the centre of London
may make reception of other stations
even more difficult than it is at present
during the transmission times of the
old 2L0.
It is understood that the earth will
be obtained by connection to the steel
framework of the building, and this
added to the great height of the aerial
-

should make the station very efficient.
A
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THE TROUBLES OF THE " LISTENER-IN."
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Section Devoted to New Ideas and Practical Devices.

A FILAMENT LOCK.

To prevent the receiving set from
being tampered with by unauthorised
persons, a simple switch can be fitted
capable Of being; operated only by a
special plunger, -which is therefore in
effect a lock.

-

makes use of a centre boss- and a
number of spokes for temporarily
supporting the turns while winding.
ft is probable, however, that the
use of insulating material betwesn
the turns of the wire, such as a piece
of cardbrrarc] does to some extent
lead to a loss of efficiency. An obvious remedy is 'to punch a number
of holes in the card, reducing it so
that it is just capable of providing
'the necessary support.
Two such

to the coil, and gives quite a strong
.

attachment. The coil is. bound on
by means of thread passing. through

Valves for Readers.

'Using a plug to break the filament circuit.
To he effective as a " lock " the contacts

must he beneath the panel.

A simple rota" of construction is
shown with the contacts A and B

made of hard brass spring and connected in the lead between the valve
filaments and a battery terminal,
whilst the plunger C is made up from
a split peg such as is used for plug
and socket contacts.-J. V. P.

0000

IMPROVING BASKET COILS.
The basket coil is extensively used

owing to its easy construction and
good efficiency. The type wound on
a slotted former is usually preferred
to the form of construction which

For every practical idea submitted by a Reader and accepted
for publication on this page the
Editor will forward by post a
receiving valve of British make.

two sawcuts A, which for small
coils need not be deeper than âin_W. J. S.

+the_

0.000

methods of punching the cards are
shown.
The punch can he con structed from a piece of brass tube
sharpened at the end like a cork
barer.-L. L.
0 0 00
MOUNTING HONEYCOMB COILS.

methods are used by
manufacturers of plug-in coils for
securely attaching the winding to the
ebonite piece carrying the plug and
Various

socket,

Method of reducing dielectric lass in curd wound
inductance coils.
4

securing a-home-made
tuning coil to a plug and socket mount.
A good way of

a

n. cl

t h e

amateur who makes
his own plug-in coils
often finds difficulty
in reproducing the
form of fixing
adapted in the commercial. types.
The
accompanying illustration shows. a. very
simple way of securing the ebonite piece

-

MAKING USE OF' SCRAP PIECES O>3
CRYSTAL.
When breaking up a large piece of

crystal to produce specimens of convenient size for use in the detector,
pieces of- crystal break away which.
are unforttinately too small to be
held by the screw. These small pieces
can be rendered of service by mounting them in small beads- of Woods
metal. A number of holes about till.
deep by :'-,in. in diameter are drilled

Casting up small pieces of crystal into
pellets of Woods metal.

..

23
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Novelties from our

Readers.-

in a hard wood board. The Woods
metal is melted in a ladle, and a
small, quantity poured into each hole.
Before the metal sets, pieces of
crystal are placed in position, using
a small pair of forceps. The crys.tals thus mounted can usually be
lifted from the holes in the wood,
but if this is found to be difficult a
chisel can be used to link up the

which the difficulty of switch contacts
making uncertain connection has been

overcome.

The details of drawing
the necessary

dimensions

A give all

for con-

-

'/4

holes, leaving the mounted crystals
P. A. N.
f

0000

s

3/,

PLUNGER SWITCH FOR SERIESPARALLEL CIRCUITS.

E

-

Many circuit diagrams indicate the
use of a series -parallel switch for
connecting the aerial tuning condenser
either in series with thé tuning inductance or in parallel across it. To
produce the necessary change in the
connections a double pole two -position

Constructional details of the contacts.

structing the ebonite pieces and the
end bracket, whilst B is a section
through the sliding block. The various contact pieces are shaped as
shown in D 'and E, whilst the two

\ \ç

CONVERTING H.F. TRANSFORMER
COUPLING TO TUNED ANODE.

The accompanying
illustration
shows a useful component which can
easily be made up from the base of
an old valve. After breaking away
the glass a piece of hard wood is
tightly fitted into the valve cap, and
the upper part cut away in the
manner shown. A card inductance,
which, for broadcasting wavelengths,
may be wound with 75 turns of No.
-38 D.C.C. wire, is secured to one
side, the connecting wires being
brought down to the base and soldered to two of the pins. Space is
available on the other side of the support for attaching the grid condenser
and leak.
In order that this unit may replace the usual type plug-in transformer, it is necessary to connect the
winding of the coil .across the pins
which formerly were connected to the
valve filament. The grid condenser
is connected between one end of the
coil and the grid pin, whilst the
2-megohm grid leak is joined between the grid and plate pins.J. E. M.

PARALLEL

A plunger type series-parallel switch and the manner of connecting it in the tuning

circuit.

-switch may be used, but if it is desired to take up as little panel space
as possible, it then becomes necessary
to construct a switch with contacts

behind the panel.
Details are given for building
switch of the plunger type, and
.__..{!.

A

circuit diagrams show the method of
connecting up the finished switch.R. B. E.

0000

a

GRID LEAKS AT LITTLE COST.

-in

Reliable leaks may be very easily
constructed by dipping matches, after
having removed their heads, in
Indian ink. Long immersion in
thick ink will produce a resistance of
comparatively low value, while by

i

'/â':
34'

-

The stem of a match when Impregnated
with Indian ink makes a good grid leak.

Details for making the plunger
series -parallel switch.
A

24

type

using thin ink and dipping only one
side of the wood, higher resistances
may be obtained.
Contact is made by tightly binding
the ends with copper wire and soldering.-E J. L.

.

The base of an old valve can be usefully
employed to support the components
forming a tuned anode unit.
iO

'.
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
Licence Troubles in Belgium.
Belgian amateur transmitters are protesting against a- Goverument proposal
to tax low power transmitters at a
minimum annual rate of 300 francs.
They draw attention to the fact that
their French comrades have only to pay
100 francs for the same period.
Mill Hill Signals Reach India.
A report has been received at the Mill
Hill School Amateur Station (2SZ) from
Mr. G. W. G. Bennie (2BG), of Ddorbarrd Ca.char, India, to the effect that he
has picked up signals from 2SZ calling
tT9YBG, at steady and easily teadable
(2 -v -o)
strength, on a three -valve
receiver.
Freedom for French Amateurs.
Wireless clubs in the South-West of
France are forming a federation for the
protection of their interests. A conference is to be held to secure a continuance
of the amateur freedom conferred in the
decree of November 23, 1923, and a firm
stand will be made against proposals of
a Government monopoly.
Up-to-date Dublin.
The Dublin Municipal School has
opened a department for the training of
wireless operators.
The school equipment includes a 11 k.w. transmitting and
receiving installation.
Japanese Ship Wireless Compulsory.
Probably owing to the recent loss of
the " Massuyama Mara,"
which
foundered with fifty passengers on
board, the. Japanese Government has
decided to introduce a Bill making wireless a compulsory adjunct of every
vessel above a certain size.
Second Radio World's Fair.
Arrangements are already in hand in
connection with the Second
Radio
World's Fair, to take place in New York
city next autumn. That it will outshine
last year's event; held in the- Madison
Square Garden, is confidently predicted.
Three hundred and twenty-five prominent
nrauufactnzers will exhibit, including
representatives of fourteen different
foreign ecnotrres.
A sensation of the exhibition will be a.
wireless refrigerator which any housewife
I-5
-

-

can manipulate. The
organisers announce that there will be " a dozen other
startling discoveries."
Australian Professionals Unite.
Australia has formed a.n " Institution
of Radio Engineers " to protect and
advance the interests of the professi.un

the Electoral Palace, and will include, in
addition to wireless, special exhibits
marking the advances in science and art
during the past year.
Several conferences and receptions will
be held, which will he attended by delegatipns from radio societies from all
parts of the world.
Two-way Communication with Argentine.
For the first time amateur two-way
working between Great Britain and the
Argentine Was accomplished by Mr.
E. J. Simmonds (20D), of Cerrard's Cross,
Bucks, and ihr. Carlos Braggio, scar.
(Argentine CBS) on February 1st.
Of late Mr. Braggio has been persistently attempting surir a. feat, and his signals have been heard in this country by
Mr. C. W. Goyder (2SZ), of Mill Hill,
Mr. J. Ridley, of Blackheath, Mr. J.
Gordon .Ritchie, of Glasgow, and others.
On February 1st,. at 7.25 a.m., Mr. Simmonds picked up strong signals from
CB8 on a wavelength of 68 metres, and
in spite of heavy atmospherics 20D's signals were reported as very strong.
In the course of communication the
following interesting messages were passed

CB8:--

by

To the Radio 2ociety of Great
Britain. On occasion of first two-way,
the Radio Club of Argentine sends greetings to their British Brothers. (Signed,)
C. Braggio, CB8.
2. To. 'Tire Times, London
With the
first communication between British and
Argentine amateurs' La Nacion sends
(Signed)
greetings to The Times.
Braggio, GBB.
CB8 added that he also Beard G 2OD,
G 2SZ, and G 5LF on Sunday, January
1.

.

.

One of the wireless equipped Lifeboats of the R
Orbita,"
undergoing lier tests at Liverpool. Note
the D.P. frame in the bow

SAPETY AT SEA.

the snallest continent. The institution will also endeavour to further wireless research.
Geneva as a Wireless Centre:
In consequence of the success of the
International Wireless Exposition at
Geneva last autumn a similar event will
be held in the saine city from. Septerr,l er
23rd to October 4th of this year. As
before, the Exposition will be staged in
in

-

25th-

:

-

WireIess for Ships' Lifeboats.
Two of the motor -driven lifeboats of
the R.M.S. " Orbita. " have been equipped
with the latest type of Marconi apparatus for ships' boats. The installation
comprises a transmitter and a receiver
embodying a direction finder. The normal transmitting range is at least sixty
nautical miles when the receiver is using
a crystal detector, and much greater, of
course, in the case of a valve set.
The directional frame can he seen in the
photograph .on. this page.
-

133

16

-

Unwelcome Regulations in Switzerland.
Wireless clubs in Switzerland are viewin; with sane concern the Government
stipulation that no amateur transmitting
station may exceed a power of 50 watts.
It is felt that such a restriction will
seriously hamper international amateur
work; and it is understood that reliveseutations will be made to the authorities
with a view to securing more favourable

Muell@go

to perform a very important part in wireless of the future.

treatment

The various sections of the Swiss Radio
Club are busily encouraging the erection of
amateur stations and the fostering of a
wider public interest in radio.

-

s

Wireless Journal in Esperanto.
" The Hungarian Radio Review." which
is stated to be the only wireless periodical
in Hungary, is to be printed in Esperanto
only. The publishers, in pointing nut that
interpreters of Esperanto are to be found
in every country, announce that they have
adapted Esperanto in view of the fact
that this venti -of language is predestined

has been narked with more interest than
usually attaches to his profession, for in
his official duties he has been actively
associated with the successive develop.
nient of telephones, cables, wireless telegraphy, and broadcasting. In connection
with the last named, it will be remembered that 3ír. Brown occupied a seat
on the Advisory Broadcasting Board
formed in 1923 to consider the problems
arising after the first few Inonths of
broadcasting in this country,

Amateur Links Texas and Germany.
For fifteen minutes on Sunday, January

24th, Mr. C. W. Goyder (2S1), of í1d1í
Hill, worked with the H.S. amateur
5TJK, o. New Orleans Louisiana. At 7
a.m., following upon this communication,
Mr. Goyder carried on a two-way eonvertation with 517W of Greenville, Texas,
front whom he received a message for retransmission to Germany.
Both the American .-stations reported'
strong signals from 2SZ.

A Listeners' Association.

An association has been formed in Belginni bearing the title " The Friends of`
Wireless," states a Continental correspondent. This association announces as
its objects the building and subsidising of
broadcasting stations in Belgium, and the
guarding of private interests against any
The
State control of broadcasting.
" Friends " will also seek to obtain the
best facilities for sending and receiving.
and will demand from the Government a
remission of the present tax on .aerials.
In a word, the new organisation will do
ail Os its power to further the advancement
and popularisation of broadcasting in the
interests of the Belgian people.

FEBRUARY rliir, 1925.
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Major IL Lefroy.
In the reference in our last issue to
the appointment of Major H. Lefroy. as
a- director of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd., we regret that this
gentleman is -as arroneously identified with
Lt. -Col. H. P. T. Lefroy, D.S,O., M.C.,
of the Air Ministry,
-

RETIRED. Mr. Frank J. Brown, C.B.,
assistant secretary of the G.E.Q., whose
career bas been closely associated with
official wireless development.

important Retirement_
Saturday, ,Tanuary 31st,

saw- the retirement from active service, in i ensequence
of the age limit. of Mr. Frank James
Brown, C.F.. C.R.E.. M, A., assistant secretary of the eneral Post Office.
Mr. Brown's career as a Civil servant

t

Radio Society of Great Britain.
An informal meeting of the Society will
he held at the Institution of Electrical
Engiaees, Savoy Place. 11'.0.2, at 6
o'clock this evening (Wednesday). whets
11r. L. F. Fogarty will give a talk on
'Tantalum Rectifiers.''
Talk by Captain F.P. Eckersley.
A meeting of the Eastern Metropolitan
Group of Affiliated Societies will be held
at 8 p.m., at the headquarters of the
Hampstead and St. Pancras Radio Society
at Crags -fund Road, N.W., on February
18th, when Captain P. P. Eckersley wilt
give a technical talk. The chair will be
taken by Captain Ian Fraser, M.P.

Death of Dr. Heaviside,.
With the death of Dr. Oliver Heii-iside. P.1l.S., at Torquay on February
4th, the science of wireless lias lost one
of its oiiinal thinkers.
Heaviside is
The name of Dr.
primarily associated with the theory,
,propounded by himself, of the existence
of a permanently ionised layer in the
upper atmosphere capable of deflecting
electro-magnetic wares and thus permitting wireless communication round
the earth. MÎarty reasons have been
adduced in support of the " Heaviside
Laver " Theory. which wonld seem to
fulfil all the conditions encountered in
practical experience.
Born in London on May 13th, 1850,
Mfr, Heaviside was engaged in telegraph
work for a few years, but after 1874
he hveel in retirement studying Clerk
Maxwell's theory auch applying it to telegraphic and wireless problems.
Elected a Fellow of the Royal ,Society
in 1891, he was also Faraday Medallist of
?ION STEit WIRELESS MAST. Erecting the 130 -feet mast at ltoenigswacsterhausen, the Institution at Electrical Engineers
liirit,.-lt is stated, will be the world's largsst wireless station. One of the transmitting
and Hon. Ph,D. of Göttingen University.
houses is Seen in the background.
9-13
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A Tally

on Points to Observe in Aerial Erection.
By R. D. BARGAY.

SOMETIMES wonder how many receiving sets could
be made and bought out of the time and money
needlessly expended on aerials. I shâulcl not like to
hazard a definite guess, but I am sure that the figures,. if
they could be ascertained, would surprise most people.
Assuming that we have limited facilities in the way of
valves, the efficiency or otherwise of an aerial may make
all the difference between strong signals which can be
listened to with comfort and weak signals which require
one's concentrated attention to hear, but the necessary
efficiency can usually he obtained in a very simple way.
the principal features that matter in any receiving aerial
are efficiency, appearance and safety, and it is with clue
regard to these points that the following notes are

compiled.

the longer the aerial wire, the longer is its natural wave
length. If this is much greater than the wave length to
be received, it is difficult to compensate for the discrepancy in the aerial tuning circuit of the receiver. To
do so it is necessary to use a very small condenser in series
:with the aerial, which is difficult to adjust accurately and
introduces a considerable amount of high frequency resistance with a corresponding loss of signal strength. The
natural wavelength of a single -wire rooft. aerial will
vary from place to place, but is approximately
metres.

5
T

70'

70

-0
1

-

What Form Shall the Aerial Take ?
The first point to consider is the actual form of the
aerial. In the matter of length, one has usually not a
great deal of choice. The Post Office regulations stipulate that the size of receiving aerials must not be more
than rooft., and this is a convenient size to work to for
broadcast reception. This length is measured along the
wire itself from the point where it enters the building
We say " or ends "
to the insulated end or ends.
because the aerial may fork into two or more wires at
some point along its length, as for example i ,a T aerial.
The measurement is then taken to one or other of its
extremities. (See Figs. x and 2.)
For all ordinary receiving purposes, an aerial wire
tooft. long is ample, and no advantage is gained by
going beyond this length. In fact, it may quite easily
2-6

The reason for this is that

be a disadvantage to do so.

3i[1í.

30

3b

192.

If the wavelength to be received is about 300 or 4.00
metres, the difference is just about the right amount to
allow for the tuning inductance and coupling coils of the
receiver (a single -circuit receiver requires a considerable
amount of inductance to obtain efficient rectification) so
that the aerial condenser can be short-circuited and the
losses in it avoided.. This is more important in the case
of a crystal receiver than with a valve, because in the
latter case the losses in the aerial can he made good to a
large extent by the use of reaction.
As regards the shape of the aerial, there is a great deal
of variety, but undoubtedly in the large majority of cases
the single -wire aerial is by far the most convenient and.
for ordinary purposes of broadcast reception, is every
bit as efficient as the multi -wire aerial provided approsiB 5

.

Whe'llem

/iSl

poneerning 1eri.tIs.
tnately Ic :ft.- length of wire can be employed. It is a
popular fallacy to think that multi -wire aerials have
greater receiving properties than -a single -wire aerial.

-

This supposition is not -correct:
The 1 ffect o£ Multiple Wires.
The object of increasing the number of wires in
the aerial is merely- to increase its capacity and decrease
its inductance.
This may or may not affect the.
natural .wavelength of the aerial according to whether the
additional wires branch at some point along' the- aerial or
right from the point where it is connected to the receiver,
but it does make a difference to the tuning. The wavelength of the aerial circuit, or of any timed circuit for
that matter, is proportional 'to the square root of both the
inductance and the capacity. It follows, _therefore, that.
if the aerial has a large capacity, a given amount of tuning
inductance connected in series with it will increase the
wai;rlength of the circuit more than if the capacity is
small. In other words, we require less tuning inductance
to tune a large -capacity aerial from, say, iso metres to
400 metres than we require to produce the same change
with a small -capacity aerialAs already pointed

FEbRl..- 1Ri'

riff, 425.

the same length with rf.t. boobs, as shown in Fig. 4.
The- farther apart the several wires, the greater the
increase in. capacity per wire. The addition of a third
wire in the aerial illustrated in. Fig: 3 suspended between
the existing pair" would make practically no difference to
its capacity.- For this reason a simple T aerial, as shown
in Fig: r, has a greater. capacity than the twin aerial
shown in Fig. 3, because in the former the two wires are
separated to the greatest possible extent: =

-

-

Insnlau,r.

Cart l3nal
InS'4L..ab,

/
C11.5ul2tor

19.3

o u t,

a

single -wire

rooft. aerial has just
about the right capacity to allow for the
inductance of the re-

ceiver coils when reeiying wavelengths of about 300-400 metres. Therefore, if the greater part of the reception is to
be carried out on or about these wavelengths,
and if the full-length aerial can be erected, no
Possible advantage can he gained- by multiplying the
number of .wires. -On the other hand, -if the greatest effieiency pf reception is wanted on the very long wavelengths, or if there is only sufficient room to erect a very
short aerial, then it may pay to use two or more wir-es
for the aerial, because it enables one to reduce the losses
in the inductance coils, which may be considerable if very
large values of inductances are needed. It is doubtful,
however, whether an experienced observer would be able
to detect much improvement in signal strength between a
single=wire aerial say 6oft. long and a multi -wire aerial
9f the same length if the receiver were tuned to a 400
metre wave.
(

:

-

.

-

-

Importance of Symmetry.
In case some readers, for one reason or another, wish to
use a multi -wire aerial, it may be worth mentioning one
or two points in. that connection. In the first place, the
aerial should he perfectly symmetrical; that is to say,
the length and height from the ground of each branch
should be as nearly as possible the same as the others,
This applies chiefly to " T," aerials or " umbrella "
aerials (see Fig. 7). In'the second place, where two or
more wires are inn parallel. to one another, as ín .a twin
aerial, with the object' of increasing. the capacity, they
should be kept as far 'apart as possible by .means of
spreaders, otherwise -there will be no appreciable increase
'in the capacity of the aerial. A twin wire aerial as .shown
in Fig. 3 with 5ft. spreaders will have a considerably
greater capacity than a four -wire °.` sausage " aerial- of.

s

6
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The next point -to_ consider is the height of the aerial,
and 'it is here that there. is -the greatest scope for ingenuity
and applied 'intelligence, because the receiving property
of ail aerial increases in' direct proportion to its average
height- .all other things- being equal,' of course.. Let it be
clearly "understood that it is the average height that counts,
The average height is
and not the maximum height.
found by taking the height at a large number of equidistant points along the aerial, adding them together and
dividing the result by the mimber of measurements taken.
If we apply this rule to a perfectly vertical aerial teoft.
long, it is easy to see that the average height is only soft.,
although its maximum height is rooft.. Or to take the
other, extreme, the average height of a perfectly horizontal aerial rooft. long and, say, ift. from the ground
is practically the same "as the maximum height, namely,
'ft. But let us take a more practical example. Suppose
-the aerial is iooft. long and rises more or less vertically
a height of 3oft., and i
to
downwards
to,slopes
then
say, croft., as shown in Fig.
20
5. The easiest way to arrive
J
at the average height of such
an aerial is to take it in sections. The average height of the first ,soft., which con-

r/
I

stitutes the down lead, is obviously

3 -Is,

and the

20±30-25. So that
2
and left. of wire 25ft.

fveiage height of the last 7oft. is
we have 3oft. of wire

rsft. high

therefore the average height of the whole rooft. is
high;
(30
oX25)
-22ft.
I00
Supporting the Aerial.
The next question that arises is how to support the
aerial. The aerial itself is quite the cheapest part of .t
receiving set, but it frequently happens that more money
is spent on erecting it than on all the rest of the equipment put together. It is worth while, therefore, to study
the questión rather carefully. I do not propose to go
into details Of the construction of the mast or pole,
Almost any kind of mast is unsightly, and the higher it
is the more unsightly and -expensive does it become, so
that if we can do without one so much the better. The
hoùse itself can generally be made to answer the purpose
of one support, but unless the house is a very large one.
sufficient length of aerial cannot easily be obtained by
Merely running the wire up to one chitunev stack and then
across to another
If your neighbour across the road has
.

-
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Concerning Aerials. -

no objection, you might be able to get permission to
attach the far end of your aerial to his chimney. You
will probably not be successful in the ordinary way, but
if your friend happens tó be a wireless enthusiast himself
and if his house is at a convenient distance, you might
very well persuade him to join forces to a common end by
joining the extremities of your. respective aerials together
as shown in Fig: 6. Such an arrangement has obvious
advantages to both parties..

'When -attaching the aerial to -the house, be careful to
secure- it to something really solid,- Avoid gutter brackets
or gutter pipes unless these are extremely firmly fixed,
otherwise you will sooner or later have a heavy bill to pay
for repairs. Probably -the best method is to.enci.rcfe a

Suppose your point of
sidering the following point.
attachment to the chimney is soft. from the ground, as
illustrated in Fig. 8, and suppose you erect a mast soft.
high- to support the far end of the aerial, then the
x 3oj+ (3o x 7o)
average height of the aerial will be ß15
Too
2'5 ft.. bin.
If, instead of erecting a Soft mast, you
set up a post loft. high about 2ooft. from -the house, as
indicated by the' broken lines in Fig. 8, it will be observed that only 3ft. will- be lost in the average height
of..the aerial, but a considerable saving in, expenditure
'will be effected, besides avoiding the unsightly appearance of a tall mast. In both cases the aerial itself is
rooft. long, and in the secónd case the extra distance
between supports is spanned by a light wire which is
insulated from the aerial in the usual way, ,

Remember that Rope May Shrink.

Always avoid long lengths of hemp or manila rope.
This -contracts by a very considerable
amount when wet, and if an aerial is
pulled taut in dry weather- and then left,.
as soon as it rains something will break.
chimney stack with a piece of stout wire
The size of the wire employed is not an
as shown in Fig: 7 and attach the aerial
important matter from the receiving point
insulator to this by means of a length of
of view, but for the sake of appearance
cord or wire long enough to allow. the
it should be as small as possible consistdown lead to fall well clear at least 4
ent_with mechanical strength. lt -is doubtor i feet away from the walls of the
ful whether any reduction in signal
house. At the same time this cord can
strength would be. noticeable if a single
be made to act as a mechanical ` ` fuse "
ord "Fi_otob'c;.k at 1501115
No: 28 gauge wire were- employed. In
which will break at a pre-determined
fact, I know of someone who always uses
tension to save the chimney stack from
an aerial consisting of a, single No. 38
being pulled over should any accidental
gauge wire suspended by black thread
strain be put upon it.
el, nlsvintor
which acts as an insulator. Probably if
It is impossible to give an exact figure
his
signals were compared with those from
for the horizontal pull which a chimney
t5erial
an ordinary aerial -they would show a
stack will stand, as so much depends
slight disadvantage, but it is doubtful
upon its height, shape and how it is built.whether more than io per cent. efficiency
Assumingit is reasonably well built and
The arrangement has the advantage of
about 8ft, high, it should be capable of withstanding a is lost.
pull of at least 400lb. longways or 20011). broarlways. offering practically no resistance to wind and
Therefore always arrange for the pull to be in. the direc- weather,. and the aerial is practically invisible. I
would therefore recommend this suggestion to those
tion of its greatest dimension if possible.
If the fuse is tested to break at a pull of, say, rso lb., who have difficulty in persuading their landlords to
permit an aerial. This, however, is rather an extreme
you know that no greater strain than this can be applied to
case. For ordinary purposes a stranded wire consisting
the masonry, and it should therefore he perfectly safe.
This precaution is particularly important if the far end of of seven strands of about No. 28 gauge phosphor bronze
the aerial is attached to a tree, because in a heavy gale
av
,191 0,r,
the top of the tree may sway several feet, and unless suffi1:7=111.11134,1"
to
something
got
allowed
has
for
cient slack has been
break. Some aerial wires will stand a very considerable
pull before breaking, and it is quite easy for a chimney
A stiff spring
stack to be pulled over in this Way.
between the fuse and the attachment to the chimney will
be a great benefit in saving the chimney from jars which
might eventually loosen the brickwork.
wire is recommended. Such a wire is flexible, inconspicuous and of ample strength. As regards insulation,
When a Mast becomes Necessary.
very- small porcelain insulators are the best. So long
If. no tree is available, and if neighbours are not as they offer a clean inch of surface between the aerial
obliging, then there is tro alternative but to erect your own wire and any support, the insulation is ample. Larger
support in the back garden. Before committing yourself insulators are unnecessarily clumsy. A single insulator
to any serious -delay in this. respect, it is -worth conShould be used at each. point of support.
Po
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editer, "The Wireless Worli," 13)-140, Fleet Street, E.C.4, and mast be accompanied by the

LISTEN FOR CBS.

Sir,.I should be
father, from station

grateful if you would announce that my
R-DA8 (ex CB8), Buenos Aires, is calling
me now every night from 12 to 12.15 G.M.T. on a wave of
about one metro shorter than IiD}ÇA's short wave transmission.
Although I have a very bad aerial, I have succeeded in
hearing him very loud and steady, one of the messages being
"..A arise Wireless World that I am on this wave."
CB8 uses 200 watts CW with a slight ripple. His wave is
very steady.
Will all amateurs who succeed in receiving CB8 please let
me know at the address given below.
.I. C. SPACCIO.
Chancellors Hall,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.
EXPERIMENTS DURING THE ECLIPSE.
Sir,-The following particulars of a test I carried out during
the eclipse period from 3 to 4.30 p.m. may be of interest to
your readers
The test was carried out on an ordinary crystal set, using
a Western relay with a- small mirror to note the difference
with regard to input current, if any, during this period.
At 3 p.m. the deflection from the zero line of the spot of
light was 10 mm. ; at 3.15 p.m., 20 mm. ; at 3.30 p.m., 22 mm.;
and at 3.58, 24 mm. I had one pair of 'phones in series with
the relay, and there was a very appreciable difference in the
volume of sound.
I may say that the deflection of 24 mm. is not generally
-attained until about 7.30 p.m. on ordinary days.
Further, by 4.15 p.m. the maximum deflection had dropped
back to 22 mm., although, of course, as the B,B.C. changed
their programme at 4 .pm., it is possible their pen-er output
may have been slightly altered.
FRANK P. LINDLEY.
Northwood, Middlesex.
BROADCASTING AND EDUCATION.
Sir,-With reference to your Editorial on the above subject
in the current number of your periodical, it may interest you
to know what has been done in the matter of wireless reception
of the school transmissions from London in the South Wigston
(Boys) Intermediate School, near Leicester. Sanction for the
experiment was obtained from the school managers last September, and a start was made with the lectures on " Music " every
Monday afternoon. Such was the success of the " experiment"
that the only two prizes offered at the examination in December
were won by boys from this school, which is 95 miles from 2L0.
'Three different sets were borrowed and used at different times,
each giving quite satisfactory results on four valves. One, or
two, loud speakers were used, the latter not to give increased
volume, but to obtain a better distribution of sound, so that
as many as 90 boys have heard at one time.
At a meeting of the school managers held this week, one
of the managers has reported "Complete satisfaction at the
manner in which wireless was being utilised a.s a means of
education at the South Wigston Boys' School," and said that
"the inspectors had had a practical demonstration during the
day, and were completely satisfied wills the results." Lectures
are etill being received as a regular part of the school work
-

once or twice a week.
B 12

miter's name and address.

We cannot understand the attitude of the London County
Council (doubtless the important educational body referred to),
and would respectfully suggest that it is just that little bit
of " active support " far more than actual financial assistance
that is required to enable schools in the London area to achieve
far more than we have been able to do at this distance, and
without " simultaneous."
We should welcome reports from other schools, and I, personally, would be willing to try advising any school that is
net getting the results that it would like, and might expect, to
obtain.
F. S. POOLE, M.II.C.S., L.R.C.P.
South Wigston,
NI-.

Leicester.

THE OSCILLATION NUISANCE
Sir,-I was greatly interested in reading your article in the
current issue of Tlie. Wireless We-rid anti I{rtrlio. Review upon
the subject. "Can the Oscillation Nuisance be Remedied? "
Wireless amateurs in this district have been finding interference from this cause more on the increase rather than decrease,
which prompted the undermentioned society to formulate some
plan to eliminate, as far as possible, this unsatisfactory state
of things.
it was felt that a great deal of the trouble was caused by
persons building and operating sets who were unacquainted
with the true niodu.e operandi of reaction, and with little
thought of the annoyance caused to Others by injudicious
handling.
The plan adopted by the society was as follows : A small
sub -committee of experienced wireless experimenters was formed
to deal solely with the matter. Intimation was given in the
local Press that any person having a receiving set who was in
doubt as to whether his installation was oscillating could,
by making application to this committee, receive advice, and
in many instances arrange a personal visit for the purpose of
a brief practical demonstration upon avoiding it in his own
set. Of course, everything was treated -in a -strictly confidential and most friendly manner.
Whilst the scheme has not yet had time to prove conclusively its worth, results go to prove that- in this way useful
work can be accomplished, not only in doing something to
lessen interference Somewhat, but in coming into personal contact with potential members of the local society, which should
also be a step in the right direction.
It is felt that every society can do some good by steady
application to the subject, more so if in the vicinity of a
B.B.C. station, whose co-operation in this matter is most
valuable.

L. LESLIE SIMS.
Borough of Tyneinouth Radio and Scientific
Society.
Bedford Street, North Shields.
[This is obviously a good method for extending the activities
of a local society. The difficulty would appear to be in the
drafting of suitable instructions.
Many other interesting letters have been received on the
subject of oscillation and will appear in our next issue.-En.J
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THE STATIONS.

FROM

NEWS

about Australia There is no doubt than
it is the 63 metre wavelength of KDKA
that is responsible for this record transmission, and the B B C
of course,
officially, canut get clown so low- as

Savoy Bands heard across the Sahara.
There seems to he something in the
ether conducive to long distance broadcasting just now, because scarcely a day
passes but someone writes to the B B,C.
telling of t eception in far distant areas
The latest, report is from the Gold
Coast,. Someone in the town of Nsawain
has picked up the Savoy Bands.
Atmospherics are usually very bad, but
on this occasion reception was perfect.

Sbat

-

.

o00a
-Native Wireless.

The present writer has been in
--Nsawam, and it seems to him little -short
of marvellous that anything- from London
should have reached that lmiely but not
unattractive region on the other side of
the Sahara..
The natives of West Africa have long
had an excellent system of wireless
telegraphy of their osi n, which is very
much quicker than the official telegraph

service, which is liable to interruption
every time a bush cow rubs itself against
n tejegrnuh pole.
Theti can carry news
by drumbeat at great speed. The writer
has known of news being conveyed four
hundred miles in a little over half -an -hour
by this method.
o

O O

o

India Enjoys SNX.

jir. A. C. Owen, stationed at Rawalpindi (India), writes " At present I am
working on the W.T. Station.
Our call
is 8RP.
On our station we read
Chelmsford every evening. We always
have the footer results early on Sunday
morning or late on Saturday night."
:

000e
Special Concerts tor India?
The B,B.C. have frequently had
reports of reception in India, but this is
the first intimation of anyone receiving
If this goes on,
Chelmsford regularly.
the- B.B.C. will have to arrange special
concerts for India. It would seem as if
a touch of broadcasting were going to
make the whole Empire kin.

a000

What Durban Thinks.
A Durban correspondent Writes " The
way Bournemouth comes in is wonderful.
Last Saturday it was received with such
strength that by adding a single valve
amplifier it was possible to syork a loud
speaker so that several who were present
could hear at times as plainly as Gape
Town is received here.
" I 'vas at the time using the threevalve- dual. and at a quarter to twelve
I tried for Bournemouth, acid was
astonished to pick up such a powerful
:

0000

Will the B.B.C. Do It?
However, now that -all the main
stations and the aelay stations are going,
we may expect that the activities of the
B.B.C. -engineers will be turned in the
direction of greater experimenting with
abort wavelengths; so that we may hope.
to do semething with Australia before
The Australians
many moons are over.
are simply crazy to hear a message from
the OId Country,
.

0000

carrier, which I thought could be no
other than Cape Town working a late
night. I soon found I was listening to
Bournemouth, and to a musical dialogue
broadcast from there. At -four minutes
to twelve we -heard a chorus sung by male
and female voices with. such purity .that
the piece could have been recognised by
anyone familiar with the tune."
This correspondent gives other particulars which -make it evident that he
had beers listening to " Patricia."

0000
Best Provincial Station.
Next to Chelmsford, Bournemouth
seems to have as great a Tange as any of
Bournemouth is
the B.B.C. stations.
probably the best provincial station of
the B.B.C., because the transmitter is
built on- ground belonging to the company, It has been heard several times
at distances of a thousand miles on a
crystal.
-

0000

Bournemouth Concert at Sea.
Another wonderful record for Bournemouth already referred to was when it
-was picked up on a er} stal detector at
1,100 miles on a ship bound for Port
Said. The aerial used was a single wire
type, and the receiver inductively. coupled
with a earbotundum crystal using a
potentiometer.

0000

Why KOKA Can Reach Australia.
Zt semis that our old friend KDKA, leas
been heard in Australia, and the Australians are wondering why the B.B.C.
The B:B.C. have
cannot do likewise.
quite enough to.. do coaching all the blind
spots of Great Britain without troubling

Broadcast Plays.
By the time this appears in print the
B,B.C. Will have held their second meeting with the theatrical managers, but it
will he surprising if an agreement is
reached. It is said that some of the
theatrical massagers want fabulous sums
for broadcasting, which the B.B.C.
simply could not look at.
The recent meetings between the two
interests have not been brought about
because of any change of attitude on the
part of the theatre managers generally.
-

0000

Division in the Theatre Ranks.
The undoubted success which ihes
attended the broadcasting of selected
pieces has rent the theatrical societies
in twainThose who approve of broad.e.
casting, and those who do not.
Those who do not approve are afraid
That the shows which are broadcast will
benefit at the eilieuce of those which do
not.
The meetings with the B.B.C. are more
for the purpose of getting unity amongst..
themselves than to arrive at any terms
about, broadcasting.
It is quite possible

that the B.B.C. will
get all the theatrical productions they
°
wish if they will only hate patience.
0000
Trouble in ` Auld Reekie."
The B.B.C. are having a very hectic
time of it just now with Edinburgh.
Edinburgh people want London programmes. and the essence of tlicia cam-plaint is that they are getting rather too
much frein Glasgow.
As a matter of fact, with Chelmsford
and at least four nights a creek from
London, they are getting quite as much as
ever file 13.13.0. promised their, bot that
does not seem to satisfy thenl.
13 Zj

-
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Id Glasgow Problem.
Th --re is a section of the listening
piibhe in Edinburgh which under iio
encumstances 'wishes to have anything
ortt.tte or inimical from Glasgow,
Stu ely localism and parochialism of
this nature is a little hit irrelevant in the
realms of the ether.
Just as we are. perfecting international
broadcasttng and looking forward to the
time when all countries will instruct and
enteitant each other, it seems particularly
inappropriate fur Edinburgh to demand
that its ether waves must come in a
-specified direction.
After all is said and done, if a programme is good, what does it matter
«here it conies from? And there are.frequently concerts from Glasgow which are
as good as anything from London.

FUTURE FEATURES.

Siitiday, February 15th.
London and 5XX ` (3 p.m.)
Star Ballad Concert. S.B. to other Stations.
Bournemouth (3 p.m.)
Russian Symphony Concert.
Newcastle and 5XX (8.30 -p.m.) .Newcastle Bach Choir. Address by the Very
Rev. The Dean of Durham.
Manchester (3 p.m.)
Sonata Recital-Solos and Songs.
Glasgow (9 p.m.)
Recital of 16th Century Church Music.
Liverpool (9 p.m.)
Operatic Evening by British National Opera
Company.
illotlday, Fettruary 16th.
Music and Comedy : A Scene from " The
Newcastle
Schoól 'for Scandal."
Tuesday, February 17th,
5XX
Operatic Programme.
London
Musical Comedy Excerpts. S.B. to other
Stations.
Belfast
Belfast Postmen's 13th Concert.
Wednesday, February 18th.
London and 5XX
"From the Mystic East."
Manchester
Operatic Evening.
Thursday., February 19th.
Musical Appreciation A Survey of Music
Bournemouth
from the Earliest Times to the Present.
Glasgow
Spanish Scenes.
..
Friday, February 20th.
London and 5XX
Speecnes from the Civil Service Dinner.
S.B. to other Stations.
Speech by Rt. Bon. The Earl of Birkenhead,
Birmingham
N.C., at Chamber of Commerce Banquet.
Saturday, February 21st
London
Band of H.M. Scots Guards.
Pantomime : " Cinderella."
Manchester
Aberdeen
A One -Act Farce : " The Cure."
-

-

-

-

.
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Solution?
Perhaps the B.B.C. could get over the
difficulty by sending their Glasgow programme up to London, and then letting a
London announcer give the items while it
was sent hack to Edinburgh.
It is gratifying .to note, however, that
the complaints with regard to the quality
of the Edinburgh transmissions have now
to a large extent ceased.
A

0000
More Power from 2EHWhateser the B.B.C. have donc, there
is no getting assay from the, fact that- the
power of 2EH seems to have materially
increased of late.
It is interesting to note that the Edinhuigh wavelength has been increased to
465 metres.

:

-

The S.B.C. at Rugger.
The B.B.C. Rugby Football Club are
elated because they have pulled off their
first Rugby match.
Dan Godfrey is the leading light in the
"light " is
new venture, although
scarcely the adjective to apply to "Dan

of the Great Diameter," as a futurist
poet somewhat rudely described him
recently.

0000

A Sports Club, Too.

Future fixtures are with the teams of
the London Scottish and Westcombe
Park.
The B.B.C. are also endeavouring to
find a ground for a sports club, so they
evidently imagine that they are going to
be a permanent institution in the
country.

0000

Waiting 'for a Thaw.
The B.E.C. have promised us one or
two " stunts," and one wonders what has
come over them.
For instance, there was the Niagara
" stunt," and the explanation of the
delay there is that the Fails are partially
frozen just now, and we shall need to
wait for a thaw before the mighty rush
of waters can be heard.

°coo

Waiting for a Frost.
Then there was

the

wild

"stunt "-broadcasting the cries
birds from some place on
Coast,

It

THAT HAS NEVER LOST A GAME. Members of the B.B.C. Rugby Football
Club, who are elated at having "pulled off" their first match. From left to right they
are Messis. Broadbent, Newsom, West, Frost, Godfrey, Bishop, Palmer, Hamilton and
A TEAM

Murray.

n

t4

fowl
of wild

the

East

is understood that the B.E.C.
naturalist is on the spot just now, only
in contra -distinction to the Niagara
people, lie is not waiting for a thaw, but
waiting for a frost.- It seems that the
birds only sing to the best advantage
under conditions of arctic winter.
If this is correct, then it is quite possible that ive may hate to wait until
midsummer before the cries of the birds

can be_ heard.

-
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PART I.

The set described in this article
interested in short wave work_
L.F., and with the tuning coil
metres. This instalment deals

has been designed for the amateur
It has a detector and one stage of
shown here will tune over 45.=t3o
with the construction of the coils.

By W. JAMES.

The closed circuit coil
which is of tinned
copper wire wound on
a wooden framework.

-

ONE of the most sensitive arrangements for amplifying weak signals is a regenerative valve detector,
working into a note magnifier. It can be proved
experimentally
(r) That a valve detector with critically adjusted reaction will give a response in the telephones, however
weak the signal which reaches the tuner. There is era
limit to the sensitivity o a regenerative detector other
than that due to the critical reaction coupling required.
(2) For maximum response or signal strength, provision should be macle for an extremely fine control of
reaction, and, further, the circuit should be designed in
such a manner that it has the lowest possible high frequency resistance,
Critical Tuning.
By following out the connections of the receiver given
in Fig. r, it will be seen that a tuned circuit is.connected
to the grid of the detector valve. One end of this circuit
is joined to the grid condenser and leak and the other
end to a potentiometer. Coupled to the closed circuit is
the aerial coil and the reaction coil. Both couplings are
variable.
We can, therefore, make adjustments which will result
in best detector action and give us a critical degree of
reaction by adjusting the filament resistance, the potentiometer, the anode voltage, the reaction coil, and the aerial
:

E

coil

-

coupling between the aerial and secondary circuits. In
the first place, the amount Of reaction required to put
the receiver in a sensitive condition for the reception of
telephony, or to make it oscillate for heterodyning continuous wave signals, depends on the -effective resistance
of the secondary circuit. When the aerial is fairly
tightly coupled to the secondary circuit, the effective
resistance is higher than when the aerial is loosely.
coupled. Hence, if the set is just oscillating when the
aerial is only loosely coupled, the set will s':op oscillating
when the coupling is tightened.
Secondly, by employing a variable coupling, we are
able to make much more critical adjustments.
The number of adjustments available do not male
Searching i5 done h.'
tuning-in a difficult process.
aclj usting the tuning condenser with one hand and the re
action coil with the other. When a signal is heard, final
adjustments may be made with the potentiometer and
the coupling of the aerial coil. It will be quite clear
that it is far easier to strengthen a weak signal by comparatively coarse settings of several adjustments than by
two extremely delicate adjustments
-

Low Loss Circuits.
When building a set for the reception of short wavelength signals, it is important to remember what enormous
-S-H.T.

-

\V
a

.

The degree of rectification depends, of coarse, on the
value of the filament current, the anode voltage, and the
normal grid potential. These may be roughly fixed
from a knowledge of the operating characteristics of the
detector valve, and then final critical adjustments made
for best results while listening for signals.
Perhaps the most important of these three controls is
that of the potentiometer. An adjustment of the potentiometer changes slightly the grid bias which, in turn, has
an effect on the degree of coupling of the reaction coil
required to reduce the effective resistance of the secondary
circuit to approximately zero..
It is, I think, very convenient to provide a variable

O4)002a
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Fig. I.-Sehematic connections of the set,
-
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Receiver.frequencies one is dealing with for the losses of coils
and condensers increases with the frequency. The frequency range of this set, for instance, is 2,300,000 to
6,66o,000 cycles, which compares with approximately
600,000 to r,000,000 cycles for the broadcast band.
It should also be remembered that reaction does not
completely compensate for the losses of the coils and conThat is, the signal
densers connected in the circuit.
strength obtainable from a set having inefficient coils and
-condensers will not be so great as from a set having good
coils and condensers, the degree of reaction being critically
adjusted in both cases.
A Short Wave

and the turns spaced and supported with the minimum
amount of material.
A coil of this description is not difficult to make, as
ma.y be seen from the photograph (of the closed circuit
coil of this set) at the head of this article. When such
a small amount of insulating material is used in the coil,
there is propably nothing to
choose
between
and
wood, -except that
wood is easier to
handle and the
pieces may be
stuck together so
that no metal
screws are required in the
construction.
Dealing with
t he
remaining
factors which
should
receive
we
attention,
may say at once
that it is not advisable to employ
a tapped coil.
Apart from the Fig, 3.-Details of the pieces marked B in
fact that dead fig. 2. These are of hardwood, 1/8th ia. thick.
ends have a more
marked bari effect on short waves than on the broadcast
wavelengths, it Would seem that the provision of tappings is undesirable for two reasons.
In the first place the wires running from the coil to the
points at which the taps are connected increases the self capacity of the coil, and, secondly, if the taps are taken
to contacts mounted in ebonite, we introduce dielectric
losses. Sometimes when -a tapped coil is employed the
set will not oscillate over its tuning range because o the
losses introduced by the tappings and the dead -ends.
-

-

Fig. 2.-A sketch of the
framework of the closed
circuit coil. Piece A is
the wooden base; pieces
D are drawn in.detail in fig. 3 pieces G are
given to detail in fig. 5 pieces D are to
strengthen the former, and pieces h; are
blocks of wood to which are acrewed the
upright pieces.
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Therefore, it is. of the. utmost
importance that well -designed
coils and condensers be used. It
,ab
...
is well known that for short wai e
.
;
ezp
work the tuning coils should be
wound of fairly thick wire, have
the turns spaced, and have a mini
mum amount of solid material in
their
construction.
We
r
,should, therefore, use as
nearly as possible a. coil
whose only insulation is air.
One would not use, for in .stance, a coil consisting of a
number of turns of insulated
wire wound on a former of
cardboard or ebonite. Bare
4 -A slew of the back of the set, showing the aerial coil
solid wire should be used, Fie.
(right), closed circuit coil (centre), and reaction coil (left).
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D.E.5 class, which takes a filament current of 0.25 ampere

A Short Wave Receiver. --

A special feature of this set is that the closed circuit
coil may be removed from the set and another having
a different number of turns put in its place.
Another thing which should receive attention is the
position of the coil with respect to other components. It
would Dot do, of
course, to mount the
coils close to the
panel, the tuning condenser, or transformer,
as the losses of the
increased
Fie. 5.-Details of the pieces marked coils
are
C in fig. 2. These are of hardwood
when they are situated
1/8 in. thick, but may be of ebonite.
close to such parts. So
far as possible, a clear space of several inches should be
left round the tüning coils, and the components arranged
in such a manner that they are not in the field of the coils.

at 6 volts and an anode voltage of about 9o-the grid
bias being 3 volts.
Construction of the Coils.
The closed circuit coil consists of a number of turns
of tinned copper wire wound on a former of skeleton
construction. A photograph of the coil appears at the

35

Valves.
With regard to the valves to be employed in a short
wave set, we need to pay particular attention to the one
employed in the detector stage. This valve should preferably be of the modern type, having a high ratio of
amplification factor to impedance, but it should also be of
low self -capacity. Probably the best valve available is of
the V24 type; in this set I use a D.E.V., which requires
a filament current of 0.25 ampere at 3 volts and an anode

W

Fig. 6.-On the Ieft is shown the wooden framework
lÙr supporting the réaction coil and on the right,
the framework for the aerial coll. These pieces are
secured to the movable portion of the coil-holders.

voltage of 15 to 3o. This type of valve, when mounted
in its special holder, has a capacity which is considerably
below that of val=es of the ordinary four pin type.
For thé L.F. stage we require a valve to work from
a transformer into telephones, and I use a valve of the

7:

Layout of the movable coil holder for the reaction and
Fig.
aerial coils. Details of the base are given in Fig. 8, and of the
movable pins in Fig. 9. The movable portion has a spindle passing
through it which runs in two brass pillars as indicated. A knob is
attached to the end of the spindle which passes through the panel.

head of this article, and constructional details are given
in Figs. z, 3, and 5.
The former may be divided into three parts : First,
the base (Fig. 2), which is of hardwood measuring din. x
rein. x vin. ; second, the two Y pieces of hin. hardwood
with strengthening pieces shaped as indicated in Fig. 3 ;
and third, the three notched strips, which, in the coil
illustrated, is of Fin. wood, but may, of course, he
ebonite if preferred (Fig. 5). The strips are glued to
the Y pieces, which in turn are screwed to the base. It
will be noticed that the ends of the strips project beyond
the Y pieces. This was done in order that similar
formers may be employed for coils having a different
number. of turns, the notched strips being extended if
necessary. For the wavelength range of 45-13o metres
the ceiiI may have -thirteen turns, like the one illustrated.
here; up to twenty- turns may be wound on this former
(provided the strips are lengthened), with a pitch of
*in., without any change being made to the .aerial or
reaction coils.
Number 16 tinned copper wire is employed. A length
is tightly wound on a tube 3 in. in diameter. This is
then taken off the former and " worked " on the skeleton
former. Leave the ends about half an inch long.
The design is such that a coil may be taken out of
the set and another put in its place in a few moments.
Therefore, instead of the.ends of the coil being soldered
to the circuit wires, a small terminal is soldered to them,
and the ends of the coil fixed in the terminals.
The reaction coil is a basket -weave coil having twelve
turns of No. 20 D,C.C., wound on a- former consisting
of fifteen pegs fixed on the circumference of a circle 4in.
diameter, and may be seen in Fig. 4. This coil is supported in a wooden framework and the framework is
screwed to the movable portion of a coil holder as indicated in Fig. 7.
The coil holder is home made, and consists of a base
of ebonite (Fig. 8) measuring qin. x ta-in. x din., carrying two brass pillars,. which serve as bearings for the
A
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spindle of the movable part of the holder. A. brass rod,
-Ain. diameter, is passed right through the movable portion, shown in detail iii Fig. o, and carries a knob on the
end which passes through the panel.
To construct the reaction coil and holder, therefore,
prepare the ebonite base (Fig.- 8), the movable piece of

FEBRUARY rrtir, 1925.

movable piece as shown in Fig. 'y. The reaction coil is
slipped over the ends of the wooden frame, and its ends
soldered to tags secured by screws to the movable piece
Fig 9.. Dimensions
of the movable part
of the coil holder.
Holes C are for No. 4
B.A. screws anti hole
D, which passes right
through the length of ,l
the pins is drilled to 112
the diameter of the i.
Spindle -3J16 in.

1

-

14 -`-

114

ciT
Ii4Ì

i

--

-1

f
n

0--)

The reaction coil is the left-hand coil ill
Fig. q.
The aerial coil has four turns of No. r6 tinned copper
wire mounted on a wooden framework. -The wooden
framework is secured to the movable part of a holder,
which is constructed in exactly the sanie way as the
holder for the reaction coil.
A sketch of the wooden frame for the aerial coil appears
on the right-hand side -of Fig. 6. It will be seen that the
top and bottom edges are notched to take the turns of the
coil. The ends of the coil pass through holes in the
bottom of the vertical piece. This coil is the right-hand
coil in Fig. 4.
of the holder.

Fig. S.-The ebonite base of the coil holder. Holes A
are to take the pillars which support the movable
portion, and should be drilled accordingly ; holes B
are for fixing screws, etc., far No. 4 B.A. screws.
These screws bold connecting tags which are connected by flexible wires to the tags on the movable

portion.

ebonite (Fig. 9), and mount them with the spindle as
indicated in Fig. 7. Then make the wooden frame
shown on the left of Fig. 6, and scree- this piece.to the

(To he concluded.)

WIRELESS GROSS -WORD PUZZLE.
0 apology seems necessary in presenting oru readers with
a Cross -Word Puzzle. in the example givers, no word
or abbreviation has been i icluded which cannot take its
place in wireless parlance. A nu nbered square marks the hoginning of a word proceeding both harizontally and vertically,
the word being ended by a dar z square or the edge of the
puzzle.
A prize of Two Guineas trill
bo awarded to the sender of
the correct solution which is
81
accompanied by the most suitable now cross -word puzzle.
A second prize of One Guinea
will be awarded to the sender
of the next best attempt.
Consolation prizes to the
ACì3 OSS.
1.
2,

3.

4.

6.
6.
78.

9.

10.
11.
12.

I3.

14-

15.
1G.

Ccntaine most of the hams.
Often peed with a leg.
14ns the last word.
Call sign of Nantes:
Distinction owned by several wireless scientists.
flaunt for set..
An integral pelt.
Tree, of copper wire.
lIessages in the. affirmative.
Volume S density.
problem
A
in broadeasting
studios.
An old word with a new meaning.
The airs of the tranantittee.
Secondary battery (abbreviation).
Negative terrurinal,
]dot an aumteur (coiloa.).

17. A tallied coil.
18. Auxiliary telephone swite]r.
19. May he said of good brain/costing.
20. Wnnfileial break sign (Morse).
21.
Contained
in
rem -clone news
bulletins.
22. Controls the wavelength.
23. Special note.
24. Rare gee.
26. A Cuatinent with great virelais
possibilities
26, Important element.
27. A wireless beginner.
28. Break sign (Morsel.
29- 'Terminals seen on roast sets.
30. Important electrical body.
31. Enrols ail British amateurs.
-

-

A
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value of Half a Guinea each will be presented to senders of
arty other cross -word puzzles published in The Wireless World.
In all cases payment will be made after publication.
The merits of each puzzle submitted will be considered in
relation to the appiioprbi.teness of the terms it contains.
N.B.-Solutions of the above, together with new puzzles,
should he addressed " Cross Word," c/o The Editor, 7'1íe
31
Wireless World, 139, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.4. and
most reach this office not later
than the first post on Wednesday, February 18th, 1925.
:

Loti-`.
I..

Without definite time Ferried.

4, An international radio union.
Unpleasant wireless term.
. S.
6.
l'art of a valve.
8. Should contain a broadcast receiver.
13. Depends on atiuesphelic condi-

tions.

l6. Six eoulnias (Morse).
27. A famous "Section."

28.

-

Continental baeadcaeting station.

32. Type of refer. (reverse).
33. Silent Service (uses Wireless).
34. Military force making extensive
use of nHhO.
35. Tither.
36. What every amateur must hole.
37. To eanse a nuisance, sometimes.
38. Sometimes employs a slider.
39. lnimal reputed to proriile 1111elecs component.

40. Sometimes causes a disaster.
Al. ilruerally needs smoothing.
42. What the " Wireless World"
43.
44.

45.
46.
47.

48.
49.

does.

Connects to the plate.
Produced by post transformers.
Connects with negative L.T.
Letter of the alphabet (as pronounced in telephony).
A new radio development.
Metallic element need in wifeless
construction.
Stende for annual vinieas publica-

tion.

Ovoid ion hrnadeasting etrticii.
51. e.i. r' Gurreilo."
52. polite mime
inc a wileest

hugbent.
53. Kind of valve.

,
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ByE.Blake,1.1oE.o

An Episode of Costa Rica.
AST year I went to Costa Rica on business.

I did
not find the coast so rich as to he worthy of its
name, though it was well endowed with man-eating
insects and patriotic Scotch -Germans who manifested high
coefficients of absorption.
A few hours before the mail -boat sailed I rambled out
of Santa Dolorosa into a sort of tuppenny, half -tame
jungle, and there, amidst the clashing palm -fronds, the
cries of the tcha-tchas, or Costa Rican sparrows, and the
sickly scents of the local match factory, I sat on a log
and meditated.
I had just reached the conclusion that the great mistake of my life was a wilful disregard of critical
values in the application of grid biases, when I noticed
a man step from the shelter of a fine alpargata (or
Costa Rican boot -tree). He was a white man,
not one of the yellow -necked sons of jaguars
indigenous to the back blocks of the coast. But
-oh, dearie me Not a stitch Not one

f

-

l

!

I

Queer Antics.
What amused me more was his
I had seen classical
behaviour.
dancers, sword -swallowers, and
wireless operators trying to receive
the unreceivable, but this man was
a combination of the three. First
he would caper abut like a French
wine -waiter busy between toasts ; then he would stop, hold
himself erect, shut his eyes, and gape like a giant carp,
and then he would hold his breath tiff his neck swelled
and his eyeballs well-nigh came out on to his cheekbones
to see what the evolution was.
I enjoyed this for some minutes, meanwhile snooping
about this way and that in the hope of seeing his keeper
arrive. And then he spotted me, I declare he became
normal on the instant. For he hastily dodged behind
the hoot -tree and reappeared toffed up in- an emergency
petticoat constructed from a copy of Ta Trbe lad,
and shambled over to where I sat.
I made rooin

for him on the log and ive chummed up. Here follows
his story.
Dodging Atmospherics.
" As you have seen me playing the goat, I ought to
say at once that, far from being one of these back -tonature ' birds, I ain just plain John Wadd, late of
Fluxion. Five years ago I was a master-goldbeater with
a turn for scientific hobbies. If the old dad hadn't
died too soon I'd ha' been through Cambridge, but I
had a good education. Up to a point. I was very hot
on wireless, and had a receiving
station which was the last word
in science. It did everything
except shut clown automatically
when the I.eafield arc started up.
But then, of course, it didn't need
to. By the way, there's a Praying Mantis on your collar. My
set, as I was saying, was the eel's
eyebrows. The aerial was designed to dodge every known
atmospheric,' the'
species of
earth' took a professional miner
seven hours to plant, and the
safety switch embodied every
dictum enunciated by the Instate of Insurance.
The set itself was a marvel. It conformed to every
theory, included every device known to popular
journalism, and was pivoted at 13.592° clockwise to the
angle of the earth's axis in relation to the----but we need
not go into that. I may say, anyway, that I used to
correct the angle with a doo-hickey specially designed
by the Astronomer Royal.
" But somehow I felt discontented. True, my signals
were strong. Once I nearly scalped a prominent divine
by- turning on Arlington while he was listening -in with
me. And, of course, you know it was I that blew down
the War Memorial at Hoxton with a badly tuned selection
`
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The Self-Cou4ruetor,-

of signals from Lyons. It was not until. I heard the
strength and t)hali;y. of the reception obtained by a
neighbour's child with nothing more than a crystal detector made from domestic flotsam that
realised I was all wrong.

I

Working Backwards.

" Simplicity, John,
`

I said

t

is the secret,'

to myself..
Work backwards
and find rock bottoin.' A bit mixed,
but you get the idea. Excuse me
This is -my time to eat my second
`

!

banana."
(Interval for mastication.)
" In three months I had reduced

-

" One day a professional operator told me that in the
early -days of wireless he had often to hold his breath
in order to hear faint signals. I adopted the practice
and found it of immense service. Then he told me that
shutting the -eyes undoubtedly had the
effect of sharpening the sense of hearing. He
was right, for I gave it a trial.
During these -experiments I discovered
that I could hold my breath longer if my
rib -muscles were unimpeded by clothing.
So I -stripped to thé waist and got excellent
results. Then the great idea assailed me.
Reduce to the lowest proportions and only
the iwman factor will be left ! I had clearly
`

`

to become a -human receiver
" I've Wandered a goodish bit and
have been arrested nineteen times for
my necessities to an aerial, a crystal,
not wearing duds, and it was not until
a pair of telephones, and an earth.'
I got here that I could experiment in
But I ,was not satisfied. HOw did I
peace. But these bananas
!
I varied the fundatune? Easy
" I'm hoping to use my body as an
mental wavelength of my. aerial by
aerial and to stop my heart heating
means of a drum -full of wire which
wring illese experiments I discovwhile I hold my breath. Sometimes I
unwound or was wound up and cut out
ered tloae1could hold my hreatti
longer it nn, muscles were unimfancy I can hear signals from Panama,
That switch nearly
-by a switch.
pednd by clothing'
over the way, but-but excuse me
broke my spirit. It was so compliThis is my time to practise heartcated
stòpping. Very decent of you to have listened."
used to hold
" Then I dispensed with the
When I began to write this narrative I thought it was
the earth wire in my mouth and stand in a muddy patch
in the garden. Next I scrapped the outside aerial in a moral story. Now I have forgotten what the moral is
favour of a contractile frame. Later on I learned to do and am inclined to think it is only a Horrible Warning.
Pm not playing at wireless just now. Something safe
without accurate tuning by contenting myself with weaker
and sane like White Mice or Cross Words seems to be
signals. So I had to build a sound -proof room for
!

`

!

!

!

`

earth.'I

indicated.

:reception.

AMATEUR ACHIEVEMENT.
Another Feather in the Cap of zNM.
R. GERALD MARCUSE
(aNM) .is probably one of
the hest knonm of British-amateurs on account of his many
1-Yl

-

successes in
munication-.

-

-

-long-distance

com-

In addition to having wàrked
with almost monotonous regularity
with New Zealand and Australian
amateurs, Mr, Marcuse has recently added to his laurels by
maintaining two-way communication with SA-WJS, a portable
station attached to the Rice
Expedition now exploring the
Amazon.
It is believed that the transmitter used by the. Rice Expedition
is only of lob watts power, and
that a petrol engine generator unit
is the source of power. Under
these circumstances reception with
a two -valve receiver is yet another
proof of the efficiency of short
waves.
A
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Mr. Marcuse with his transmitting apparatus.
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On Winding Coils.

By W. JAMES.

L\tOST everyone

knows that a coil which
to be employed in a wireless receiver
with good results cannot be wound anyhow. It would not he productive of good results,
for instance, to use a coil which is damp or has
poor insulation, or one consisting of a number
of turns of wire wound at random-just as one might
wind an odd length of string.
Such a coil, of
course, would enable us to tune in a signal provided it
had a suitable number of turns, but the signal would not
be heard with the same intensity as when a well -designed
coil is employed, neither would one expect the tuning to
be sharp. Tuning would probably be flat, rendering it
difficult to tune out the local broadcast station and bring
in a more distant station with clarity and volume.
Coils for wireless purposes are therefore specially constructed with the object of giving maximum signal
strength coupled with good selectivity.
Briefly, the desirable features of a coil are (i) low self capacity, and (2) low high -frequency resistance.
(i) In general it may be said that a coil will have a
low value of self -capacity when the turns of the coil are
kis

.

spaced and when a minimum amount of insulating material is employed-whether in the
form of wrappings róund the wire itself, or in the
former 'employed to carry the- turns of the coil.
(2) The high -frequency resistance of a coil may
be kept at a reasonably low value by giving the coil
a suitable shape, by using the minimum amount of insulating material in its construction, and by using a suitable
size of wire. The best size of wire depends largely on the
frequency of the oscillations to be carried by the coil,
and also on the shape of the coil. For instance, the best
gauge of wire for a well -spaced single -layer coil is not
necessarily the best size to employ when the coil is wound
basket -weave or duolateral fashion.

Basket Coils.
The basket type of coil is a favourite with amateurs,
because of the ease- with which they may be prepared at
home, and because the efficiency of a well -made coil of
this type is as high-if not a little higher-than that of
other multilayer cóils.- One would not suggest that coils

3
Fig. t. -...A simple basket coil, with a winding pitch of 2.

-

-

2.--_flirneasions of the former for a basket coil.
A
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The
inductance can be constructed on a former of the relative
wound basket fashion have,a higher efficiency than good
dimensions shown in Figs. i and- 2.
single -layer coils, but they are easily made, occupy but
Winding Basket Coils.
little space, are suitable for use in any tuned circuit, and
a
number
of
form
of Winding is that illustrated in
interesting ways.
may be wound in
The sinrlllest
The ordinary type of basket coil, with which all
Figs. i and 4.. Fig: 4 represents an edge view of the
former, which is supposed laid out flat to show the slots.
readers are probably familiar, is illustrated in Fig. z.
-This coil has a prepared cardboard former of the dimenTo Wind the first turn of the coil, fasten one end of the
sions given in Fig: 2. Its outside diameter is 3ïn., and
wire by passing it through two holes in the former and
there are eleven slots, each din. long and fin. wide; the lay the wire through one slot, along the back of a pro inside diameter is therefore
A fairly stiff cardboard is employed for this purpose;
I=
L7 T=7
the projecting pieces- will probably break off while the
l TORN
START
wire is being put on if the cardboard is too thin.
After the cardboard has been slotted, it is immersed
4=41=444=404=4C>C>04=>
START
2 TURNS
in a bath of paraffin wax. This is riot only to drive otit
Fig. 4.-Winding of a simple basket Coil having a pitch of 2.
the moisture in the cardboard, but to ensure that moisture
shall not be absorbed during the life of the coil.
jetting piece to the next slot, through this slot to the
Relative Dimensions.
front of the former, along the projecting piece to the
The relative dimensions of the former should be noted; next slot, through this slot to the back of the former,
'and so on as indicated in Fig. 4, until One turn is wound.
the slots 'are one-third of the inside diameter in length.
There is now one wire in each slot, and- one wire along
the front of one projecting piece, the back of the next,
arid so on round the former.
Proceed with the winding by putting on the second turn
as indicated in Fig. ì1.. We have then a wire on the front
and back of every projection, and -two wires in each slot.
The coil is finished by winding as many turns as
desired, and securing the end turn by tying it with thread,
e
of by passing it through holes in the former.
As the wire appears on the face of the former after
every second slot, the pitch of this'winding is two. The
number of turns in the coil is therefore equal to twice
the number of wires counted on one face.

0 0 0 =

Fig. 3.--A badly proportioned basket coil. The wilding is too
deep con -waxed with the diameter.

This is a good proportion, which (for broadcast wavelengths) results in the coil having a lower effective resistance for a given inductance than when the slots are relatively longer,
A badly proportioned coil is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
inner turns of this coil are of small diameter, and therefore have only a small inductance compared with those
on the outer edge. They do, however, add considerably
to the effective resistance of the coil, and arc therefore
undesirable. A further objection is that it is difficult to
wind such a Coil without breaking off the projecting pieces
of the former. In spite of these disadvantages, coils
similar to this are to be purchased and are frequently
used by amateurs. A coil having lower losses for a given
A
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Reasons for the. Special Winding.
The reasons for the special 'arrangement of the turns
can be understood now that the 'construction has been
described. In the first place, the turns are separated by
the thickness of the former, except where they cross in
the slots. Secondly, the layers are spaced a distance
equal to the thickness of the wire. Hence the- self capacity of the coil is much less than it would be were
the turns wound touching. However, the wires still touch
where they cross in the slots. But the length of the wires
touching can Tie made very small by employing narrow
slots. The angle of crossing is then large.
The inductance of a basket coil can be found from the
formula
d' n' if -1;000, where
L
L =the inductance of the coil in microherrries,
-3.14 and ,r'=99.$6,
-

-

the mean diameter of the coil in centimetres,
of turns per centimetre,
1=the length (or depth) of the winding in centimetres,
1.=Nagaolra's factor, which may be obtained from a wireless
book.' The value of k depends on the ratio of the
diameter and the length.
d
i

-i the number

-

An examination of this formula shows that the inductance increases with the square of the diameter of the
coil, and also with the square of the number of turns.
i For instance, "Tuning Coils and Methods of Timing," by
W. Raines (2s. 6d. nett).
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STAGS;
It is usually necessary
to rebuild a Receiver
almost completely when
adding a stage of High

Frequency Amplification.
The Unit described here,
however, may be added
to an existing Set with
the same ease as a Note
Magnifier.
13y

R.

HARRISON,

T is quite an easy matter to add a note magnifier to H.F. unit exactly as indicated, When it may he
a crystal or valve receiver. One simply connects
added to any set, regardless of how the earth and the
the telephone terminals of the set to the input ter- L.T. battery are joined,
minals of the amplifier, and transfers the telephones or
In the anode circuit of the H.F. unit is an untuned
loud -speaker to the output terminals. A high frequency
choke coil, which may be of the usual plug-in type. The
amplifier, however, must be connected between the aerial
size of this coil is not critical. A No. 300 Igranic coil has
and the receiver. The amplifier to be added must there- been found to give good results, although a coil of
fore either contain a tuner for tuning the aerial, or be another type, having an equivalent inductance, may of
connected between the tuner of the existing receiver and
course. be employed., A fixed condenser is placed between
the anode of the valve and the terminal marked ' To'
the first valve (or the crystal). Obviously, it is preferable
aerial terminal of set," and carries the high frequency
so to design the apparatus that it may be joined in circuit
simply by connecting it to the aerial and earth terminals currents to the tuner on the existing set. The value of
this condenser is not critical. It may have a value of
of the existing set.
The unit described here is designed on these lines, the o.00z microfarad. One of the objects of this condenser
tuner of the existing set being employed as the coupling is to prevent the flow of steady current from the .H.T..
battery, and it. is therefore important that it should be
of the high frequency amplifier. The diagram of Fig. r
a good one. If leakage occurs, the normal voltage of
shows the connections of the H.F. unit. A plug-in coil
and a variable condenser are employed to tune the aerial the grid of the detector valve may he. altered and thus
circuit. One end of the circuit is
connected to the grid of the H.F.
ANODE
H.T.
valve, and the other end to a terCHOKE
COIL
minal marked " To earth terminal
0'0004F
TO AERIAL
AERIAi
of set." This terminal is joined
-----OTER x71NAL
AERIAL
OF SET
to the earth terminal of the existing set, which in the majority of
receivers is connected to L.T.
i?
AERIAL
negative. If the existing set has
COIL
its earth terminal connected to
L.T.
L.T. negative, the earth connection
on the H.F. unit could be perTO EARTH
TCRMINAL
DETECTOR
manently joined to the L.T. nee-OF SET
tive, and the terminal marked " To
EAISTI.FG 5E7
EARTH
H.F AMPL7KfER
earth terminal of set " dispensed
Fig. t.-The connections of the H.F. unit, and those of a typical set having a detector and
with. In some sets, however, the
note magnifier. -To connect the H F. unit to the set connect the terminals marked "To
aerial terminal of set " and "aerial"; " To earth terminal of set " and " earth" H.T.+, to
earth is connected to L.T. positive.
the H.T. battery, and connect the L.T. terminals to the filament battery. The aerial and
It is therefore better to wire the
earth should be.joined to the respective terminals of the li.lt, unit.
`

+

L.F

-

;

A
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Construction.
The appearance of the unit may be seen from the photographs, and Figs. 2 and 3 give the layout of the panel
and the hase.
The parts required fox the unit are as follow
1
Ormond filament resistance.
B.urndept valve holder (batten type).
a Plug-in coil holders.
i lgranic plug-in coil, No. 50, for the broadcast wavelength.

:-

AERIAL.
SJg;"

.F

AERIAL

H.T
Ci

2.-Drawing

the ebonite panel, showing the position .and
â" dia. and countersunk for No. 4 wood
; C =
dia., and countersunk for No. 4
screws
; D = f;" dia. ; E
B.A.

size of the holes.

screws

;

B

of

A-

--_" .dia.

the signal strength may he very appreciably reduced.
It will be seen from Fig. i that the aerial circuit .of
the existing set is now used to tune the anode of the
H.F. valve. When the two circuits are in tune, amplified high frequency currents will be applied to the grid
of the detector valve. To tune to a given wavelength,
the condenser of the existing set will have to be set to a
higher reading than when the H.F. unit is not employed,
owing to the fact that the circuit 'has not now the capacity of the aerial across it.
In those sets where regeneration is used, such as in
the set connected as in Fig. i, it will be found necessary
to employ a somewhat smaller reaction coil than usual.
It is not, however, necessary to reverse the connections to
the reaction coil when adding the H.F. unit, as is usually
the case when one stage of H.F- is added. This is, of
course, a real advantage.
When it is desired to obtain regeneration with the H.F.
unit attached to a simple crystal set, the tuning coil of
the 'crystal set may be coupled to the aerial coil of the
H. E: unit.

}
L.T.

63

EARTH

EARTH

(0

1F?..

-

-_-- 1Y:

I

2%

5a

ANODE CHOKE .COIL

AERfAL COIL

iya

Tíg.

4-The wiring

connections of

theunit.

73/

23A
I--

-1
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9
3.-Layout of the parts on the base board.

Igranic plug-in coil, No. 300, for the anode choke.
i Dubilier fixed condenser, capacity 0.002 microfarad.
a Jackson Bros. variable condenser, capacity 0.0005
microfarad.
7 Terminals.
Piece of mahogany for the base, measuring
x $.in. x ein.
Ebonite panel measuring gin. a yin. a tin.
A few screws, and a length of No. ib tinned copper
connecting wire.
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Stage.It will be seen that mounted on the panel are

Adding au H.F.

a variable
condenser, a filament resistance, and the terminals..
Mounted on the wooden base is the valve holder, the fixed
condenser, and two Plug-in coil holders: The position of
these parts is clearly shown.
It will be observed that the coil holders are mounted
at right. angles, in order that there should be no interaction between the coils mounted in them.
The panel and base are held at tight angles by two

The complete unit.
Notice the simple but
effective la} out, and
the well spaced connecting wiles

small brackets, and by wood screws passed through the
lower edge of the ebonite panel into the edge Of the base.
Fig. 4 gives the wiring connections which are few
Tinned copper wire should be em-.
and easily wired.
ployed, and the lengths carefully bent to shape, in order
that the wiring shall be well spaced.
The method of connecting the unit to a valve receives
ìs indicated in Fig. r. To connect the unit to a crystal
receiver, the aerial and earth terminals of the set are
joined to the terminals marked " To aerial terminal of
set," and " To earth terminal of set." The H.T. and
L.T. batteries are, of course, connected to the terminals
as indicated by the -Iettering.
-

unit. The coil by the side of the valve is the
anode choke ; the smaller coil is the aerial tuning inductance.

A view of the 11.1'.

THE clueless beginner, however great
and numerous his difficulties, cannot to -day complain that he is
uncared for and forgotten. There is no
shortage of teachers, and in spite of its
continuous and varied development, the
number of elementary books on the subject has grown to such an extent as to
make original treatment a matter of
difficulty. It is all the more to Mr.
llisdon's credit, therefore, that he has
succeeded in producing a volume* which
not only covers the ground very comprehensively, but in a manner calculated
to interest both the beginner and the
rather more advanced reader. This, in
itself is an original achieveni.ent.
The book has the valuable support of
Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S., who contributes an admirable introduction in the
By P. J. Rtsdon,
*" Wireless."
F.TS.A.,- with an introduction by J. A,
Fleming, M.A., D. Sc., I.R.S. (London :
Ward, Lock & Co. Ltd., Salisbury
432 pages. Profusely
Square, RC 4.
illustrated. Price, cloth, 6s. net.)

AN
'INTRODUCTION
LO

s/`3

", a II a eâ S

form of a general survey of wireless
development up to the present day.
Mr. Risdon's earlier chapters, which are
devoted to the needs of the beginner, discuss the ether theory, elementary principles of electricity and magnetism, and
the phenomena of electric currents. The
chapter on the discovery of the electron,
however, will probably interest all
zeadors, being based on an interview
between the author and Sir Joseph Thum son, in which the latter gives ari absorbing account of his early experiments with
cathode tubes culminating in the advancement cf the electron theory. The pages
following deal with the generation and
detection of electro-magnetic waves, the

principles of the valve, and the arrangements of receiving circuits. High and
low frequency amplification are next
elucidated, after which the reader is
introduced to wireless in practice. Space
forbids reference to all the wireless activities touched upon, but among the most
interesting chapters we may mention those
dealing with beam transmission, short
wave telegraphy, wireless time signals,
television and telepathy. In regard to
the last-named, Mr. Risdon goes so far
as to say that there is na technical reason
-why the extent of one's varying emotions
should not be wirelessed to the ends of
the earth. 3 -lay we hope that this is au
exaggeration ?
The only palpable loophole for criticism
in Mr. Itisdon's book is a certain
irrelevancy in the arrangement of chapters, which do not all follow a logical
sequence.
The book can be recommended to those
who are seeking a- pleasantly written and
well -illustrated introduction to a subject
upon which no one can afford to remain
F. C. T.
in ignorance.
A
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Secs clerics of Local Clubs

are invited lo send in for publication
All photographs published will
be paid for.

club news of general interest.

Manchester Radio and Scientific Society.
A lecture in the form of a reply to
an imaginary question
" What is a
condenser?'" was given on January 28th
by Mr. Philip R, Coursey, B.Sc.,
F.Inst.P. The audience thoroughly enjoyed Mr. Coursey's skilful answer to a,
question which is not en simple as appears
at first sight.
Applictioes for membership of the
Society should be addressed to the hon.
secretary, Mr. Geo. C. Murphy, of
Meadow View, The Cliff, Hr. Broughton,'
Manchester.
Kentish Town and District Wireless
,

-

ç

.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

:

Society.
A feature of this Society is that no
subscriptions are levied for membership.
Practical cla-sses are held and lectures are
given every Monday evening from 7.45
to 9.45 at the L. C.C. Men's Institnt,=,
Carlton Road. The hon. secretary is Mr.
-Frank I'hillipót.

-Northampton and District Amateur Radio
Society.
" Weather and Wireless" wac the title
of a fascinating lecture given before the
Society on January 19th by Mr. H. L.
Lewis. The speaker said that we were
so accustomed to hearing daily weather
forecasts broadcast that we ought to
know something of how these forecasts
were obtained.
A knowledge of the
atmosphere was first necessary.
Mr.
Lewis dealt interestingly with the shell.
of air surrounding the earth. Depressions, cyclones, and anti -cyclones were
next dealt with, and the lecturer exhibited many mans illustrating typical
pressure distributions over Europe and
the Atlantic.
The Society has accepted with much
regret the resignation of Mr. S. H.,
Barber from the post of vice-chairman,
The position is no* filled by Mr. R. G.
-

Turner.

000000 0'
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY lath.
Manchester Radio Scientific Societe.-Lectore: "Cutting pat Manchester." By
fir. J. A, Peters.
Streat/os-so Radio Society,-Annical dinner.
Radie Rcscarcla Soci r.Iy, Pechltans.-ilec.
tares; "Distortion." "Resistance in
Wiretess Circuits."
5
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11th.
Luton {fireless Society, ---At $ p,.sr. At
the Il itchi,, Hom treys' School. Rzms,rin"c,it cod tternoostrotion for beginners,
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 15th.
Sheffield cad District lfirciess Society, ---At
7.30 p.en.
At iris Department of
.Appftied Scievece, St, ó'eores's Sconse,
Lecture: "Capacity." By fir, S. R.
"?

e,

5

,

"

Pritchett.

TRANSMITTING NOTES.

ty

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16th,
Derisiny and District Radio Society.-At
7.45 p.m.
Members' eianiu.g wale IÌ
-

apparuivs.

004:

sistance aerial and earth system.
The
principal topic of the paper was, however, the construction of low -loss inductance tails. In the lecturer's opinion too
much importance cannot be attached in
short wave work to the question of resistance and self capacity, and he explained with the actual coils as ocular
demonstration how he had reduced these
ndesirable factors to a- minimum. Mr.
Menders uses an unusually heavy gauge
wire (16 S.W.G.), and prefers it to be

-

New Society for Hampton, Middlesex.
An endeavour is being made to form
a new radio society at Hampton, Middlesex, and it will lie appreciated if all those
interested in the proposition will kindly
communicate with Mi'. G. Douglas Ash,
of
Maristow,
Wensleydale
Road,

Hampton.

North Middlesex' Wireless Club.
On January 21st Mr. A. S. Manders
delivered an instructive lecture on " A
Low -loss Tuner."
Dealing with the
ever-present cinestion of efficiency, Mr.
Menders outlined the heads under which
losses generally occur. He laid stress on
the paramount importance of a low re A
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double cotton -covered for the sake of the
extra spacing afforded.
The ordinary plug and- - socket coil
holders came in fór some unfavourable
criticism, being described as "splendid
fixed condensers" and therefore undesirable adu.nons to the self capacities
of the coils.
Applications for membership should
be addressed to the hon. secretary, Mr.
H. A. Green, 1.p0, Pellatt Grove, Wood
Green, N.22.

Italy, Denmark and Britain. An interesting snap showing (left to right) : Mr.
Giulio Salons (Italian t14IT) Mr. Cohet
(Daniels 7E0), and Mr. J. É. Partridge
(G2ItE). The photo was taken at 21í?
during a recent visit of the Continentals
to this country.

The past week has been remarkable for
the signal strength of the American and
Canadian amateurs. lu fact, at times it
has been painful to keep the 'phones on
the head while listening to the American
Curiously
1st
district transmitters.
enough, these signals increase in strength
after sunrise, and 4SA (Porto Rico)
came in at tremendous strength on two
valves at 9 n.m. on Sunday, February ist.
The number of Americans and Canadians operating on the 70-85 metres band
is so great that it is literally impossible
20D was wise in
to pick them out.
listening on 65 metres, for he managed
to pick up our friend in Buenos Aires,
Senor Braggio (CB8), whose patience in
battling with electric storms has at last
been rewarded.
Next week it is hoped to publish the
cost in coinlcction with the projected trip
to Paris in the spring for the International Amateur Conference, and the
writer will be glad to hear from more
amateurs who intend to join the party.
It is expected that about 60 American
and Canadian amateurs will be coining
over to England after the Paris event,
and an opportunity is given us to entertain them in the true British spirit.
Being a poor society, however, we havo
decided to open a subscription list. An
appeal is therefore made for support of
this fund. No amount will be toe small
Or too large.
An endeavour is also being made to
arange a convention in London following
the Paris event, and we hope that all
amateurs interested will join in.
The T. and R.. Committee is now drawing up a scheme for keeping in touch
with the various districts in England,
-and we hope in a day or two to circulate
the now traffic arrangements to all
members.
All comniimications. relating to the
above points should be addressed to
GEnALD MARCUBa (2NM),
Hon. ,secretary, T. and B. Section,
Radio Society of Great Britain,
53, Victoria Street, S.W.I.
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Readers Desiring to Consult the " Wireless World" Information Dept. should
make use of the Coupon to be found in the Advertisement Pages.
A Choke -Coupled Four -Valve Set.

READER living seventy miles frem
the nearest main B.B.C. station
AA
has written to ask us what, in our
opinion, is the best all-round set he can
construct to fulfil his requirements, which
are as follows :--The set must be capable
of giving full loud -speaker strength on at
least one of the B.B.C. stations and in
addition attention must be paid to the
quality of reproductiaih.
He specifies
also that the set must be sufficiently
selective to enable him to separate the
various stations, but -must at the same
time be simple to operate.
We give below a diagram of a receiver
which, if carefully constructed, should
fulfil all our correspondent's requirements.
The conventional form of I1.F.
and detector circuit is given, since in our
opinion this will best meet our reader's
conditions of sensitivity, selectivity, and
ease of control. Choke coupling is Ilse
method we have adopted in the L.F.
amplifier, sincè we have found that this
gives a marked increase of tonal purity
over transformer coupling, whilst at the
saine time it does not call for any increase
in the H.T. battery value.

and secondary connected in series does
very well in this position. If the
impedance is too small the higher musical
frequencies. will be accentuated at the
expense of those lower in the scale, a
form of distortion which is also noticeable if the coupling condensers are made
too small.
'

-

The Position of the Aerial Downlead,
N a letter which we have received from
J1 a correspondent he asks whether it is
absolutely essential that the downleadof a T type aerial be taken from the exact
centre.
In order to obtain the best results from
an aerial of this description, it is essential
to take the downlead from the electrical
centre, otherwise the fundamental wavelength of each of the two horizontal arms
will be unequal, with the result that the
whole aerial system will tend to oscillate at two separate frequencies simultaneously, and flat tuning will result.
In the case of an aerial erected between
two posts in an open field, the electrical
centre of the horizontal portion will be
coincident with the geometrical centre.

taken that the electrical constants of each
wire are similar. In the case of aerials
erected well clear of surrounding objects,
this can easily be effected by- making the.
two wires of equal dimensions, but often
when an aerial of this type is erected
with one wire nearer to a wall or other
object than the other, the electrical constants of the two wires will differ
although they are of equal dimensions.
The single -wire. inverted L type of aerial
gives good results for ordinary short and
medium wave reception.

0000

Charging Accumulators from D.C. Mains.
MN Y readers have written to ns
seeking advice a-s to the best
method of Charging their accumulators from the house electricity supply,
In the case of houses. whose supply is
A.C. some form of rectifier will, of
course, be necessary. When the supply
is D.C., however, the matter is greatly.
simplified, all that is necessary being that
a resistance of suitable value, according
to the charging rate of the accumulator
and the voltage of the mains, he inserted
in series with the mains and Lhe accumulator. Assuming the aceumr-.
a
lator to be of the 30 ainpère2
hour type,- it will have a
charging rate of about 2.5 mnps.,
- -ocoos
and at this rate will take at
least 14-15 hours to charge fully.
In order to obtain a current of
2.5 amps. from the usual 240 -volt
mains it is necessary to use
about ten 60 watt lamps in
q-oao3rF
OT2bpF
parallel.
A more convenient
method is to use an electric
heater whose current consumpÇ
tion is approximately 2.5 amps.
A point frequently overlooked,
o
however, by the average householder desirous of utilising his
mains in this way is the Cost
of charging in this manner.
Assuming that the cost of elec4111®!âGRIe BIAS
tric current is 7d. per unit, it
is quite obvious that the cost
Connections of a four -valve receiver with one H.P. valve detector and two L.P. stages. The H.F. stage
is tuned anode coupled, and the L.F. stages are choke coupled.
of charging will be nearly
5s.,
which is, of course,
We recommend that, for maximum but with aerials erected in the vicinity of
prohibitive.
purity, the value of the coupling eon- buildings, tall trees or similar objects, the
A
second method is to place the
densers be not less than that which we
electrical centre will in many cases be
accumulator in series with the mains at
lieve assigned to them. Attention is also
considerably displaced. It is therefore the meter so that all current supplied to
dtawn to the grid leaks, which should not necessary when_ erecting an aerial of this the lights of the house passes through the
be of higher Value than is indicated.
description to experiment con.cidea'ably
accumulator. The charging process then
The chokes require to have a very High
with temporary aerials before the position costs nothing, the power consumed being
impedance, and they should. be wound to of the downlead of the permanent aerial
paid for by a scarcely perceptible dimhave an inductance value of 100 henries
is decided upon. Similarly, when erectming of the lamps of the house. This
with
el more. A. transformer
its primary
ing parallel wire aerials, care must be
process is, however, very slow except in
f1I

í
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readers' Problems. ---houses where many lights are need. In
the average small household it would take
about thirty continuous -hours' charging,
or, allowing six hours per day, it would
be five days before the accumulator was
ready for use again. In places using a
large number of lights this method is, of
course, ideal. In houses using electric
apparatus for cooking or heating the
problem solves -itself, as the current supplied for this purpose is only charged up
at about 25 per cent. of the cost of current for lighting purposes.
In certain instances it may be desirable
to install a small motor generator of the
type specially designed for accumulator
charging. Such machines do not require
skilled attention, and may be safely left
on during the night.

lowest amount of L.F., whilst in the first
valve things are similarly reversed.
This circuit has had a great vogue in
America, it being claimed that it is far
more stable and easily controlled than
the ordinary form" of reflex circuit. The
most popular of these circuits is known as
the " Grimes Inverse Duplex," but there
.have been manyy-variants of this.
We give 'below a.two-valve crystal circuit embodying the inverse principle.

0000
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If

we amplify at high frequency before
rectification by the crystal, we shall increase range very considerably, but the
volume will still leave much to be desired, and an L.F. should be added also.
We can, however, avoid the use of two
valves by constructing a dual unit in
accordance with the dia-gram given below.
It is now only necessary to couple the
aerial and earth terminals of our crystal
set in the correct position in the anode
circuit of the valve, the telephone terminals of the crystal set going to the
primary of the L.F. transformer in the
dual unit. We connect terminals A and
E to the aerial and earth terminals of
the crystal set, and terminals TT to the

Wood as an Insulator.
FROM time to time we receive engniries regarding the suitability or
otherwise of wood instead of ebonite
for receiving set panels.
0.0002,a F 0.001/c F
Wooden panels for receiv\T
A 1 Eing sets will be found to be
quite efficient when certain
000 o
J il
precautions are t al en. Provided a- hard wood is used,
A Reflex Circuit in which both Valves
Act in a Dual Capacity.
such as oak or mahogany, and
that it is well dried, no leakREADER asks what is meant by
Inage effects will occur.
the inverse method of reflexing
deed, provided that it is.very
valves, and what are its advanO.t0o1pF
carefully dried, it will
tages, if any.
actual
found,
if
In ordinary two -valve reflex sets, when usually he
tests are made with a "megboth valves are need as dual amplifiers,
0.5.1
11,5
ger," that the insulation of
it is customary to amplify at high
to
many
is
the wood superior
frequency by means of the usual cascade
grades of ebonite that are on
connection, and then, after rectification
by a crystal, to pass the received signals the market. Great care, howback to the beginning of the amplifier ever, must be taken to avoid
the use of soft wood, such
once more, and through both valves at
A
single -va ve -dual unit sv.rir - may he added to a
crystal receiver to give H.F. and L.P. amplification.
as satin wood, whose specific
low frequency in the same order as when
very
and
resistance is
low
they passed through at high frequency.
when hard wood is used it telephone terminals. It will be seen that
the tuner of the crystal set now acts as
should be carefully dried.
H.T.+
Many amateurs make the iris - the tuned anode circuit of the valve. The
take of treating ,the wood for aerial roil of the clnalaunit is of the plugA
a comparatively short period in type, and so the wavelength range
0.001 u F
obtainable is entirely governed by the
in front of a. fire. The only
e
e_
tuning constants of the crystal set. No
effect of this is to raise the
OO
V
alteration is needed in the crystal set
outside of the Wood to a very
OO
to
O
OO
high temperature, and in
unless (as is very unlikely) it is fitted
O
O
with a series tuning condenser, when it
many cases to scorch it, and
c
o
will be necessary to connect this conthe moisture in the interior is
denser in parallel with the coil.
"scarcely affected. The correct
0'001®ru F
method is to bake the wood
over a prolonged period in an
0000
O.s"
oven of moderate tempera000a,
ture. It can then, whilst still
Bye -pass Condensers on Loug
warns, he dipped into molten
0.P.öO1O;
Wavelengths.
paraffin wax. If these, precautions are observed, no
HEN designing a receiver em
0'00l K F
O.s.' 1.S.
fear need be entertained in
L+
ploying one of the usual type of
u1 1
3(
in
place
of
using wood
00000,
o
straight " circuits, it is cusebonite.
to shunt the primary of the first
tomary
(000U],
e000
I.P.
transformer with a fixed condenser of
A two -valve " inverse reflex "
receiver, in which both valves
about .001 ,uF capacity. The purpose of
amplify the H.£. and L.F.
0.0o1AF,
A Dual Amplifier for
this is to bye -pass the H.F. component of
currents.
Adding to Crystal Rethe current flowing in the anode circuit of
ceivers.
the detector' valve, and it will be found
READER living within easy very beneficial in- securing a- smoother
In invei-se reflex or inverse duplex
control of reaction, and will tend to
crystal range of both 2L0 and the
circuits (as they are frequently called),
increase the stability of the set. . The
high -power station (5XX), and
low
frequency pulses
however, ,,''the
travel through. the amplifier in the re- hithcrt's -able to receive either station at capacity usually reconniaended is quite
suitable for ail ordinary wavelengths, but
will, asks sis Lo suggest suitable apverse direction to the high frequency
whhen attempting to receive long -wave
impulses. That is to say, they are first 'paratus for adding to his crystal set, in
Morse on 5,000 metres''Iur more it will he
amplified at low frequency by the second order to obtain batter resu'ts.
found that this value is not nearly large
The simplest apparatus which it is
valve, and then passed on- to the first,
the telephones being in the anode circuit possible to add to an existing crystal set enough to bye -pass the H.Y. currents,
and it is necessary to increase the capais a transformer -coupled one valve ampliof the first valve. In this way the load
city of this condenses' very considerably.
on the valves is more evenly distributed. fier, which will have the effect of considerably increasing signal strength, and When the correct value is used a marked
The second. valve which handles the
largest amount -of H.F, now handles the. will add slightly to the range of the set. increase in stability will be observed.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR WIRELESS CONTROL.

'"OR

many years now the responsibility for the control
-of wireless in this' country- has been vested- in the
Post Offtc'.
The Post Office has accepted the
responsibilit -, and, having done so, has placed itself in
the position of iiaving to show either that it is competent
to carry out the duties so imposed, or else to acknowledge
that its administrative efforts in this direction bave failed.
The Post Office has had a free hand with the advice
of experts in every branch of the subject at its
posal in addition to a permanent technical staff. Apart
from these facilities, the Post Office can also, at any time,
set in motion the necessary machinery for appointing a
special .Parliamentary Committee to assist or advise on
particular. points. .No such Committee has been. appointed, and one is therefore encouraged to believe that
the Post Office feels satisfied With the way in which it
has controlled and regulated wireless in this country.
The Post Office may like to adopt this complacent attitude, but it is doubtful whether the public, and in particular those sections of the public which make use of
wireless, are equally satisfied with the state of affairs
to -day.
Just recently we drew attention in this journal to ,the
growing disturbance resulting from oscillation by receiving
sets, and we mentioned that in our opinion the Post Office
authorities, although they had made a hold bid to control
the evil in the early days of broadcasting, had now given
up the attempt. A feeble regulation still states that
receivers must not be used in such a Way as to cause interference through re -radiation, but the absence of any
definite effort on the part of the authorities to see, that
this regulation is enforced is glaring evidence of their
inability to solve the problem.
After broadcasting had been in operation in this
-country for a- short while, various problems presented
themselves for solution, and a committee was set up to
enquire into the matter and recommend remedies.
We feel constrained to ask how it is that the present
problem, which 'is fast becoming a menace to the broad-.
-

-
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MANCHESTER: 199, Dcansgate.
Telegnoma : "rife, 'Manchester."
Telephone: 8070 and 8971 City.

Telegeo,;;o "Autopreee, Arro,ingliaea."
Telephone: 2970 and 2071 Midland.

20 Coventry.

casting enterprise as a whole, is allowed -to go on without
any steps being taken to meet the situation, except what
are virtually unofficial endeavours made by the Broadcasting Company itself assisted by the purely voluntary
co-operation of the wireless societies.
Has the Post -Office, in spite of the fret that it is the
responsible authority which should deal with the matter;
definitely given up the task, and, if so, how is it that it
escapes the public criticism which would have been
launched at any other Government Department which
had failed to cope with responsibilities entrusted to it?
It is to be hoped that as soon as possible the proposals for new legislation which it is understood will
shortly. come before the House will receive wide pub
licity and that no effort may be- spared to obtain a full
discussion on the matter and the assistance of technical
opinion, with the object of re-establishing the whole
question of the control of wireless on a satisfactory and
permanent basis.
-
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THE AMATEUR'S POSITION.

-

for the amateur to
hold his own against the criticism launched at his
activities by other wireless interests which are not inclined to concede to him a place in the ether.
It must not be forgotten that the mere. fact of building a receiver is an indication of an interest in wireless
which will result in the acquisition of technical knowledge in a very short time. On the other hand, those
who buy complete sets usually have. no interest in wireless
beyond the reception of, programmes, and consequently
niay _continually cause interference by allowing their
receivers to oscillate without even recognising that they are
producing any disturbance.
This is only one of the directions in which those who
wish to curtail the -privileges of the amateur can make
an. attack, 'which, however unfair, may -yet do much harm
to. the position of °the amateur unless the unfairness is
is becoming increasingly difficult
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The set described here is particularly
recommended because it is easy to operate,
es selective, and gives good volume. With
the help of the large coloured wiring
diagram, which has been printed on a
sepal ale sheet and inserted in the magazine,
thee cadet should find wiring a pleasant task.
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By W. JAMES.

Introduction,
this receiver we employ .two valves; the first amplifies the high -frequency currents received by the aerial,
the second rectifies or detects them, and the resulting
loll -frequency currents pass through the first valve and
tue magnified.
The underlying principle is illustrated in Fir. r, which
will scli e to give a picture of the process. We see that
the H I' currents (represented by a full line) are applied
to the fist valve; there they are amplified, and pass to
the second valve the detector. Out of the detector we
get the low -frequency or
currents
(represpeech
sented by a broken line),
which pass back to the first
valve, are strengthened,
and then actuate the telephones.
Reflex receivers are not
new-probably
as many
.
commcrc
reflex sets are in
use by the public to -clay as
Fib+. 1.-The reflex principle.
sets constructed on any
other principle, Not all " home constructors " favour
ieflex sets, however ; a good deal of publicity, perhaps,
unloltunately, has been given to sets of this class, with
result, not altogether satisfactory. The lucky ones have
secured the results to be expected of reflex sets, and are
enthusiastic over them, but there are others who were less
IIisc

The experienced amateur will no doubt he able to
obtain the proper results by employing parts he has by
him, provided he is prepared to do a little experimenting.
The Circuit.
The action of the set may be fully explained by the
theoretical diagram of Fig. 2. We have first the aerial
circuit. This contains a tuning condenser [' in series,
and another tuning condenser C. in parallel with the
plug -in aerial coil. By employing two condensers in this
way we cou do two things-first, control the selectivity,
and, second, control the volume.
When the series condenser (', is set at a low value,
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One can have every confidence in reflex sets, provided
they are properly designed. The satisfactory results which
ale obtained with this set may l,e repeated by anyone who
calefull% follows the instructions regarding the comp, num., empli. ved, and the connections.
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Two Valve Reflex Receiver.condenser C2 must be set at a higher value titan normal
to tune in a given station. If the capacity of C1 is increased, that of C2 must be reduced, and so on, Now
the selectivity of the set depends largely on the value of
these two condensers ; when C1 is made small and Co large,
we have Maximum selectivity, but the strength of the
signal is less than when other adjustments are made. By
increasing the capacity of C, and reducing that of Cn
so that the aerial is still tuned to the station we wish to
receive, the volume is increased and the set is not so
selective.

39

whose secondary is connected to the filament through a
grid battery, and to the grid of the first raise

through Choke r.
A three -coil holder is employed to accommodate the
aerial, reaction, and anode coils. -The reaction coil is
the centre one; -hence we can react on the aerial and
anode circuits, and so improve the selectivity.
Too- much reaction, of course, results in poor quality
and instability, but there is no need to make adjustments
which result in these ill effects. The signal strength can
be materially increased Without any noticeable falling off
in the quality.
Arrangement of the Set.
'The accompanying photographs show the pleasing
appearance of the -set and the
neat Arrangement of the
.

Panel. As may be seen, the
set is of the enclosed typethe valves and all the parts,
excepting the tuning coils,
being inside the containing
41/2
21/2"
"
cabinet; the telephones are
connected to a pair of ter minais on the front panel,
and the batteries, aerial, and
earth to terminals which
11/4'
project through the. back
of the cabinet. The whole
set may be removed from the
14'
cabinet.
Drnting (Watts of ebonite front panel.. A _ drill in. and countersink, B -: drill in. und
Fig.
On the ebonite front -panel
countersink. C =driia2itt.
Ì,a,
are the three tuning conHence, by properly using these two tuning condensers densers, the filament resistances for the two valves
and the telephone terminals ; the three -coil holder
we can control the selectivity and the volume. For best
selectivity, make CI small and C, large; this weakens is fixed to a piece of ebonite screwed to the top
of the panel,
the signal. For maximum signal strength, increase C,
Attached to the bottom of- the. front panel is a baseand reduce Co ; this reduces the selectivity.
The aerial circuit is connected to the first valve through board which carries the remainder of the components,
inchtcling the terminal strip.
a fixed condenser- (C4). This condenser is used to prevent the aerial coil short14
circuiting the valve to the
speech currents which actuate
the grid of this valve through
Choke r.
In the anode circuit we have
Clr.ofe 2 and the telephones,
and the anode current passes
From the H.T. battery through
these to the valve. Connected
between- the anode of the valve
and the grid condenser and
leak (Cit, 2 M D.) is a fixed
101
condenser
the
C5,
while
tuned anode circuit proper
is
connected
between the
filament and the junction of
2W
The rcrrnainder of the circuit
.

3:

-
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is

straightforward.

There is,

besides the reaction coil, a low frequency transformer in the
anode circuit of the detector,
5
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Fig. 4. ---Arrangement of parts on the base.
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Two Valve Reflex Receiver.---

Constructton of the Set.
The Front ]Panel.-The front panel is of ebonite,
measuring idin. x lin. x gin., and, if the reader is employing components similar to the aucthor's, can he marked
out and drilled according to the drawing of Fig. 3.
Milling templates of. the tuning condensers and filament
ie'istances are supplied by the manufacturers and are.of
g; eat assistance.

Fig. 5.-View of the back of the panel showing the components

to
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The Base,-The base is a piece of mahogany, measuring t .in. x Sin. x gin. On it the reader may fix at once
the valve holders, fixed condensers, and transformers.
Fig. 4 gives the position of these parts; they may .be
secured with ,in. No. 4 round head brass screws,.
The grid' battery is mounted on a small wooden
stand cut to the shape of the battery and screwed in
position.
The Chokes.-Two high -frequency ,choke coils are
employed. These may be. made by the
reader or purchased.
Suitable chokes are supplied by the
Metropolitan Vickers Electric Co., Ltd.
one of their chokes is illustrated in
Fig. 9.
For the reader who prefers to make his
own, particulars of two which are equally
satisfactory are given. One of these, illustrated in Fig ro, is of the type employed
in certain Marconiphone receivers, and consists of a piece of ebonite tube or rod, vin.
in diameter and sin. long, wound with
about 2,500 turns of No. 44 D.S.C. copper
wire. The wire is not wound on the tutee
anyhow, but is wound to form 6 piles ni
" heaps," each pile being in. long and
having about 400 turns. An easy way to
wind this type of choke is to mount a hand
chill in a vice, and secure the length of
ebonite rod to the chuck. By turning the
handle the rod may be rotated at a fait
partly wired.
speed and the wire quickly put on.
The chokes actually employed in this set consist of
three basket coils arranged as in Figs. ; and 8. The
formers for the coils are cut from stout cardboard to the
dimensions given in Fig. 7, and arc wound full of No.
42 D.S.C. copper wire. The method of winding is
described on page 66, Each choke has three coils
spaced with circular pieces of wood or cardboard as indicated, and are mounted on a simple ebonite framework.
A short length of No. 4 BA screwed rod is passed

Mark the position of the holes with a scriber rather
than with a pencil-it is easy to do accurate work when a
scriber, straight -edge. and square are used. Then carefully enlarge the points where holes are to be made with
a small drill.
Having drilled the panel, matt the surface (if this has
not already been clone) by carefully rubbing it with a
medium grade of emery paper and a.little oil. Finally,
mount the components on the panel and see to the action
of the condensers and filament resistances. A view of the back of the panel
with some of the connecting wires in
place appears as Fig. 5.
The Coil Holder. The three -coil
holder is fixed to a piece of ebonite
2 Uri. x gin.,
and a
measuring
bin. hole is drilled Below each of _the
terminals of the coil holder for the connecting wires to pass through. Three
screws are passed through the top side
of the panel and screw into threaded
holes in the edge of this piece of
ebonite. No.. .1 BA screws, ein. long;
ale used, therefore three holes ein. long
a re drilled with a No. 32 drill and
tapped 4 BA in the edge of the piece
'if ebonite. The position of these screws
is indicated in the drawing of the
panel, Fig. 3, and the position of the
coil holder n hen fixed is shown by the
photographs
Fig. ú.,-.View
A

..

of the

base with the components partly -wired.
rq
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Receiver.through the centre of the coils, the spacing pieces, and
the support, and a nut and washer put on. each end to fix
the coils.
The three coils of each choke are, wound in the same
direction and are put on and connected rin series to form
one continuous winding, running in one direction. To
do this it is only necessary to. put the three coils on the
length of rod with the windings running in the .sanie
direction. Then the beginning of the first coil is soldered
to one connecting tag, the end of this coil connected to

Two Valve Reflex

12

-

.

This diagram has been specially prepared to matte -it
very easy for the reader to follow the cnnr.eetions. Some
of the wires arc coloured red, others blue, and the remainder are blue and white.

Fig. 9.-The H.F. choke supplied by metropolitan Vickers,
Ltd, Screw holes are provided at its ends for fixing.

Fig. 10.-A H.F. choke such as employed in some Marconiphone
receivers. The threaded rod and nuts are for fixing.

1316
Fig. 7.-Drawing of the cardboard former of the basket coils
which are used as H.F. chokes.

the beginning of the next, and finally the end of the third
aril soldered to the second connecting tag.
There will be no difficulty in constructing these chokes
if the photographs and the drawings of Figs. 6, 7, and 8
are followed.
The position of the chokes is indicated in Fig. a and
in the coloured wiring diagram.

If the reader places the diagraiti with the coil holder
at the top and looks at the back of the set, he will see
that the coil holder, panel, baseboard, and terminal strip.
are drawn as they would appear if these parts were laid
out flat.
Wiring is carried out with No. r6 tinned copper wire.
A length is unwound from the reel as required, pulled
until it is stiff, and their cut off.
it is best to wire iii this order First the panel, second
the base, and finally to put in those wires which run
between panel and base.
The panel is; therefore, removed from the baseboard,
and as many of the wires as possible -put on. Bend the
:

The Terminal Strip.
This consists of a piece of ebonite measuring ro in. x i -in. x lin., with seven No. 4
B.A. terminals arranged as indicated
in Fig. l: r.'
The teerminal, strip is
screwed to the back edge of the baseboard with- ein. No. 4 countersunk
wood screws,

Fixing the Base and Panel.
The base is secured to the front panel by
views passing through the bottom edge of the
panel into the edge of the base and by two
brass brackets. .Suitable brackets are easily
made from brass strip, or may be purchased.
These brackets are to he seen in the photographs of the
luck of the set.
Wiring.
The wiring of the receiver is shown on the sheet which
a.11 be found inserted in this. copy of the magazine.
.

4

Fig. S.-.Arrangement of the H.F. chokes when they consist of
three basket coils connected in series,
A I1
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(C,), set all in --usually at 1So°--adjust condensers l'z
Two Volvo Reflex Receiver,.and C3
If the set has been properly made, seven al
:wires to shape, and carefully Solder the connections.
stations should be heard, but tune-in ,the local station
view of the panel with its wiring is given in Fig.
Then wire the components fixed on the base, cat -eh-thy first. Now try the effect of reaction. First move the
aerial coil nearer the reaction coil and 12ntice the increase
marking elle coloured diagram as the wires are put on.
Fig. fi shows the hase with its wiring. Finally secure the in the strength of the signal. Then adjust the position
of the anode coil so that the signal is heard with ma-simunt
panel and base, and finish off the wiring.
Special care should be given to the wires connected to intensity,
the coil holder; if these are reversed, it will
15/s" m
1We"
15/81-- 13/a'_
be found that instead of the signal strength being
I3/413/8°
increased as the outer coils are brought nearer the
reaction coil, the signais are weakened.
,

1

11/2.

d/IE.

__

13
43--

1p1/4°
11. ---Details of the terminal strip.
I3= dc At
and countersink.
C- dulE ,s" for No. 4 BA terminate.

"

-

Notice the effect of changing the filament current of the
Generally, if the filament of the detector is dinuned, the effect
of the i erection coil is reduced. The best results arc
secured by carefully setting
the position of the coils, the
filament resistances, and the
tuning condensers.
It is
usually better to react on the
anode coil, rather than fui
the aerial coil.
Finally, reduce the value
of tuning condenser C1, and
retune the circuit by increasing C.,.
It will be -found
that there is a setting for C1
and C, u-hìc)i gives maximum
signal strength when this is
desired, or highest selectivity
when one wishes to reduce
View of the complete Two Valve Reflex Receiver, In the toit holder, from left to right, are the
interference.
aerial, reaction and anode coils. The first tuning condenser is in series with the aerial, the
second across the aerial. coil and the third across the anode coil.
Operating the Set.
PARTS REQUIRED FOR THE SET.
Connect the aerial, earth, and the batteries. The correct value of filament and anode voltage will depend on
1 Ebonite panel, 1d in. X 7 in. X 4 iii.
1 Piece of ebonite, 101 in. X 11 in. X
in.
the type of valve employed, and these values are stated
1 Piece of mahogany, 14 in. x 8 in. X é in,
by the manufacturers on the boxes containing the valves,
2 Tuning condensers, 0.0005 microfarad (E. J. S.).
-or are printed on a separate slip. Do not forget that the
1 Tuning condenser, 00003 microfarad (E. J. S.).
first valve requires a higher anode voltage than the de3 Fixed condensers, 0-00025 min'ofnrad (Drabilier).
tector, because a grid battë-y is used.
1 Fixed condenser, 0.002 microfarad (Dnbilter),
I Fixed condenser 0001 microfarad (Igranicj.
For valves of the 6o milliampere class, a °:uitabiè H.T.
1 Grid leak, 2 ntegohnts (Drrbilier).
voltage for the first valve (H.T.-t) is about 7o, and for
2 Fixed condensers, 1 microfarad (T.C.C.).
the detector (H.'l'. 2) about 30.
1 Intervalve transformer, ratio 1-3 (Igrante),
To receive the local broadcast, the aerial coil may be
1 Three -coil holder (Igranie).
2 Valve holders, bat e t type (Burndept).
an Igrareic honeycomb -coil No. Ca, the reaction coil a
2 Filament resistances : 30 ohms for valves of the 60 milliampere
No. C2 or C3, and the anode coil a No. C3. For SN.N
class; 5 to 10 ohms for «R" type valves, and about 4 ohms
(I,600 metres) and other stations of approximately this
for valves taking a filament current of 0.3 ampere, srielt as
wavelength we may use the following coils aerial, No.
the D.E.R.
15o; reaction, No, too.; anode. No. 200. The most
(Tire resistances in this set are 30 ohms, Igraine.)
1 Two-cell grid battery.
,llit-able coils for the reception of taller stations mai' be
9 Terminals.
found from the manufacturers' tables.
Materials for high -frequency chokes (see text).
When first using the receiver, put die outer coils in
Small quantity of No. 16 tinned copper luire for wiring.
the three -coil holder as far away from the reaction (centre)
1 Cabinet to snit.
mil as -possible. 'i'hen, with the left-hand condenser

she by carefully varying the filament resistance.
.
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An Explanation of
Tuning and Advice on
What to Do to Improve
the Selectivity of Your

ân

Receiver.
3-0

r

IHE criterion of

a good receiver lies not so much in
the strength of signal it delivers, as in the relative strengths of the signal to which- it is attuned
and others of a slightly different wavelength. In other
words, it is the signal to interference ratio which really
counts, because any interference which filters through the
tuned circuit of the receiver will be magnified in the same
proportion as the real signal, and no amount of further
magnification will improve matters. It is upon the tuned
circuits of the receiver that we must depend for picking
out the particular signal we wish to receive to the exclusion
of all others.
In Wireless telephony there are two ways of eliminating
interference ; one is by making use of the principles of
" resonance," and the other by making use of the principles of " directional reception," and it is -the former
of these two methods that we propose to discuss in this
article, and particularly to explain the important advantages gained by the use of a coupled circuit.
What is Resonance?
Resonance is the cumulative effect produced by a
periodic force acting on a system so adjusted in frequency
that the effect induced can attain the highest value.
Before going an further, it may he as well to explain
exactly what is Meant by this definition.
In the case we are considering, the " periodic force "
is the oscillatory electromotive .force generated, in the
first place, by the action of the electric waves on the
aerial, and the " system " in which the -cumulative effect
is produced is the tuned circuit of the receiver.
By " cumulative effect " is meant the additive or final
effect reached after the periodic force has been acting on
the system for some time. For example, if -a pendulum
is given a series of equal pushes, it sloes not reach its
maximum swing the first time, hut gradually works up
to it after perhaps twenty or thirty pushes, although the
force exerted by each individual push is the same. 'The
swinging pendulum gradually accumulates the energy imparted to it by each push, the only loss being the amount
wasted in overcoming the friction of the pivots and the
aim resistance.
Thus the .amplitude of the swing gradually increases with each -successive push given to it until
7

the energy wasted during one swing is exactly equal to
the energy given to it by each push. When that condition of -balance is reached, the. pendulum maintains a
uniform amplitude of swing so long as the pushes are
kelp up. In the case of a wireless circuit the frequency
of the force is so enormously high that the circuit gets
ten or twenty pushes in a very small fraction of a second.
Nevertheless, the process is the same, except that it occupies a very much shorter space of time.
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Fig. 1.-Explaining resonance

In Frig. t this effect is illustrated diagrammatically.
The curve A represents a uniform periodic electric force
such as that -exerted on. an aerial by an incoming train
of waves which we will suppose is acting on a resonant
circuit. The curve I3 shows the resulting electric oscillations built up in the circuit. For -the sake of clearness,
we have shown definite values -of time and amplitude,
altho igh these are, of coursé, entirely hypothetical. Thus
it will be seen that in the case illustrated the maximum
amplitude reached by the oscillations is twenty micro=
volts, and that this is approximately reached in twenty
micro -seconds, or after fifteen periods of the applied force.
In the various resonance curves illustrated in Figs. 2,
3, and- 5, the amplitude values plotted are the maximum
A
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A Talk on Tuning.'amplitudes reached for each adjustment of frequency,
regardless of how long it takes to reach that value.
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Resonance Curves.
The maximum effect is produced in any tuned circuit
when the frequency of the applied force is exactly equal
to the frequency of the tuned circuit. Any difference in
these frequencies is accompanied by a falling off in the
maximum amplitude of the currents induced in the circuit.
.:This effect is best indicated by what is known as the

50

'CIRCUIT TUNED TO
TH S WAVE LENGTH
(400 METRES)

that nut only is a greater maximum amplitude reached by
the current in the low resistance circuit due to a signal
of equal strength, but what is far more important the
difference in the r(iaiive values of signals in tune and
out of tune is greater in the case of the sharply tuned
circuit. For example, if we assume two equal signals
acting on the circuit, the one having a wavelength of 400
metres to which the circuit is tuned, and the other a wavelength. of, say, 390 metres, it will be seen from the curves
that in the case of the low resistance circuit the effect of
the two signals is in the ratio of 4 to r.5, while in the
more highly damped circuit the ratio is only 2 to s.
Damping is caused by loss of energy in the circuit in
question. These losses may be due to a number of causes
such as the resistance losses in the aerial wire, earth
connection, and in the copper coils of the inductance.;
dielectric lusses in objects surrounding the aerial or in
the insulation between the turns of the inductance and
between the plates of the condenser and losses due to re radiation this latter applies particularly in the case Of
the aerial system.
Coupled Circuits.
By careful design Of the apparatus and choice of
materials, these losses can be largely reduced, but many
of them are more or less out of one's control, especially
in the case of the aerial circuits. In practice, therefore,
the aerial circuit has usually a much higher damping than
a properly designed closed circuit, 'and in this respect the
coupled circuit tuner has au advantage over the single
circuit receiver, in which the only tuned circuit is the
aerial circuit itself. But if we analyse the effect of using
two tuned circuits coupled together in cascade as shown
:

880

390

400

410

420

WAVELENGTH OF INCOMING SIGNALS
Fig. 2.-A resonance curve.
' resonance curve " of the circuit in .question.
Such a
.curve is plotted by fixing the frequency of the tuned
circuit at some convenient value and measuring the
strength or amplitude of the current induced in it by
signals of different frequency, the actual intensity of the
signal acting on the circuit being kept perfectly uniform
:.t all frequencies.
A.characteristic resonance curve is illustrated in Fig. 2,
from which it will be seen that the strength of the effect
induced in the tuned circuit rises rapidly as the frequency
of the applied force in this case the incoming signal
approaches the natural frequency of the tuned circuit,
and reaches a maximum when the two frequencies are. the
saine. In the case illustrated, the frequency of the tuned
circuit was fixed at a value corresponding to a wavelength of q.00 metres, and the frequency of the incoming
signal was varied from a wavelength of 370 metres to
-

.

-,

metres.

_I3o

Damping.
Whatever the nature of the circuit, the curves will
always take the general form indicated in Fig. 2, but
the actual shape of the curve will depend upon the dampiaig in the circuit. The less the damping, the more
peaky " will the curve became-that is to say, it will
rise to a higher maximum value at the resonant point.
And, conversely, the greater the damping in the circuit,
the flatter will the curve become. Fin. 3 shows the effect
On the resonance curve (of reducing the damping of the
-circuit). In order to facilitate comparison, we have
drawn both curves on the sane sheet. It will be seen
A
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Fig. 3. --Resonance curves of two circuits, one having greater
damning then the other.

in Fig. 4, we find that a far greater advantage is.gained
than might at first sight he expected.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the
two circuits have exactly the same clamping, and that
the flatter of the two curves in Fig, 3 represents the
resonance curve of both circuits; also that they are both
tuned to a wavelength of rtoo metres.
As already explained, the curve represents the coin
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Tuning.parative effect of signals of different frequencies, but
of exactly the same intensity acting on the circuit. If
the intensities are greater or less, then the effects will
be proportionately greater or less. For example, it will
be seen from the curve that the effect produced by a 400 metre signal is just twice that produced by an equally
strong 390 -metre signal; but if the intensity of the ,Igo 'metre signal acting on the circuit is twice that of the
400 -metre signal, the effect of both signals on the circuit
A Talk on

will be equal.
Let us suppose
that two equal
signals of unit
CLOSED wooer
strength are acting
on the aerial cir- AERIAL_
CIRCUIT
cuit, one having
a wavelength of
COUPLING
,too metres and
the Other a wavelength of, say, 384
77
metres.
it. w ill
readily be seen by
Fig. 4.-A coupled circuit.
reference to the
curve that the strength of the -too -metre oscillations in the
aerial circuit will be 20, while that of the 384 -metre
oscillations will be 5.
The second tuned circuit or " closed " circuit does
not, of course, receive any energy direct from the incoming wave, but only from the oscillations induced in
the aerial circuit which act through the coupling coil. It
follows, therefore, that the two signals acting on the
closed circuit are no longer equal in strength as in the
rase of the aerial circuit, but that the 400 -metre signal is
five times as strong as the 384 -metre signal. And since
by virtue of the resonance in the closed circuit the effect
produced by equal signals of 400 and 384 metres respectively is again in the ratio of 5 to r, it follows that the
effect of the five -times -as -strong 400 -metre signal will be
25 times as great as that of -the, 384 -metre signal in the
closed circuit.
Thus it will be seen that by using a
coupled circuit, we have immensely increased the selectivity of the receiver.
The general effect can be more readily appreciated by
taking a number of examples at different frequencies
and plotting the results in the form of a new curve.
The result is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the
resonance curve of each circuit taken separately, and
the overall effect of the two circuits coupled together in
cascade.
In order to obtain the full advantage of the tuning
possibilities in a coupled circuit, the coupling must be
kept as loose as possible, otherwise the double -wave effect
is produced which 'gives: the resonance curve .a double
peak at two slightly different wavelengths, one on either
side of the resonance point, instead of the single peak at
the resonance point. As the coupling is increased these two
peaks become more and more pronounced and further
separated. The reason for this is that when ttvo circuits
are coupled inductively each tuned circuit has in effect
two separate values of inductance, one due to the inductance of the circuit plus the mutual inductance between
the two circuits; and the other due to the inductance of
-

4

45

%Ad.

the circuit minus the mutual inductance between the two
circuits.
Effect of Reaction.
It is sometimes claimed that the same sharpness of
tuning can be obtained with a single circuit receiver by
using reaction to make good the resistance losses in the
circuit. This is not so. It is true that by the use of
reaction the resonance curve of a tuned circuit can be made
very much sharper, and the selectivity of the receiver
thereby greatly increased, but reaction introduces other
complex effects which itwould be rather beyond the scope
of this article to attempt to explain. The result of these
effects, however, is, briefly, that the circuit does not
behave in the same way towards incoming signals of
different amplitudes; for example, if the amplitude of
the interfering signal is considerably greater than that
of the signal to which the receiver is tuned, an impulsing
effect is produced which brings up the strength of the
interfering signal disproporticinately.
Consequently,
while the single circuit receiver with reaction might be
quite effective in eliminating interfering signals of
ordinary strength, it will fail adequately to suppress the
very strong interference from a neighbouring station.
With the coupled circuit receiver it is, of course,
equally possible to use reaction and thus obtain the
additional advantages of the effect produced in this way;
moreover, by coupling the reaction coil to the closed
circuit instead of to the aerial circuit radiation from the
-
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Fig. 5.-Connections of

a

two-circuit t[mer.

aerial is largely avoided, even though the receiver is
brought to the oscillating condition. This has the great
advantage of enabling the user of the set to tulle in to
far distant stations by making the receiver oscillate
without much risk of interfering with the reception of his
neighbours._

Tuning the Circuits.
There is one other point to which attention might be
-drawn in this article, and that is in connection 'with the
method of tuning a coupled circuit receiver. The ordinary
method Of tuning such a circuit is, first, to tighten up
the coupling and search on both circuits until the
required signal is picked up ; secondly, to reduce the
coupling until the signal is comparatively faint; and
thirdly, to re -tune both the aerial and the closed. circuits.
The.last two actions of Ellis process should be- repeated
until the required degree of selectivity is obtained.
A
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Section Devoted to New Ideas and Practical Devices.

COMBINED FILAMENT RHEOSTAT
AND SWITCH.
The rheostat shown is of a well-

known type which lends itself to
the fitting of contacts to an eaten -

contacts shown connected to the terminal 13, engage on a pair of fixed
contacts A and C. \Vhen used in a
low frequency amplifier, A is connected -to the primary of the transformer, B to the detector valve anode, and
STUD
C to the telephones.
For use with'a high fre-

EBONITE
DRUM

quency

amplifying
stage, A is connected to
ON
the H.F.- valve anode,
B to the detector valve
grid condenser, and C to
the grid of the H.F.
valve.-J. L. J.
PORTION GF
DRUM GUT AWAY
TO ALLOW CONTACT
TO BREAK WHILE
OTHER SIDE IS MADE

EBONITE
BASE

sion on the spindle.
These may
be arranged to switch a L.F. amplifying valve out of circuit when the
filament resistance is turned to the
off position, and by this means the
number of controls fitted to the front
of the instrument is reduced. The
operation of the set is also considerably simplified, because
it only becomes necessary to turn the filament resistance to the
zero position to disconnect the amplifying
TO
stage.
DETECTOR
The rheostat must
first be fitted with a
longer spindle to

The accompanying illustration shows prob-

ably the very simplest
of methods for switching a I..F.
amplifier in and out of circuit. It
will be seen to consist of two valve
pins held apart by means of a small
piece of }in. ebonite, which can be
inserted in two valve sockets secured
to the face of the instrument panel.
A diagram is given showing the

a

smallebonite drum.
The drawing shows details for constructing

A

18
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HALYARD DIFFICULTY.

There is always a risk that the
aerial halyard passing through a
pulley attached to the head of a mast
may break, which not only causes the
aerial to fall but necessitates the

CHEAP L.F. VALVE
SWITCH.

_

switch is fitted to the filament rheostat so as to disconnect an amplifying stage when the knob Is turned
to the Is off " position.

suitable cams which
press against spring
contacts made of hard
hrass or Ge rman
silver.
The moving

0000
OVERCOMING THE BROKEN

O O O O

A

ecr_onimodate

method of connecting up-. To take
the amplifier out of circuit, it is only
necessary to insert the pin marked
2 into the socket 2.--A. T.

Liz. valve switch constructed from valve pins.

By terminating a mast in this manner, it
is always a simple matter to restore a

broken aerial halyard.

lowering of the mast in order to restore the rope through the pulley.
In the case of a tall or elaborately
constructed mast, the process of
lowering may be exceedingly difficult,
and in view of this the new form
of pulley shown above has been designed. Its operation is readily apparent, and should the halyard rope
break it is only necessary to throw
over the top of the mast a weight
attached to string so that it falls between the two extension arms. With
a string once over the pulley, the halr6

Welle>00
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Readers.yard can be restored. The construction is quite simple, and the arms
should be macle up from Sin. by ?in.
Novelties from Our

iron.
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HOME CONSTRUCTED COIL HOLDER.

Constructional details are given for
building up a two -coil holder, and
the essential feature which has been
introduced to simplify the construction consists of the i se of valve legs

-

The full-sized drawing can then he
laid on to the face of the ebonite
panel, and if any change is to be
made in the type of components fitted
as compared with the original design,
it becomes quite a simple matter
to place the purchased components
on the full size drawing and observe whether sufficient clearance is
provided before the drilling is

A VALVE HOLDER OF LOW
-

"

commenced.
The full-sized drawing may then be
secured to the panel by- means of a
blob of Seccotine here and there, and
the positions- for the holes marked
through with a centre punch, thus entirely avoiding the use of either pencil or scratch lines. With the positions for the holes marked, the
drawing should be removed, or otherwise the chips of ebonite will work in
under the surface of the paper.
This method will probably be.
found preferable to- the use of fullsize printed diagrams, as the process
of block -making and printing invariably introduces distortion, with
the result that when the drilling has
been carried out it may be found
that some holes are slightly out of
place. For the same reason do not
paste the diagram on the ebonite, as
the damping of the paper will shrink
D. S.
000'0

Design for a valve holder with contacts
beneath the panel, and presenting very
little stray capacity.

Suitable pieces of springy brass can
be mounted tö the underside of the
panel, so that when the valve is inserted with its pins passing through

"

29A SCREWED
ROD

;An easily

r.
1/4 EBONITE

constructed two-coil holder.

.

in order to give support for the plugin coils. The valve legs are Mounted
by cutting a rectangular slot so that

CAPACITY.

Spring contacts will be found to
be quite reliable for picking up connection with the base of a valve.

4]

FITTING A CONDENSER VERNIER.
A method is shown for adding a

vernier control to- a variable condenser of standard pattern. It will
be seen to consist of a rod carried by
View showing ti e arrangement of the
a bearing plate attached to tiv base
contacts on the r nderside of the panel.
of the condenser and passing through
a hole in -the face of the panel. -To clearance holes, a good rubbing conthis rod a number of small plates are tact is made with the surfaces of the
springs.-F. G. P.
attached and arranged to move he tween the projections of the fixed
-LI,,
EBONITE
? E
plates.
[I
KNOB
rl
Although it may
be
thought that
A
the capacity produced is very small.
3/4;
it will be found
BRASS STRIPS
that a convenient
vernier control can
STANDARD SPACERS
he obtained.
The
/EMIj
'esCREWED ROD
spindle carrying the
[Cpï
420
is,
of
small plates
!"I r//lY/1519 W. '/a
course,
connected
EBONITE STRIP
across to the spindle
of the condenser.- Pitting "a vernier control to a variable. condenser by means of a
-

1_

///////%%%////.G.//.``.

Details of the end plates.

the nuts with which valve legs are
usually fitted can be made use of,
thus avoiding the need for tapped
holes. ---F. J.

-

O

0

O

0

READING A WORKING DRAWING.
When making up a set from a small

scale drawing of the kind often published in the pages of this journal,
it will be- found very helpful to first
enlarge the diagram to full scale.
Fr

1

m:i,

ii.

C. G.

_

spindle carrying a few semi -.circular plates, and engaging into
the projections of the fixed plates.
A

>r

Whird@zo
Work].
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MEASURE VIENT CF AMPLIFICATION AT THE LOWER
RADIO FREQUENCIES.
The author shows the effect of the design of the coupling transformers of the H.F. amplifier on the amplification and
A valve voltmeter was used in the tests.
selectivity.
By employing reaction the amplification is considerably improved.

G. W. SUTTON, B.Sc, (Lecturer in Electrical Measurements, City and Guilds (Eng.) College).
tion over the limited range employed. With the valve
The Valve Voltmeter.
used (a .E.R,, old pattern, before the adoption of
N a recent article the writer discussed i-he use of the
" gettering ") this is true to within about 2 per cent. It
valve voltmeter for measuring the various voltages
employed in a broadcast receiving set. Since then was, therefore, assumed throughout that the applied volt:
age was proportional to the square root of the deflection
he has had occasion to use the instrument almost daily for
produced.
a variety of purposes, including the measurement of H.F.
resistance, and has found it uniformly satisfactory.
Testing a Super-heterodyne Receiver.
.One precaution should be noted in addition to- those
Wishing to try out the possibilities of the Armstrong previously mentioned. When using the anode rectificaHouck super -heterodyne receiver on a panel already fitted
tion type, the grid should invariably be connected to the with valve -holders for attaching high frequency trans point of higher potential -and, the filament to the earth "
side while the mounting of the valve should provide the
very highest insulation for the grid terminal and lead to
VALVE VOLTMETER
valve. This insulation is, of -course, of the greatest
in
importance
resistance measurements, arid should be of
the order of at least coo megohms.
When these matters have been attended to the voltmeter
.may be used with confidence for almost any purpose up
to frequencies of, perhaps, ion.
For rough work a perikon, or other high -resistTRANSFORMER
ance crystal detector, in
UNDER TEST
series with a galvanometer is, of course, useful.
When calibrating
a large batch of buzzer
wavemeters two years
rig. 1.-A valve rectifier and
ago
the writer
disgalvanometer.
covered what a conFig, 2a.-The apparatus employed when testing the H.F. amplifier.
-siderable effect this arrangement can have on both The
formers, the writer eras confronted with the necessity of
damping and natural frequency of a resonant circuit,
however, and he thereafter employed a rectifying valve constructing a two or three stage, transformer coupled
and high -resistance galvanometer connected as in Fig. T.' amplifier at about 7,000 metres. This particular waveThe thereto -couple has advantages for certain measure- length was adopted partly because a calibrated oscillator
ments, but demands a much more sensitive and expensive of this frequency was already available.
By rough calculation it was found that 500 turns on a
current indicator, is easily burnt out, and is sluggish in
action. This last is a serious drawback when valve cir- diameter of zin., and tuned by o.00rp.F. fixed condenser
cuits are being used or investigated, as it precludes taking would have approximately the required constants. Three
such transformers were therefore wound, having a
a series of readings and checking them lfith sufficient
rapidity. Even when ample battery capacity is available ratio. The wire employed was No. 44 D.C.C.
The next step
small fluctuations of current are continuously taking place.
was to determine
and the valve voltmeter, with critically damped milliam..
the sharpness ,of
meter, then proves -invaluable in obviating consequent
tuning and the
irregularities in readings.
amplification per
.For the present purpose it was considered sufficient to
stage, when using
assume that the voltmeter possessed a square -law calibra
_

`

;

-

-

"Some _Measurements on a Broadcast Receivrr." 1rprri=
V!eiltet Tirelc.,s. Nov., 1924. (Vide also the correction men-

tioned in the December number correspondence column.)
-$ Even this arraneeinent still suffers front those defects, though
to a lesser degree.
A

22

these trans-

formers, As the
range of the voltmeter was limited

Fig. 2b.-Connections of the valve voltmeter
to
employed in the circuit of rig. 2e.

about r.,
20

Teßshoo
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o£ Amplification at the Lower Radio Frequencies.volts, and amplifications of between ten and several
hundred were to be measured, some form of
potential divider became necessary. The arrangement
shown in Fig. 2 was, therefore, fitted up, and found to be
most satisfactory. A straight length of No. 47 S.W.G.
Eureka wire (about 450 ohms per metre), provided with
suitable tapping as shown, and then measured on a resistance bridge, formed the potentiometer wire. This enabled
a small known fraction of a volt to be applied to the
" input " side óf the amplifier, while the double -pole
switch enabled the " input " and " output " readings to
he rapidly compared. In conjunction with the voltmeter
range itself, amplifications up to 3,000 or 4,000 could
thus he measured with reasonable accuracy.

Measurement

8.0

28
26
24

22
20

018
1-16

014
312
10
4C

70

1/1

6

4

1

z

8

60

2

° 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000

a

WAVELENGTH IN METRES

7

Fig. 4. -.-Comparison of transformers having ratios of VI and I/t.

PRIMARY -

280
260
240
220

3.0

20

200
O 180
160

z

10 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000
WAVELENGTH IN METRES
Fig. 3.-Effect of size of wire on amplification and selectivity.

Fig. 3 shows the results of the test on the first trans,
former. The amplification factor of the valve employed
was about S.o, the anode voltage about 7o, and the grid
voltage
1.5. These factors were kept constant in the
remaining tests.
The damping is seen to he unduly high, as might have
been expected from the fine gauge of wire employed.
The` primary was therefore rewound. with the same
number of turns of 36 S.W.G. D.S.C. wire, resulting
in the limited improvement indicated by curve (h) Fig. 3.
The use of still -larger gauge wire would have rendered
the transformers undesirably bulky.
It might have been found that much greater selectivity
could be obtained by the use of iron cores. It was hoped,
however, that the resistance trouble with the air -core

-

.

140
120
100

80
60

40
20

-

10

-

6000 6500 7000 7500 8000
WAVELENGTH IN METRES
Fig. 5.a.Ainpliflcatíon with a two -stage H.F. amplifier. The two
transformers are here : (a) out of tune, and (h) carefully tuned.
R

23

Wfiwgil@gg
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Measurement of Amplification at the Lower Radio :Frequencieà.-transfonners could be overcome by the use of reaction,
anti this was therefore proceeded with.
First, another çoo turns of Na. 41 D.C.C. wire was
wound on the secondary, thus making 2ii step-up ratio..
It is seen from Fig. .1. that the amplification is more than
doubled by so doing,. This suggests that larger step-up
ratios might be employed with advantage.
The point
mould need careful investigation, both theoretical and
practical, as there are so many factors bearing on it, and
in view of the subsequent results obtained by the use of
reaction the matter was not proceeded with any- further.

-
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adjustment of the fixed condensers_; variable air condensers are unnecessary, and are undesirable from the
points of view of bulk and expense. For this purpose
the primary should be wound outside the secondary.
The circuit of the two -stage amplifier is shown in
Fig. 6., and the results of the test in Fig. 7. Owing
to time complications of a reflex circuit the large amplification indicated in Fig. 7 could not be obtained in the
Armstrong -Houck circuit, nor in several modifications
which were subsequently tried.. ]Much more satisfactory
results were obtained from a " straight " high-frequency
amplifier followed by the. above intermediate frequency
amplifier,

A Two -stage Amplifier.
A two -stage amplifier was now set up :consisting of two
2tr transformers similar to the one just described, It
will be seen from curve (a) Fig. 5 that the two transformers were not tuned to quite the same wavelength.
The improvement produced by carefully tuning them is
shown by curve (h). Tuning was effected by placing a

variable air condenser in parallel with the fixed one,
across the primary of the transformer of shorter wavelength, and adjusting for maximum amplification.
The results still left much to be desired both from
the point of view of selectivity and of amplification, and
it was thought that the employment of reaction should
Capacity
effect considerable improvement in both.
coupling offers distinct advantages for this purpose, and
the arrangement adopted consisted of a single plate
variable air condenser in series with a small fixed mica
condenser. Two copper plates of about i square inch of
foil separated by Ands of insulation formed the latter.
This was adjusted so that, with the variable condenser
at the maximum value the amplifier just oscillated. The
control was perfectly definite for a given setting of the
filament rheostats. With the voltmeter on the output
terminals it was quite instructive to observe the conditions under which the second valve was set in oscillation. As the capacity reaction was increased a point
was reached at which this just commenced. From then
onwards the magnitude of the oscillation could be
definitely controlled up to the maximum.
Exact tuning of grid and anode circuits, i.e., of successive transformers, is neither necessary nor desirable in
these circumstances, as an almost unmanageably small
value of capacity then produces oscillation.
The most convenient method of approximate tuning is
by adjustment of the number of primary turns on the
transformers.
This is far less troublesome than the

800
700

600

Z

500

Cr AT 120°

E 400

Cr155
TF80°

_0

2780

h-

o

GL.

2

300
t1

200
O

AT 0°
345

A

REACTION

100

50
o

6000 6500 7000 7500
WAVELENGTH IN METRES

cig. 7.-Eftect of capacity reaction on Iwo-stage 1-1.F. amplifier.
180° just sets the valve in
t Cis adjusted sa that Cri at

Note

oscillation,

The Detector.

Fig. 6 -Connections of the reaction condensers.
A

'--1

A Perikon crystal detector was used as the second
detector. It lias always appeared to the writer that the
use of a valve for rectification is frequently not justified,
except, of course, where it is regitired to employ reaction
from its anode circuit. A reliable high -resistance crystal
The damping
detector needs little or no adjustment.
which it introduces can usually he balanced out by
reaction from the previous H.F. valve. In this instance
it was found that a very small increase of the reaction
condenser was sufficient for the purpose, anti that the
overall amplification was then materially unaffected,
2i
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
New German Belay Station.

German broadcasting stations have
recently been springing up like mushThe latest addition to their
rooms.
number is a relay station at Cassel,. to
'work ou a wavelength of 288- metres,
with a power of 1 kilowatt. It will
relay Frankfort's programme.

Increased Power at Boole Supérieure.
A feature of a special programme
recently broadcast from P.T.T. Paris on
the occasion of its second anniversary
was a speech by 31. Pierre Robert,
rader -Secretary for State. After giving
a survey of the station's activities during
the past two years, M. Robert promised
his audience a great increase -in the
transmitting power in the near future.

Amazon Expedition Heard on Christmas
Day.
3ír. J. Rodgers (6J0), of Falmouth,
reports that he first heard SA WJS, the
station of the Rice Expedition on the
Amazon, on December 25th last.

Broadcast Enthusiasm in Vienna.
Although . broadcasting in Vienna is
only four months old, -there are already
more than 100,000 licence holders.
It
is also stated that there are several
thousand " unofficial subscribers."

Batavia Behind the Times.
Amateur wireless is still under a ban in
Batavia, in the Dutch East Indies.
A
small hand of enthusiasts are petitioning
the Government to remove the present
restrictions.

Venice Works with Mosul.
The latest European amateur
to work with GHH1, that active
station at Mosul, Iraq, is Signor
Giulio Saloni (11IT), of Venice.
1MT worked with Mosul on
January 22nd at 10 p.m.
{G.3f.T.).
For the information of the
many amateurs who may desire
to send reports, the address of
Signor Salonr is Palazzo, Spinelli,
Venice (21).

French Transmitters on Wrong Wavelengths.
A protest against the indiscriminate
transmission by French amateurs on
wavelengths allocated to other nations i.e
being entered by M. Léon Deloy, the
well-known Nice amateur. M. Deloy
states that reception of far distant
stations is repeatedly spoiled by his own
over -zealous countrymen.
A Water Aerial.

An experiment with a novel form of
aerial ha.s been carried out by French
naval operators. The aerial consisted of
a vertical column of water discharged from
a nozzle. According to our contemporary,
Radio Beige, the results were satisfactory, the transmitted signals covering a
radius of about eight miles.

Amateur Telephony from the

Antipodes.
A new record in amateur
wireless was established on the
night of Sunday, February 8th,
when a wireless telephonic message transmitted by Australian
3BQ was picked up by Mr.
E. J. Simmonds (20D), of Gerrards Cross, Bucks. 3BQ is the
Station of Mr. Max Hou`den, of
Box Hill, Victoria.. It is interesting to note that Mr. How den was also the first Australian
amateur to effect tu -o -way Morse
communication with Great
Britain. A photograph of Mr.
Hawden operating his transmitter appeared in our issue of
January 14th, together- with particulars of his station.

Have You Heard 8NA P
An illicit transmitter in the
Bapaume area, using the above
call sign, is reported to be rniniiig broadcast reception on wavelengths round 370 metres. Such
an offender would soon be run
to earth -in this country.

Transmitting to U.S. on Indoor
Swedish Amateurs. in Conference.
Aerial.
The
first
conference -of
Swedish radio clubs was held a -t
3E. Léon Deloy (8AB), of
PROCLAIMED FROM THE 'BUS TOPS. How the wireless
Stockholm on Saturday, FebWorld' made its debut in Fleet Street. An interesting cusp Nice, lias added to his long list
ruary 14th, and was attended
taken last week.
of successes by transmitting to
by representatives of sonie 160.
America while using -an indoor
wireless clubs and other atniteu_ r assoAnother French. Broadcasting Station.
aerial. The aerial consisted of a single
ciations. The principal isi ttets df dis.Amateurs in 'Toulouse- are impatiently
wire, fifty feet long, suspended vertically
cussion were the Swedish broadcasting
awaiting the first- programmes to be down the centre of a spiral staircase
organisation,' amateur transmitting 'work,
broadcast from the new station in that constructed of metal.
and preparations for Sweden's part in the
city. A " T " serial has been erected on
The first attempt at Transatlantic
International Radio Conference to be held the roof of the Posts and Telegraphs communication was unsuccessful; but at
in Paris during April.
building.
4 a.ni. {G.M.T.) on January 25th M.
13n
-
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Deloy's signals were picked up by
American 3011G in Philadelphia, who
repeated the message and reported good
reception.
.

Crystal Sets Only in Russia.
The poor Russian radio amateùr would
have a hard time in the company of a
group of "super-heterodynists"
and
owners of other multi -valve receivers,
writes a Moscow correspondent.
The
only sets at present need by Russian
listeners -in are of the crystal type, and
broadcast development arc exceedingly
slow. This is in a measure due to the
fact that, until six months ago,. Wireless
reception was forbidden. It is felt also
that broadcasting will never reach a very
high standard until the present Government monopoly is removed, if ever?
-

Amateur Transatlantic Telephony Feat.
Having transmitted to the Antipodes by
Morse, amateurs are now turning their
attention in the- direction of telephony records, and already Australian 3BQ hai
accomplished the feat of telephoning to
this country.
Another interesting performance is that
of Mr. Ralph Bloasen (5LS), of Blackheath, who has carried on a conversation
in telephony for a period of forty mis ites
with a Rhode Island amateur, American
113F, the Iatter replying in Morse. This
achievement was secured on Friday,
February 13th, between 7.20 and 8.0 a.m.
Record " Log " for. One Hour,
In the short space of one hour Mr.
J. A. Partridge (2KF), of Merton Park,
has picked up -signals from SA WJS
(the Rice Expedition on the Amazon),
.Argentine CBS, Mexican Ex, Australian
2DS, and from all the American districts except- the 6th and 7th.
This
exceptional "log " was secured between
7 and 8 a.m. on Sunday, February 8th.
On the evening of the same day 2KF
worked for a period of an hour with
Australian 3BD, who remarked that
although the sun -Ras rising in his -part
of the world the -signals were increasing
-

in strength!

WIRELESS IN THE ECLIPSE. Elaborate experiments were conducted by the engineers
of the Radio Corporation of America to determine the effect of the recent solar eclipse
on wireless signals, Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith Is seen on the left in the photograph with
other engineers who assisted in the experiments..

Wireless for Paris Police,
The Paris ether will shortly ring with
descriptions of suspected criminals, for
the Paris police force is following the
lead of Scotland Yard in the adoption
of wireless as an aid to criminal inve.stigation.
A central transmitting and
receiving installati.ori will be placed at
headquarters to communicate
with
smaller sets at all the district police
stations.
In addition to its use in the detection
of crime, wireless will be employed eaten=
sively in traffic control, in the- quelling
of riots, and in the solution of kindred
troubles effecting the French. capital.

Amateur Telephony -from the Clouds.
Disappointment ran high iu Minneapolis, Minn., when clouds obscured the
eclipse of the suis. Bot if 'the citizens
were denied the satisfaction of seeing the

phenomenon, they had the opportunity of
"hearing " it, as described in a vivid
manner by a wireless amateur -flying
above- the clouds.
A number of amateurs planned the
" stunt," and one of them,- Hugh Sr
McCartney, took his telephony transHis
mitter on board the _aeroplane.
" rapid-fire " description of the eclipse
was picked up by Raymond Pfisterer
(900K) on a low loss receiver, front
which it was relayed to the remote control panel of WCCO, the 500 -watt broadcasting station of the Washburn Crosby
Company.

Japanese Ausateui Activity.
The reception of his signals in Japan
is reported by Mr. W. G. Dixon (5110),
df Newcastle, who states -that Japanese
JKWZ heard him on January 20th. He
has also received verification of the
reception of his transmissions in Bombay, and has recently worked with Australian 3BQ.
Another Japanese amateur, Mr. Hiroshi
Ando (JFWA), of Tokio, has been heard
in this country, by Mr. A. H. Fielding
(2AYI), of Birkdale, Lancs. Mr. Fielding has received confirmation that he
picked up J WA's signals on' November
21st last, when using s too -valve (0-v-1)
receiver and indoor aerial.

Infringement of .Patent.
As readers still have seen in our advertisement pages of last week, Messrs.
Bnrndept, Ltd., are issuing a warning
-

Concerning certain Coll-hoiY1eri' -on sale
whirls are not of their manufacture. but

WIRELESS IN THE ECLIPSE. A ' close-up" of the recording instrument used in the
tests. Operated by a highly sensitive relay it was designed io- shorn. the minutest
variations In signal strength. Two receivers were used for the reception of short and
long waves respectively.
-

infringe their patent number 193150.
Whilst it is the firm's intention legally
to uphold their rights in this matter, they
state that they are quire willing to enter
tain applications from potential licensees
who are reputable British companies, -but
not from foreign firms.

.
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EUROPEAN REGULAR
Tue following tables show at a glance. the times of transmissions (G.M.T.) of the principal European
Broadcasting Stations. The tables are arranged in order of wavelength and abbreviations are used to show
the style of programme during the transmissions. A list of these abbreviations, are given at the top of the
opposite page.
The transmissions shown in the tables are at the times they can be heard in this country.
STATION

CALL
SIGN

Y

Y'L

PARIS, EIFFEL TOWER FL 2650
SFR 1700
RADIO PARIS
5XX 1600
CHELMSFORD
NSF 1050
HILVERSUM
530

VIENNA (Wien)
ZURICH

2BD

MUNICH
SWANSEA (Relay)
BIRMINGHAM

5SX

5IT
FRANKFORT
.2EH
EDINBURGH (Relay)
KONIGSBERG
LEIPZIG
PARIS, ECOLE SUP. des P. & T.
STUTTGART
BELFAST
2BE
ROME
URT
GLASGOW

SSC

MUNSTER
-NEWCASTLE
HAMBURG
MADRID
BOURNEMOUTH
MANCHESTER
LONDON

6N Ó

RI
6BM
2ZY

2L0

30

15

45

1

1

15 39

45

1

212°3'20 45

f

I:i

45

3O

2

1:;

3o

0 0 1:1 0 0 1= El 0 0 0 0 0

5C
6ryry
L1

1--

4v

.

40E=001:101:11:10001:10 E10130000
T

001717000000

C

5

1:10
000000006
NTN!.âNMClM
800000000000000000000 00
900001:qf;a000000
1000000000000000000000D10
1-1000000001=1=0000000011
1200001=0 EMDD012
N

T

13000]]0I700000000000000013

140000I700N0000TN0000 000014
15Qrjbood
0000TN000015

1601=000C00D00000D0001316

7D®Mo®®®®D1
18D%C®fl=®®0©18

®

1912MizdrZndC=1:100E1DDDD1
M N

I

G NT

T

IVi[

iY

M N

2t

410 2200001717002Dja 1VZNT0000000001722
400
395 24 .9.-2X
T N
N n1`'`1
392
385
375
365
351
346
C
345
338
335
331
322
315
306

CARDIFF
5 WA.
LEEDS-BRADFORD (R'14y) 2LS
PARIS (Petit Parisien)
PLYMOUTH (Relay)
5PY
HULL (Relay)
6KH
DUNDEE (Relay)
2DE
NOTTINGHAM (Relay)
5NG
LIVERPOOL (Relay)
6LV
STOKE-ON-TRENT (Relay) 6ST
SHEFFIELD (Relay)
6FL
BRUSSELS
SRB 265
B 4

0

r317L71V!
1

505 7Nï N
7
IC
"el
495
8
485
N
01:113ó `k
485
475
470
T xv
465
463
N
454
450
443 l
7
435
425
9
420 20C120000000000000000000000026210

418

BRESLAU

30 45

0000000000
2
scc
Nc
3Qi7DÉ7®01:1130000000 4
1

2

515

BERLIN
ABERDEEN

0A-1'111

2300000013000óäpModo0000000023

01C2

25000000000000000D0000025
26
0000D26
MI=
27[]0000017000äWoMtónor,o001:127
280000013D00D00LÏ®gä©gä23
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AMERICAN TYPE FILAMENT RHEOSTAT AND POTENTIOMETER.
Beth the filament resistance and
potentiometer are built upon Bakelite
mouldings which are remarkable foi their
The filament rheostat is
clean finish.
available in five different resistance values
-

The standard sizes are : hin. x bin.,
Pin. -x bin., 12in: x 9in 12in. x 12in and

under glass covers, which has become an
almost essential feature in crystal
detector design, in order that the contact
may be protected from dust and dirt and
the corrosive action of the atmosphere.
Both types are beautifully. finished, 'the
The
pressed parttg. being nickelled.
micrometer a.rljustmeut with which
one of the mode's
is fitted operates
exceedingly
well
and
provides a
means for easily
obtaining a. goad
adjusts ent.

18in.xYin., and in thickness either
or tin.
Although this is a very
liberal range of sizes we should have
liked to have found available a. panel
measuring about 7in. x12in, to 14in.,
which is' a size, so generally adopted
when snaking up a- set which consists of
a vertical panel attached to a wooden
base.

The ebonite is finished with a velvet
matt surface which will greatly add to the
good appearance of the finished set.

0000

A RELIABLE VARIABLE GRID LEAK
So much difficulty has been experienced

0000

in the construction of a reliable variable
grid leak that amateurs have been a little
cautious in fitting Kieft a component to

Resistances and
potentiometers,
products of
Messrs. Gaston
E. Marbaix.

between 6.5 and 40 ohms, sud the
potentiometer has an appr.0 imate total
resistance of 400 ohms.
On test the contact was found to be
particularly reliable and operated over
the wire without creating the slightest
interruption. The compact- design and
solid construction of the instruments as a
whole, combined with the fact that. only
a single panel hole is required for mounting, rendet,s these particularly suitable for
use by amateurs building their own sets.
-

00 0 0

THE G.E.C. CRYSTAL DETECTORS.
Two new crystal
detectors have
recently made their appearance: It will
seen that they are totally enclosed

their sets.

The new variable grid leak Just introduced by the Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.,
makes use, of a reliable contact sweeping
around a graphite covered surface. The
graphite line, is raised so that in use there
is no chance of a change occurring in the
width, which would, of course, upset the
calibration of the component.

" LEAKFREE " RED LINE PANELS.
Messrs. Fullers -United Electric Works.
Ltd., of Chadwell Heath, have recently

placed on the market a range of standard
ebonite panels suitable for use in wireless
instrument. -construction.
The amateur
usually experiences difficulty its preparing
a rectangular panel, for unless workshop
facilities, are available it is a tedious
process filing the edges true, and he will
appreciate the convenience of these panels
which he can purchase already squared
up.
Another advantage is obtained
inasmuch as the ebonite is graded and he
In
lias a guarantee as to its -quality.
order that there shall -be. no, confusion
with inferior grades the manufacturers
have constructed their sheets of
ebonite with an intermediates layer
which is of a reddish colour, so that
to whatever size or shape the. panel
may subsequently be cut the identification mark. still resnains.
-

The Igranic Electric Co.'s variable
grid leak.
be

A special feature which will readily
appreciated is that the rubbing

contact is driven through an ebonite
steer and the entire electrical parts
are well spaced from the surface of the
panel, By this means, tho leak can be
connected in any.. part of the circuit
without, risk of detrimental effects being
produced When the hand is brought near
the 'surface of the panel in' the process
of timing,
The dial is of unique design, and consists of a calibrated ivorine scale revolving
behind a Molïldëd cover. The resistance
can be varier from,zero to, approximately
5 megohms, which is, of course, a Tinge
most.. suited -fâe obtaining: 'good," rectification with maximum signal strength.
-

-

(Above) The G.E.C. detector,
.and on the right a detector

JC_

with micrometer adjustment,
--
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THE DECKO DIAL INDICATOR.
Si:hen an instrument panel is to be
engraved there is no difficulty in providing- a scratch line for indicating the setting of condenser dials, etc.
The
amateur, however, very often builds up
his set by a process of assembling the
components on the
panel,' and does
-

not feel irïclined to
completely
dismantle the apparatus to permit of
the panel being
sent to the engraver. Í1e will welcome,
therefore, the introduction of this dial
indicator, 'which, if anything; gives a
better appearance than the more usual
scratch line. The brass pointer measures
nearly z in. in height, and is about A in.
across at its widest point, and is obtainable nickelled or in polished brass.
THE HARLIE DETECTOR.
The crystal detector so invariably
adopted by the beginner suffers from the
defect of difficult adjustment, and for this
reason a valve is often employed as- a
detector for no other reason than the
stability
it
gives, with an
absence of critical adjustment:
The design of
the new Harlie
detector
e ntirel_v eliminates
the need for
criti. r .,,.rnIpelation, and is in consequence particularly suited for use in the
construction of fool -proof crystal receiving sets.
In construction it consists of a crystal
of cylindrical formation (2) which is
mounted on a spindle and_ can be rotated
by means of a small milled ebonite knob
(3)- Resting against the cylinder is a
metal -wire contact adjusted' to give a
suitable pressure. Plie wire is carried
on a Metal clip (4) which is mnahle ou
its supporting bracket, so that contact

can be obtained with any part of the

Laboratory shows that a tuning range of
crystal. Thus to operate .the detector it - 180 to: 755 Metres is. obtainable:- with. tan._
is only necessary to - slowly propel the _efficiently designed-tinning. coil. 'riving. im
ebonite -knob until .11m required, signal inductance. of 279 microhenries, with-the
strength is obtained;.
(;.0005 infrl. condenser, The curse showIn use the crystal was found to possess
a sensitiveness rivalling any of the galena
types, and a good -detecting point was
easily found. The entire mechanism is
enclosed under a nickel metal cap, giving
the detector- a good appearance and pro-.

The internal

construction
of the Barka
detector

The new Lamplugh condenser. The

plates are of.nnusuai design.

ing the relationship between seale degrees
and wavelength is. practically straight
over this range.
The instrument is beautifully finished
and of robust construction.
BARRIES LOW CAPACITY VALVE
HOLDER.
The reduction ta a minimum of the
capacity presented between the sockets
should be the aim in valve holder design.
.

tecting it from dust. Another feature is
that it is provided with plug -and -socket
connectors (5), se that it can easily be
withdrawn from circuit or reversed.
THE FOUR-IN-HAND AERIAL TUNING
SWITCH.
By the operation of a single knob
several combinations in the connections of
the aerial tuning condenser and inductance are obtainable, in addition to a
safety position when -the aerial is eartlied.A fixed condenser of -capacity 0.0005
mfds., which is fitted to the switch, can
be connected in shunt across the tuning
inductance while the -variable tuning condenser remains series connected.
A feature of the switch is that all contacts are carried in a protected position
beneath the panel,
adding very much
to the good appearance of a receiving
set to which the
switch
may
be
fitted. The spring
contacts are of
liard bronze and
make reliable connection.
THE LA]YIPLUG13
_

-

In the Barries
valve holder a
low capacity is
by
obtained
shortening the
length of the
sockets and at
the same time
prod ucing a
luch Barries low capacity
holder
valve holder.
does not occupy_
excessive depth.- It is a component r1
particularly. good finish, and can 1.e.
mounted either :beneath the instrument
panel or attached to a baseboard.

t

-

-

.

"KRISCROS" CONNECTORS.
This entirely new form of connector
has been introduced' to simplify instrument
airing by avoiding the need for soldered
joints and at the same time providing
rigid support for the leads. The system
incledes a number of binding.posts,orbi-`i,

-

SQUARE

LAW
CONDENSER.
This new type
.coiideüs2r is
of
unu,sa1 and
original.
design.
The moving plates
follow a symmelri-cal
.delin and
resemble in shape
the. blade of a
shovel' ei' an 'arrow'

specimen
wiring carried
Itriscros
l] y
A

'connectors.

a4

-

Tread.

recent product of Messrs. Ernest Turner of High Wycombe.
The switch provides for making the several changes required _-- -report. by._tlié_
N-atl.?:al
in the process of aerial tuning.
Physical
A

by means of slots and locknuts,' may he
made to- grip the wire -to give the neces-

sary support. -By -benching the -number
of wires' in a slot the device serves as rr
distr-ibnlor. for'-ìeadls which .are: connected
tögether.
-

-
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7

-
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Secretaries of Local Clubaare invited to send in for publication
club news of general interest. All photographs published will
be paid for.

Ilford and District Radio Society.
Mr. E. G. Dennis spoke on `-How It
was lIone in the Navy,". on February
3rd. Being an ex-C.Y.O., Mn, Dennis
was able to deal authoritatively with
naval wireless developments, and imparted
many interesting facts.
Dublin Wireless Club.
Interesting material for the beginner
and expert alike was provided in a lecture on " The Care and -Maintenance of
Accumulator's," given by Mr. J. H.
Lureing on February 5th. The lecturer
dealt very fully with the construction of
various types of secondary cells and gave
valuable ]Tints on keeping accumulators
in good condition.

arra_ging experiments and the exchange
IIon Secretary
Mr.
of lecturers.
J. H. D. Clark, Radio Section, 6-8,
Ea-stcheap, E.0.3.
Wimbledon Radio Society.
Captain P. P. Eckersley and Sir.
Arthur R. Burrows were the chief
speakers at the Society's public meeting
held en January 29th.
In his own inimitable style, Captain
Ecicersley gave a racy account of the early
trials and tribulations of the B.B.C.'s
engineering staff, and the progress which
had been ma-de in the two and a half
years since the inception of broadcasting,
:

ooc-oov

-

Kingston and District Radio Society.
Mr. J. E. 1 ickless paid a visit to the
Society on January 26th, and gave an excee.diiigly interesting talk on " Short
-Wave Reception." Mr. Nickless was well
worth hearing, and his remarks provided
the members with much useful informa-

tion.
Hon. Secretary Sir. R. C. Wilson, 8,
Bloomfield Road, Kingston -on -Thames.
:

Hackney and District Radio Society.
A most successful dinner, followed by
a musical programme, took place at the
Elephant hotel, ÌJalst.en, on January
19th, and., was attended by- move than
fifty members.
Co January 26th, _51v. G. A. V. Sow ter, B.Sc., gave an instructive talk on
" Technical Aspects of Crystal Reception." He described in detail the
results of the recent 1\ ational Physical
Laboratory tests which had led to the
.conclusion, among other things, that- a
c-'aunterpoisa earth produced the best results.
Nestanglo Radio Society.
On Thursday, February 5th, members
of the London staff of Messrs. Nestle S.
Anglo -Swiss Condensed 5111k Co., met at
6.8, Eastchea-p, E.C.3, to inaugurate a
radio section of the Nestanglo Social
Glob, under- the chairmanship of Sir.
C. T. Walden By a unanimous vote Me.
H. E. Swift was .elected president, Mr.
J. R. Harrison being appointed chairman. Meetings are to }se held at. 6 p.m.
on alternata Thursday evenings at headquarters On other Thursdays the Radip
Room will be available to members for
experiments, informal discussions, and the
perusal of wireless literature.
The secretary would be glad to hear
from other societies with a view to
-

E 8

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15th,
North Middlesex INiredces Clnù. l:eeteerre
"The A'uas-m-40'z Circuit." Bir Mr. L.
Skinner.
Radio iteseaict Society, Peekhe-a.-Practicat Night, Valve Tests.
C:olders Green edit Ilendo,, Radio Society.
Lantern - TErt-or,, "Soil, of the
Continental Brr,a,lca slino Stations."
By Captain L. Piaanoc.

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 19tí1.
Litton -Wire?,,, Society.-Demo-nstratioa
j,i lieasaremeat of Lfiteieney.
ByMessrs. Boirycr-Lamy, Ltd.
Bata.et and District Radio Society.-Lee- ü
tare: "Transmission.- By ]Ir. II. B.
Gurd,, er,
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20th,
Radio Society of Great Britain (Tier'ssoittae and Relay Section). pit 6.30
plat. (Tea at 5.30), at the Institution
Tlectricai Enyincers.
Lieto,,:
of
"Master Oscillators."
By Captain
P. P. Ln;carsley,
Sheffield and District [Fireless Sociely.Licacentary deal -ere: " Time Fairs.- By
-

.

-

Dr.

1Vaile.

Inland Revenue Radia Society.-At
Parc. Ordinary Muting.

5.30

In the course of his talk, the chief engineer of the B.B.C. mentioned the value

radii societies, and it is hoped
that -alt present, took to heart his remarks
of the

on " Oscillation."

Mr. Burrows gave details of the manlier in which the prograinnies are
arranged, and dealt with some of the
difficulties encountered by the programme
staff. A great amount of correspondence
Burrows read
is received, and Mr
several interesting letters from the previous day's post -bag.
Sir John Power, presiding, proposed
-thanks to the speakers, Mr. C. E. P,
Jones seconding..
A charge of bel. was made foi' admission, the proceeds being devoted to the
-

Wimbledon Hospital.
Hon. Secretary Mr. P. G. West, 11,
Mentana Road, Wimbledon, S.W.20.
:

TRANSMITTING NOTES.
Please Report.
British amateurs are especially asked
to listen for the Americans on Sundays
between 15.00 and 16.00 (G_.ftf.T.) on 20
and 40 metres, and to report reception to
Mr. Gerald Marcuse.
Important Meeting.
On Friday, February 20th, an important meeting of the T. and R.. Section
will be held at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, when at 6.30 p.m.
Captain P. P. Ecicersley will give a Talk
on " Master Oscillators."
Tea: will be
served at 5.30.
Where are the Canadians ?
American signals are still coming in at
great strength, but many British
amateurs have expressed surprise at the
small number of Canadians who now
appeir to be working.
The few who
_Hake themselves
heard are mostly
operating on_ a wavelength of 125 metres.
Telephony from Australia.
has been
Considerable excitement
caused generally during the past fortnight over 2N11's frequent communications with WJS. the station of the Rice
Expedition ois the Amazon. WJS uses a
2 kilowatt charging set driving a motor
-

gel leratol'.

The principal event to lie recorded is,
of course 2011's reception of telephony
from Australian 3BQ on February 8th,
reported elsewhere in this issue.
The

night in question was exceptionally
favourable for Australian reception, but
this -class of work is being frequently
spoilt by various foreign amateurs who
seem io do nothing but transmit CQ calls
with raw A.C. on the plates of their
valves.
The Paris Conference.
Particulars are now available regarding
the cost of the projected trip to Paris
for the International Amateur Conference
in April. For a party of not less than
25 persons the cost per head will be
£11 l.is. This will entitle the party to
second-class travel tickets via the Short,
Sea route, comfortable hotel accommodation in Paris from April 14th to 21st,
motor car drives round the city, and will
defray many incidental items of expenditure. Passports are, of course, necessary,
but British subjects do not require the
French Visa. All those interested in this
proposal should communicate at once
with Gerald Marcuse (2N M), Hon.
Secretary, T. and R. Section. Radio
Society of Great Britain, 53, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.
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Building the

SHOR,T AVE
R]CEI VER
PART II.
On the right is a
view of the set. The
two lower knobs are
for
adjusting
the
Aerial and Reaction
Coils.
By W. JAMES.

Arrangement of the Receiver.
of this article the writer discussed the more
important points in the design of a short wave
receiver, and gave instructions for making the aerial,
closed circuit, and reaction coils,
We have now to deal with the arrangement of the components on the panel and base. It is as well to emphasise
again that the coils must be placed well away from such
parts as the tuning condenser and intervalve transformer.
The set will, therefore, be much larger than the more
usual type of two -valve receiver, but as the correct arrangement of the components is such an important matter, the
relatively large size is to some extent an indication that
the parts are suitably spaced.
The accompanying photographs show the general
arrangement of the set. On the left of the front panel
is -the knob and Glial of the tuning condenser, and in line
with this the knobs of the potentiometer, and the two filament resistances. Of the lower two knobs, the one on the
left is attached to the spindle of the aerial coil, and the
one on the right to the reaction coil.
Attached to the lower edge of the front panel is a hase
which carries the remaining

iN Part

r

The Base.
On the base of the set, which is of mahogany, and
measures
a Sin. a ein., are mounted the parts
shown in Fig, a. Special attention should be given to
the fixing of the aerial and reaction coils. The closed
circuit coil is arranged to slide between these coils, and
is held in place by a pair of phosphor -bronze strips,
which have one of their ends screwed to a piece of wood
secured to the base.
Two terminal strips are employed. The sizes of these
are given in Fig. 3, and -they are screwed to the
back edge of the base board, as shown by the photographs.

zin,

Wiring.
The wiring connections, given in Fig. 4, are quite
Carefully follow the diagram, and
straightforward.
when wiring be sure to run the wires fairly low, in order
that the aerial and reaction coils can he moved from the
vertical position through about 75 degrees. It will be
found that there is ample room for the wires connecting
the coils, and these wires should he well spaced.
As the low -frequency portion of the set is compactly

components and the connection strips.

The Front Panel.
The front panel is of
ebonite measuring 1Sin. a Sin,
x in., and should be marked
and drilled out as indicated in
Fig, r. Notice in particular
the two holes through which
the spindles of the aerial and
reaction coils pass.
These
should be of larger diameter
than that of the spindles
the construction of the moving
coil holders is such that
there is no need to employ
the panel as an additional
hearing.

in. B = drill I in. Q= drills in. and
- drill Ain.Afor drill
4 B.A, countersunk screws.

Fig. 1.-Details of the ebonite front panel.

countersink. D
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Building the Short Wave Receiver.

arranged, the wires connecting
these components run close together, and should be carefully bent to shape to give
reasonable spacing.

21/&

21/4

2i,y'_._.27A-..}.
.

Sí2

2'

Testing the Set.
21/ßk

The valves recommended
are a D.E.V. for the detector,
and a D.F. 5 for the L.E.
stage. As the D.E.V. valve
has a filament current of about
0.3 ampere at 3 volts, a
separate positive terminal is
provided, and should be conThe
nected to + 4. volts.
-

Ss/4'

Ì

7g/4

134-i

E

^

second positive filament bat40.
tae
t'.2t,íl+ 4
tery terminal for the D.E.5
+
F
valve is joined to +6 volts.
H:T
4V
BV
LY
E
A
A common negative is used.
Fig. 2. --Details of the base, showing the position of the coniponenfs.
For the anode of the depotentiometer. The most Suitable values of H.T. and
tector an H.T. voltage of 15-30 will be required, and
L.T. can quickly be found. Then, when a signal is
for the L.F. stage about gó.
With the set connected up, test for oscillation by bring- heard, a fine adjustment can be made by the reaction coil,
the aerial coil, and the potentiometer.
ing the reaction coil closer to the closed circuit coil. It
The adjustwill he found that the factors determining the ease with
should
ments
be such that
the set oscillates smoothly
-not suddenly
into
breaking
as
oscillation
the reaction coil
Fig. 3.-The ebonite terminal strips, A = drill ;? in.
B - drill ; in. and countersink.
is
the
5.-A vernier setting may be obtained
circuit
which the set oscillates are : the coupling of the reaction
closed
by sticking a piece of paper, marked as
coil, the coupling of the aerial coil, the H.T. voltage of coil. Good reshown here, above the scale of the dial.
the detector, its -filament current, and the setting of the sults cannot he
obtained unless very critical adjustment of the degree of reaction
is possible. Of course, the most
suitable filament temperature, grid
bias, and anode voltage can only
be found by experiment, as even
valves of the same type have
slightly different constants. With
regard to the best value of grid
leak to employ, this is entirely a
matter for experiment. It is generally found that a leak having a
higher resistance than usual, such
as 5 -to megohms, is best when receiving weak signals. A good
average value for normal -conditions, however, is a megohms,
kit the effect of using a higher
resistance leak should certainly
-4

I

-

brought
nearer

.

A

I/

-be
View of the set from above. On the panel may be seen the tuning condenser, potentiometer, two
WIantent resistances anti the telephone condenser. The centre coil is the removable closed circuit
coif ; on the left the aerial coil, and right, the reaction coil.
A
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Building the Short Wave Receiver.
vernier arrangement is employed.

ór

WoreIlcI
This

consists of a piece of paper divided into
ten divisions, corresponding with nine diviThe arrangement is
sions on die dial,
sketched in Fig. 5.
With such a sensitive receiver as this
the user will find that the number of
stations he can time in is really an indication of his ability to handle the set.

-

1
7
1

1
1

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
Ebonite panel, 18 in. X 8 in. X in.
Piece of ebonite, 5 in, X 1} in. ,Y, in.
Piece of ebonite, 34 in. X 11 in. X tin.
Mahogany board, 171 in. X 8 in. X R in.
Tuning condenser with vernier, 000025
nmicrofarad, of the "square law
type (Starling).

1 Potentaometcr, 300 ohms (Igraine).
2 Filament resistances, about
4 aluns

(Igranie).
1
1

1
1

i

I
.1

I
I
10

.

Valve holder, pin type for board mount-

ing (Bnrndept).
V.21

Valve holder,
phone).

type

(Marconi -

Intervalve transformer, ratio 6:1 {Marconiphone Ideal).
Grid condenser and leak, 0.0002 micro farad and 2-5 megohms (Dubilier).
Fixed condenser, 0.0005 microfarad
{Dublier).
Fixed condenser, 0.001
microfarad
(Dublice).
Fixed condenser, 0.1 microfarad (T.C.C.).
Fixed condenser, 2.0 rnicrofarad (T.C.C.).
Two -cell grid battery.
Terminals, IBA.

eV

4v

+

+

L.T.

LT

LT

fi

Fig. 4. ---The wiring diagram.

CALLS HEARD.
Battersea,

French: -MB, 8AP, 8130, 8B1, 8CA,
BON, 8CPP, 8DU, }TAIT, 8GD, 80I, BOL,
8GP, 8H50, 8115.i4I, BLPR, EINS, 8Q,G,
8RO, 850, BS11, 8511, BSSU, BUD, BVY,
Dutch :-000, -0II,
BWK, 8WY, BZZ-.
NIP, ORW, OZN.
011111, OMS, ORE,
Danisla;--7EC, 7ZM. Finnish :---2NCA,
21T11.
I3el7ían;-4CA, P2. Italian:3AF.
Luxembourg. :-LO
lAM,

-

-

1I9AD,
SMZN.
Sweden :
$i,riës :
I39AL. American :---3Q7K.
(Remnants 0-v-0.) Pse OSL. All cards
answered,
C. W. PICKER.
Nice, Trance.

2K11, 5KM, 2JX,
Br it.tsla :-20D,
2MM, 2R -B, 6X7F. 2F\T, 6LJ, 2JF, 5LP ,
2LZ, 2CC.
(About 100 metres.- 1-c-0.)
LEON Dx.oY.
Dublin,
British. :-20Q, 2DR, 2D:, 2T'ï\r, 2IiF,
2LZ, 20M, 2117]. 5BV, 50X, 60F, 5115,

5MA, 55Z, 5TZ, 6FQ, 6L,1, 6MP, 6NF,
611W, 6RY, -6YP:
(0-v-1.)
D. O'DwyEn.

Thornton Heath; Surrey.
Ames-iccn:-1AAY, lABS, IARA, 1AF+,
lANU, 1ARD, IARI, 1ARY, 1BAN,
1BES, 3139, 1BGQ, 1E7, 1BIT, 113SD,
1000, ICI, ICKP, 1CMB,-10111P, 10V,
Lists submitted for publicaion in tins
section should be as
They should contain only e`Als heard
within the ,p'evians fortnight- and behissed to be of reasonably distant -origin.
Compliance with these conditions -will
considerably enhance the value of the
Section from all points of view,

3 AD, 3 aDJ,
3A.NJ, 3AJ; 3BM, 30I1G, 3KJ; 3LG,.
3SS, 3TJDR, 3Y0, 40Z, 4DU, 4EB, 4EK,
4E0, 4FT; 4EW, 4S73, 4TE, 4TV, 4XL,
573J, 6AF73, 6 AWP, 6AWT, 6I3I{U,
60IIL, 611I', 7AlO, BAY, BAVL, 80U,
8DA, 8>;S, 8NB, 8171M, SUJ, 8UP, BVT,
BAD, 9B1'1T; .9DlrL, 9DN, 911P,; NIïP,

2'l'P, 2WL, 2WR,

SJ, WGH, WJS. Canadian :-INN,
1 ti LT, 2AU, 20G, SIN.
(0-v-1.)
CAPT. F. C. l3c:klüxxtAv
and R. E.

LAWRENCE 13EENE

(2F11).
-

(Jan. 18th, 0.00
]Sltllani, London, 'S.E.
to 6.0 n.m.)
Avr.erican;-413Q, 1ILC, 3073O, ICJ7V,
30W, 17.A, 4EQ, IAA, 4EQ, 7.AA, 4DO,
IPL, 2ï\B, IAR, IARIY, 4X1:, 20K,
IER, 1BSG, 1011U, 331, 3ADQ, 1CAK,
]SF, 113P, 1AUC, 1DQ, 1BGQ, IRD.
Ir'rench.:---SGVR, BWZ, 81äK, 800, 8E\r;
Dutch: ----ORE, OGC. BelBAB, BEN.
-

-

1DA 11:11, IERI, IEZ, 1IHSD, 7.LF,
1117, -INI+,J.NN, 10X, 10W, 1PP, 1SY,
IWB, 1XM, 2AAY, 2A0, 2AHA, 2AWJ,
213E, 2BGU, 2BN, 20E, 200I, 2CEI.
20,1, 2CLA, 2CV, 2DD, 20K, 2MC,

gian

7I1C. Fritisla:
(0-T-1.)

-5I11, 2AUC.

Dartish:

H, W. EVEItITT.
A
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NEWS

FROM THE STATIONS.
had been implacable in their boslslil's to
broadcasting ni any isay or forni seers
to have come round to the opinion that
perhaps after all they bad better make
friends ßith the "manna of unrightenusness " wink their was vet time.
0000

by
specifically
Christian
This is because the religion
bioadcast from the B.B.C. is not quite
sa advanced su eel tans du actions as the
paper and its ieadei,s stand for.
Does it nei er occur to these excellent
people that the lnesent uudenomunational
service of the B B.0 is as neaily ideal
as it is possible to be4

governed
motives.

. .r

0000

Matters Irish.
Broadcasting in Ireland does not seem
to be altogether on a. happy basis.
'i'lie B.B.C. have their station going at
Belfast, and programmes are giving great
satisfaction, with the exception of the
Sunday transmissions, which in the
opinion of listeners arc not lively enough.

0000

Irish Transmissions on Sunday
The B.B.C. not unnaturally wish to
travel very slowly in the matter of
Sunday performances in Ireland, but
they have received sufficient indication
that the North of Ireland is at least as
progressive as Scotland, and that they
don't want to be made " step.-haunts."
The result will probably be that the
amount of broadcasting on Sundays will
be increased.

0000

The Free -State Position.
The broadcasting position in the South
of Ireland has been.anytlning bist happy,
Tho Free State Government have been
tinkering with the question for at least
two years, and the only broadcasting that
the South- of Ireland listens to is from
the B.B.C. -Station. -

Deco
Argument for Private Enterprise.
There may be many reasons for the
delay, but the South of Ireland people
ought to have been more energetic in
getting a station going, because they
have provided an argument to those who
feel that. the State cannot manage things
as well -as private enterprise, or as well
as the happy connection of St-ate and
private enterprise which is the basis of
the B.B.C.
00

Religious Ideas in Broadcasting.
A Christian periodical of the highest
standing makes the somewhat uninformed
proposal that. facilities be provided for
certain bodies to brn.idciist programme,.

2-8ifi, 1925.

Programmes for Every Sect P
If this particular paper, and those who
think like it were able to have broadcast
programmes in accordance with their obis
ideas, then every sect in -creation would
justly have the right to have the same
facilities, and the wilder and more extreme the sect, and the more remote from
conventionality and orthodoxy, the
keener they would be on their broadcasting facilities.

0000

Edinburgh and Glasgow Again.
An enterprising dealer in wireless apparatus in Edinburgh has been having a
little plebiscite on his own as to what
particular programme Edinburgh desires.
His figures were : London 477, Glasgow
46, no change 49.

While, of course, the figures given are
somewhat small to form an accurate estimate of wireless opinion in Edinburgh,
the probability is that they are representative and fairly accurate.

0000

London at Any Cost.
It is one of the most astonishing things
imaginable how Edinburgh people refuse
to have anything from Glasgow, no
matter how good it may be, and it is no
exaggeration to say that there are a vast
number of otli_erwise intelligent people in
Edinburgh who would rather have a band
of street musicians from London than a.
Scottish orchestra from Glasgow.
-One would have thought that just as
wireless knows no country, it. would know
no town, and that it. would
not
matter in the slightest to a listener
where the concert came from, provided
that it was a good one.
There is something extraordinarily
parochial and provincial about the suggestion that the ether waves must conic
in a specific direction.
-

0000

-

Signs of Harmony.
The points upon which there in as agreement included .--Tire theatrical managers as a- isliole to
be dealt with rather than individual
members,
Thetheatrical -people to say which
plays should be broadcast.
On every occasion- on which a play is
broadcast there should be certain blank
areas or stations to which it would not
go, so that the rights of touring companies would be preserved, and there was
actually a measure of agreement on the
question of finance.

0000

How Things Stand.
Certain proposals of the B.B.C. in this
respect were referred back for further
consideration of the various interests

represented.
On the whole. the outlook is extremely
friendly. Of course the B.B.C. are in a
strong position, and as was indicated last
week in these Notes, they can really get
'all the shows they want without limitations of any kind.
O 0 00
A Problem of Policy.
The question has often been asked of
late as to the rules governing interference
by the Government in connection with
B.B.C. Talks.
It is well known that a. certain distinguished economist was deeply chagrined
recently because his Talk on Reparations
This
was turned down by the B.B.C.
gentleman, however, managed to secure a
good deal of publicity for his views in
certain periodicals at borne and abroad,
so:that the nations of the earth were not
ignorant as to how he would settle things.
00 0 0

Treading Warily.
The B.B.C. are precluded in their
licence from broadcasting political or
acutely controversial matter, and this
Talk was arranged by a body which
professes to be, and nsnally is, utterly
divorced from party politics, but- the
Talk contained a very one-sided view of
Reparations, and as it fell due to be
delivered a-t the sanie time as the British
-

B.B.C. and' the -Theatres.
The second meeting of the representatives of the Entertainment Industries was
even more harmonious than the first, and
one or two of the theatrical people i'iso
-
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and French representatives were discussing the problem of reparations, it
had to he withdrawn.
When it is couside.rerl that Chelmsford
to practically a Continental station, it
will be seen that it would have been
highly inadvisable for the R.B.C. to
permit this Talk to go on.
'

0000

Barring Controversial Talks.
As a natter of fact, however, they did
not take the responsibility of turning
They submitted it to
down the Talk,
the Post Office. who in turn submitted it
to the Foreign Office, and it was the
Foreign Office that very rightly turned
the Talk down.
The B.B.C. would recede from popular
favour if it departed from its excellent
rule of complete freedom from political
and acutely controversial topics and from
ex -paste statements of any kind.
0

0 0c

Bedraggled Studio.
The 11.B.C. are making constant experiments in acoustics just now. and the.
beautiful studio at 2L0 which was the
joy and delight of the aesthetic members
of the staff now occasionally presents a
very bedraggled appearance with half the
curtains clown and half of them up.
It is rather remarkable how the experts
have changed their opinions with regard
to draperies and acoustics.

f
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FUTURE FEATURES.
Sunday, February '22nd,
London and 5XX (3 p.rri.)
Birmingham (3 p.m.)
Bournemouth (3 p.m.)
London and 5XX
Cardiff (9 p.ui.)

(9

p.m.)

Monday, February 23rd.
London and 51X.
Belfast ......

Tuesday, February 24th.
All stations except 5X1

5X1

Wednesday, February 25út.
Birmingham

Manchester

The Happy Mean.
The first studio at 2, Savoy Hill is
still in existence, and it has flee hangings of drapery, so much so in fact, that
there is not the vestige of au echo. Then
the new large stadio was erected. which
had only one hanging of drapery, and
that was not veu,y heavy.
Experiments have also been tried in
rooms with bare walls, hut there is too
much resonance there, so that the happy
mean seems to he half-draped studios.

Oratorio : " The Creation."
(Haydn.)
Conducted by Percy Pitt. S.B. to other
stations.
Chamber Music Prsranuue.
Band of 2nd Batt. the Argyle a-nd
Sutherland Highlanders.
Casano's Octet.
Ilamlel Programme.

Barnado's Musical Boys.
A Handel programme. --The
birthday.

Glasgow

Thursday, February 260.
London
Manchester
Friday, February 27th.
Birmingham

Coleridge -Taylor Programme, relayed from
the Town Ball, Walsall.
Symphony Concert, conducted by Percy

\

Popular
ight, Pianoforte and
Recital. rS.B, to éther stations.

Light All-British Concert.
stations.
A Light Programme.

Violin

S.B. to other

First English Production of Boris laodunuv.
Popular Programme.
Music and Drama :
Cities."

Cardiff .._..-_
Aberdeen

Saturday, February 28th.
London
-Manchester and

composer's

Programme of Old -English music.
Popular Orchestral Prog-ramme.

Pitt,

A.

000

63

%111.ó

51X

"A Tale of Two

Sixth Query Programme.
Grand Opera `"Salmon and Delilah."

Should We Have Announcers' Names f
The B.B.G. are being overwhelmed
with requests that once again they
publish the announcers' names, and they
are at a loss to know why people should
Perhaps the real
want to know them.
explanation is to be found in the fact

:

that a good many people have little bets
as to the identity of the announcers on
a particular night, and the cancelling of
their names has precluded this agreeable
form of indoor sport.

0000

Sir William Bragg's Rare Faculty.
One of the most interesting things clone.
by the B.B.C. of late has been the series
of Talks by Sir William Bragg,
He
seems to possess, as no other modern
lecturer does, the faculty of making
abstruse science simple, and a difficult

subject plain.
There is so much of the other thing
in evidence, namely, people who have an
easy subject to handle, and who work it
up into something very impressive, that
We hope it
is abstruse and difficult.
may be possible to secure Sir William
Bragg's services for further talks in the
near future.

.

0000

IS IT GOOD FOR THE SET 7 Our American cousins rarely do things by halves, as
this photograph testifies. The party is picking up a broadcast programme at an
American winter resort.

Authors Before the Microphone.
It was quite interesting being at 2L0
when Jerome K. Jerome was reading
extracts from his works the other day..
Mr. Jerome undoubtedly is more effective in his own metier than in speech
He read his works with some
making,
zest., but seemed to suffer from a cough
si-hich affected his utterance considerably.
Unlike W. W. Jacobs, his face does
''°net remain absolutely immobile when he
iz speakin
but he enters into the spirit
of his works with great. interest.
A
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CHARGING ACCUMULATORS AT HOME.
Methods. Making Use
Supply Mains.

jf

the

Aceunrriiater charging is often inconvenient and exponsise. The difficulty of maintaining the filament current
supply can be solved where a public electricity service is
available, and the various methods of accumulator
charging are here described.

By F. H. HAYi.iES.

HE problem

of accumulator charging is. undoubtedly a bugbear to the majority of users of
multi -valve receiving sets, because it is one usually
involving inconvenience and expense. The number of
valves to be used in a receiving set is, as a rule, viewed
with the object of providing the necessary strength of
signal, and almost regardless of maintaining the filament
current supply. The introduction of dull emitter valves
has gone a long way to relieve' the difficulties of accumulator charging, but with sets operating loud -speakers and
fitted with three or more valves the process of maintaining
filament current must be carefully considered.
It may be said at the onset that, unless electric supply
is available, there is no alternative but to carry the heavy
batteries to and fro from the local charging station or to
make use of a charging and delivery service.
To install a small gas or petrol engine for the purpose
of driving a -dynamo is out of the question in the environments of a dwelling-house. Such a generating plant is
expensive to install, difficult to silence, anti requires
constant attention -while running.

An easily constructed charging board, for use with a direct current

supply, shown connected up to the main lighting switch. For
charging small batteries the method is practically costless. The
accumulator leads are connected to the lower contacts of the double
pole switch. With this switch in the upper position Elmo battery is
out of circuit.

from D.C. supply is to interpose it in the mains
so that the current consumed on the house circuits is all

passed via the battery. The battery, of course, must
not be joined in circuit on a supply used for heating and
Charging from Direct Current Supply.
cooking purposes, or where the current exceeds more than
Fortunate is the :pan with a supply of direct current. a few amperes. In ordinary circumstances the current
The most econopassed on a house -lighting circuit at any time rarely
mical method of exceeds 3 amperes. Power circuits are invariably sepacharging a small rately wired, and it is usually possible to break in on a
six -`jolt
atter y
supply passing a moderate current. The maximum charging rate should not exceed that specified
by the makers in their instructions, which
is usually a ligure representing one -tenth
of the actual ampere -hour capacity of the
!!
battery. It is quite worth while to make
up a simple charging board consisting of
a cheap pattern ammeter, a double pole
two-position switch, and a fuse, as shown
in the accompanying illustration
The
fuse shown consists of a pair of terminals
mounted on a piece of scrap ebonite,
though a porcelain fuse with base can, of
course, he purchased quite cheaply. One
end .of the fuse is wired to the ammeter,
the other side of which is taken to one of
the centre contacts of the switch. The remaining centre contact and the fuse are
fitted up with short flexible leads for connection to one or other of the two main
The vibrator type of rectifier tor battery charging from alternating current
supply. An economical method and when running requires very Little attention.
fuses (consumer's fuses).
`l'lte portable voltmeter shown is an indispensable instrument for indicating
One of the mains on a direct current
the condition of the battery during charge.
i

-
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Charging Accumulators- at Home.supply system is earthed at the power station, and it is to
the earthed main that this charging apparatus .is fitted.
By so- doing the chance of receiving _shocks while

handling metal parts is practically eliminated, whilst the
battery is almost at earth_ potential
It is no use ck termining the polarity of the mains to
find out which is the earthed side of the supply, for

and must not- stand on. a metal surface (such as the
gas meter); neither is it advisable to hold it in a moist
hand. Bubbles of gas will be seen to be evolved from
truth of the wires, though much more freely from one
than the other. A few drops of vinegar or a _little lemonjuice added to the water will greatly increase the liberation of gas from the wires. The lead around which a
brisk effervescence takes place is the negative; and must
be joined to the negative terminal of the battery for
charging. With the switch in the up position the other
lead may be joined to the positive of the battery, while
by throwing over again to the lower position the battery
will he on charge when current is passed on the house
circuits, the ammeter indicating the charging rate.
Under no circumstances must the battery stand on a
metal or conducting surface while in circuit, for should
frothing occur there is a chance of it being ruined by
connection to earth. A good battery-, -however, does not
froth. See, arrays. that the acid is higher than the tops
of the plates, and fill up only with distilled water. When
fully charged and not on circuit, each cell should give a
'voltage of almost 2.5, whilst the positive plates should be
of a dark chocolate colour and the negatives a pale slate.

-

In the experimenter's workshop a small motor running oil the
mains is usually available. Here a h.p, A.C. motor is coupled
up to- a small dynamo of a type obtainable from dealers in ex -

Government electrical apparatus.

three -wire D.C. system the positive may be earthed
house, while on the other side of the street it may
negative. The quickest test is to place one finger
conduit tubing, and briefly touch each of the fuses
turn with the other hand. A violent shock will be
received from the fuse, which is above earth potential,
though a slight shock may be felt from the other. As an
alternative, a lamp should be fitted in a holder joined to
a few feet of flex. One of the leads must make good
connection on a bright part of the conduit tubing, and
the other should be touched, in turn, on to each of the
two main fuses. On one of the fuses the lamp will light
to its full brilliancy, and it is to the other fuse that the
charging board must be connected.
To connect the charging board in circuit the fuse wire
is removed and the two leads from the board joined up
to the fuse wire terminals. The removed piece of .false
wire should be inserted in the fuse on the board.' N ow.
with the switch in the -top position the ammeter, which
should have a full scale reading of about 6 amperes, will
show the current passed on the house supply when any
of the lights or other apparatus is switched on.
The double -pole switch should next be thrown over to
the bottom position to test for polarity, and before doing
so, one must make sure that one of the lighting switches
is on, though, of course, the lamps will not light up as
the circuit is broken. The two leads coming from the
double -pole switch are then immersed to. about an inch
in a tumbler of water, and spaced_ about half an -inch
apart. The tumbler should be quite dry on the outside,
on
in
be
on
in

the
one
the
the

Charging front Alternating Current Mains.
There are many ways of utilising an alternating current
supply for accumulator charging. Each method makes
use of special apparatus which, when supplied, carries
instructions explaining in detail the manner of use. It
is therefore only necessary to mention the -various methods,
and a selection is usually based entirely on the question
of cost.
The vibrator rectifier is probably the
most generally used. It is moderate
in cost and economical to run, almost
frage.;n.

..

An electrolytic rectifier for use on A.C. supply.
A
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charging Accumulators at Home.
silent in operation,- and is usually designed, to give
an output suitable for charging high tension accumulators
as well as z or 6 volt filament batteries. The contacts
should be of liberal size and the vibrating arm light.
Silver to carbon contacts work well; and with the charger
properly adjusted so that the circuit is broken' when the
battery potential equals .the transformer output potential
will run with less sparking than an electric bell. A
rectifier of this type should be installed in a position
where it will not be subjected to vibration, for vibration
of a frequency nearly equal to that to which the reed is
designed to respond will throw it out of step and cause

sparking.
:. There i;
little doubt that the Tungar rectifier is the
best device available for charging small batteries. It
makes use of the thermionic emission from a large filamenterl valve, and consequently, as it rectifier of alternating current, is perfect. It is, of course, entirely silent
in operation, though somewhat expensive in original
cost, and the large valves require periodically renewing.
.

t

.
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Electrolytic rectifiers will deliver a pulsating current
suitable for accumulator charging. It is difficult to design a charger of this type suitable for home use, though
several good attempts are to be found on the market, and
in which Some process of cooling is applied to the
electrolite.
-Rectifiers having. revolving armatures driven by a
synchionous motor are also in -favour. Such an instrument must be silent in Operation, and both the motor and
its rectifying commutator should be specially designed to
avoid accident to the battery on charge. Certain types
do, however, run without producing the hum of revolving
machinery and sparklessly produce a commutated pulsating output.
For the experimenter, mention might be made of the
motor generator as a means of charging from A.C. supply.
At the present- time small dynamos of high-class manufacture can be procured from dealers in ex -Government
'stores, whilst there may be available a motor of
moderate size which is normally employed for running
the equipment of the experimental workshop.

BASKET COILS OF HIGH INDUCTANCE.
HE inductance of a basket coil depends on the number
of turns, the diameter of the coil and its depth
(or length). Hence if we can put more turns on the former
by winding them in a different manner, we increase the
inductance of the coil without increasing its diameter.
Actually, if twice the number of turns are put on, the

ordinary type of basket coil (wound with a pitch of 2).
To wind such a coil we proceed as indicated in Fig. 2,
which shows the first four turns. It will be noticed
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inductance of the coil is approximately four times as
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Fig. 2.-Method. of winding the basket coif.

Fig.

1.-A basket

great. Hence with
be able to tune to a
an ordinary basket
The coil of Fig.
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coil with a pitch of 4.

a given variable condenser we shall
wavelength of A1/ 4 times that when
coil of the same size is employed
r has twice as many turns as the

.that the wire is passed through alternate slots. This is
clearly shown by the drawing of the first turn in Fig. 2.
When the second turn has been wound we have one
wire in each slot, but there is not a wire on the front
and back of every projecting piece. We have to wind
four turns before there are two wires in each slot. Then
each projecting piece has two wires passing along the
front and the back. This style of winding is usually
adopted when a coil having a relatively large inductance
for a. given size is required.
This coil has a pitch of four; therefore, the number of
turns may be found by counting the number of layers and
multiplying by two.
W. J.
.
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Four British Valves.
HE four valves described below are representative
of British manufacture -at the present time, and,
although they have been dealt with individually in
earlier issues of this journal, the present tests have been
carried out on valves of recent purchase.
We have selected these four valves for this article,
first, on account of their similarity,- and, secondly,
because in one respect they differ very materially one
from the other. Their similarity lies in the fact that
either, suitably adjjusted, will give excellent results when
operating as a H.F, amplifier, detector, or L.F.
amplifier.
The most striking difference between them is that of
the current and voltage required for filament heating. In
one case, for example, the voltage is as low as one volt,
whereas in another the minute current of 6o milliamperes
-

The results of our _tests are given in the
types.
following table

:-

-

1VECDVALV>_.

(filellard Radla Valve Ce., Ltd.)
Filament Vohs 0.98.
_Filament Amps..23.
Emission (gotali 3.G milliamperes, Filament Eflheicncy 22.7 n.i2i:an:la rev

Pia{e
Volts-

Plate

Current

Plate
Current

Grid
Bias.

at zero grid

in milli-

amperes:,

Volts.

20
10

20
50
60

0.38
0.78
1.3
1.0
2.55

gmi,li-

&cation

Factor.

Zen)

0.3e

6 5

-2

0.5
0.68
0.66
1.28

6.2

-1

-'2.5
3

(i.2

6.25
6.25

t -im

ait.

Plate
Impedance.
25,500
25,000
21,000
22,600
20.000

-

Plate current 5íìt: n grid is hiaaod to the value shown it, Column III.

Now, although valves are designed to have certain
characteristics, it should be remembered
that it is commercially impossible to
construct them with such a degree of
uniformity that their characteristics will
lie exactly similar in all respects, and
if a number of valves of the same type
are tested their curves will be found to
vary slightly one from the- other. For
this reason then the data which see
have given in these notes is to be considered as -typical of the. type under
consideration, and, owing to different
valves being used, the present figures
may differ to some 'extent from those
previously given.

In actual operation
fctulul about 20 volts H.T. t
suitable value when the- valve is used as a detector or
H.E. amplifier. For I.F. work this
may be increased to, say, 6o volts, at
which value the grid should be biased
to the extent of- at least -3 volts. The
figurés in th'' above table give the
minimum ltias::fo apply to the grid for
the:. Corresponding plate voltage in
Column. r: The magnification factor
11laint:lius a steady- value of- about six
and. -a -quarter throughout the range
tested, the plate impedance decreasing,
as is "usual; with an increase of plate
potential.. .If anything, the Wecovalve
would .seem to give of its best when used
on- the low frequency side.

The Wecovalve.
This useful little valve is rated by
The makers as follows :-Filament volts,
.8_ to 1,r ; filament current, .25 ampere ;
The Mullart]
plate voltage, 1:; to 5o.
°Wee»'nO-v e.
This valve is so well known that a
descriptic9n of its. appearance is unnecessary, but
where economy of space is essential the Wccavalve has a distinct advantage over all other.

The A.R, .06,
This is a valve of the 6e milliampere
class, and its consumption is, therefore-,
;f
within the range of dry batteries.
The Edisssan
zara. D6.Actually, we favour the use of an
l'ut
wherever possible,
accumulator
to those -Whom the difficulties of battery charging
are so great.. -a " 6e milliampere " valve offers the hest
solution.

is all

that is required.

'

.

.

-

.

-

A
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The table gives the results of our tests on a sample
valve of this type.
A

.

'66.

(Edison & Swan Electric

-alts

Co

-

Ltd.)

Filament Amps. .603.
Emission (total) 7.O milliamperes. Filament Efficiency 37.1 milliamperes per watt.
I -Arm-12,d

3.0.

Plate
Current

-

Volts.

at zero grid

20
40
60
80
100

0.10
0.44
6.85
1.4

-

*

Grid
Bias.

Volts.

Play'

Current

in milli-

amperes.,

Zero
-

0.10
0.3
0.54
0.8

-1

--1.5

72

-3

lao

0.08

AmpliP
callow

Factor.

Plato
Impedance.
68,000
62,500

10.25
10.55
11.0
11,8
11.8

36,0110

48,009
40,000

Nate current when grid is biased to the value shown in Column III.

The. magnification factor and impedance of the A.R..66
are somewhat higher than is usual in general-purpose
valves, and for this reason our practical circuit test showed
the valve to give its best performance as a detector or
H.I . amplifier; 4o to 45 volts
H.T. will be found suitable.
When used in the first stage
of a L.F. amplifier the plate
potential should be increased
to 8o or so, biasing the grid
in accordance with the figures
given in the table. This type
we found to be particularly
good as a H.F .- amplifier.

The B.4.
Designed originally as a
power amplifier, the B.4 is
rapidly becoming considerably used for general work.
It is rated at 5-6 volts .25
ampere on the filament, plate
potential 40 to 12o.. As in
Ttte B.T.H. 114.
similar valves of this type a
flattened grid and anode as
well as a V-shaped filament are employed with the object
of keeping the plate impedance low.
The tested sample gave the following results

:-

B.4.

(t3.T.H. Co., Ltd.)

Filament Volts 0.0.

Filament amps. .24.
Filament efficiency 32.5 milliamperes per-watt

Bis fission (total} 47 milliamperes.

Plate

Volts.

1.4
8.1
5,4
7.8
10.7

41)

60
80

100
120
n

Plate
Current
zero
grid
at
Volts,

Grid
Bias.
-

Zero

-

-41

-5
-6

Plate
Current
in milli_

amperes.*
1.4
1.41

2.4
3.5
5.2

Ampli -

&cation

Factor.

Plate
Impedance.

6.25
6.25
6.3
6.4
8.4

12,200
12,209
10,000
7,800
7,700

Plate current when grid is biased to the value shown in Column

The total emission obtained is, as shown above, of a
very high order, reacting no less than 47 milliamperes at
volts. If this valve is used for ordinary work, it is,
A
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therefore, possible to'dull the filament quite appreciably.
Using the valve as a high -frequency amplifier and detector
and with a plate potential of 45 -to 5o volts, we found we
could reduce the filament potential to just below 5 without losing' signal strength. ,The advantage of modern
design is reflected by the figures of Column 6, which shows
the valve to have a very low impedance.
Due to this fact, the valve oscillates with much less
reaction than is usually required, and the set should,
therefore, be handled carefully until the operator is accustomed to the new " feel."
It is, of course, on L.F. work that valves of this class
excel, and, used. with, say, loo volts H.T., and at leapt
may
-5 grid bias* (in actual practice up to about
be used with this H.T.), good distortionless amplification
will be provided. In our own particular test we used Too
volts H.T. and -6 grid bias, the results being -all that
could be desired. The more we handle valves of this
class the better we like them.
.

-8

The D.E.R.
This is one of the oldest, if not -the first, British Dull
Emitter to be marketed. Rated at 1.8 to 2 volts, it -will
work direct from a e -volt accumulator, and normally consumes about .35 ampere, plate voltage rating 3o to 80.
Tests on a valve of recent manufacture have been lately
conducted, our results being given in the table below.
D.E.R_

(The. M.O. Valve Co., Lid.)

Filament Amps. .355.
Filament Efficiency 33 milliamperes per watt,

Filament Volts 2.0.
Emission (total) 20 milliamperes.
Plato
Current

Grid

Volts.

at zero grid

Bias.

40
60

0.50
1.2
1.03

Zero

Volts.

80

100

2.7

-

-1,5

-2
-3

Plate current when grid

is

Plate

Current
in milli-*
amperes,
0.56
0.72
1.24
1.5

Ampli ficatioi-

Factor.
0.8
0.8
10.0
10.0

Plate
Plaie
Impedance.
36,600
32,500
20,500
20,000

biased to the value shown in Columns III,

This type seemed quite at home -in any part of the
set, and gave excellent results in all parts of our standard
circuit. When being used as a detector care should be
taken to connect the grid return lead to the -1- terminal
-of the filament battery. While critical adjustment
of the plate voltage is unnecessary, about 40 volts
will be -fomld a suitable value for H.F. and detector
work. For L.F. amplification increase the H.T. to 6o
volts or more, adjusting the grid bias as indicated by the
minimum values given above. A valve which will give
good service coupled with reliability is our opinion of
this type.
The foregoing valves, taken from the many now offered
for sale, are good examples of their particular class.
Well up to the exacting British standard, they are such
that their manufacturers may indeed be proud of their
products.
* The value of grid bias iu- the table is the minimum which
should be used for the corresponding plate voltage.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor,

he "Wireless World," 139-140, Fleet street,

RECORD LOW POWER TRANSMISSION?
Sir, --\-that must be a record for low power transmission is
revealed in the reception of a QSL card from 134013 at Miami,
Florida. His input is stated as 5 watts, radiation being -figure
_0,2 amps! Signals were received here on November 28th last
et a strength of R3 on a 0-v-1 Reinartz without earth, 4CH was
heard working with two American stations, and the reception
is now confirmed. Miami is about 4,500 miles from here.
Glasgow.
J. GORDON RITCH1E.

I

-I

Sir, ---Those who knowingly cause interference should be
hung, drawn, and quartered. But those who spoil the pleasure
of others by allowing their sets to oscillate and energise an

the writer's ruse acrd a:.4lreas,

Sir, ---To my mind there is only one way of reducing the
oscillation nuisance, and that is by removing the inducement
strongly urge fewer provincial programmes, arid
to oscillate.
more relay stations. The former would be less inducement for
the ignorant listener in Aberdeen or Manchester to get New
castle or Bournemouth on a single valve, and Tice versa; and
the latter would mean more crystals and fewer valves to
oscillate.
On grounds of economy, too, this seems such a good policy
that it is surprising the B.B.C, have not considered it before.
Two good programmes instead of twenty indifferent ones-say,
one from the high -power station and the other relayed to all
the rest-would cost far less, -while they could be improved in
quality in every way. Some of the provincial items are often
very mediocre; in fact, one usually searches The Redie Times
for what is worth listening to during the week, rather than
for the nightly entertainment.
As for more relay stations,- surely every big town should be
supplied? This would be another sound economic proposition,
as the resulting five thousand or more licences in each area
would pay the B.l3.C. well, sud only introduce more noninterfering crystal listeners.
This seems -to be a positive remedy. whereas legislation
against the, use of reaction is not only negative, but almost
irupossiblev`fö enforce, even if passed
Remove the inducement to- howl" and tine squealing may
M. PROCTER -GRECO.
be less.
Blackburn.

R. COLLINGS.
Camberwell.
[Now that the Post Office is unable to deal with the oscillation nuisance, it is suggested that the police might take the
matter up. Motoring has made the policeman's lot often a
very difficult one, yet he would have our deepest sympathy if
called upon to produce evidence of excessive -interference by
oscillation. Surely nearly every listener is au offender'-Eu.J

.

lag

aerial circuit are usually blissfully unconscious of their awn
iniquity.
It would be especially hard onu-single valve users to deprive
thorn of tho inestimable boon of reaction.
The simplest and most humane remedy would seem to be in
so designing sets that as soon as self -oscillation does occur a
most unbearable howl is heard in the telephones or loud -speaker
of the offending set.
This is not a complicated matter. Most single valve reflex
sets, for instance, obligingly (though not, designedly) do this.
There are ether ways of getting the effect, so that by the use of
"squeggcr," or grid -blocking dodges, ri Ira FÏewelling, a suitable vile screech will afflict the ear -drums of the offender as
soon as he pushes reaction far enough to make his set
oscillate.
GOY C. BEDDING=TON (5Ií:1).
Villa Yolanda, Ospedaletti, Italy.

THE OSCILLATION NUISANCE.
,Sir,--I have read with the keenest interest your editorial
appearing in the January 21st issue of The Wireless World end
Wadi() Ifea'iem. While agreeing that the oscillation nuisance
should be put down, I feel that it would be distinctly unfair
to the man, whether experimenter or only broadcast listener,
who understands the principles of radio, and who uses his set
in a reasonable and proper manner. to forbid the use of reaction, so depriving him of the benefits obtained from ils
correct employment.
I realise that the question is one of great difficulty, but if
the offenders can be located, would it not be possible to impose
fines or suspend their licences, as is done in the case of
motorists who do not recognise the rule of the road?

Sir,
was very pleased to read your leading article regarding the above, It is high time something was doue to remove
this annoyance during broadcasting hours. But surely one
can expect nothing else, especially when one well-known, large
company manufactures sets, say with detector and one. or
two L.F. valves, having reaction in its simplest form; direct
on aerial. which are supplied to the merest novices, who
cannot help and are not to blame for their interference. I
have cause in touch with several of these sets, supplied only in
the last few weeks, Surely manufacturers should not be allowed
to scud out such apparatus. Why, even a schoolboy, with the
aid of his weekly paper, can make a much better set than
these, and certainly will cause little or no interference, But
of course things are changing-what with the P.M.G. testing
sets and now doing away with the tests --and even our Editor,
I find, recently contributed an article giving instructions for
making one of these 2 -valve guilty sets. Probably in the near
Future we shall have this trouble remedied.
211Y.

E.ß.A, and must to deco-married

!

DON'TS Foie TRANSMITTERS.
Sir,-Do you think that the following " Don'ts " would be
of interest to your transmitting readers? They are based on
observations made while receiving daring the past two months.
1. Don't on any account, unless with special permission,
give CQ calls; never mind who else you hear doing it.
2. Don't work above 250 metres when any of the B.B.C.
stations are working. When on 440 metres, keep to it.
Leave that to the
3. Don't say " Hello, everyone," etc.
.

-
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thereby), but as a separate element in series with the choke

4. Don't, while transmitting, refer to any piece of apparatus
with which you are dissatisfied, unless it is home-made.
5. Don't, if you have only an artificial aerial, transmit with
the object of seeing -your call sigh in the "Calls Heard "
section of the Tireless World. Not only amateurs read this
journal,
6. Don't fail to use parliamentary language at all times.
7. Don't forget that you may be heard by hundreds, so do
not lower the prestige of amateur transmitters.
8. Don't send out jazz tunes on Sunday. If you.must grind
out music, play something decent.
A. TRANSMITTER SINCE 1912.
January 20th, 1925.

coil.
The. -circuit is a very interesting one. and it is to be hoped..
that it will engage the interest of experimenters.
F. M. COLEBROOK.
-

National Physical Laboratory,
Teddington, Middlesex.

-

KDKA AT

A.M.

a few minutes to ten e i Janìtary 27th I tuned in
a strong- carrier wave on the condenser setting which gives
KDKA ou his short wavelength, but as it was then of course

broad .daylight with- the sun- shining I did not think it could
be Pittsburgh and altered the tuning. However, I tried again
at, 10.5, and music, which was uncommonly like KDKA, was
heard -.at little, if any, below the usual midnight strength of
that station. I -could hardly believe it was KDKA, but a
minute or so later the voice of the announcer dispelled all
doubt by saying it was KDKA giving a transmission special/3,for the "Melbourne Herald,"
After another musical item messages of greeting were read
to the "Melbourne herald" and the people of Australia.
Then followed snore music, and at 10.30 strength of reception was falling off slightly, and another L.F. -valve was
switched in (up till this time a 0--i--1 combination tras being
used).
Messages were again read but coúld not be made out. sir
clearly as the, first time,
What struck me as must interesting was the fact that for the
first half-hour t -lie strength, as I have already mentioned, Was
practically as good as when darkness covers the whole
distance.
As 1 cannot read Morse
transmissions, I have not
built a special set for low
wavelengths, but use a plugin fixed coupler, of which I
enclose a photo, in my ordinary 7-v-2 set; tole coil, as
you will note, is made after
the style of rho low loss
coils recently described in
Tire Wireless World by Mir.
I?, H. Haynes.
-

-

REPORTS, PLEASE.
Sir,I an, a constant reader of your splendid paper from
the first copy and look forward to Friday, -when we get it over
here, like' a Bank Holiday I ant one of the very first amateurs
on the island to rio experimental work.
I should likee-to ask my fellow readers if they would send
me reports of any of my transmissions which they may hear.
My call sign is G 6PU.
Wishing you all the success you deserve.
E. .1. W. AMER.
c/o Barns Garage,
New Street,
Jersey, C.I.
!

-

STABLE H.F. AMPLIFICATION.
Sir,-I was very interested in the high -frequency amplifying
circuit described by Sir. Somerset Murray in your issue of
February 4th.
The development cf the final circuit from the original
arrangement illustrated in fig. I of the article is certainly
interesting, but I think it has. misled 'Mr. Murray in the interpretation of the action of the final arrangement.
I would suggest that a comparison between fig. 5 of the
article and the circuit diagram of a choke -coupled amplifier
will provide an alternative and somewhat simpler interpretation
of the action of Mr. Murray's circuit. Tise latter is seen to
consist essentially of a choke -coupled amplifier with a tuned
rejector circuit substituted far the grid -leak resistance usually
employed. This would account for the stability as well as for
the selectivity of the circuit. It would also account for the
tendency to self -oscillation when the coupling condenser is very
small, for under these conditions an oscillating circuit of cam.
paratively low decrement is the input circuit of a valve having
a large inductance in the anode circuit. It is well known that
an inductive load in the anode circuit of a valve may, under
certain conditions, lead to a negative input circuit resistance.
Thin interpretation also indicates that Mr. Murray's circuit
will probably be much more effective than the usual choke coupled arrangement, since the grid -filament capacity forms
part of a tuned rejector circuit, which will bave the effect of
considerably reducing the effective shunt capacity across the
choke in the anode circuit of the preceding valve.
If I have given the correct reason for the tendency to self oscillation when tho coupling capacity is small, it i,5 probable
that this tendency could be removed without loss of sensitivity
by including resistance, not in the actual choke coil itself (the
resultant impedance of which would probably be lowered
-
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Sir,-At

EAST AFRICAN 'WIRELESS ACHIEVEMENT.
Sir,-You will be interested to learn -that lately I h e'e been
successful in receiving messages from the United States of
America. I am now in a position to listen in regularly to three
or four American stations. My set was built by me locally
and I am only- using four valves.
You will remember I was the first person to succeed in this
colony in the reception of -long distance messages. At my first
attempt I was able to listen in to Mozambique, and noiv I am
able to receive messages from across the Atlantic-spanning a
ABDUL RASHID.
distance of several thousand miles.
P.O. Box 207,
Nairobi, Kenya Colony,
December 29, 1924.
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J. REID.

Dumfries, N.B.
3:

A SURPRISING CLAIM.

In

Sir,
the .' o ra t It e
Doily hobo of February 2,
Mr. A. Steel, an ex -assistant
engineer of the Post Office,
is reported. to have said,
inter alto, at a dinner in
Southampton
"Wireless had made
enormous strides during
the last year or two, but
A plug --in fixed coupler used
he did not agree with the
by Mr. Reid for short wave
reception.
suggestion that in a few
years it was going to
sera-p the whole telegraph and telephone system. He thought.
that wireless experts had much for which to thank the
engineering department of the Post Office. Nearly all the
different parts that went to make up- a receiving set had
been brought out by the Post Office Engineering Department.
They had practically invented these parts and brought them
right from the crude state to the perfect instrument."
Well, we know the Post Office invented harmonics and cosy
corners for cables, and that it " brought out " from the " crude
state " that queer fowl the wireless inspector. But some of
Mr. Steel's alleged claims are startling, and T am tempted to
ask him, by your courtesy, to mention one-only one-part of
a wireless receiving set which was " practically invented " or
even "brought out " by the Post Office Engineering Devartment. Can it be that Mr. Steel is thinking of thermionic
L. HIND.
valves -or variable condensers?'
:
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READERS PROBIENS
Readers Desiring to Consult the rr Wireless World Information Dept. should
make use of the Coupon to be found in the Advertisement Pages.
The Care eI Aceumulators.
ANY complaints are made eon corning the expense and trouble
of accumulators, it being frequently found that after a new battery
has been in use for some time it shows a.
great falling -oil in its rated amp'ere-hour
capacity. The result of this is that more
frequent visits to the charging. station are
necessary,
of course, a much
larger bill for acctmlidator charging over
a given period than was anticipated, not
t:s mention the trouble of transporting
this bulky article to and from the nearest
garage.
In nearly all cases that are brought to
our notice the fault lies at the door of
the users in not following the very explicit directions given by all reliable
accumulator makers. The modern accumulator manufactured by firms of repute
is a very reliable article indeed, and the
ehaaco is very remote that a faulty one
will pass out of the factory without
being detected in the stringent examinations usually given by the makers.
Instructions for bringing new accumulators into service are usually printed very
clearly or the side of the instrument. It
is necessary first to fill the accumulator to
the top of the plates with electrolyte
(sulphuric acid) of the specific gravity recommended by the makers. This varies
somewhat in different makes, but invariably lies between 1.200 and 1.250. The
acid should be tested carefully with a
hydrometer before being put into the
accumulator. It should then be placed on
a very slow and prolonged charge extending over two or three days at not
more than half the usual charging rate.
The electrolyte should then -usually
be emptied out and fresh put in.
The specific gravity of this second electrolyte is usually of a. slightly different
value frei n that of the first, and the instructions on this point should he read
carefully. The battery should then be
charged again at the normal rate.
In
many cases the battery is ruined at the
outset by the fact that users do not
trouble to throw away the first electrolyte
as advised, since they think that because
the battery appears to function perfectly
well this is unnecessary.
The result is
that, before many Weeks have passed, the
battery is damaged, and white patches
commence to appear over the plates, indicating the presence of lead sulphate.
The remedy for removing this is to fill
the battery with fresh electrolyte and put

-

it on charge at a very slow rate. If this
fails to prove effective, there is very little
that can be done by the ordinary amateur,
and the accumulator should be despatched
to the makers for repairs rather than
placed in the hands of local people.
After being in use for some time it will
he noticed that the electrolyte does not
cover the tops of the plates. This is due
to the evaporation of the-

This arrangement will lie found
quite effective. it is, of course, the
method used for obtaining reaction
effects in reflex circuits having a cry=stal
detector. The third valve is arranged as
a resistance -coupled note magnifier in
accordance with our correspondent's requirements.
coils.

-
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of the electrolyte, and distilled water
should be added. On no account should
acid be added, unless sonic. has been
actually spilt. The accumulator should
have fresh electrolyte every few mouths.
The cost of this will he amply recovered in the- greatly extended life of

the instrument.

Obtaining Reaction in a Three -valve Set.
READER wishes to construct a
three -valve set containing one I1.F.
stage and the usual magnetic reaction. He wishes to know if a method
can be devised for accomplishing this,

Resistance -Coupled L.F. Amplifiers:
impression appears to exist in
the minds of several readers who
have written to us expressing their
disappointment with the quality obtained
front resistance -coupled amplifiers that
this method of coupling is a panacea for
all distortion in L.F. amplifiers. The
idea appears to have gained ground that
when this form of coupling is used all
the rules given for good quality reproduction with transformer coupling can be
ignored, and that special valves are no
longer called for.
Distortion in transformer coupling, when
'gall other precautions, such as the use of
100,000 ri

A

three -valve receiver with one H.P. detector and one static of resistance coupled L,P.
-Reaction is obtained by coupling the anode and aerial coils.

using two coils only instead of the customary three. The third valve is to be a
resistance -coupled note magnilier.
Whilst, of course, this- can easily he
effected by .using an H.F. transformer
for coupling the H.F, valve to the detector, we assume from the context of
our correspondent's letter that he dogs
not wish to incorporate one of tries°e
components into his set. We illustrate
hero a method whereby the usual coil in
the anode cii-cuit of the detector valve is
omitted, reaction effects being obtained
by coupling together the anode and aerial
.

proper power valves, grid bias and
have been taken, is due partly to the fact
that the primary winding of the transformer does not offer so great an impedance to the Iower frequencies as it does
to those higher itt the scale; the reason
being that the impedance of any in,
ductance increases in direct proportion to
the fregnency.. "Uneven annplificatien
therefore takes place. This is counteracted to a certain extent by using trans,
formers containing a large number of
turns on the primary, and having a care
of sufficient cross-sectional area. There.
A
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Readers Problems.still, exists, however, a form of distortion
which is due to the magnetic hysteresis of
the iron core, and various other. causes.
This can to a large extent be eliminated
by using correctly designed cores containing a large number of laminations, but
it cannot be denied that the use of
resistances, when their disadvantage of
high H.T. requirements and low amplification per stage is set aside, is the best
method of coupling to adopt in cases
where the highest quality is desired.
When properly designed, this form of
coupling does not tend to emphasise any
particular musical frequency, and, furthermore, eliminates the distortion due to the
The use of. reuse of an iron core.
sistances, however, in no way assists in
reducing distortion in the valve itself, due
to it not having a sufficiently largo per-missible grid voltage swing or to its
normal grid potential occurring on an
The
unsuitable portion of the curve.
use of "R " type valves with no grid
bias in a resistance -coupled amplifier may
result in very bad distortion-no less than
if transformer coupling were used.
-

0000
Resistances for no Dull Emitters.
READER wishes to use two valves
of the 0.06 type in conjunction
with two D.E.5 valves in his
standard four -valve set, and also to
insert a fixed resistance to control the
filament current of the two 0.06 valves.
As he intends to use a 6 -volt accumulator
to light all the valves he wishes to know
the correct value of resistance to insert.
As the current taken by the two valves
is 0.12 amps. and we require to drop
3 volts across the series resistance it will

Switching

Arrangements for Valves of
Different Impedance.
A READER wishes to construct a
three -valve set 'embodying two
stages of transformer coupled
power ampli îcation with the usual
switching arrangements. He intends to
use a low ratio transformer to follow
the high impedance detector, but desires
also to experiment occasionally with a
low impedance valve in this position, a.nd
wishes to know if it is possible to
arrange the switching so that the output
from the detector valve can be passed
straight to the high ratio transformer in
the second stage when desired.
Our diagram given below illustrates. a
method of accomplishing this. It will be
noticed that when both switches are to
the right, both stages of amplification
are. eliminated, and by bringing either
switch to the 'left it is possible to pass
the output of the detector valve to either
the low or the high ratio transformer.
Bringing both switches to the left gives
two stages of amplification. The usual
arrangements for correct H.T. potential
and grid bias for the power amplifying

-
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resistance coupling with its attendant
low amplification per stage, and its high
anode voltage, it is foolish not to get the
utmost out of it by neglect of seemingly
trivial points. No " best " value for this
condenser can be given, as musical tastes
vary, but it can be said that to a person
with a normal musical ear a condenser having a capacity of approximately .25,i5F will
be found to give the correct balance of high
and low. notes. However, provided that
the value of this condenser is always
kept above .05 µF, frequency distortion
will be scarcely noticeable.
Many
musical people prefer the accentnatien of
the higher notes, and it is not a bad
plan, therefore, to arrange to have one
or two coupling condensers, so that either
may be brought into circuit by means of
a stud switch. The value of the grid
leak may be from .25 to- .5 MÇ .
Some useful notes on the value of
anode resistance and H.T. voltage required are given ou page 573 of the
January 28th issue of the Wi-criera We -rid.

valves are shown.
0000
Coupling Condensers in L.P. Amplifiers
READER has noticed that whenever we give diagrams in this sec
Lion of the journal, which embody
choke. or resistance L.F. coupling, the
value given for the coupling condensers
usually lies between .25 and .05 al?, and
he asks if there is any special reason for
this.
The potential differences set up across
the anode resistances by the varying
musical frequencies is transferred to the
grid of the following valve by the
H

`/

T.1

.}H. T.a
+14 T.3

An experimental fitter circuit.

An Experimental Filter Circuit.
E often receive requests from
readers for diagrams of filter
circuits suitable for using in the
anode circuit of the final valve in order
to prevent the steadyH.T. current passing through the loud speaker windings.
Many readers desire switching arrangements for cutting this circuit out at will.
We therefore give above a method
of switching by means of which either
a choke or resistance -coupled filter circuit
can be used, or, if desired, the filter eirsuit may be eliminated altogether. The
impedance of the choke must he very
high if a valve of the ordinary type is
used, the inductance value being 100
henries or so, but if a low impedance
power valve is used, this value may be
considerably reduced. The same remarks
The correct
apply to the resistance.
value for the condenser is really a matter
for experimeint, but if it be made between .25 and .5 ,uF, it will he found
that it will transfer the musical frequencies to the loud speaker without distortion. Many people prefer to make the
value of this condenser much larger.
It is advisable that for best results this
condenser have a mica. dielectric.
l
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three-valve receiver, in which the switches in the L.F. stages maintain
the correct plate potentials.

be necessary to insert a resistance of not
less than 25 ohms in one of the leads
supplying current to the filaments of
these two valves. We can, however, raise
this value to 26 or 27 ohms without iunpairing the efficiency of the valves, and
at the same time provide- a larger factor
of safety for the valves.
The D.E.5
valves, of course, can be operated with
the usual type of 5 ohm variable resistance.
A i0

coupling condenser, :Many people are in
the habit of makiug the value of this
condenser far too low, with the result
that the lower frequencies fail to reach
the grid of the second valve. If rare is
not taken to make this condenser large
enough, the same uneven amplification
of high and low notes that often occurs
in transformer -coupled amplifier; will be
present when resistance coupling is used.
If, for the sake. of purity. we employ
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vations have been necessitated by the great increase in
the number printed. The size is one which is a recognised
standard for journals having a large circulation, whilst
OCR invitation to readers to -send us their views on the
the changes which have been made in the general style
first number of our new séries has resulted in an
of printing and paper are due to the fact that the very
overwhelming response.
Whilst it is our intention to reply individually to each
large number printed necessitates the adoption of what are
virtually newspaper methods.
letter received, it will be impossible to do so without some delay;
One particular advantage which'
we therefore take this opportunity
is obtained through enlarging the
CONTENTS.
of thanking our readers for their
size of the page is that a more
PAGE
EDITORIiL NoTEs
.,
73
ready response to the invitation.
...
satisfactory arrangement and disALL RANGE RECEIVER'
75
play of illustrations becomes posAs regards the expressions of
By F. H. 'Jaynes.
opinion received, a very large
sible, whilst space is provided to
INTERp'ERFNCE
79
majority vote assures us that the
allow for additional text and,
By N. W. McLachlan, t). Sc.,
reception of our first number in
consequently,
more detailed deM.I.E.E., .F.Tnst.Y.
scriptions in the articles.
the new form has been more
ALL ABOUT VALVES
82
...
favourable than our most optiSome of the more advanced
NOVELTIES FROM. OUR lii.iDERS
83
readers have expressed regret that
mistic hopes had anticipated.
Tiro -VALVE SET
...
85
No expression of Opinion, howpages of a lighter or rather less
By W. Tames.
technical character have been inever strong, can he unanimous
CURRENT TOPICS
...
..
89
...
from readers so nutéa-ous and so
cluded. it may be pointed out
91
IVEwS MOM 'IRE SOCIETIES :..
...
that this matter is all additional
varied in their interests, and we
BROADCAST BREVITIES
92
...
have therefore welcomed critito what was included under the
[IOW TO BUILT/ AND
ERECT AN
old ïeigime, and it seems rather
cisms as much as ungtialified ex..A.lEA'rlsiïrE MAST
94
By F. J. Ains.ley, A.M.I.C.E.
pressions of approval.
selfish to adopt the attitude that
TICE EXPEIIr,IíENTEIL'S NOTEBOOK ...
99
every reader must find only such
Under Correspondence in this
..
'By W. James.
matter in each issue as is of direct
issue we publish a: few from
...
.Nw APr=aR.A'rr.s
,.. 101
amongst the flood of letters reinterest to himself.
LETTERS To THE EDITOR.
.-,
... 102
ceived, and have endeavoured to'
Our desire is- -to provide a
SLaEnoLs USER IN WIRELESS CniCUTTS 104
include representative letters of
journal having a. :wider appeal
READERS' PROBLEMS ...
-..
... 105
all views in order that we may
than the somewhat specialised
have this opportunity of. replying
character. of past issues could
to the points of criticism raised.
ensure, but there is no intention
We anticipated that the change in size. would not he
on Our part to deprive our older supporters of the type of
welcomed.bv those readers who have appreciated the conarticles and information which they have become accusvenience of the old size when bound in volumes, and we
tomed to expect. With every confidence we ask our
agree that it is always unfortunate, from this point of
readers to compare The Wireless World with any other
view, when a change in size is introduced: There is
weekly wireless publications, irrespective of the price,
also the objection raised to the nature of the paper on
and we are content to leave our future success to the
which the. present issues a -re printed. Both these inno choice which they will make.

WHAT OUR READERS SAY.

-

-

-

-
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THE FIGHT FOR 'FREEDOM.
THE

most eventful moment in -.the history of the wireless amateur in this country-long anticipated-has
at last .arrived. With the.fate of the Wireless Telegraphy
and Signalling Bill is coupled the fate of the British
amateur, and it is, therefore, not in the least surprising
that the terms of the present Bill have aroused such
universal interest not only amongst amateurs, but amongst
ail users of wireless telegraphy, and have formed the
subject of comment in almost every section of the Press.
The new Bill purports to " re-enact and amend ? the
Wireless Telegraphy Act of 404, and " to make provision with respect to visual and sound signalling, and the
use of etheric waves for the transmission of energy."
It is perhaps unnecessary to discuss here those sections
of the Bill which are already included in the r904 Act
because that Act respected the rights of the experimenter
and made provision for his work. In fact, it may be said
that nothing in the r904 Act obstructed amateur activities to any serious extent, and it was only the administration of the Act in the Departmental regulations made by
the Postmaster -General .which has in the past hampered
amateur experimental work and interfered with his rights
which seemed clearly recognised in the Wording of the
1904 Act.
The Right to Experiment.
The most serious aspect of the present Bill, from the
point of view of the amateur, is that it is now proposed
to leave it to the .discretion of the. Postmaster -General to
form whatever regulations he may think desirable, whilst
at the same time giving every facility for legalising these
regulations so that when once they have become law it will
be of no avail to dispute them, as it has been possible
to do in the past, when they were Merely departmental
2-

.

regulations.
Under Clause 3 of the Bill we read :
(a) " as to -the terms, conditions and restrictions on or
subject to which -licences or any -class of licences
under this Act are to be granted, renewed,
suspended or withdrawn; and
(I,) " requiring any operators or other persons engaged
in the working of wireless telegraphy to be provided with certificates, and making provision as
to the manner and conditions of the "issue and
renewal of any such certificate, including the
examinations and tests to be undergone, and the
form, custody, production, cancellation, suspension, endorsement and surrender of any such certificate, whether issued before or after the passing
of this Act."
No Limit to Post Office Restrictions.
When we analyse this clause we find that it enables the
Postmaster-General, if he so desires, to require that every
amateur who wishes to construct his own apparatus or to
experiment must produce a certificate of -technical qualifications or be the holder of a science -degree, whilst -he may
also be required to describe the exact- nature of any
experiments -to be carried out and therefore to disclose
information which he may quite reasonably desire should
not be made known
Under Clause 3, Section 3, provision is macle. for regulations drawn up by the Postmaster -General to become law
-

.

-

-
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without the procedure of discussion and voting in Parliament, it being left to chance opposition to find out any
objections to the regulations within a period of twenty-one
days from the date that the regtlations are laid on the
table of the House. Such a procedure gives a very unfair advantage to the Postmaster -General.
Perhaps the most. surprising section of the new Bill
is Clause 7,. which reads as follows :" The provisions of this Act, shall apply to the installation and-. working of apparatus for utilising
etheric waves for the purpose of the sending or
receiving of energy without the aid of any wire
connecting the points from and at which the energy
is sent and received as they apply to the installation and working of apparatus for Wireless
-

telegraphy."
This clause appears to encroach upon matters -which
have hitherto been regarded as quite -outside the jurisdiction of the Post Office, and no provision was made in the
Act of r904 to give such wide powers to the Postmaster General as are suggested here.

Extraordinary Extension of Post Office Control.

It would appear from the wording of the clause that in
future a licence must he procured from the Postmaster General before any apparatus capable of generating
etheric waves can be installed for the- reason that- such
In
apparatus could be applied to wireless telegraphy.
speaking of etheric waves, both light and heat are .included with wireless- telegraphy and similar apparatus.
Although the transmission of energy by wireless
methods has not at the -present time been developed, yet
in the light' of present-day knowledge it may be nearer
realisation than is generally supposed, and if eventually
such a system becomes of practical value it might be
expected that the control would come under the ElecIt seems out of place, theretricity Commissioners.
fore, that the Control of such a. system should come
It would appear sufunder the Postmaster -General.
ficient if a clause- were substituted stating that no
person should maliciously operate apparatus capable of
interfering with the transmissions or reception of messages
signalled by means of ether waves commonly employed
for wireless telegraphy.
Even then it might be necessary to limit such a clause,
otherwise the Postmaster -General, in assuming responsibility for the control of such transmissions, would find
it necessary to prevent the accidental induction from electric light wires, interference caused by apparatus such as
electrical lifts in buildings where wireless apparatus is
installed, interference with reception which is experienced
in areas where electric trams or railways are located, and
many other similar causes which may affect the transmission or reception of wireless telegraphy and telephony.
Reviewing the Bill as a whole, it would appear that it
has been drafted without adequate. technical supervision
and with little consideration for individual rights. Where
the Bill appears to us to ,be most unfair is that it gives
the Postmaster -General power to deprive an individual
of .the right to experiment, which can be done through
the enforcement of impossible regulations, whereas this
-right to experiment was carefully protected under the
Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1904.
17
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It is

with the object of providing a sel which will
receive on the broadcasting and higher wavelengths,
and al the sanie time give efficient reception down to
50 metres, that this design has been developed.

Many transmissions me now regularly taking place
on the short wavelengths, including high power
American broadcasting, and with this -receiver the
amateur emt tune down to almost the shortest waves
without the need for duplicating any part of his
receiving equipment by constructing separate short
and broadcast wave receivers.
By F. H. HAYNES.

is generally recognised that a set designed fill
reception on broadcasting wavelengths is unsuitable
for short wave work, yet there are many users of
broadcast receiving sets who are interested in the wai e length band 200 to 50 metres, and the purpose of the
design given here is to show how a set of simple construction can be macle up to give good results on al4
wavelengths.
I`

How the Tuning Range is Provided.
\Viien plug-in coils are used to change the tuning range
it is, of course, possible to use specially constructed in:
rluctances of only a few turns for tuning to short waves.
It is advisable to use a three -coil holder, so that a loose coupled aerial tuning circuit may be provided, and the
writer has found it possible to go down to about s'o
metres with such an arrangement. it cannot be over -

t.--The circuit is a detector valve with reaction followed by
a note magnifier. The short wave tuning inductances are shown
while loading toils may be added at A and Fl or inserted into- the
plug and socket connectors in place of the " U " links.

Fig,.

4

extension handles are
almost indispensable for short
wave work. The potentiometer
Control la immediately above
the condenser.
The

looked, however, that the coil holder with the usual
pattern of self-supporting plug-in coil is by no means
satisfactory on short wavelengths, but One great_ advantage is obtained, which is, that reaction. coils varying
only slightly in their inductance values can be interchanged to provide the critical self -oscillation control so
necessary in short wave work.

The Circuit:
From the circuit (Fig. r) it will be seen that a loose
coupled aerial tuner is used, and by means of " 11"
]inks the inductance, valves of both aerial and closed circuits can be varied. Additional plug-in coils may be
inserted in .holders to extend the wave range to the
broadcasting band and beyond.
There is nothing unusual in this circuit, which is the
stràightforwvard arrangeaient favoured by probably the
majority of those -devoting their attention to the lower
wavelengths. The utility of the set for all -range reception comes about by the use of a reaction coil, which is
movable through goo, and can thus be made to couple
either' on to a- vertical plug-in. coil, or tilted down into
the horizontal plane of the short wave inductances. Thus,
reaction- is obtained by means of a plug-in coil, and
when a reaction coil of critical inductance value is needed
fOr the short waves, various coils can be interchanged..
For short wave tuning a coil of high efficiency is employed having low self capacity and being practically
".air -supported," thus limiting the dielectric loss which
occurs When turns arc carried in the usual way on
formers of insulating material having poor dielectric properties. In designing a short waye set we must -remember
that, unless the inductances are adjustable in value, the
A
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the " U " links. To prevent dielectric losS here only thin
ebonite is used. The spacing between plugs and sockets,
incidentally; is 3:9 -in., so that the " U " links in both
aerial and closed circuits can be substituted by plug-in
coils for loading purposes. In order that the coupling,
thus provided when -two coils are inserted, may be in -the

All Range Receiver.wave range will be far too limited. It is found, in prac-.
tice, when using a loose coupled set, that one aerial
inductance may be used over a band of possibly So to 150
metres. This can only- be done, however, when the aerial
tuning coil brings the aerial wavelength to a value of

approximately midway in the range, and the coupling
the tunable closed circuit must, therefore, be
tightened towards maximum when the aerial
wavelength is to be dragged to either the
higher or lower wavelengths on the tuning
range. Thus, the use of an aerial coil
which cannot be varied almost nullifies the -E14
purpose -for which loose coupling is pro
vided.
Loose coupling is used in short wave
receivers partly to provide selectivity, but
its most important use is. to adjust the
load thrown on the aerial circuit by the
absorbing closed- circuit according to the
amplitude of the oscillations set up by the
incoming signals, and also to very critically
regulate the negative resistance of the aerial
as brought about by the oscillating
circuit.
Bearing these points in mind, the aerial
coil is fixed as regards its pósition with
the closed circuit, and both aerial and
closed circuits are varied by means of tappings arranged to minimise dead end

-1
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effects.

The reaction coil links up into the field
of the coupled inductances, and for this
reason, with the. aerial and grid ends of
the two coils adjacent, care must be taken
to see that the relative direction of winding
of the two coils is correct. Hence in shaping up the wire for threading on to the
ebonite supporting -strips, one coil will
resemble a left-hand and the other a righthand screw, so that, were the aerial and
3/4
closed circuits to be linked across at the Fig. 3.-Dimensional drawing for constructing the
front panel and framework
top, the direction -of winding would be used to carry the apparatus. Sizes of holes: x1, te in., B, in., C, 7/32 in., D, A in.,
E,
in.
l
continuous.
At intervals on both of the coils. short direct leads are same. direction as that produced by the fixed coupling
brought out to the plate carrying plugs acid sockets for of the short wave coils, the plugs of the aerial circuit
are on the opposite side to those of the closed circuit, as
will be seen from the illustrations, and also froin the
supplement showing the practical wiring.
The remainder of the circuit is on orthodox lines, and
consists of a detector valve with grid condenser and leak
rectification with potentiometer to give additional control
over self -oscillation, and followed by a note magnifier.
It will be observed. that high -frequency choke coils
are inserted in the -leads to the telephones. Although this
has become somewhat general practice since its introdiliction, the writer would explain that these coils are only
effective when the high-tension and lâw-tension batteries
stand upon insulating material so as to present a low capacity to earth. Such coils are, of course, effective in preFig 2.-Constructional details of the ebonite plate carrying the
venting the large and varying earth capacity produced
plugs and sockets. The spacing between plugs and sockets is
given as Y,, so that plug-in coils can replace the." II" links.
with the telephones placed upon the lead. It is as well
The links are intended for a spacing of in., but can he easily
to " tie down " the filament circuit to earth potential,
adapted. Sizes of holes A , in., B
-
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All Range Receiver.-

as provided by the earth wire, and if a
counterpoise is not used, the leads shown
dotted in Fig. r should be inserted.
With a counterpoise the aerial and
closed circuits are entirely separated,

The Design.
form of construction departs
somewhat from the more usual .design
employed in amateur instrument work.
A good published design can always be
followed explicitly without experiencing
difficulties not apparent at the onset, yet
one cannot help observing that the amateur invariably takes a design and modifies it either to suit the limitations of his
skill or to make use of components he has
to hand or for which he has a preference.
The writer has, therefore, constructed a'
model on simple and inexpensive lines,
and the experienced reader need not
possess any great confidence in his own
ability to be able to adapt his .set to more
Fig. 4.-The layout of the components on the base board.
ambitious requirements.
The components are carried in a wooden frame, of mahogany, is purchased finished planed to size, and
which details are given in Fig. 3. The wood, which is by accurately sawing and filing the ends the framework can
he easily made up, and the construction
dse
will be found to be much more simple than
that of making a cabinet. The top and
side members which give support to the
front panel are held up square by means
of brass " L '' brackets, obtainable from
most ironmongers; and, if the finished
framework is not sufficiently rigid, it may
be. further strengthened by bracketing at
all of the corners.

The

Constructing' the Low Wave coils.
The most difficult part of the construction is the making of the tuning coils.
Strips of ebonite are made up from sin.
sheet, and it is essential to obtain a. high-

,e,-74r/g,

A

rear view, showing the short-wave tuning coils and the arrangement
piments within the (rams.
7

o

the cold-

grade ebonite for mechanical as well as
electrical reasons. The holes must be
accurately marked out and carefully
centre -punched, or otherwise they may run
one into the other, or so alter the pitch
of the turns that the winding, of the wire
becomes difficult. The inner coil, which
is the closed circuit, is carried on four
strips sin. in length by in. in width.
They carry 34 holes Ain. in diameter, so
that 33 turns of wire can be supported in
spiral formation when the ends are finally
trued up, and leaving sin. spare for
securing the coil to the baseboard. The
turns -of the aerial circuit are threaded
into four pieces zin. in. length by gin. in
width, and include 13 holes of the same
pitch as the closed circuit to give support to -rz. turns.. These low foss roils
in a previous
were first described
A
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PARTS REQUIRED.
in, planed mahogany board for front panel and base board.
(Hobbies, Ltd.)
in. X H in, planed mahogany strip for supports.
7 plugs, 5 sockets and 5 "U " links, nickel plated (Precision.
Screw Co., Ltd.).
"L & P" coil holder, with long handle.
2 filament resistances,
I potentiometer.
Variable condenser (.1.R.), capacity 0.0005 mfd.
2 T.C.C. condensers, 1 infd.
2 condensers, 0.001 snfd.
1 intervalve transformer.
.g

-

-

9

terminals.

in. ebonite for coil supports, V24 valve holder and ternminal strip.
â in. ebonite for "U" link panel.
1; in. to 1t in. ebonite tube for choke coils, about .3, in. required.
Clips for V24 valve,
1 valve holder.
1 lb. No. 16 S.W..G. enamelled wire.
lb. No. 16 tinned copper wire (for connecting up).
2 (or more) suitable brass "L" brackets (about 1 f in. or 2 in.
limbs,)
1 Batten type single -coil holder for attaching to base board

(Edison Sell)..

-

In- winding, the
the cylinders with turns touching.
respective cylinders should be rotated in opposite
directions, as referred to earlier.
The turns are easily threaded into the strips, and the
ends made off by turning back and 'soldering. When
the sides have been adjusted to be precisely parallel, the
tenth turn from the bottom is cut, and the ends bent back
and terminated, as is also the sixteenth turn. The. aerial
coil having been wound, the turns are tightened up, so
that its ebonite supports grip the. supports of the closed
circuit. Counting up from the bottom, the seventh turn is
cut and terminated, with the ends facing in the same direction as the terminations on the closed circuit, so that
the
tapping leads can all be' taken direct to the plugs and
20.
Wireless World and Radio Review, Vol. XIII., No.
sockets.
February 13th, 1924.
(To be concluded.)
issue of this journal- to which the reader is referred for
more detailed information. Much trouble may be saved
by procuring the strips from a wireless dealer who cuts
his ebonite with a circular saw, and in many 'instances
strips already cut to size for this purpose are obtainable
from stock.
The wire is No. 16, enamel -covered, and the turns
are shaped by winding on cylinders a little smaller in
diameter than. the required finished size. Suitable cylindrical. tins can usually be found, and, to prevent the
sides crushing, should be filled with plaster of Paris
and allowed to set. The required length of wire must
be straightened by stretching, and wound directly on to

FURTHER

NOTES

ON

OBTAINING ANODE

MAINS.

D.C.

FROM

CURRENT

By G. G. BLAKE, M.I.E.E.,

The Wireless World for January 21st last I described a method of obtaining a silent H.T. supply
for wireless reception from D.C. mains, which -works
perfectly satisfactorily. It is, however, open to one
objection, viz., that, although a leakage of a few milliarnperes to earth is of very slight moment, when compared
to the leakages which already exist on most D.C.
systems, should a number of wireless receivers simultaneously make use of this method, the total leakage thus
caused might he sufficient to hamper the electrical
engineers when making insulation tests on their mains.
N

-.

small 4 -volt lamp and a r,oco-ohm iron -cored choke
to a sliding contact S, as described in the before mentioned article_ The negative H.T. terminal is connected to the negative main,- through a- high -frequency
choke C. Iïr is a condenser of .002 µF, or larger capacity. Almost any size condenser would answer, its object
being to insulate the. D.C. mains from earth, while it
allows the H.. F. oscillations in the .aerial system to pass
to earth.
The object of the choke C is to prevent the H.F.
oscillations from -going into the negative main, and to
-ensure that they pass to earth through K z
A good deal of latitude is allowable in the selection
of this coil. A " Gambrel " coil. " G " or " H " will
be found suitable when receiving broadcasting.
If it is desired to test out some other make of coil, or
a home -wound helix, it should he inserted in its place
in, the negative main lead, and signals received(i) With the earth disconnected from condenser Kr,
-'and
(2) With the condenser ICI Connected to earth.
Signals should be. much louder with .the latter connection.
In case r- the station will- be found further along the
scale of the condenser which tunes the aerial circuit of
the set; and in case 2 the signals. will .come in at full
strength on the same position as when the set was normally
earthed.
.

:

-

r-

In order to avoid any eventual trouble of this kind, I
have carried out further experiments, and find that an
equally good H.T. supply can be Obtained from the
mains by the method shown in Fig. i.
R is a " Zenith " 440 ohm resistance in series with a
16 candle -power carbon filament lamp (r to v.).
The
positive H.T. terminal of the set is connected through a
A
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liNTERFERENCEo
PART I,

In this Article the Author Describes

Methods of Reducing Interference due
to Direct Current Machines, and Discusses the Problem of Atmospherics.
By N. W. McLACHLAN, D,Sc.(Erig.),

M.I.E.E., P.Inst.P.
Each type of interference mentioned is followed by the
remedy or remedies proposed. In connection with the use
of screens, .astatic coils, and filter circuits, the reader ought
to refer to the author's article in The Wireless World

Introduction.
HOUGH has. been written and patented on the subject of interference to animate the archives of an
institution for centuries.
A goodly proportion;
although written quite ingeniously, has been based
on misconception,
I have in mind the many

on

`

Selective Receiving Circuits." i

1, Noises of

some intricate,
others simple, and the
majority impotent, for eliminating -X's atmospherics.
Moreover, the task of reviewing a subject of this
nature is very difficult, because there are no new
methods to be presented. However, an attempt will be
made to treat the subject in more generalised form,
although particular cases will be cited. At the outset it
is well to remember that if an interfering source is strong
enough, it cannot, in the commonly accepted sense, _be
eliminated, or even perceptibly reduced. Under sucli
rircuinstances the solution of the interference problem is
to be sought in strategical paths. Either the offending
source is rendered electrically hors de corabat or- removed
to a great distance.
Alternatively, the site of the
receiving station is shifted.
Practical Considerations.
Taking first the practical side of the situation, the.
reader really desires to know how interference can be
combated. In dealing with this problem, it is advisable
to follow in the footsteps of our medical practitioners
and diagnose the trouble if possible. There are two
main considerations : (a) the source of disturbance; (h)
the type of disturbance. For example, the source may
be a motor or a dynamo, and the type either a.c. or d.c.

devices,

an impulsive nature,

e.g.,

D.C. machines.

(a) Shunt machine with condenser of the order of I
microfarads if one side is earthed-. Include a low resistance choke of large inductance .as shown in
fig. i. When machine is not earthed use methods
of figs. 2 or 3. The machine terminal should not
be earthed unless it is absolutely essential.
(h) Earth mat or counterpoise as far as practicable
from source of disturbance. This is effective
where interference is _due to earth currents, pro-.
vided the mat is not earthed and is not in the
field of currents.
(e) Frame aerial with or without reaction.
Open or frame aerial with filter circuits, the various
components to be astatic or screened or both.

.

Commutator Sparking.
Clean commutator, trite up in lathe if necessary, bed
bushes properly.
2. Induction and earth currents from tramway systems.
See No. r.
Run aerial at 900 to tramlines; or use cage aerial.
Use earth mat or counterpoise. Keep aerial and earth
system as far away as possible and avoid coupling between the aerial system and the source of disturbance.
Try a large condenser, say, r or 2 microfarads, between
earth -lead and receiver.

C.1

3. Commutator ripple and noises

Fig. 1.-A simple method
of reducing interference
from a direct current
machine.

when using D.C.
mains for H.T, supply or when using a low voltage machine for filament lighting.
Use filter circuit as shown in fig. 4. Fot low-pitched

noises both inductance and capacity_ must be augmented.
In this case an. inductance of fairly high resistance is

Fig. 2,-Another filter circuit. Add another section
if necessary.

The effect from any of these must be of an intermittent
or alternating character, but the a.c. type. may be -lessimpu lsive than the d.c. With a pure a.c,. interference,
the remedy might be some trap or simple filter circuit,
but with impulsive d.c., say that due to commutator
sparking, the remedy would be different. No hard and
Fast rules can be drawn up for 'curing interference, because every ease must be diagnosed and treated according;
to requirements. Let it be reiterated that where the
disturbance is sufficiently strong no cure may .be possible
at the receiver, For the sake of completeness, an analysis of types of
interference has been prepared and is set out as follows.

useful.

.

-

-

s

-

When the required H.T. voltage is only a traction of
the main supply, a potentiometer adaptation is serviceable as indicated in fig. 5. The voltage variation to he
smoothed is then reduced to a fraction of that on the
-main '= The Iamp and chokes of fairly high resistance.
One or more sections may be used according to magnitude of interference. The inductances should not have
too high a resistance to avoid unnecessary D.C. volt drop.
If a definite note is- present add a rejector to the positive
lead.
The

tl-irelesc

ßxpe;immird
Telegraphy."

World.

November 12th, 1924.
See also
"Filter Circuits in_Radio
_

Wireh.eks, A-ixil, 1924,
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Interference.
4. Hum when filaments are lighted from A.C.
Use rheostat with variable earth point on secondary of
transformer as shoWn in fig. 6.
5. A.C. hum picked up by receiver.
Keep aerial and earth systems well away from A.C.
wiring. Use earth mat.or counterpoise. Run aerial, etc,,
as far as possible at go° to A.C. mains. If receiver is
screened, the metal must be fairly thick. Coils should
be arranged astatically. Reaction and filter circuits are
serviceable. A note filter in telegraphy will give excellent results.
6. C.W. telegraph or telephone signals.
The interference may be due to the fundamental or a harmonic and the telegraphic signals may be inaudible.
(a) Rejector circuit in series with aerial tuned to interfering station.
(L)- Frame aerial with rejector.
(e) Open or frame aerial with reaction or filter circuits.
(d) Superheterodyne with open or frame aerial and reaction. 'The beat frequency must be adjusted to
avoid interfering wave.

Oscillation of nearby receiver.
In general the elimination of interference of this nature
is secured by other than technical means at the jammed
7.

station.
S.

Spark station.

can be reduced appreciably by the aid of directional
reception and filter circuits. It'is. well known that atmospherics are much more troublesome on long than on short

i
Fig.

Theoretical Considerations.

-

Low Losses.
In constructing circuits for selectivity, i.e., immunity
from -interference, care must be exercised to get the
-

Where atmospherics are involved there is in general
no remedy which can be applied if the disturbance is
sufficiently strong.
A

56

Atmospherics of moderate strength

he added if

Any electric disturbance, whatever its wave form,
whether periodic, quasi -periodic, or aperiodic, can be resolved by mathematical analysis, using a Fourier integral
(not Fourier's Series) into an infinite number of continuous sine waves. These frequencies, which range from
zero to infinity; are not integral harmonics. In general
frequencies in the neighbourhood of these two extremes
are unimportant. It is of interest to note, however, that
in -an- impulse there is a gamut of wavelengths ranging
from zero through the low frequency power transmission
networks, the long waves used for transoceanic communication, the short waves of- too metres or less, the- heat
rays, the ultra red, the visible light waves, the X-rays,
and so on. After all, there is something to be said for
the expression that an electric shock makes us "-see stars."
An electric impulse has, .therefore; a frequency spectrum,
(LAMP

-

-

required.

:

-

Atmospherics.

3.-Another method. More sections should

waves.. This is prissibly due to the energy of the atcno.spherics being located chiefly on frequencies in the transoceanic range, but there may be other reasons associated
with ,the electrical condition of the atmosphere. Moreover, the signal strength at the receiver measured in volts
per metre must be greater for long than for short waves
to give equal readibility. Barring fading phenomena
and high attenuation, the above is a good reason for using
short waves. Put in another way, the situation is simply
this Amospherics can be so strong when using long
waves as to necessitate a reduction in the speed of sending
of so- per 'cent. or more. The atmospherics cannot he
reduced sufficiently by known means, and, therefore, in
the future we will doubtless have recourse to strategical
measures and use short waves-a happy and probably a
relatively cheap solution of the problem, since the power
input at the transmitter is much reduced, the aerial very
much smaller aril more efficient, due to its large radiation
resistance.

As at (e) and (d) in No. 6. If the wavelength is in
the neighbourhood of the desired signals, and the interference is strong, the adequate reduction of the spark is
almost, impossible where good quality telephony is concerned.
9. Key clicks from transmitter.
Reduce the rate -of rise and fall of the aerial current
during signalling. At the receiver see No. 6.
General Note.
In reducing interference always endeavour to avoid
saturation, grid current, etc., i.e., distortion in the -valve
circuits. In other words, the amplification throughout
should be linear to avoid the introduction of alien
frequencies concomitant with curvilinear amplification.

resistances as low as possible and to avoid loss due to.
inductance
faulty condensers. The, value of effective resistance
should be as -large as is compatible with economical conFor ex
struction and the requirements of reception.
ample, in the reception of telephony on, say, 2,000 metres,
a series of very. low resistance circuits would cause considerable distortion due to -attenuation of the higher audio
frequencies. A case- of like nature might arise when
using a superheterodyne with reaction on a beat wavelength of 2,000 metres. Under such a condition speech
would be very hollow and difficult to interpret.

o

o-0.0.
MAINS

o

-

Fig.

10-20 HENRIES
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7

o

4.-A filter

for reducing commutator ripple and noises
when using the mains for H.T. or filament supply.

but in general -it

-

is not of the visible variety because the
component light waves in its spectrum are insufficiently
intense and of too short duration to be seen.
The component sine waves of different frequencies into
which the impulse can be analysed are, of course, only
mathematical fictions, but the action on a radio receiver
is equivalent to the series of waves, nevertheless. At
any instant the various frequencies have certain phase
'20
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Inierîerence.relationships, änd it is the amplitudes and initial phase
relationships which determine the shape of the impulse.
!Moreover, in examining the effect of an impulsé on any
fern of radio receiver, the simplest procedure is to
visualise a. series of continuous waves of various frequencies, amplitudes, and phases inducing e.m.f.'s in the
electric circuits.
The Effect of an Electrical Impulse.
The question now at issue is simply this What effect
has a series of continuous waves of different frequencies
on the receiver? Before the impulse arrives the waves
annul one another, so that there is no disturbance, On
the arrival of the impulse the
LAMPS OR
RESISTANCE
phases of the component oscillaWITH TAPPINGS tions arc such that the resultant
e. m. f. in the receiver is not zero.
:

TELL TALE
LAMP

RECEIVER

5. ---When the direct current 'mains are used as a source of
H.T. for receiver, the circuit shown here may be used. A
high -resistance potentiometer may be used instead of the lairips.

We have now to consider the impulse as a disturbance
travelling through space with the velocity of light, or as
an inductive effect due to a Variation in magnetic field,
with, of course, its accompanying electrostatic induction
according to the -mode of generation of the disturbance.
For example, we may regard a flash of lightning as yield_
ing highly damped oscillations, the clouds, etc., in the
upper atmosphere being the oscillatory circuit whose inductance, capacity and resistance are very variable, and
yield peculiar wave forms. In fact, we might regard
the clouds surrounding or even at some distance from a
discharge as a series of oscillators of different natural
frequencies. These are impulsed and yield a multitude
of frequencies and wave forms. Electromagnetic waves
are propagated from the oscillators in all directions, and
the wave form at a distant receiver depends upon the
iriodilications which are caused by propagation through
space, e.g., attenuation and the influence of the Heaviside layer. So far as attenuation is concerned, due to
the earth losses en route, the ultra -high frequencies are
affected most and are lost a short distance from the oscillator. The wave form varies with the distance from the
transmitter, owing to the gradual absorption of the higher
frequencies. In addition, there is the complex. action of
the Heaviside layer or electrical ceiling with its absorptive, reflective, dispersive, and refractive properties. The
component frequencies are affected here also.
The wave form at any receiver can be taken as a. curve
showing the relation between electric intensity and time.
The electric intensity is measured in some convenient unit,
say microvolts per metre. Each component frequency
(continuous oscillation) in the impulse has a Maximum
amplitude of so many microvolts per metre.
When the impulse incites the aerial the effect is iden12

tical to the arrival of a series of continuous waves. Each
continuous wave " impulses " or gives the aerial a shock,
just as a motor car starts with a jerk if the clutch is
jammed hard home. 'I'he initial effect of a wave of any
frequency on the aerial is therefore to make the aerial_
oscillate at its natural frequency pins, of course, its
series of overtones.2 As time progresses, the wave gradually induces a forced oscillation of its own frequency.
The latter grows as the ft_ oscillation dies away. This
occurs With all the component frequencies of the impulse.
Moreover, there is initially a predominant free oscillation of the aerial system. This is followed by the forced
oscillations due to the component frequencies. But after
the termination of the impulse the vector sum
of these oscillations is zero, owing to their
relative amplitudes and phases.
Hence the effect of the impulse
on an aerial not receiving traffic
is to cause a current whose rate
of rise is governed by the wave
form of the impulse.
When the impulse is of short
duration it is transformed from
something irregular to a clamped
oscillation having the decrement
A.0 SUPPLY
of the aerial. We appear, therefore, to have lost our multitude
r'ig. 6.-A method of
reducing hum -when the of continuous waves. This, howfilaments are heated with
alternating current.
ever, is not so, because the
damped oscillation can also he
resolved into a series of waves, although the amplitudes and phases differ from those of the. original impulse, When the impulse is prolonged, the atmospheric
spectrum frequencies have time to induce forced oscillations, so that the current in the aerial is the sum of these
and the dampècl oscillation due to impulsing.
The various waves, Of course, do not have their maximum
values at the same instant, and. there is, therefore, a. series of
free oscillations being built up in very rapid succession. The
current at any instant is the vector sum of these and the forced
oscillations.

ANODE CURRENT FROM D.C. MAINS.

/ PkOPOS

of' Mr. G. G. Blake's article on `'Obtaining Anode -Current from D.C. Mains," in The
Wifeless World of 'January z rst, the author now
furnishes sonic useful data on the method. of making up
the choke coil, as follows
A few details as to the suitable construction of the
choke may lie helpful to those readers who wish to Make
use of the r iethod of f-T.T. supply described in the article.
The chore is wound on a bobbin ain. long .and fin.
in diameter, over a soft iron wire core girl. in diameter,
the ends left long enough to enable them to be turned over
the outside of the Ivindings and fofrn a closed iron core.
The windings consist of g oz. of No. 40 gauge
double cotton M. silk -covered wire (about 700 yards). The
two ends of the coil thus wound should he protected from
damage by small insulating sleeves; the ends of the iron
The
core should then he bent over and overlapped.
entire choke is then finally bound round with silk ribbon.
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P.V.5 " D.E.

THIS product of the Edison Swar.
Electric Co., Ltd., which we

amperes was obtained, giving a filament
of approximately 25 millihave recently tested, is rated as
amperes per watt; a usual figure for
follows :-Filament volts, 5.o; filament
this class of filament.
amps., 0.25; plate volts, 50-150.
The. plate current curves give proThe " P.V.5 " D.E. is a small
mise of excellent performance, and
power valve, similar in many respects
show the valve to be capable of
to the. B.4 and D.E.5, which have.
handling a large input satisfactorily.
already been reviewed in these columns.
For example, tchen' a plate voltage of
Valves of this class are, becoming iniso is used, a swing of at least 20
creasingly popular, for it is realised
volts can be applied to the grid withthat the quality of the reproduction is,
out fear of distortion.
after all, the first consideration. Bright
The magnification factor is very
emitter power valves were extremely
approximately 6, and this, combined
heavy in their demands on the low ten'1 with the- low impedance and high emission battery, and probably this was, to
sión, gives us a valve capable_ of
a large extent, responsible for their rehandling a considerable amount of
stricted use. Modern advances in filapower.
ment design have completely changed
We have made cònsiderab le use of
the position, and the use of small power
this valve in the second and third
valves is possible to the owner of- even
-stages of a low -frequency amplifier,
quite low capacity accumulators.
and, when the plate and grid potentials
The plate and grid Eire of the " flatare suitably adjusted, its performance
tened " variety, ustiäi in` valves of this
has left nothing to. be desired.
type, and this method of construction,
The values of grid bias in the
coupled with a " V " shaped filament,
table may be taken .as the minimum to
produces a valve of low_ internal impeThe Ediswan " P.V.5" D.E.
apply in conjunction with the respective
dance.
plate potential of. column i.
At the normal- filament voltage of 5 and when passing
Tabulated. results of our tests on a typical' valve of
a current of 0.29 amperes, an emission of 36 _millithis' type are given below
efficiency

.

-

-

-

-

:-

'

EDISON

ELECTRIC CO.-Valve Type

SWAN

Fila"rreut volts 5.0.
Emission total 36 milliamperes.

Plate Volts:

Plate Current at
'

" P.V.5 "

D.E.

Filament current 0.29 amp.
Filament efficiency 25 milliamperes per watt.

7ero Grid.
Volts.

Plate Current..
Grid Bias.

.

Milliamperes.

-

Amplification
Factor:

.

Impedance.
Ohms.

'

-

I20

A

20

.

11.8
16.3

1.2
2.0

-3.

3.6
6.0
8.75

80
100

150

-1.5

1.75

40
60

--4.5

-6
-8
.

-

-10

-

.

2.75
4.2
5.25
7.4

-

5.9
5.9

5,0
fr.©

6.0
6.0'

-

11,000
9,800
7,000
7,300
7,000
7,000

.
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Section Devoted to New Ideas and Practical Devices.

REDUCING LEAKAGE AND STRAY
CAPACITY IN VALVE HOLDERS,
It is well known that the capacity

and possibility of leakage presented
between valve legs must be carefully
guarded against, and especially so
when constructing a short. wave receiver. -It might be mentioned that it
is not advisable to fit large washers

a small round rile. Leakage can, of
course, occur- at the base of the valve,
and to guard. against this it is quite
worth while making a number of
scratch lines to divide up the pins in
the manner shown.-A. G, W.

This variable resistance may also be
found suitable for use as a variable
anode resistance in resistance -coupled
-amplifying circuits. ---H.- M. T.

coon

ANOTHER VARIABLE GRID LEAK.
A grid leak of simple construction
is shown in the. accompanying diagram. The resistance value is variable -from a few thousand ohms to
infinity, and theconstruction is no
doubt self explanatory. .It consists
(A) an
of the following parts
ebonite knob, (B) spring brass, (C)
brass arm shaped äs shown with
Sin. hole at the end and screbred to
take the bolt (D), (E) Washer 32in.
in thickness, (F) a pair of locknuts,
(G) a piece of strip brass from which
connection is taken to the connecting

G
Side view, showing the assembling of
knob and spindle.

0000

:

VALVE

I

A NEW H.F. TRANSFORMER.

The high frequency transformer
here described has given such good
results that the writer considers it
may prove of interest to other experimenters. The design was produced

0

HOLDEN

The panel is cut away between the valve
sockets to reduce capacity and leakage.

under the nuts which hold the valve
legs in position, far by so doing the
leakage path may be rendered very
short. A most effective manner, hqwever, for reducing stray capacity and
eliminating leakage consists of cutting

L

.x -r.-

Front and sectional views, showing constructional details for making a variable grid leak

SASE OF VALVE
lines on the base of

the valve
Scratch
prevent leakage and improve the insulation
between the pins.

away the ebonite between the valve
pins. This can easily he accomplished
by linking up a number of holes with
TT

screw (H), (l..) a short piece of lead
taken from a soft pencil, (M) a circular liege, about din. in width, forming the leak and made up liberally
pencilling the ebonite surface, (N)
screw and nut to pick up contact with
the end of the pencilling and carry a
piece of tin foil.

in the course of some experiments
carried out to determine to what extent the transfer of energy in the conventional plug-in type of H..F. transformer was electromagnetic and to
what extent electrostatic.
The
primary and secondary winding's are

wound

on

two

grooved

spools
h

21
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Readers.mounted at right angles to one
another, and the coupling is brought
about .by overwinding each bobbin
with a few additional turns and linking across as shown at C in the circuit
diagram, P being the tuned plate circuit, and S the secondary connected to
the grid circuit of a subsequent valve.
For broadcast reception the dimensions of each of the bobbins may be
2g-in. diameter by 4in. thick.
The
groove is Ain. wide and tin. deep'.
The lower horizontal bobbin contains
the primary. winding. The windings
used to provide the coupling consist
of seven turns of No. 24 D.C.C.
copper wire on the lower bobbin,
Novelties from our

H T.-1-1
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composition possessing doubtful insulating and- dielectric properties. The
usa of moulded material for supporting the sockets of a valve holder.does
to a small degree increase the capacity between the electrodes, but there
is also a danger of a biassing grid

TO PLATE

A good

FILAMENT
PINS

TO GRID

telephones or loud -speaker will be
operated by the potential developed
across the resistance connected in the
plate lead of the last valve in circuit.
If thought desirable, the various
anode resistances may be connected
up to the H.T. battery to give the
requisite plate potentials, and, by
using the switching arrangement
.shown, the correct Potentials will be
maintained when the plug is inserted
into either of the three jacks.
The novelty of the arrangement
will be seen to lie in the use of the
grid condensers as the output feed
condensers in each of the three amplifying circuits. -----B. T. W.
0000
\rOAERIAi_.

method of avoiding capacity and
poor insulation troubles.

`

potential being created if the insulating properties are not of thè very

LEAD iN

best.

In the accompanying diagram a
method is shown of using the usual
type of valve socket to pick up connection with the filament and at the
same time support the valve in a vertical position whilst connection is
made with the grid and plate pins by
means of small pieces of brass tube
soldered to short flexible leads. The
piece of tube can be bent to shape
or sawn from the end of a valve
socket.
E. S.

f.

.SWITCHING
RESISTANCE

CONICAL

EBONITE
TUBE

RAIN

SHIELD

METAL

SPAR K
GAP
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-

0000
LOW ce FREQUENCY
COUPLED AMPLIFIER.
low -frequency switching
A

In any
circuit it is necessary to -provide the
correct plate potential to the various
valves irrespective of how the switches
may be operated_ In the circuit
shown here, it will be noticed that the
-

New form of construction for high frequency transformer.
IRDN

bringing out the ends through holes
drilled in the flange and joining up
to a core of ten turns on the upper
bobbin. These windings are covered
with a single layer of Empire cloth,
and the primary and secondary windings run on. The primary may consist of seventy turns of No. zS
D.C.C., and the secondary ninety
turns of the same wire.-H. W, M.
0000

&

An effective lightning protector for use

out of doors.

A LIGHTNING PROTECTOR.

Many of the valve holders met.
with at the present time are made of
-

A 2'

The above illustration shows how
to- construct a' lightning protector,
which may be fitted out of doors, and
Which should prove efficient in preventing damage being done to the
receiving apparatus by heavy lightning discharges. ----J. P.
-

-

IMPROVING THE VALVE' HOLDER.

BRACKET
EARTH

.;C)
A useful method of switching a resistance
coupled low frequency amplifier.

-

.
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The two -valve receiver described here
es a most useful set because il has
only two tuning conti ols, and may be
used for the reception of long wavelength signals as well as the br oadcast
by putting the appropr rate tuning cools
in the two -cod holder It is suitable
for telephony and telegraphy, and, as
tcactuon is employed, is sensitive and
selective. The design has been made
as simple as possible consistent with
of fectcveness,
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Introduction.
THIS two -valve receiver will operate

a loud -speaker
from the local broadcast station and the 1,600metre station, and, under favourable conditions as
regards the aerial -earth system and location, from several
other broadcast stations as well. it has a valve detector
and one note magnifier, and the reaction coil is coupled
to the aerial coil. If the reaction coil is brought too
near the aerial coil, the set will oscillate, and the energy
radiated may cause interference; hence it is necessary to
exercise reasonable care when tuning. The majority of
receivers employ reaction in one -form or other, and the
benefits of reaction are such that the fact that the misuse
of reaction niay result in interference is negligible compared with the. advantages derived from its proper use.
A valve detector without reaction is not a great deal more
sensitive than a good crystal detector ; by adding reaction,
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t.-The theoretical
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connections of the set

however, the weakest signals Tway be magnified to such
an extent that they are heard.
The wavelength range of the set is decided by the plugin coils available. As the aerial tuning condenser is permanently connected in series with the aerial, the receiver
is quite suitable for the reception of the shorter wavelengths say, to 15o metres and will also receive long
wavelength signals when the appropriate plug-in coils are
inserted in the coil -holder.
Those who are interested in the reception of continuous
wave and other Morse signals will linrI this set quite
suitable, the heat note being obtained by increasing the
coupling of the reaction coil with the aerial coil.
-

Arrangement of the Set.
The set has an ebonite front panel upon which are
mounted the aerial tuning condenser, the' filament resistances, two valve windows, and the telephone terminals.
Attached to the bottons of the front panel is a base of
wood which carries the .valve -holders, fixed condensers,
grid condenser and leak, intervalve transformer, grid
battery, and the terminal strip. A two -coil holder is
fixed on the side of the containing case. The set is
therefore of the enclosed type, and access to the valves is
had by opening the lid of the set. This is quite a neat
arrangement, the set being easily assembled and wired.
All external connecting wires go to the terminal strip at
the back of the set, and the telephones are attached to
the terminals on the front panel.
Construction,
The front panel is of ebonite, and
measures rain. x Sin. x in. This is a standard size, and
the reader will probably he able to purchase such- a panel
of good quality ebonite nicely trued up and finished
.

Front Panel.

B

I
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A Two Valve Set ----

Those who have a piece cut for them should allow
sufficient for filing to the correct size. 1f the ebonite
lins not had its " skin " removed, this should be done by
carefully going over the panel with a medium -;'rode ca;-borundum cloth and a little oil.
'iVhen the panel is finished off, mark it out from the
layout given in Fig. 2. if the reader is not using components similar to those employed j.n -the writer's set he
will, of course, use the dimensions given merely as a
off.
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A= drill

and countersink.

is/is
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aV

4.-Details of.tern7inat strip.
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5

in.;

B

drill

2;116

in.

the templates, are not in agreement with the actual parts.
Having marked out the panel, carefully drill the holes,
and then, when this work is clone, mount the parts on
the panel and see that the tuning. condenser and .filament
resistances have a smooth action. Sometimes it..is necessary to spend a little time in adjusting these components
before satisfactory results are obtained.
The Base.-Tire base is a piece of mahogany measuring ss fin. x Tin. x din., and should be carefully cut to this
1-1W

2.-Arrangement of the ebonite panel: A=drill 'n. dia.;
in. dia. to clear condenser spindle; C. -.drill ;;. in. dia.
to clear rheostat spindle; Il-drill ;=, in. dia. and countersink for
4AA screws ; E-drill -: i, in. dia. for 4B A terminals; F=drill in.
dia. and countersink; G=drill in. dia.; H ---drill
in.
B -drílí

-D

.

`.

guide and mark the position of the holes to be drilled
according to the components by him. Templates of cardboard or paper are often supplied by manufacturers;
these should be checked carefully with the actual- parts,
as it sometimes happens that the positions marked on
lg. 3.-Arrangement of parts on base.
f

it are mounted the valvegrid condenser
and
leak,
the
nitervalve
tralisformer,
by-pass
condenticr,
anode battery condensers,
and the grid battery. These parts
ale aiianged on the hase as indicated
3, and are screwed down
in F tg
w ith
?m
No.
l round -headed brass
screws.
w ood]
The grid battery and
anode battery còndensers -arc held by
passing; lengths of No. t[i .gauge wire
round then and securing the ends of
the w lie With strews prit in the base.
On dir back edge of the hase is
th,2 terminal strip of ebonite measuring
Sm x fin. x in.
Particulars of this
stile ale to he found in Fig.. 4; seven
No -t 13.A. brass- to ninals iritli connecting tags arc mounted- on
. this strip.
'A pair of brass brackets is
employed to hold the lease and
panel at right angles, and,
in addition, the bottons of the
panel is screwed to the edge
the base and
of the base.

sue

3
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View of set from above, showing in
ft 2

-z
particular the arrangement of the parts
the wiring.
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A Two Valve

Set-

Operating the Receiver.
'l'he writer employs a D.E.R. valve as the detector,
and a D.E.6 valve in the note magnifier. These valves

The Cabinet.-A drawing of the cabinet is given in
Fig. 5 for the benefit of those readers who prefer one
of their own construction to a bought cabinet.
The two -coil holder which accommodates the aerial
and reaction coils is mounted on the side of the box in
a position which is convenient foi making adjustment,.
Four holes should be drilled in the side of the box for
the connecting wires to the coil -holder to pay,
through.
Wiring the Set.
The wiring diagram of Fig. 6 gîtes the connections. There are not many
connecting wires in such a -set
as this, and there is plenty of
room for them to be put in
without making intricate
'zends.
However, proceed
slowly with the wiring, carefully soldering the connec-

87

4-

tions to make the wiring
durable and present a pleasing appearance.
There are four flexible
wires. These should be of
rubber -covered wire. and are
user] to connect the coil holder. The ends to lie connected to the parts in the set
should he put on first, ans]
then, when the set is fitted in
the cabinet, the free ends passed di -tough the holes provided in the side of the cabinet and joined to the roil holder. It is important -t-hat these woes he joined coi uectly.

-

-`-

J\

13"

-

4

Photograph of the back of the set. The four flexible
wires on the right connect to the coil -holder.

are -heated from a 2 -volt accumulator and
are rated at 1.8 volts 0.35 amperes and
3g
LS volts and 0.4 amperes respectively.
3/4
The D.E.R. valve works very well with an
anode voltage of 50, and' the D.E.6 with an
anode voltage of ioo, the grid bias of the
volts negative.
D.E.6 being
,r,
For the reception of local broadcast put a
fj
y4
N. 5o coil in the aerial 'socket and a No. 35
50 in the reaction socket. With the valves
or
t
-8' -r_ -731/.4'-.n
heated to the normal operating temperature,
a
3
F
tune in a signal, by adjusting: the tuning con"
` '
denser with the reaction and aerial coils at an
irsri
°
angle of about. 45°. When a station is heard,
make a;careful adjustment of the reaction
13/4-_
_ _coupling until the best quality is obtained.
\L_3/â
- _=_
>.
If- the signal is weakened by bringing the
reaction coil nearer the aerial coil, the
conn ec tiöris to the, reaction coil should be
131/z
reversed. When a whistle .or bëai ngté is heard while
tuning, the set .is oscillating, and. the degree of reaction
'%2l 743,8should immediately be reduced. The -writer does not
agree with the practice of tuning in to Y the silent point "
Fig. 5.-Sketch of cabinet, showing dimensions, position of slot in
back for the terminal. strip, and position of two -coil holder.
and then endeavouring so to adjust the set that il
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PARTICULARS OF THE' COMPONENTS EMPLOYED IN THE SET.

i

Ebonite panel, measuring 12 in. ,< Sin.: a
I Ebonite strip, measuring 8 in, X .13' in. X in.
I Mahogany board, measuring
in. -X 7 in,
in,
I Tuning condenser, capacity 0.001 rnfd.- -(Marconi Scientific
Instrument Co,.j
i Fixed condenser, 0'00025 ànfd., with `grad leak clips (-Manlier).
I Grid leak, 2 megohrns ( ubitier}.
2 Fixed condensers, capacity 0:001 mid. (I?ubtlier):
2 Fixed candensers, capacity 0-5 mfd. (T,C.C.).

2 Valve holders.

i

ill

Two -coil holder.

Intel -valve transformer (Success).
2 Filament resistances to suit valves Ugranir,
7
__I

Grid battery,

0 volts (Ever -Ready),

2 Valve windows.

-

-4

ol.nts.).
-

-

-

9,_Terrnirutls, No. 4BA.
7 Cabinet-(obtitinable from' Pickett's).

-

-

Two Valve Set
is weakly oscillating.. With this adjustment the set `wilt
A

oscillate -and radiate when slight changes arc made to the
setting of the aerial toning condenser or degree of reaction
unless the greatest care is exercised.. In anv.:case, this
form of reception results inunpleasa nt interference being
caused- to others..
To receii'e the 1,6o0 -meter
O
high -power station, put a
No. 200 coil in the aerial
socket and a -No. ion or r;â
o j4 GO1.,F é
;.í=,in the reaction socket of the
coil -holder.
For other wavelengths, the
reader should consult the
tuning tables supplied by the
manufacturers of coils.
lt will be found that when
the tuning condenser is' ser
at a small value, the strength
of the signals is not -sú grclt
as when a smaller coil is
used and the condenser set
at a coreespcinclingly higher
taltte. The degree of reaction required to bring the

i
e

i
é

i
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é

Ì
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H.T

-

H.Ty

.

just below the oscillat-'
ing point also depends on
the setting of the aerial
denserthe value of the
Set to

Ascon-

}

T.2

a°Ta+----7WO CONDENSERS
O.5

,F EACH

TELEPHON£S
GRID BATTERY

9

-0
I

[Si

condenser is reduced- less re action is usually required.
The reader can also find by experiment that the selectivi(v of the set depends on the relative values of the
aerial tuning condenser and tutting_ coil. When the colt-

Fig.

_

6

-Wiring diagram.

-

denser is adjusted to a small value, the set is usually more
selective than when a larger capacity and smaller oil
are employed.

THE WIRELESS CROSS -WORD PUZZLE.
THE extreme difficulty of constructing a cross -word Mr. A. W Pings, 45, New
-bridge Street, Wolverhampton.

puzzle embracing 'exclitsivcly wireless terms must
hase been realised he man); readers. Of the selection received at this office. by the first post on,Wednesday: =February 1Sth, the majority u ere o'ttltant efforts of ttnarytnatien, in which every possible device was itrtrnditi:ed into
the clues to establish even a remote relaIlonslzip with wire
less science. Call signs and abbreviations were i liibt dentia stand-by.
After careful consideration, we have decided tri award
the First Prize of Two Guineas to the Rev. R. Y.
Holmes. Monkokehamptr,n Rectory. \Vinkleigh, N.
Devon, for a meritorious effort embodying .a highly
original desi rra. The Second Prize of One Guinea goes tu
-

13

4

The following is the solution of the Cross -ward Puzzle
appearing in The Wheless World of February rith
-

-

ACROSS.

-

Pen;

-

ED;

4, UA; 5. FRS; 6, -Rase; 7, Unit;
8, .1-1C: 9, ORS; 10. -Mass; 11, Echo; 12, Broadcast; 13. Radiation ; 14,. ACC ; 15, 2 T ; 16, I'BO ; 17, TT 18, ATS; 19, Art
20_ AAA: 21 .Feels; 22, ATI; 23, NB; 24, Neon; 25, AIriea-;
26, ,Carbon;, 27; Tyro; 28, 11; 29. EA ; 30, IRE 31, RSGB.

2;

1,

3,

;

;

DOWN,

-

-

1, :]periodic antenna; 4, 1_R51; 5, Fan: 6, Bulb; 8, Home;
13, Range; 18, A AAAAA; 27. TR; 28, IRO; 32, RED; 33,
34, BEF: 35, Or; 36, A set; 37, React; 38, ATI; 39, Cat; 40,
SEes't 41. BC: 12. Attract 43, 1P 44, Noise': 45, 51; 46,
GEE ; 47. Beam transmission: 48, NI ; 49,
; 50,
CRAC;;
51, SSH; 52, Static; 53, Soft.

R`

;

;

:

l'li

-

:
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
High -Power Austrian Broadcasting.
At the end of this month a 10 -kilowatt
broadcasting station will, we understand,
lie. in operation at Gratz, Austria. Testing is at present taking place on 703
metres.
Italy Bestirs Herself,
Italy, for so long behind other nations
in -the matter al broadcasting, will shortly
possess a. system embracing practically all
the country, of present plans are prâceecled
with. A station is now. under construction
at Milan, and a broadcasting scheme
under discussion provides for stations at
l'glermo, Naples, Florence, and 1'etdce.
It seems rathel. remarkable. dint she.
"land of song" should hitherto have been.
so -badly served.
` Leviathan " to Broadcast Again.
During her voyage from New York to
- Southampton,
from February 28th to
March bth, the Leci[atleaaa will broadcast
performances by the ship's bands--everynight-after the British stations have closed
down. Songs and talks by eminent pas-.
sengers will also be included in the programmes. Transmission will probably be
on a wavelength of 317 metres, although
it will vary at times from 200 to 546
metres.
" S.B." Confuses French Listeners.
A complaint that the British broadcasting stations are "too easily identified"
is made by. La T.S.P. illoWerae, winch
writes
sou hear ' London calling ' when
the transmission is actually that of
Bournemouth. This is because very -often
the English stations tra.nsmil simicltan eously.'
Most annoying
Modulation Experiments in Berlin.
Experiments with a new system of
modulation are being conducted from the
Telefunlcen station in Berlin altes- the
conclusion each evening of the programme
from the VON Rana station, states our
contemporary La ''1'..S -F'. lloderne.
A wavelength of 290 metres is employed,
with a power of 100 watts.
New Norwegian Broadcasting Station.
A broadcasting company has been established at Oslo (Christiania.), and will begin

reworking almost immediately, in conjunction With the Marconi Company. At
present we have no details concerning
power, _c'vavelength, and times of transmission,
-

Amateur Relays Official Message.
An amateur transinitter 'was instrnmentai in conveying an important official
message from Mosul, Iraq, to the Air

-

-

valve.

That Souvenir Habit.
A pair of miniature Chilian stirrups
carved in wood is being offered- by Major
R. Raven Hart. (9TC) to the first- amateur
Who succeeds in working Chile from
Canada, Cuba, and from each district in
the United States.
Pigeons and Wireless Aerials.

-

!

Ministry, ib London, en Friday, February 13th.
At 11.15 on the or -et -dug in rluestiòn Mr.
C. L. Morrow (611V), of Berkhamsted,
Hens,- picked up a CQ call sent out by
1411If, 'the R.A.F. station at Mosul. Oli
immediately replying, 61-TV was asked if
he could communicate ait urgent- message
to the Air Ministry. .He replied "Go
ahead," and the message iras -transmitted.
Mr. Morrow then telephoned to the Air
Ministry from the local police station,
and soon after twelve was able to despatch.
a reply to Mosuf.
Six Watts Daylight Transmission,
A notable trans113issioia was carried out
by Mr.'F. J. I'earcey. (2JU), of Fulham,
London, -On February 1st and Bib, when
lue worked in broad daylight with 2FN,
at Nottingham, using an -input of only sis
watts with an L.S.1 valve. 2FN -reported
signals as "almost strong " on a single

No evidence has been received by the

-

-

-Mrinnii
mum
Sb.

Postmaster -General regarding injuries to
pigeons through collision with wireless
aerials, but he has asked the National
:Homing Union to furnish information so
that' tine matter can -he given further
cojtsideratiou
CBS or OAS?
CBS, the well-known Argentine amateur,
aras recently reported to have changed his
call sign to DA8, 'ont reports have con tinned to arrive 'giving the original call
sign,. and much coufnsiott has arisen.
We unclerstaiicl from Q.S.T., the
monthly magazine of the American _Radio
Relay League, that; Mr. Braggrie uses the
sign DASD for local telephony but has
retained CBS for international -;vorking.

unit
12

Ì

AT NBWARX, N.J.

Conventional standatds are unknown in tiee design -of
American broadcast aerials, which
abound in ail shapes and slztF. WOR,
seen in the photograph, is frequently
heard on this side of the Atlantic.

Beam Wireless for the Dominions.
liodniiia and Bridarvat '- are the siteofficially chosen for heat, stations communicating with Canada and South Africa.
E 3

WheIlgeg
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The transmitter will be housed at Bodnun, the receiving apparatus being erected
at Bridgwater.
Similar stations, states the Postmaster General. will eventually be erected in
India, Canada. Australia.. and South
Abita, forming part of the scheme for a
-Dominions wireless system.
.

-

DX in Bolivia.
Fissi] recently Bolivian "amateurs have
been silent so far as transmission i.s Collcriued. We miderstand that several
tuateur transmitters are now working.
_ink de for an intermediate spending the
lh.ation of an initial.
"Two-way Reception " in Australia,
1)neetiunal experiments carried out by
a Charleville amateur, states a Reuter
t a seaee from_ Melbourne, have shown that
Ainrijean signals reach Australia both
11 i east and west-, the former being
,

txet-.

More Transatlantic Telephony.
F,tr a period of twenty-five oliistitis Mr.
d F.ldiey
of Blavklleath. main ie,] a wireless telepltme conversation
tit VISOR ,n l cturuary 11th, speech
and flee from diettnbaiice.
t ,-p,, strong
r to this test. elates Mr. hidley,
;. e'icni teletMoni'
mnititucation was
..1'.tained with Daitie!i 7FC.

(t

-:.

Broadcasting Advertisements,
'the idea of sandwiebiir advertisement
,',,fitter between items in broadcast -pio,allimes ia distasteful to the British
l,u1t11
but suril a. scheme has been meetlgt %kith some success in Vienna. A- bust
ne.. firm in that city recently broadcast
in appeal for stenographers. A collimeritd letter was actually dictated before the
microphone, taken down in shorthand by
stenographic aspirants, and the typed copy
sent in with applications on the fallowing morning.
" 5,B." on a Large Scale.
Arrangements are being made to enable the whole of America to listen -in to
the Inaugural Ceremonies which are to
take place an March 4th at- Washington,
I) 1`
This will he accomplished by
linking up the majority of the more
powerful broadcasting stations, including WRAF, WRC, WJZ, and WOY. In
addition to the broadcasting of the.
event, a. public address equipment will
he installed at the Capitol for the benefit of the vast number of people who will
%inness the ceremony.
Who is 1BL ?
A station with the above call sign,
npe ating on about 85 metres and calling
CQ, has been hoard on two recent ocra.sinns by a Blackheath reader.
It is
thought the signals may be of Chilian
of i to
Can any reader supply the da si ed information?
Russian Amateurs Get Busy.
Another Russian amateur has made
himself heard in Britain,
NRL, who
gave his address as Radio Laboratorium,
Nil/II-Novgorod, was picked nli at
8.25 p m. on January 30th by Mr. Fding.
tan Sutton, of W irubirdosr. At the time
-

he was

Bó

transmitting a CQ call on

80

THE LAST WORD IN NAUTICAL WIRELESS. The new landing tender, " Hamilton,"
built foi service in the harbour at St. George, Bermuda. Its equipment includes the
latest types of wireless apparatus for communication with incoming vessels.

metres, and was apparently anxious to
receive: QSL, cards.
As reported in our issue of February
4th. Mr. Marcus Samuel. of St. John's
Wood, London, received signala from
R-1FL, another Nijssi-Noyguroit amateur,
on January 19th.
Spain's New Broadcasting Stations.
Popular enthusiasm for broadcasting is
spreading in Spain and the announcement
is made of the erection of two more
stations at Bilbao and Cadiz respectively.
Both stations, which will operate on a
power -of 500 watts, are being constructed
by a French .company.
New Time Signals.
Amateurs who are- in a position to tune
up to 23,400 metres may be interested to
learn that a new series of time signals
is being transmitted daily on this ware-.
length (C.W.) by La Fayette (Croix
d'Ritts) with the call sign LY.
The signals will be automatically trans-mitted by the standard clock of the
Paris Observatory. aitd will -continue
from 7.54 a.m. (G.M.T.) until 8 a.ns.
From 8 o'clock onwards, for a period
of a quarter of an hour, a series of
"scientific " oc "vernier " signals will be
sent out-. A. complete sehedule of the
transmissions is given in the Admiralty
Notice to _Mariners, No. 144, of the
present year.
Misuse of Call Sign.
Mr. W. A. Ward (2IB.), of Sheffield,
reports that illicit use is being made of
his call sign in the Portsmouth area. The
allocated to his portable
tail sign is
station, which is not at present in use.
.

Portuguese Amateur Transmitters.
Pour amateur, transmitters have begun
w',rl in Portugal, states Our Paris correspondent, and are using the call signs
1PAA. IPAB. 1PAC, and 1J? AF... 1P AB
transmits ou 130 metres between 11 p.m.
anti midnight.
'RAE works on 150
metres, but'no other particulars are forthcoming.

-

ATMOSPHERICS.
" On Tuesday (7.30) Miss Carrie Tubb

and other vocalists will be simultaneously
broadcast."--Daily paper.
Not sn distressingly disintegrating as
it sounds,

0000

A loud speaker ]tas been designed in
the form of a " beflounced and befrilled

lady."

Sonie will regard this as a vert- shallow
disguise.

coon

Although the Victorian amateur whose
telephony reached these shores keeps early
hours, he should not be described as an
Early Victorian.
0000
Refrigeration is to he broadcast.
America. We have an idea. that certain
broadcast transmissions in this country
have alreâdy produced a similar effect.
-

0000

with all these cares weighing
so heavily on the shoulders of your
favourite -announcer, is it any wonder
that at times he is inclined to be a little
' crabby ' ? "-Radio Bug, Winnipeg.
But suppose the listener gets " crabby"
How would the
and closes down?
announcer like that?

-
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Secretaries of Local Clubs are invited to send in for publication
All photographs published will
.be paid for.

curb news of general interest.

Tottenham Wireless Society.
" The Theory, Construction, and lise
of Transformers," formed the title of au
interesting lecture delivered on February
4th by Mr: A. G. Tacker. Most of the
leading manufacturers contributed to Elie
success of the evening by the loan of
samples of their, apparatus.
The lecturer \vent very fully into the
theoretical principles of both high and
low frequency transformers. Samples of
windings -were examined and discussed,
and useful information was furnished on
the assembling of the various types of
iustrnntent..
A large number of L.F. transformers
were then tested by Mr. F. J. A. Hall,
but owing to lack of time the completion
of the test hast to be post,ticesed until the
next meeting.
Hon. Secretary Mr. A. Cl. Tucker, 42,
Drayton Road, Tottenham,
:

-

Barnet and District Radio Society.
There was a large attendance of members at the Society's sienual general meeting, held on January 29th.
A satisfactory financial statement presented by the treasurer. Mr. C. Randall,
showed a substantial balance ou the right
side. As a large balance is -not necessary
to carry on the Society's work, it was
decided to utilise part of the money to
purchase adoitional books for the library
and new apparatus for experimental work.
_5Cc.
Watson Baker was re -appointed
president, and Messrs. C. Randall and J.
Yokes were re-elected treasurer and secretary respectively.
anshiad of forming a separate branch
:for junior' maintiens, it has been decided
to achnit persons snider 18 to full membership at an annual subscription of
2s, 6d. instead of 5s.
Same attractive features have been
arranged for 1925, and prospective .sneinbers should apply' without- delay to the
hon. secretary, Sir. J. Nâl:es, Surryside,
Stapylton Bead, Barnet.
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Luton. Tl'ircicss Sock! lr.-At 8 p,.na. At flit
IfWhin Road Boys' School. Lcul+d-e
and experiment for beginners.
5laafjàcic7 suel District li'irilcì;l Sot..iE117.-rtt
At tire Depart morn of. AV.
7.3.0 p.ra.
7,fied Srienre, St. f.'norrre's Squrrrc. Lu'-
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"$oorc Problems
11'. l3xraci.

By Mr.

i,a

Thanks from New Zealand.
The writer has received long letters
train Messrs. Slade and Dillon Bell
thanking British amateurs for their
Ietters and reports. They regret that
they cannot reply to all these individually.

Cffirrcrro"

MONDAY, MARCH .2nd.
Dorking anti Dist,irl Stadio Socie't?r.-Lprtare:. "' Carefind Jl(1fnleneencc of ,tccuvcalators." By Mr. C. B. Taylor.
t'
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4th.
Noah liidddesra 7i rrrlee,s Ohab.-At 8 7r-n1,
-'tt Shafteslivey Hall, Boieen Park, N.
o
nn::al pes/ Amt. ia cedua.

The London Amateur Convention.
Definite news has been received from
the A.R.11.L. stating that after the Paris
Convention the Americans will have to
sail back on April 25tb. It lias therefore
been decided to hold the First British
Convention in London on April 24th. It
is hoped that all interested will keep this
date open as we are anxious to extend a
is=arm welcome IA) our brother amateurs
from across the Atlantic and other parts.
Full particulars of the Convention will be
circulated in due course. It is also hoped
to give a dinner in honour of Mr. Hiram
Maxim, President of the A.R.R.L., on
April 23rd. A fund ha.s been opened for
the entertainment of our overseas friends.
and it- -is hoped there will be a. ready
response.

I

- COCg000Or,>OOGOOOOGOCCOOC
Woolwich Radio Society.
The society's monthly magazine. "'t'he
Oscillograph," makes its first birthday
bow with the February iseur, which is
packed with entertaining and instructive
matter dealing -with the work of this very
active society. The idea of tc club magazine was fostered by Mr. Fraser, to
whom is due the estalrlishmcest of " The
Oseillograph " as an officially recognised
department of the society's work.

-

Tests from NEE.
British 'amateurs are requester) to lister
on 54 metres on Sundays for special tests
front 5 KF (.Washington) on 1,400 sneta'es.

Letters Waiting,
QSL cards and letters ]hive beds received for G6HW, G5OK and G611{,
and these transmitters should apply for
theta to the writer;

-

-

Long-distance Telephony.
The past fortnight has been exceptionally favourable for long-distance tele plumy, and full advantage has been taken
of this by G20D, whose fine work in conjunction with A3BQ has received well merited praise. We may expect further
developments in this direction very soon.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25th.
,SLrrathara
nadir!
Society. -- Lectvre<
"52L'L." Iie lnr. d. G. TI`aorl (SIi.G1.
Radio Thwart* Society, Nccltleavn.-Lcctirs: " 7'rir,rar G'c11s."
3laachcstr.r Radio Scientific Socictp.--Opeu

Streatham Radio Society,
A lectures and demouatratioii ou the
transmission of infra red rays was
given by isle. C. H. Roddis on January
28th. Tice experiments were most successful, reception of the invisible beam
emitted from a torch from one. end of the

hall being clearly received on a tine-vtalve
set controlled by a selenium cell.
On February 11.th Captain Plogge delivered an interesting ]intern lecture
descriptive of the Continental broadcasting stations.
Hon. secretary-, Mr. N. J. H. Clarke,
"A Salford Road, S.W.2.

TRANSMITTING NOTES.

RORTHCOI'[ING EVENTS.

Mr. G. Leslie Morrow (SUS`), the amateur
who successfully relayed an official met.
saüe From Iraq to the Air Ministry,
London, is seen on the left In this photo-

graph.

The Paris Conference,
f_inIortisnately the appeal to nrembers
of the T. and R. Section to forai a party to proceed to the Paris Conference in
April has met with a poor response.
-Appticatións must be received from a
least twelve more, members before spr-cit,t
facilities can be, irrangecl. Incidentally
the date of the Conference has been_
changed to .April 14th -19th.
-All communications regarding the. above:
should be addressed. to Gerald 5-ttarons,'.
hon. secretsn-, T. and R. Section, Baciio
Society of Great Britain, .53, 'Victoria
Street, Lardon, S.W.1_

-
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the human of the public has been made
they hale in the main iespuatcleit magnrttcently One has only to tecall the ciundeilul i cspunte of the so-called pirates"
when a licence was de%isecl coveinng their
paitrcular needs some ei,lrteon months ago
to ieabsc that the heart of the British
public beats line, and it 'ti ill Le an ill
clay for the B B C it eves they alienate
the ÿrnrdwdl of the people, winch they
have in such abundant uteasuie just now,
`

co90

that
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"Right to Search,"
Then the "Bight to Search

" Clause is

something that cannot be allowed to pass
without further explanation. Of course,
in wartime if a person were suspected of
concealing wireless apparatus for the purpose of interfering with signals some such
poweis would be necessary, but if the
polit e ni other officials were to .be given
powers to search every house to see if
then e w a, a crystal set, then obviously
the whole system of broadcasting would
come to a standstill, for that is something
that no Englishman, much less a Scotsman,
would for a moment tolerate.
0 00 0

A Drastic Remedy.
1ti fairness to the B.R.C., it must be

Stated that they have nothing whatever
They have not
been responsible for the framing of any
of its provisions. Ali that they have ever
-u. gested to the Post Office is that the
Pc,at Office should take some means of
dealing with those people who wilfully
efrawed from taking out their licences.
To suggest twelve mouths' imprisonment
for a "pirate " is almost as drastic a
remedy as cutting off a. little boy's head
to cute him of whooping cough.
to do with this new Bill.

0000
Public Goodwill.
The British hroadcasting enterprise lias
been built up on the goodwill of the
British public. Whenever an appeal to

s8

j
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The "Pirate" Question Again.
The new Wireless Telegraphy and
Sigualting Bi11 ought certainly to send the
enteleua dovecotes fluttering, and it does
-(rem terrible if, as some papers have
bluntly asserted, the `' pirate " is now
subject to g penalty of twelve months'
imprisonment. It is true, of course, that
n.) such drastic penalty would ever be
devised, but if penalties are to be devised
et all they ought to are in the realm of
a fine of forty shillings, or something like

Dt
j
\

2E11 in Trouble.

Poin old Edinburgh seems to be having
a hectic time with its wireless station
just now. So many complaints were
received about the transmission that the
B.B.C. increased the wavelength from 328
to 465 metres
This did not create satisfaction, so they went back to 328 metres
again.

0000

A Land Line Incident.

Mr. Arthur B. Burrows, Director of
Pro,%ramines of the L'.B.C., had a most
exciting Sunday afternoon on the occasion
of the recent heavy snowstorms in Scotland. He learned that all communication
was severed with the "Land o' Cakes,"
and he wondered -how lie was going to
get in touch with Glasgow to tell them
that their line was broken down. So lie
sent out an S.O.S. message from Chelmsford asking any listener who picked it nip
to communicate with Glasgow station.

000.o
Independent Caledonia.
As a matter of fact, however, there was
no need to worry, because Scotland is well
able to do without London any old time,
and they just carried ou with other
programmes.
It sometimes Happens that the land line
to Glasgow does break down, and Glasgow
have no difficulty in picking up Chelmsford wirelessly and relaying it.

0000

A Howler.

If Chaucer's pilgrims survived to this
day they would tell with gusto a tale from
Maidstone, where the electricity failed
recently and the post office had to work
by candle -light. A clerk, in the semidarkness, accidentally issued a dog licence
in lieu of a wireless licence, and ever
since that the applicant's wireless set has
been howling continuously.

0000

B.B.G. and Amateur Drama.

The B.S.C. are seeking fresh woods and
pastures new in the theatrical world.

et

2511i, 192 5.
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NatpinkremeeK.K:

THE STATIONS.
They have started an Amateur Diamatic
Club of their own, and they hope to gis e
a play m one of the suhtnban theatr es
'-urine tinge ni Apid
71n3 will nut be
Inuad.,int but the idea tiapoesta that. f.ulnig act mmuodatiun with the theatres, the
B B C. could run a theatre of their ow

0000
The Director of Programmes.
Some people h.+ve the idea that since
_Sii. George Gi-ossmith lias been appointed
to advise on the programmes sicle of the
R.B.C. Mr. Arthur .Burrows is not talking
the same active interest that he was
Nothing could be further from the facts
Mr. Burrows continues-as he has been
since the formation of the company -Director of Programmes of the B.E.C.
He is almost the only official on the programmes side that has not changed his
function since broadcasting began.

0000

All Day and All Night.
Ide is now even more intimately asso-

ciated with thePrograsumes Department
than ever before. _Not content with working all clay, he listens nearly everynight
to some station or other, and makes critical
suggestions on the programmes provided.

0000

Ministerial Talks.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries food prices bulletin will be read
every 'Friday at 6.35 I.m. in future,
instead of on Thursdays as previously
stated. This is in order that the bulletin
may bu followed by the Ministry of Agriculture's talk at 6.40 p.m. ou alternate
Fridays. Both bulletin and talk will be
simultaneously broadcast to all stations of
the B.B.C.

0000

No Inspectors Need Apply,
Some people are nothing if not enterpris-

ing and ahead of the times. Since the
announcement of the new Wireless Bill
the B.B.C. have received quite a number
of applications from people who are
anxious to act as inspectors under the new
measure. Needless to say, these have been
politely informed that there is nothing
doing.
-

0000

Cross -words Broadcast.
On Friday, the 27th February, Bourne-

mouth Station will transmit the first radio
crossword puzzle. This is in the form of
a competition, and entries m3nst reach the
Bournemouth Station niit later than the
last post on February 28th. A diagram
is published with the Radio Times, and

FEBRUARY
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the announcer will read out the clues.
which will be followed by a song or -ad
instrumental piece which' will contain the
In the case of au
cross puzzle word.
instrumental piece the word will be'found
in the title, and in the case of a song the
word will be slightly accentuated by, the
singer. A short space of time will be
allowed between each word for competitors
to enter them on the diagram= After the
crossword puzzle. there will ha half an.hóiir
of popular overtures by the Wireless
Orchestra.

0000.

-

End of the World.
A letter has- recently been received by
the B.B.C. from a elan who says that on
the night when the Adveutists were
expecting the end of the world to come
two gentlemen were listening -ill for
America in Liverpool. Being unable to
get it, they came to the conclusion that
the end of the world had come on that
side of the Atlantic,
-

-

0004

Engineers Testing'.
In order that the B.B.C. engineers may
have a clear evening for line tests once
a week, Friday evenings from 10.30- onwards hate been alIoca.ted -as from -Mardi.
616, during which period all stations must
close down.

1aAwcIl@og
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The late night rota will, therefore, he
amended- as from the week beginning-
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FUTURE FEATURES.

Sunday, march 1st.
London and 5XX (3 p.m.)

St. David's Day Programme.
S.B. to
other Stations,
J. II. Squire Celeste Octet.
Welsh Service, conducted by the Arch

Bournemouth (9 p.m.) ...
Cardiff (8.15 p.m.)

Druid.
Welsh Programme.
Philharmonic Concert, relayed from the
Palace Theatre.

Manchester (3 p.m.)
Newcastle (7.30 p.m.)
Monday, March 2nd.
Glasgow (7.35 p.m.)

"Jeanie Deans " or " The Heart
lothian " (Sir Waiter Scott).

of Mid-

Belfast (7.35 p.in.)
Songs and Folk Music..
Tuesday, March 3rd,
5XX (7.30 p.m.) ..
Excerpts from Shakespeare.
All station except 5XX (7.30_p.m.) "The Sea."
All stations except 5XX (10 p.m.)
The Country."
Wednesday, March Atlt.
London and 5XX (7.30 p.m.) ... Sullivan Programme.
A Jubilee Celebration and Ballads, Birmingham (7.30 p.m.)
Symphony Concert, relayed from Bristol,
Cardiff (7.30 p.m.) ...
Conductor : Eugene Goossens.
Thursday, March 5th.
Chamber Music Evening. S.B. to other'
London (7.35 p.m.)
Stations.
Manchester and 5XX (7.35 p.m.) The Halle Orchestra.
Friday, March 0th.
Italian Night..
London and 5XX (7.30 p.m.)
Birthday Programme.
Glasgow (7.30 p.m.)
S.B. to other
Stations.
Saturday, March 7th;
The Opera, " Faust " (Gounod).
Birminghani (7.30 p.m.) ...
"A Night in Hawaii.
Manchester (7.30 p.m.) ...
-

-

-

-

March 1st, and these transmissions will
take place on Monday evenings from 10.30
to 11,0. During these periods all stations,
except the station -working late, must close
down.

-

.

0000

The Late Night Rota.
The scope of the late night rota will he
extended.
It will include all relay
stations in addition to all main stations,
and will in future he as follows
Glasgow, March 2nd ; Sheffield, March
9th ; Cardiff, March 16íb ; Edinburgh,
March 23rd ; Manchester, March 30th ;
Dundee, April 6th ; Birmingham, April
13th ; Leeds-Bradford, April 20th ; Aberdeen, April 27th Plymouth, May dtll,

:-

,

Newcastle, May 11th; Swansea, May 18th;
5XX, May 25th ; Liverpool, June 1st;
Bournemouth, June 8th ; hull, June 15th ;
Belfast, June 22nd; Stoke,. -June 29th;
London, July 6th ; Nottingham, July 13th.
Notice will be given in the Radio Times
every week of the station taking late duty.
00 0 0

Special Arrangements.
In the event of the regular programme
for some reason lasting beyond 10.30 (such
as an extra. S.B. Night), the station taking
late duty will -transmit for half an hour
after the other stations have closed down.
In the event of an ordinary programme
lasting after 1130, the late night transmission will be curtailed so as to end at
12 o'clock. In the event. of the ordinary
programme lasting till 12 o'eloch, the late
night transmission for the -week will be.
cancelled.

0000

-

Fairy Tales that Misfire.
The B.B.C.- Children's Bous' is being
recast. It seems that fairy tales are not
so easily swallowed by youngsters who
have got used' to listening.
As a matter of fact, the B.B.C. must
have broadcast nearly all the fairy. tales
in all the languages which are worth broadcasting already;

.7APAN CALLING.
An Incongruous blend of Eastern and Western civilisation is revealed in these photographs
of

the mast and studio at the Tokia broadcasting station. Prague though it appears,
the mast Is scientifically constructed and of considerable strength.

00 00
Why not O.R.C. ?
One wonders why it is that the B.B.C.
have never broadcast some sparkliiigconversation by people 'like- Gilbert K.
Chesterton, who is busily writing -an
" Ox -Trot " in praise of beef for the
B.B.C. to broadcast.
A

:-'
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URLD AND

ERECT AN

AMATEUR MAST.
By F. J,

AINSLEY, A.M.I.C.E.

A mast of the typé described here looks well end will give many years of
service. The design is such that the mast rriay be built by anyone having
the usual household tools and the skill of the general handyman.

advised net to exceed a 4oft. mast unless he is prepared
to take a certain -amount of risk during erection and some
little trouble in preparing the erection gear, although in
proper hands a taller mast can be erected, as may be seen
by the photographs.
General Design.
The general design consists of four. Ieg members (set at
the corners of a square) braced, together both horizontally
and diagonally to form a complete structure. The toast
is held in position by four stays, secured towards the
upper part of the mast, and to suitable anchor stakes
driven into the ground. It rests on bricks, and is held
in position at the base by four foundation posts.
Selection of Timber.
The first consideration is the available space at hand
for the construction of the mast. erection and stay anchors.
A decision with.regard to height may then be made, and
the amount of timber required estimated. The selection
of the timber is the next important item. This must -bE
good yellow deal. 'There are various kinds of deal two
commonly known are white and yellow. White deal must
he rigorously avoided.
Timber yards usually keep a good stock of yellow deal.
It is yellow in colour, from straw to a. deeper tint when
cut, has a good grain, Marking yellowish brown and a
clean; smooth surface when planed.
It is free from
cracks (known as shakes), but has sonic knots, which
unless dry or loose are not detrimental to its -strength.
.The external appearance may appear to be dark or blackened, through exposure to the atmosphere; this is of no
;

It Is
built to the design given in this article, though the height has
been extended to 60 feet.
One of the masts at the station of Mr. F. II. Baynes (2DY).

HE

problem of hew to build and erect an aerial
mast 5oft. high has no doubt faced many amateurs. Although it is not an expensive matter to
construct such a mast, the erection presents some difficulties in the absence of somewhat elaborate erection gear or
previous experience..
To this article a design is put forward for a }oft. stayed
lattice timber mast which is of such construction that the
amateur may easily extend the height to suit his own
requirements.
The design embodies the following features :--10 skill
is required beyond that of the general handyman; it is
light, cheap nd effective, and a considerable proportihn
of the work may be carried out indoors. The mast when
completed will repay the amateur for the trouble he has
taken. After erection it can he climbed -as if one is
ascending a ladder.
The accompanying table serves as a guide to the amount
of stay base and height of the stay attachment, which are
also indicated in Fig, i.
In the designer's opinion the amateur will be well
A 26

consequence..
Unless you especially ask, the timber will, be what is
termed sawn timber ; but it can he procured planed at a
slight extra cost. The dimensions shown in the. figures
are the finished or required size. Thus, when ordering,
state for the leg members, timber to hold up to 7iin.
square, otherwise you will receive it Ain. square, the
deficiency having disappeared in the saw cut.
Generally the inexperienced eye cannot distinguish
externally the classes of timber, but one is quite safe in
purchasing from an established firm of timber merchants
and asking for good yellow deal.
sta.-=.

Height

nf mast.

Feet.
FO

tieiRhi.
heet.

Length.
Feel.

48-28

52-;E

45

.12

40

34

35

.51

i?

Ras.

_

-i

Feed
24
101

17
t6
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How to Build and Erect an Amateur Mast:

length, rain., mark off, and drill and countersink a hole
tin. from each. end for the screws.
The drilling and countersinking of the screw -holes is

The purchaser must also state that the timber must he
straight and square, free from sap, shakes, large or
loose knots, twists, warps or wavy edges. Good quality
timber is always sold to these requirements, so that
nothing special is asked for in the above remarks.
The straightness of the tin. x tin. bracing is not essential, as it is cut into short pieces ; but the leg members
must be true and square.
The drawings showing the design are self-explanatory.
Fig. 2 shows
the

-V%

Fìg. 3a..-Siren view
of the base, showing the method of
securing the cross
bracing.

general

arrange-

ment,

an

cl

gives

th e
position o f

f

f

f

f

f

f

Na 10 WOOD

the leg joints
and stay at-

!/

SCREWS 2 L ONG

tachment.
Figs. 3A,
B
and G
give the details of the
base
an d
method o f
securing the
cross
bracing,
which
continues in
like manner
to the stay attachment, rie-

f
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found

Fig. 1.-Layout of aerial. 11 =Height of stays;.
L=Length of stays; B=Length of base.

are
in

Fig. 4.

1-5x2"x1,
,

-- 2

Care should
be

taken

to slightly stagger the bracing on two adjacent faces, so
that the wood screws do not foul.
The mast is slightly tapered at the top for the sake
of appearance, and it is quite a good plan to adopt.
Method of Construction.
Cut the leg members to the correct -length and make
Two consecutive members should be
halved joints.
screwed together to test for straightness and given some
distinguishing mark, so that the same two pieces may be
assembled again in a similar manner. The Iower and
upper leg members may be left slightly long and the
four legs sawn to the same level on completion of the
mast. Next cut all the horizontal members to the correct

w.

INTERNAL
BRACING

INTERNAL

AaNNK_ AKIALIV
13W-

ALL

-IORIZONTAL

32'- 101/2
LEG JOINT

2.-The

1

2"-(-2"

4fl

B

MEMBERS

-

-i-fi-1"12-12.12 12

Atar4*.2,:elaP

_

14

101/2

Fig.

1-2

BRACING
HERE

HERE,

SPACED

i-2«CENTRES-

w

i2

1D

`â1I2

LEG

JOINT

general arrangement of the mast.
A
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Flow to Build and Erect an Amateur Mast,

important. The holes in all cross members
should be just large enough to push the screw into,
and the countersink just sufficient to receive the
most

screwhead flush.
It is well to remember that the mast depends entirely
on the screwed joints for strength and staN9 10 WOOD __--s.bility, provided good timber is used.
SCREWS 2i'LONG
be
members
drilled,
The leg
must also
but with a -smaller drill (one kin, dia.) to
1~52ux2"x I.
a depth of about three-quarters the
amount the screw enters the leg.
Now take two leg members and mark B/l/COACH
off at intervals of if t, rig. and secure the
6ft LONG
horizontal members.
Set this frame
square and nail a batten diagonally across
the legs; this locks the' frame, and the
correct length may now -be ascertained for
PACKING
the diagonal members. One diagonal may
WEDGE
-be used as a template. to mark off and cut
others; but it is advisable to test for length
and the position of screw -holes in the
diagonals occasionally.
When two opposite sides of the lower
portion of the mast have been made they
are set on edge and the remaining sicles
filled in with bracing.

2"x

1

x /4
2

PACKING

6 ilX

1/" X

1

1

BOLTS

-

e

2"

X

IQ_

.

3-0

BRICKS

FOUNDATION
POST

37-O"x 2"x 2"

Fig,

3b.-Front

view of the. base.

It is the better plan to complete each section 'of the
mast separately for the convenience of movement; in this
case care must be taken to see that the horizontals are
all the same length, so that the leg members are in line;
also that the horizontals ale parallel, otherwise they look
unsightly when the mast is erected..
At the stay junction zi>i. x tin. timber. is used for the
horizontals- and the upper portion of the- mast tapered,
as may be seen from the figures. When the äin. x in.
horizontals have been secured, spring the leg 'members
in and then attach the top cross pieces, and afterwards
the intermediate horizontals, which are cut to the required length.- Finally, fit the diagonals. Care must
be taken to .keep the tapered portion symmetrical with
the -parallel part of the mast.
Stays.
The stays must consist of wire rope,' not jute, flax,
The expression " wire rope " will be used for galvanised
steel wire ropes, and expression "rope " for jute, flax, hemp
or manilla ropes. Common ropes are made of jute. The term
"galvanised iron wire" is commonly used, but the wire is
nearly always mild steel.
-

The base stands upon a brickwork foundation, and is held in
position by four foundation posts.
L 45
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How to Build and Bred an Amateur Mast.
hemp or manilla, as these become tight and slack with

/1

8

ro

weather conditions and soon weaken and break. The
wire rope should be six strands of about No. 20 gauge
galvanised steel wire. Most ironmongers sell a stranded

FOUNDATION

POST

Fig. 3c.-Plan of the base.

i

lg. 5.--Details

of Bead of

mast.

convenience when handling
the stays during erection and
making fast: When the mast has been erected the rope
can be replaced by galvanised wire of about No. 16
gauge, as shown in the illustration of stay anchors.
The attachment of the stays to the mast. is best
arranged for by binding the wire round the leg Members,
ONE STAY WIRE MUST
as illustrated in Fig, 4, .and seizing the wire back on
PASS ROUND THE FOUR LEGS itself. Splicing a rope is not every man's job, so that
seizing may be resorted to.
Take two strands of the wire and thread _thetas through
the rope before binding up the ends, repeat -this process
FIT DIAGONAL
with all the strands, and let the length of the binding or
HARD UP
seizing be at least tin.
At least one stay should
embrace the four legs of the
mast. It is perhaps better
to Use a spare piece of wire
rope and pass it round the
INTERNAL mast, over the tin. x lin.
BRACING horizontals, where it can be
FOUR SCREWS
held in Position by means of
AT EACH JOINT
or nails. It is im`.staples
THUS
ereF
portant that this should be
done to pretfent any one leg
og
member being 'thin away
IIMMILWAIRIOM
.from the mast during the
CHOCKS
process of erection.

wire rope for clothes lines, which call be purchased in
rooft. coils; this is quite suitable for mast stays, and has
the advantage of cheapness. The stay lengths are given
in the table, hut each stay should be cut, say, 2ft. short
and about a Eft. length of rope attached. This is a great
If11%

-

LEG
MEMBER

INTERNAL
BRACING

CHOCKS
1/23.<

f5<_3P

Fig. 4.-Details of the stay attachment.

Anchors.

-

These consist of timber
stakes as illustrated in Fig.
6, having a cross section of
3in. x tin. and being aft. to
aft, bin. long. They may be
of hard wood, oak or beech,
but yellow deal is quite efficient and more easily pro A

29
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Erection.

Now to Build and Erect an Amateur Nast.

The size of the stakes
as well to remember that they
cess of rotting when placed
splitting them when they are
cured.

Stay
rmble

F

may appear large, but it is
have to withstand the proin the ground. To avoid
driven in, a few turns of

r tiros temporary rope
replaced by
iron wire,

aftel-muds

9elvenet

Iaehing

N is gauge

r turns of
Wire -ser,InrJ

"shóckle

Onohor.

stake

exile iron
stäke
2". 2'nÂ

Fig,

ment

G.-Arrangeof anchor
stakes.

wire round the top of each is advisable. When in the
ground each stake should resist the efforts of two men to
move then any appreciable amount sideways. They
should he set at an angle of 6o° with the ground level
and point away from the mast.

Foundations.
The mast is arranged to stand on bricks to prevent it
sinking into the
ground, and is held
sideways by means
of
four
timber
posts.
The bricks
should be arranged
in position before
erection and the
posts driven in after the mast has been erected.
Keep a careful watch -to see that all four legs rest
evenly on the bricks. This is best achieved by having a
broad wood wedge under each- leg, which can be tested
by tapping with a hammer.
For the first few days after erection it is advisable to
tap these wedges and drive them honie if necessary.

Painting.

It is essential that all tiinber work should be given a
coat of some preservative before erection. The best plan
is to creosote. it. -or use .solignum, This, however, i.5
more expensive, but has the advantage that it can he
purchased in several colours. Creosote is practically
-dark brown to .black, À light brown solignum looks
well.
If a white (painted) finish is desired, the timber should
be planed and given a coat of red lead paint first ; thi
process is rather expensive and troublesome, so that the
creosote or solignum process is no doubt the one to adopt.
A

30

-

For masts not exceeding q.oft. in length the following
method may be employed.
First see that the aerial
halyard is properly attached at the masthead and free to
run through the sheave block, Secure it near the base
of the mask and coil up any free end ; it does not want to
be hanging about during erection.
The base of the mast is set near the foundation bricks
in such a manner that the aerial halyard passes through
the correct side of the mast. The upper end is then
raised as high as possible and propped up by means of
two props or ladders, one on each leg.
Fig. 7
shows the general scheme of things. When the mast has
reached about 400 it can be hauled up by pulling .on two
of the stays.
The tail rope on each stay should reach to the anchors
and a turn he taken round them.. This will hold the
mast while the two ladders or props are worked along
under the mast. They are then used to push the masthead upwards two or three feet, after which the sta -v
ropes must be hauled in and secured again to the anchor
By repeating this process once -or
stakes.
twice the masthead will be raised sufficiently
to complete the lift by means of the
stays only.
When the mast is nearly vertical,
secure the two back stays, or if
they are secured to their
anchors before erection, adjust them.. -They will

rig. 7. --Erecting the
mast_

/

-

now act as a check in case the
mast tends to go right over.
When the mast is upright and

all four stays secured (but slightly
slack) two or three men can lift
the mast on to the brick foundazs
-ion, when the stays can again be
'
`"
adjusted and the foundation posts
driven in. 'These need not go very far into the ground
-about r8in. is sufficient. The mast legs and foundation posts are then drilled- and bolted up and wire attached
to the stay ends in' place of the temporary rope tail
pieces. The job is then completed.
In all cases arrange to bring the aerial halyard over
the mast to an anchor stake, which is placed on that side
of the mast away from the aerial and at an equivalent
distance to the other anchor stakes.,
-
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Coupling the Oscillator
of a SuperaHeterodyne Receiver.

By W. JAMES.

..`

those super -heterodyne receivers which have

separate generator of oscillations, it is
IN ausual
to inject the oscillatións into the grid
circuit of the detector. When an outdoor aerial is
connected through a tuner to the first detector, or
even when a frame aerial is used, the locally generated
oscillations may be of sufficient strength to cause an
objectionable amount of energy to be radiated.
The use of a " blocking valve " as a means of
reducing interference was discussed in these notes recently ii -there is, however, another scheme which is of
practical importance:
Referring to Fig. 1, which
gives the connections, it will be seen that in the anode
circuit of the detector is a coil, L1, and the primary
winding of the transformer T1. The oscillator has the
usual tuned grid circuit L,C and reaction coil L3 ; C3
is a large capacity bye -pass condenser.
H.T}

H,T+

H.T:4-

.

HTt
-.-

TO
FRAME

Fig.

AERIAL

»."
e

. ,.

..__

.d,=.

2.-The bulky side of a basket cell wound with a mixed pitch.

gives a coil which is bulky on one side, may
then be employed. Such a coil is illustrated in Figs. 2
and 4, and can be wound from the diagram of- Fig. 3.
The wire is passed through the first slot and along the
hack of the coil to the third slot, through this slot to the
front of the coil, along to the next slot, through it, and
so on, until, when one turn is wound, the -wire lies in the
first, third, fourth,- sixth,. seventh, ninth, and tenth slots.
The position- of the wire when one, two; and. three turns
are wound .is indicated in the figure.

in;, which

1=tDETECTOR
PYg.

.

.«,

OSCILLATOR

H,. AMPLIFIER 2OI1DETECTOR

1.-Arrangement

of a super-heterodyne receiver in which
the oscillator is coupled to the first ff.F, transformer,

Coifs L1 and L2 are Coupled, hence oscillating currents
are induced into the anode circuit and combine with the
currents already there.
This is .a good, practical way of connecting the oscillator; and will no doubt be tried by those having a receiver of this type. It is important to bear in mind that
the oscillator should be adjusted to give stronger oscillations than when the more usual method (coupling the
oscillator to the grid of the first detector) is employed.

Basket Coils.
Winding with a Mixed Pitch,

It

is sometimes desirable to place coils close together
to have a tight coupling. A special form of basket wind -

The issue of January 14th, 1925.

START

o

ZrZ

C=1

C=I

TURN

START;,
2 TURNS

1

START'

r,
8

2.-Method

of

TURNS

winding a basket coif having a mixed pitch of
two and four.
A
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This method of Winding results in a coil which has
twice as much wire on one. side as the- other. It has a
mixed pitch of two and four.
'

-

Self-Supporting Coils,

The basket coil illustrated here, and those in the last
two issues of this journal, are wound on treated cardboard formers.
Such coils are therefore quite firm

amt -strong, and are easily mounted in a receiver, though
the relatively large volume of solid material in the coils
has the effect of making the electrical losses higher than
when the coils are self-supporting.
Basket coils which are -self-supporting are wound on a
circular former having a number of removable pegs.
The coils are wound in exactly the sanie way as the coils
described above, and when the winding is- finished the
pegs are taken off the former and the coil removed.
Coils wound in this way are, of course, not so robust
as those wound on cardboard, but have quite a long life
provided they are handled with care.
l t is necessary to wind the coils carefully and not to
pull the wire too hard as it is being put on, or it may
he found that turns become short-circuited. The effect
of short-circuited turns is to reduce the inductance of the
coil, and usually to materially increase its high -frequency
resistance. A coil with short-circuited turns will not
tune sharply, and, even though reaction is used, the

CALLS
'l'eddiugton, Middlesex, (To Jan. 15th.)
Briti.=h:-20B, 2JF, 2WJ, 2YT, -6TDl'rc.a ch. :-8A Ari, BDE, SEE, SEP, 81:N,
8EU, 810, 8FL, 80I, 80ìYI, 80P, 811I5I),
8II, BJV, 8NK, 8PS, 85G, 8S8U, BUU,
8WK, BXP, 8XU. Belgian :--4YZ, 4ATJ.
D rtcla:-OII, OZN. Swiss:-9AB, 9AD.
Itaalicr,-:: I,1hI. Finnish. :-3NB. Saccrli34:-SMXX. SMZV, SMZZ. _tirzericrrri
-1-AAR, 1í1R., 1.4H, tALL, 1APK.
1ARY, ].ATJ, 1AWW, 1BES, 18111, 1BQ,
1BSD, 1CI, 1C11P, 1C7Zi', 1EI1., 1GA.
105, 1KW, 1PY, 15W, 1XAM, 1YB,
2 AG, 2BC, 2KX, 21r0, 3AB, 3ABl3r,
3ADB, 3APU. 3BNU, 410, 4K[i, 4JJ,
.8BZII, 8NTB, 8TR, 8Ur, 8XK,

-

-973IIT.
.

P. P. PE.aRaoN.-

Karlskrona, Sweden. (Jan. Ist to 24th.)
BritiNh :--SITA, 6TD, 610, 6IîV1, 2L`[.;
61ìN, 2WJ, 2SH, 2013, 2CC. ['Tench:8RG, BIiZ, 8AB, 80L, 8\T00, 8NS, 80P,
BSSU, 850, 8TK, 8NK. BEU, 8GG, 80Z,
` 801', BBF, 81401t, 8Í1, 8W1C, 80,VI{.,
80V. Daatcic :-OBA. German :-OCDJ.
-

OAB, OZ A,

1130,

IFP,

A

.

34

.

rig. 4. -The reverse side of the basket coil shown 1;! Fig.
signal strength is not so great as when a good coil
employed.

Lowestoft, Sullolk. (To Jan. 15th.)

Port Erie, Isle ei pian.

Drasch:-OAD, OBQ, OBA, OFT', OGC,
OKC, OLL, OMS, 00X, ORE, ORW, OTV,
OXQ, OZA, OZN, P2. Szcéclisla: 51VIRìi.
SMYV, SIvI]'Y, SMZS, SMZV, S14IZ1,
Danis]a:-7EC;.
Beltpiaaz:-lAU,
4C14 4QS, 41/8, 4TJ,- 41I0, 4W T. Swiss :

American:
301íG.

-9AA, 9AB, 9AD,

OAR- 6'er72rrzx

;-1CF.

-Lists submitted for publication in this
section -should he as short as possible.
They should contain only calls heard
within Psi previous fortnight and believer/ to be of -reasonably distant orifin.
Compliance with these conditions will
considerably enhance the value of tiu
section from 'ail points of view.

3NBA.
3CM.

Italianz

21N,

;-10M,

2N CB,

.3N B,

3AF,

3AM,

,S'paaii=h.:EA,_ 113.
P. L. iâACAGR (2MA).

Lytham, Lancs.

(To Jan. 11th.)

I3rìti.sla: -2AW,

2AWO, 2CC, 2DX,
21U, 2JF, 2JU; 2KF, 2KW, 2KZ, 2LZ,
2NM, 20M, 2SI1, 2T1', 2VS, 2WD.
2W V , 2X1, 2YQ, 5115, 5K0, 5KM, 5L1,
5LS, .5MA, 5M0, 5NN, 50K, 5PZ, SQV,
511Z, 5SZ, 517, 6A1I, 6FA, 610, 60II,
61CK, 61,J, 6MP, 6MX, 6NF, 6PP, SQB,
6RdF, 613V,

6X0.

II.

7Cb,

211K,

l-ARF,

.

0-v-0.)

C. G. CL AGUB.

-

(Jan. 11th
Acocks Green, -Birmingham,
to 18th.)
British.. -2P0, 5G1J, 6MP, 5PD, 2AM,
61- F, 6NP; STD, 2NB; 5UL, 5TZ, 6FG,
2L7, 5QV. I'rench-:-8A11, 8EU, SOP,
8PL, BFJ, 850, BEV, 8WAL, 8EN, 8GG,
8FK,'MG, BON.
F, J. TAYLOR.
(0-v-1.)
-

(Jan. 1st to 19th.)

Weybridge, Surrey.

Frezich:----c3AB, BAIL, HAZ, .8110, 8730,
811X, 8B0, 8CE, 8CM, 80N. BOT, 8DE,
8.0F, $DI, 8DL, 8DM, 811P, 87DR, 8131',

SEE,

Piuni,h:--2NM,

is

HEARD.

I1A14I,

1CF, I]B1T, LRT; -10X, I1AA. S-wedish
-SMZZ, SMPL; SMXX, SMZT. I3elgian -4L-FC, 4AX, 4A0, 4AS F'innzislc :
-2tiCA, FN2n; T+ilT2)\14i,. F'ï1.2\ThT,
ENV. Danish :-7EC, 7i` C, 7QP, 71IG.
$znerican:-----1PE.
7Z -M.
Can<uGírcir.LAU, lAI'. Argentinian :-R1FL.
(Reinartz 0-v-1.) E. Sauen (SMXV).
.fTransmifting every Saturday 10-12 p.m.
G.II.T. on 85 metres.)
:1

-

Itriti<a1a.:

--

810M, 810M, 81015,

81G, BFJ, 8F0K,

BPS, BRU, BGF, 8GG, 8GI, 8GK,.8GO,
8GP, 8GS, 80
-VR, 8HGV; 8138, 8115D,

8IB, 8,113, 830, 8JVX, 811J,
$I4IJll, 811í00, 8NA, 8NS, 80K, 8PC,
BPL, 8PS, 8QG, BRG, BILV, OSO, 88141,
8SPR, 8580, 88 SU, 8SSV, BSZ, 8TK,
811K, BVSG, 8V'I'I, SWAP, 8WU, 8X11,
81180=.

BROT.
(0-y-0.)

Liverpool.

--

L.. -C.

SNownew.

(Jan. 3rd to 18th.)

British:-2DX, 2FM, 2GY,
2NB, 2P0, 213V, 2XI, 5BV,

211, 2KW,
5CR., 513A,
5D19, 5MA, 5MO, 5PD,- SPZ, 6AL, 6MP,
6RW, 6TD, 611V.

(0-v-2; indoor aerial.)
M- SWANN.

G. 0. RAW,,eI'RoN.
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" COSMOS "

COILS.

introduced with the object of producing
robust inductance coils of high efficiency.

-

-

-

cables for insulating the numerous conable for coupling valve circuits, making
ductors in preference to indiarubber or
use of the resistance -capacity method..
waxed cotton.
For resistance -capacity coupling a
The " Cosmos " coils are manufactured
condenser, an anode resistance and a
by Metropolitan Vickers-, --and the
grid leak are necessary, and these
form of construction makes use of
have been_ incorporated together
spool of strip paper such as is often
to form one unit in -a most inemployed for the invisible wiring
genious manlier.
The terminals
of -bell circuits, etc., -and :in -which
of the condenser, which is one
a number of conductors are spaced
of Dubilier's new type 610,
apart. The finished. spool will thus
spool of resistance wire and at
consist of several concentric
the same time one of the conspirals which are linked through at
denser terminals, makes connecthe ends to form a continuous windLion with the grid leak, through
ing. A very small dieleca reliable spring contact.
tric stress is thus created
The grid leak is accommofrom layer to layer, and
dated in the, interior of
the potential is presented
the spool of wire, and is
laterally across the coil.
retained in position by
The_
spacing,
however,
means of a small clip.
between the conductors
Thus all three components
carried in the paper is The "Polar" demountable can be easily taken apart
resistance -capacity unit for
liberal, and consequontly
so that grid condensers
q
y
intervalve coupling.
this coil may be expected
and leaks of values suitto be one possessing extremely high effiable for high or low frequency amplificaciency.
Another good feature is that tion can be fitted. The anode resistance,
the finished coil is particularly robust,
being a wire wound spool, can be
relied upon to be accurate and constant in value and capable of -carrying current such as are usually met
with in the plate circuits of power
amplifying valves.
-

A vast variety of methods have been

A durable plug-in inductance.
The aim in design is to keep the self capacity of the winding as low as possible and to employ an insulating
material between the turns which gives
rise to a very small dielectric loss. Papèr
is well known to possess good insulating
and dielectric properties when dry, and,
in fact, is used in the large telephone

ZOI

WOpilColl

EBONITE CASED TERMINALS.
Among the components
handled by Messrs. Gaston E. Marbaix will be
found a good range of
terminals, including the
ebonite
shrouded
type,
which have a very good
appearance when assembled
on an ebonite panel and
can, moreover, be connected to, high potential
circuits.
-

The paper supported wires used in the
construction of " Cosmos " coils.

-

no special care being needed in handling
it, and there is no chance of the winding

being either disturbed or injured.
A RESISTANCECAPACITY UNIT.

Interior of the " Cosmos " coil. The turns
are paper supported, producing a very
low dielectric loss.

Although intervalve
transformers are available in great variety,
it is somewhat surprisuntil the
ing that
appearance
on -the
market of the component
shown
here
there was no unit avail -

The components of the " Polar" resistance coupling units.
Condensers and leaks of various values can be readily
interchanged.
A
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible -for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, the "Wireless World," 139-140, Fleet Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

WHAT OUR- READERS THINK.
Sn,-Just a note to wish Tire Wireless World great success
in its revised form, and under its new organisation.
As I am a reader from nearly No. 1, The Wireless World
es a very old friend, having many valued associations.
The new style certainly promises well, although I venture
a hope that it will not become too popular or stunti-

fied.

Your Editorial in the current issue is really invigorating.
A. W. REEVES.
Birmingham.

Good luck to you.

Sir,-In the first place I should like to congratulate you on
the high standard of excellence The Wireless World has always
maintained; on the soundness of its articles both in theoretical
and constructional aspects; and on the general style of- its
reproduction; and to wish your journal greater popularity -than
ever.

-

I think the general arrangement

of the journal in its new
form is good, although I should- like to comment on the only
two points which do not, to me, seem quite to reach the old
level. The quality of the paper, .you must admit, is inferior in
Of course it is
comparison to that of previous numbers.
reasonable to expect economy in one direction to compensate
for the increased production costs of a larger sized journal;
so this is perhaps a small matter. The only other matter which
gave an unfavourable impression, and which is perhaps of
greater importance, is the inclusion of the humorous article
and drawings. While raising no objection to. these features
as such, yet at least one reader feels sorry that The Wireless
Woslel has re -started this sort of thing. It would appear out
of keeping with the technical nature of a wireless journal to
cater for this class of matter, and 'it is my humble opinion
that it tends to lower the dignity of the publication. We seek
humour where .we expect to find it.
With best wishes for the continued -success of The Wireless
E. E. WALTER.
ocId.

It is such articles as Capt.
Round's, with the quantitative measurements and full results
of experiments, which enable the true experimenter to break
fresh soil without wasting time on ground already covered by
others.
Another feature which pleases me is the division of the letterpress and the advertisements. Yours, I think, is the only
paper a bound volume of which would not be disfigured by
stray advertisements, and such a bound volume forms a most
valuable work of reference, which it is desirable to keep neat.
And in saying this I do not wish to disparage advertisements,
which are not the least important part of a technical periodical.
My thanks, sir, for a very good fourpennyworth.
W. M. WHITEMAN.
Cambridge.
calls himself an experimenter.

-

-I

had a shock this morning when I opened my Wireless
Sir,
World. This used to be a good technical paper. What I have
got is a cross between John Henry and W. James-mostly
John Henry. It is of no use to me and will be promptly
W. T. TUCKER..
cancelled.

Loughborough.

Sir,-I should like to say that I think the new Wireless
World a great improvement and that it should draw many
more readers, although I must say; as an old reader, that I
regret the passing of the old familiar cover and paper, for
sentimental reasons if nothing else. -Further, I am very glad
to note that the paper is still under your editorship, and would
like to thank you for -past courtesies.
I realise that nowadays you have a new class of reader to
cater for, and I think that the new form of The Wireless
World will appeal, perhaps, to many new readers.
E. G. NURSE..
Best wishes for the future.
Hammersmith.
-

I

consider The Wireless World is now an easy first in
the array that the public have offered to them.
I am glad to see that constructional articles are to be a
feature of the paper, and I would like to suggest that The
Wee eless World be the first wireless periodical to publish a
constructional article for a real "Super Het."
The wireless,"fans " are very much interested in this circuit,
especially in view of the reduction in prices of valves.
D. F. HOGAN.
Sheffield.

am an old reader of your excellent paper, and when
Sir,
I read in last week's Editorial of the change that was coming
over the paper, I thought to myself, " That's done it
You can perhaps imagine my delight on receiving last evening
AIl I can do is to congratulate you on your
my first copy
new production, which is, to my mind, pots better than the
old one. I have looked forward enough to the arrival of The
Wireless World, but in future shall be ready for the postman
each Wednesday night!
Wishing you all the very best with your new Wireless
L. J. DAVIS.
World..
Ghent, Belgium.

Sir,-May I congratulate you upon the new Wireless World?
This has always been one of the best, and in its new form it
has become, without loss of dignity, a more cheerful and live
periodical, at the same time retaining the existing high standard of technical and constructional excellence.
I am particularly glad that the desire for- a big circulation
has not resulted in a neglect of the more advanced experimenter. I say "more advanced," because so often nowadays
anyone who makes a crystal set to listen to the local station

Sir,-On first looking at the new Wireless World. I was
greatly disappointed, chiefly owing to the drop in the quality
of the paper.
On reading the articles, however, I -was very pleased to find
that the old features had been retained, and also to find that
the constructional articles, threatened in the Editorial, were
very different from the modern type of constructiónall article
and gave the author's reasons for every point in design.
I quite realise that the increase in size of the journal has

Ilford.

!

Su,-I

.
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necessitated a drop in the quality of the paper; but why not
raise the price to 6d? I think few appreciate the difference
between 4d. and 6d., and The Wireless World would be better
able to maintain its superior position among contemporary
wireless periodicals. I have taken in your paper for the last
four or five years, and have therefore a great interest in its
future. I hope my views will prove to be constructive and not
destructive criticism.
J. G. COWAN.
Ealing.

I

Sir,--May I be permitted to add my congratulations to those
am certain will be offered you on the current issue of your

journal?

As a subscriber from No. 1, and as an experimenter whose
licence dates. some years before the appearance of that issue,
I welcome the improved contents and appearance of the
present issue. I have had some little experience in radio
journalism, and my name is probably not unknown to you.
You have now struck what I feel is -the correct note. You
are catering for the advanced worker by giving him good
design and trustworthy information, while the earnest beginner
cannot fail to be inspired by this same design. If you will keep
aloof from stunt circuits and the like and steer clear of those
journalistic dodges so frequently practised to boost up circulation, you will have the hearty support of the amateurs who
-

really matter,
Candid notes on new apparatus-not disguised advertise
ments-are welcomed by all ; 'bright and 'instructive articles
on new advances in the science of radio are equally desirous.
The reappearance of Col. Beuttler was a happy inspiration.
May I suggest a small but useful addition-that is, a summary of contents at the beginning or end of each issue? This
is valuable for reference purposes while the parts forming a
volume are still unbound.
With every good wish for continued and increasing
A. V. BALLHATCHET,
popularity,
M.J.Inst.E.
Merton.
-
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THE OSCILLATION NUISANCE.
Sir,-Your recent editorial on the subject of the oscillation
nuisance is of very great importance, and although it is a
little difficult to make a really intelligent comment in the time
at my disposal, the following remarks may be of interest
(a) One must reluctantly admit that it is difficult to contemplate the .total prohibition of reaction on broadcast wavelengths owing to economical considerations in the design of
broadcast receivers. This seems to be fundamental, and
therefore has had a great influence on the trend of commercial
design. A few manufacturers made gallant attempts in the
early days of broadcasting to avoid reaction "bv various means,
but they were forced in a large ineasure to modify their designs
later, in order to enable them to compete with their less moral
rivals. Without going into the technique of the subject -one
may say fundamentally that reaction is a means of increasing
the amplification before detection, and, incidentally, this is
accomplished without the use of any extra valves. There are,
however, equally important considerations, namely, those which
have to be regarded by the designer of receiving apparatus when.
he chooses the position in the cascade arrangement for the detecting valve. The detecting Valve, is, of course, the dividing
mark between the high -frequency stage or stages and the low frequency stage or stages, and in making an intelligent choice
for the position of the detector, one has to consider not only
the relative ease of amplification at high and low frequency,
but also -the efficiency of the detector at various amplitudes.
With all detector valves available there is a fairly well
defined amplitude- below which the detecting efficiency falls off
very rapidly, and it so happens that the employment of a
moderate amount of reaction on a rectifying valve which is not
preceded by a high -frequency stage is sufficient not only to
reduce the decrement of the aerial, but also to improve the
efficiency of rectification.
It seems likely that if reaction of any kind were prohibited
the listening public would have to spend so much extra on their
receiving apparatus that the outcry would be infinitely greater
than is the case at present in- regard to interference conditions.
Much,- therefore, as one would like to see this done, it is

:-

clear that we shall not make any progress by giving serious
consideration to such a proposal.
(b) Pending the introduction of a really effective cure, I suggest that the Press, the British Broadcasting Co., and the
National Association of Radio Manufacturers can do much :
1. The Press should not encourage listening -in to distant
stations by Tom, Dick and Harry. The Press should not
encourage people to listen to their local station with circuits
Having a factor of safety (as between desired signal strength
and signal strength obtainable with critical reaction), of less
than two.
2. The British Broadcasting Co: should carry on with their
propaganda work -with a view to minimising oscillation, which
work I believe (contrary to your editorial view) to be very
helpful.
3. The National Association of Radio Manufacturers might
consider action on the part of manufacturers such as the
following
(a) Improvement in the design of sets with a view tot
giving the most manageable form of reaction control.
(b) Persuading manufacturers to adopt some definite sales-.'
policy in regard to the type f set to be recommended for
any particular gone. (It is admitted that this proposal
contams many difficulties.)
(e) The provision of better instructions to the purchaser
as to how he should use his set.
(d) The evolution of non -interfering circuits of a simple
nature.
(e) Restriction in regard to- the use of sets which employ
as an essential feature a valve in continuous oscillationfor example, superheterodyne, supersonic, and superregenerative receivers.
4. All hope of finding a non -interfering -circuit of a simple
and universal nature should not yet be abandoned.. At the
risk of appearing to "grind my own axe " I would refer you
to methods outlined in Patent No. 218336..
Broadly speaking, the methods proposed in this patent enable
reaction to be used right up to the oscillating point, but if it
is pushed just too far -the operating conditions of the valve are
automatically altered (by a very short train of oscillations at
the receiving frequency), and the circuit subsequently oscillates
at an entirely different frequency.- The oscillating train at the
receiving frequency is so short that only .a "click " is. heard
in the telephones or loud-speaker. The second frequency
referred to may have any convenient value-in fact, it may
be an audible one, and hence it is quite out of tune With the
aerial. Radiation from the receiving aerial is therefore not
only absolutely negligible, but the minute amount which scientific accuracy forces us to assume as taking place may be at
a frequency on which no wireless (much less broadcast) signals
exist. The development of these methods of eliminating interference has long ago reached the stage where very conclusive
demonstrations can be given, but naturally there are difficulties
in getting a purchaser to pay even.a very little extra in order
that some one else may benefit by lack of interference.
There is therefore no real encouragement at present to place
such- apparatus on the market, but if it could be arranged that
after a given date all manufacturers would agree on a common
policy, there might be some chance of improvement.
It is not to be supposed for a minute that the circuits referred
to above are the only ones which would give the desired result,
but if sufficient alternatives were not forthcoming it is possible
that the N.A.R.M. or B.B.C., or both, might consider it of
sufficient interest to regulate any difference between manufacturers.
NORMAN LEA,
Chief Engineer, Radio Communication Co., Ltd.
-

-
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NEW ZEALAND ON SINGLE VALVE.
Sir,-It may interest readers to know that on February 9th
at 8.30 a.m. I received the New Zealand amateur Z4AG, who
was calling IILGMP, on about 80 metres. My receiver is a
-single-valve Reinartz. I should be interested to know if anybody has heard New Zealand as late, or later, in the day. The
sun was shining quite brightly, and there was absolutely no
NORMAN E. N. GOY..
fading.
Pinner, Middlesex.
.
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SYMBOLS USED IN WIRELESS
CIRCUITS°
The -various pieces of apparatus and accessories employed
in reception or transmission are usually represented in
diagrams of connections by symbols. Those commonly
used are given below, and should be learned by those who
wish to derive the greatest benefit from the circuits appearing

Two plug-in coils mounted
in a two -coil holder for the

purpose of obtaining variable coupling between them.

in wireless articles.

A three -electrode valve ; that
is, a receiving or transmitting
valve having a filament, grid

and anode.

PDD
A

An open aerial. May be an

A

outdoor or indoor aerial.

tuning coil, usually of
the cylindrical type.

tuning or variable
condenser.

Another valve holder, for V.24
type valves.

A fixed condenser.

A

An adjustable tuning coil.
A

grid condenser with the grid
leak connected across it.

frame or loop aerial.

A two -electrode or

rectifying valve.

variometer. The windings
may be connected in series
or parallel.
A

An earth connection.

Another grid condenser and
leak suitable for coupling a
tuned anode and detector, or
choke, or resistance stages
of H.F. or L.F. amplifiers.
Head-telephones.

Connection to a

terminal.1,

resistance. An anode
resistance is shown, but the
symbol applies to any type of
fixed resistance.
A fixed

high -frequency transformer
with a fixed coupling. May
be of the pin type shown, or
consist of two coils fixed
together, or a coil with a double
winding.
A

A

loud-speaker.

-

Two wires connected.

-

An adjustable resistance or
rheostat such as a filament

resistance.

A

Another type of high-frequency
Two wires crossing.

r

microphone or other type
of

transformer.

A

low frequency or iron -cored
choke coil.

--- -A

A single -pole switch.

o

o

double -pole throw -over
switch.
A

3ti

-

single dry cell or
accumulator.

A low

A

-

crystal detector.

o

o

O

le-

O

U

O

A

frequency or note
magnifier transformer.

transmitter.

P

A

plug-in coil.

A

valve holder for valves of
the four -pin type.

A number of dry cells or

accumulators connected in
series
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Readers Desiring to Consult the " Wireless World" Information Dept. should
make use of the Coupon to be found in the Advertisement Pages.
Switching Arrangements for a Four valve Set.
ACORRESPONDENT has written
requesting us to furnish him with
a four -valve circuit embodying a
four -pole switch, With which he will be
able to cut out the H.F. and detector
valves and switch in a crystal. He also
desires to include a series -parallel switch,
a tune stand-by switch, and the usual
switches for cutting out H.F. and L.F.
valves- according to requirements.
We give below a suitable circuit for
accomplishing this. It will be noticed
that when changing from H.F. and valve
detector to crystal detector only, the filaments of the valves concerned are automatically extinguished, and the O.P. connection of the first transformer is
changed from H.T.±to earth. The three pole switch automatically adjusts the
anode potential of the detector valve
when the telephones are brought into this
circuit, thus obviating the necessity for
adjusting wander plugs. It is recommended that a 9 -volt tapped dry cell
battery be used for grid biassing in order
that the correct bias may be applied
according to the particular type of valve
used. A reaction reversing switch is also
included in the diagram.
-

-

-

Resistances for L.P. Amplifiers.
SEVERAL readers have asked for the
address of the firm manufacturing

Zenite rods, which were recommended for resistance coupled L.F.
amplifiers on page 397 of the December
17th issue of this journal. These may be
obtained from the Zenith Manufacturing
Company,
Villiers Road, Willesden
With regard to the
Green, -N.W.2.
slotted formers mentioned in the same
article for winding anode resistances,
these may- consist of H.F. transformers
taken from old R.A.F. amplifiers.
-

0000

Measurement of Aerial Capacity.
CORRESPONDENT is desirous of
A measuring the capacity of his
aerial, and he asks us to suggest
a simple method whereby this may be
approximately ascertained.
The capacity of the aerial can be
approximately ascertained by connecting
a coil of 75 to 100 turns in the aerial
circuit, and then exciting the aerial
system by means of a- buzzer. The frequency at which the aerial is oscillating
should then be measured as accurately as
possible by a wavemeter. The coil should
then be removed from the aerial circuit
-

-

and connected in parallel with a -carefully calibrated variable condenser. This
oscillatory system should then be excited
and adjusted to the- same periodicity as
that of the coil and aerial previously
measured. It will then be found that
the capacity indicated by the calibration
chart of the condenser is approximately
equal to that of the aerial. This will
give a moderately good approximation,
but it must be remembered that the distributed inductance of the aerial has not
been. taken into account.
-

0000

The Position of the Filament Rheostat.
E receive many letters from
readers asking us whether it is
better to place the filament resistance in the positive or negative L.T.
lead.
The resistance of the ordinary filament
rheostat will be found to have a more
or less negligible effect in biasing the
grid of the valve.- When in the negative
lead it will be found that it causes the
grid to become slightly more negative
than the negative end of the filament.
This is all to the good in L.F. amplifiers,
but its biasing effect is not nearly enough,
and we shall still need grid biasing cells.
In H.F. amplifiers the rhecstat can be
connected in the negative lead
unless it is desired to attempt to
stabilise the H.F. valves by
introducing â certain amount of
grid current. In detector valve
circuits it is necessary to apply
a positive bias to the grid of the
-HT
valve, and the connecting of the
filament rheostat in the positive
L.T. lead will still further assist
in this. In practice, however,
not much difference will be
noticeable in ordinary circuits,
the important thing to take care
of being that the grid return
leads of the various valves connects to the correct side of the
L.T. battery, irrespective of
which -lead the rheostat is in.
-

-
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Record Crystal: Reception.
N view of the many reports
now daily appearing con-

L,

+

o

A

four valve receiver with switches to enable valves to be put in or out of circuit, or a crystal
to be employed as adetector instead of a valve.

cerning the reception of
New Zealand amateurs on one
and two valve sets, a reader
asks what is the long-distance
record for crystal reception.
A

39

Readers' Problems.Our correspondent does not state
whether he is referring to reception of
morse or telephony, brit -in any case we
can give no exact information on this
subject. Reports have been received that
5XX has been heard on an unaided 'crystal
set in Algiers, which is a distance of
approximately 1,000 miles.- In view of
the high power which Chelmsford uses,
this report cannot he ignored. Crystal
reception of morse signals is, of course,
m a different category, and distances between one and two thousand miles from
an ordinary low -powered commercial
station are quite common.

0000

states that results on either one or three
valves are all that could be desired, _but
that very poor signal strength is given
when using two valves only, and he is
puzzled by this, since, when using all
three valves, the second valve functions
perfectly normally. All switch connections, etc., :have been carefully checked
and tested.
\

-

1925

grid circuit by means of a loose -coupled
tuned transformer. This transformer
can, of course, consist of two plug-in coils
mounted in the conventional two-way coil
holder. Both the primary and secondary
are shown tuned by separate condensers,
although when working with coils closely
coupled it is possible to dispense with one
of these condensers. Potentiometer cono

1

+
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An experimental single valve receiver.
The grid leak and condenser Unit is
provided with a short-circuiting switch in
order that experiment's may be carried
out on the " super " circuit without these
components.
0 0 0o

Fault Tracing in a Three -valve Set.
AA READER has written to say that
he has carefully constructed a
receiver modelled on the circuit
given in this section of the journal for
November 5th, 1924, with the exception
that he has replaced the resistance by a
choke, in order to avoid the higher anode
voltage required with the resistance. He
40
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An Experimental -One-valve Receiver.
ACORRESPONDENT wishes to construct an experimental one-valve
receiver for use. with a frame
aerial with which, by simple switching
arrangements, it is possible to change over
from a plain one -valve reaction circuit
to one embodying the super -regenerative
principle.
We illustrate a suitable circuit below.
It will be seen that by closing the doublepole switch, the " quenching coils " are
short-circuited. These coils should be of
such a value that, in conjunction with the
0 005µF condensers shunting them, they
will have a natural periodicity of about
ten to twenty kilocycles. The " plug-in "
type of coil is quite suitable for use for
both of these, but they should be with-.
drawn from their sockets when using the
receiver as a simple one-vali'e set, since
the proximity of such large- coils, forming, as they do, a closed circuit through
the short-circuiting switch, .will have a
detrimental effect on thè functioning of
the receiver as a normal one -valve reaction
set.
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receiver with one stage of loose coupled tuned transformer H.F. amplification, valve
detector and note magnifier.

The reason for this curious behaviour

of the second valve, although puzzling at
first sight, is readily revelled if a few
moments' study is given to the diagram.
The circuit was designed sp that when

the telephones were brought into the
anode circuit of the -second valve the
anode resistance was kept i Series with
them in order to offset the high anode
voltage applied, otherwise it, would have
been necessary to move the wander plug
every time a change was made from two
tö three valves, and vice versa. Now, if
we substitute a choke and lower the
anode voltage accordingly, i;, will readily
be seen that when we bring the telephones into this circuit we have a very
large impedance choke in series with
the telephones, with -a-similar result that
would be experienced if we had connected several pairs of telephones in
series in this anode circuit. When changing over to three valves, however, things
The remedy is
become normal again.
fortunately simple. It will be noticed
in the diagram that a connection runs
from the right -centre contact of- the first
inter -valve switch :to one end of the
choke or resistance, as the case may- be.
It is Only necessary -to move, this connection to the other end of th choke.
i

-

0000
Selectivity in a Three -valve Set.
READER is desirous of building a
three-valve set containing- one
stage of H:F.,.in which selectivity
is obtained by means of loose coupling
between the H.F. and detector valves.
The circuit -which we give above will
be found suitable for this purpose. The
energy in the anode circuit of the detector valve is transferred to the detector

trol of both H.F. and detector grids
could be used with advantage in this circuit, but is not given in the diagram, as
it would, of course, add two more controls to the receiver.

0000.
Distortion in a Choke -coupled Amplifier,
CORRESPONDENT who has constructed a choke -coupled amplifier

using an intervalve transformer
with primary -and secondary in series for
his choke states that he is greatly disappointed with the results obtained; the
quality of reproduction being distinctly

tinny.'

This effect of poor -quality is due to the
lion -amplification of the lower musical
frequencies, and should not occur in a
well -designed choke amplifier. It may be
caused either by using too small a value
of coupling condenser, or too small a
choke in the anode circuit. The coupling
condenser should not have a smaller
value than 0.05 µF if even amplification
of all musical frequencies is to be effected,
The inductance value of the chokz -should
be high, a. value of 100 Henries being suitable, and it Will be found that the Use of
-

an intervalve transformer with primary
and secondary connected in series is excellent for this purpose. It is.highlÿ probable,
however, that in this particular case the
primary and secondary of the -transformer
have been connected in such a manner
that the magnetic fields created by the
two windings are acting in opposition to
each other instead of mutually assisting
each other. This would easily account
for the distortion referred to. Great care
is necessary when using a transformer in
this manner, and the correct nsethod of
connection must be found by experiment.

